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SUNIIARY

Vertical/Short Take-Off arid Landing (V/STOL) fighter aircraft are
characterised by increased control complexity caused by the extra degree
ol freedom. This can result in a high pilot workload which may be
alleviated with the careful application of active flight control.
However, the advent of control configured vehicles demands that the
controller design must be part of a fully integrated and iterative
aircraft design; hence it must allow the two-way flow of design
information.

In this thesis a suitable controller (leSign method is developed to solve
this two-fold problem.

The method is based upon a singular perturbation analysis which is used
to expose the underlying dynamics of a closed-loop state-space system.
developments are described which allow high-order, dynamically
complex parasitics, such as actuators, to be included in the design.
}urtherrnore, the method gives the designer insight into the problem
allowing tuning and engineering trade-offs to be performed intelligently
with a two-way flow of design information. The end result is a robust
high-gain multivariable controller.

In order fully to develop arid analyse the method it has been applied to
a representative non-linear time-varying aircraft simulation model. This
LS

supplied by the Royal Aerospace Establishment, Bedford. The necessary

-xvi -

sLate-space matrices are otitairted by lirLearisirig the model at several
differertt flight cases. This occurs over a wide flight envelope, from
hover to 300 Kts, and consequently the multivariable control laws are
implemented using gain scheduling.

Finally, task tailored control and handling qualities requirements are
derived for a V/STOL aircraft in the form of a design brief. This design
brief is then fulfilled by designing a controller which alleviates pilot
workload during transitions from jet-borne to fully wing-borne flight
(and vice versa).
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CHAPTER 1

1. NTRODUCTION
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INTRODUCT ION

1.1 Introduction

The days of" seat of the pants" combat flying are long gone. The
wires that once braced the biplanes wings now huni to the tune of
digital computers. The single glass windscreen has now developed into
several glass TV screens which barrage the pilot with a multitude of
information. Today's modern fighter aircraft can be unstable.
supersonic and packed with sophisticated electronics; todays modern
fighter pilot is being stretched to the limit using hands, feet, eyes
and even voice to perform the mission. The addition of Vertical/Short
Take-Off and Landing (V/STOL) capability will stretch the aircraft
and pilot still further. Indeed, for V/STOL aircraft it has already
been shown [Franklin & Anderson] that the increase in control
complexity and the additional degree of freedom can result in a high
pilot workload.

The next generation of V/STOL aircraft will have to overcome all of
these problems in order to be effective, but fortunately many of the
solutions can be found in the emerging new technologies. The use of
digital computers for active flight control is a typical example
which is already being proven in the air. However, within the field
of active flight control there is a need to develop a Multi-Input
Multi-Output (MIMO) control law design method which interacts with,
and gives insight to, the control engineer. Furthermore, to be
properly effective the control law design method must be part of a
fully integrated design programme and therefore able to interact with
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the other design disciplines. This requires that the design method is
capable of working two ways; from the planned hardware to a
performance specification, or, from the planned performance to a
hardware specification.

In this report a robust high_gain* error-actuated MIMO control law
design technique is developed into a new design method which
satisfies the need described above. It is then used to design a
controller for a representative V/STOL aircraft model in order to
alleviate pilot workload during the transition from jet-borne to
fully wing-borne flight (and vice versa), and to provide enhanced
manoeuvres in otherwise conventional tllght phases. The controller
design achieves this by: decoupling the flight variables that are
relevant to the piloting task in each flight mode, reducing the
number of pilot control inputs and providing some "carefree handling"
characteristics

("carefree

handling"

means

the

aircraft

is

automatically restricted to a safe flight envelope, thereby relieving
the pilot of this responsibility).

Hence there are two main objectives which permeate this report.
Firstly, the development of a controller design method which fulfils
the criteria described. Secondly, the design of a controller that
reduces the workload which is characteristic of V/STOL aircraft.

* The term "high gain" refers to the fact that a high gain is used in
the theoretical analysis, however, practical gains are used for
implementation. Furthermore, the original high-gain technique has
been developed further here and the new derivative is referred to
as the high-gain method.
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These two themes are interwoven through this report as they are
complementary and Interdependent. It would be Impossible fully to
evaluate a design method without applying it to a problem that Is as
realistic as possible. Similarly, It would be Impossible to design a
realistic controller without a suitable method. In the conclusions
though, the two themes are discussed separately for clarity.

It should also be noted that current Handling Qualities (HQ) criteria
and Task Tailored Control (TTC) ideas are reviewed and included in
the controller design specification where possible. However, the
available data Is very limited, especially with respect to MIMO
systems and transition flight phases. Accordingly, general criteria
are suggested In this thesis which may be used with other MIMO
techniques to help specify the HQ and TTC modes for V/STOL aircraft.
This may be considered as a secondary objective.

This brief introduction (section 1.1) is developed further In the
next two sections. In section 1.2 this report is put into perspective
by describing the wider research programme of which it is a part.
Section 1.3 contaIns an outline of the rest of the report, and
describes the conventions that have been used throughout. It should
be noted that the outline contains more than just a list of chapters,
as it is Intended to give an overview of the whole report. These two
sections together explain the reasons for the project being necessary
and describe the way in which It was carried out.
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1.2 The VAAC Programme

VAAC represents Vectored-thrust Aircraft Advanced flight Control. The
VAAC research programme is being conducted by the Flight Systems
Department of the Royal Aerospace Establishment (RAE) Bedford [Flight
international a,b , Walker, Owenj, who are also the sponsors of this
project. The VAAC group consists of staff from RAE Bedford, British
Aerospace, Smiths Industries, GEC Avionics, Rolls Royce, Cranfield
institute of Technology, Salford University and occasionally other
contributing parties. it has been confirmed by RAE Bedford [Flight
International, Walker] that results from the VAAC programme could be
relevant to the joint US/UK technology programme which Is assessing
the full potential of V/STOL. This memorandum of understanding
between NASA, the US Department of Defence, and the UK Ministry of
Defence should lead to a "proof of concept" aircraft after a design
specification is agreed upon.

The design specification will probably call for an Advanced Short
Take-Off and Vertical Landing (ASTOVL) aircraft with supersonic
capability, an unstable airframe and redundant control surfaces to
enable decoupled or enhanced manoeuvres and reconfiguration. The
aircraft would necessarily be a Control Configured Vehicle (CCV)
meaning that the design of the control surfaces and the MIMO control
laws becomes an integral and essential part of the aircraft design
and not an "afterthought". The controller must be designed carefully
to prevent there being a high pilot workload, and as a primary flight
system It must be of high integrity. In view of these requirements it
is doubtful that the current design techniques in use would be
adequate for the task (this is discussed In greater detail in
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Chapter 2).

Consequently the RAE VAAC programme was initiated with the primary
objectives of developing new concepts and design assessment
techniques for the controls and displays of future ASTOVL aircraft.
Expertise from various industries and universities are drawn together
In the VAAC programme for cross fertlilsation. In addition to
performing original research, the RAE also provides an organisations
base, extensive flight simulation facilities and a test aircraft, the
VAAC Harrier. This allows work from all group members to progress
from mathematical studies to non-real-time simulation studies,
real-time piloted simulation studies and ultimately flight trials.

As part of this programme, the RAE have developed a Generic V/STOL
Aircraft Model (GVAM87) for use by group members and other outside
research groups. It Is a non-linear time varying representative
V/STOL model which can "fly" within an extensive flight envelope,
unrestricted by small perturbation limits. This model is described
more fully In chapter 4. It is intended to be used for development of
ASTOVL

controller

design

techniques,

Investigations

into

reconfigurable control, fault detection and optimisatlon techniques.
The RAE support this model on their Advanced Flight Simulator (AFS)
allowing the Ideas to be assessed in real-time possibly leading to
piloted simulation trials. This facility is of course a great benefit
to university based studies, allowing them to gain a practical
evaluation of their research work.

The research Into robust high-gain error actuated multivariable
controller design techniques at Salford was chosen as a useful area
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of collaboration by the RAE. The RAE have subsequently sponsored this
project at Salford and more recently another project applying the
same technique to the recontigurable controls problem, now based at
Lancaster University. The RAE have not only financed this research
but also provided the GVAM87 and considerable practical input. This
has resulted in two main results for the VAAC programme: firstly the
development and assessment of a multivariable design technique,
secondly the design of a controller for the GVAM87 which addresses
many of the practical and implementation problems that current MIMO
controller design techniques face.

This Is not the place to review all of the VAAC programme or to
describe Its future work plan. However, it Is relevant to mention
that the RAE have sponsored one year of further research, on this
project, starting from October 1988. ThIs has taken the controller
design to a greater level of maturity and the controller has
undergone piloted flight simulation trials at the RAE. This work Is
contained in a separate report [Hopper] and the conclusions from this
work will help to decide whether this work will be taken forward to
flight trials. This concludes the description of the VAAC programme.

1.3 Outline of the report

This report consists of nine chapters and four appendices. This first
chapter introduces the whole report and gives the objectives of the
work. The problem of high pilot workload that is characteristic of
V/STOL aircraft Is described before a solution using multivarlable
control is proposed. This in turn defines the requirement for a
suitable multivarlable control1er design method. The whole report Is
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then put Into perspective by describing the VAAC programme which
spawned this Project. The chapter concludes with this section, by
giving an overview of the report and by highlighting the new work.

Chapter 2 contaIns a review of the pertinent work. Classical and
modern control theory Is reviewed to bring out the features that a
suitable design method should have. The features which fall short of
the requirement are also described. The evolution of the high-gain
technique is then given from its conception to its current form.
Areas where development has taken place and areas which need further
development are described with reference to past research. The
chapter concludes with a summary of the developments that have
already been made to show the status of the technique up to 1985.
This is followed by a summary of past "recommendations for further
work" which have been fulfilled in this report.

A detailed description of the new high-gain method is contained
within chapter 3. First, an overview of the old high-gain technique
and its main features are given followed by an overview of the new
developments. Then the strengths and weaknesses are assessed and
reasons for favouring the new high-gain method are given in view of
the requirements made at the start of this report. The main body of
this chapter contains the mathematical derivation of the high-gain
theory and the new developments. The theory is then put together Into
a step by step method, listed at the end of the chapter.

The aircraft model (GVAM87) which was supplied by the RAE is
described in chapter 4. The rigid body dynamics, the actuators and
the "flight" environment are all discussed. The nature of the
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non-linearities and practical constraints are described in detail as
they form the real constraints which compromise the design. Several
features are described with the aid of figures. Finally, the design
environment which Is used is discussed and the software which forms
the environment is described.

Case studies are worked through in chapter 5 in order to illustrate
particular features of the new high-gain method, and to show how it
may be applied to a problem. A linear model is extracted from the
non-linear GVA7487 at a transition flight case, and it is used as the
basis for the case studies. Initially only the rigid body dynamics
are used with no parasitic dynamics (actuators, sensors etc) so that
the most basic features of the design method may be shown clearly.
The step by step method is then applied and the design progresses
with the model becoming increasingly complex at each stage. In this
way the designer can build up his knowledge of the problem gradually
as the design progresses, whilst being aware of the effects of his
decisions at each stage. Thus the effect of adding complex,
relatively slow actuators Is demonstrated and the effect this has on
the closed-loop system is clearly seen.

Chapter 5 also contains a simple robustness test which is performed
by simulating a controller at an off-design flight condition. Next, a
method for designing dynamic compensation is shown which Is Identical
to the root-locus method used with SISO systems. This example also
shows the effect that the engine non-linearitles can have on the
closed-loop response.

Finally,

a very important and useful

characteristic of the high-gain method Is demonstrated, namely the
ability to "work backwards. It is shown how the poor closed-loop
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performance of a particular system can be Improved by discovering the
actuator responsible arid taking appropriate action.This feature makes
the method suitable for use in a fully integrated aircraft design
programme because it offers "design feedback". It is this feature
which is lacking in many other methods and it Is one of the main
requirements listed at the start of this report.

In order to show that the method is capable of working to a realistic
design brief, one must first be defined. This is the purpose of
chapter 6. Current ideas on task tailored control are reviewed and
the needs specific to V/STOL aircraft are discussed. The handling
qualities criteria that exist are also reviewed and the features that
are relevant to this application are extracted. In order to ensure
that the controller is realisable, several practical considerations
are examined resulting in extra constraints to be considered.
Finally, information from each of these three areas is drawn together
to form the basis for the design brief. Where there is insufficient
information or lack of continuity In the existing data, new criteria
have been defined.

The design brief of chapter 6 is used as a basis for designing a
controller for the GVAM87, utilising the method described in chapters

3

and

5.

The structure and function of the resulting

controller are described with the aid of figures in chapter 7.

The controller which is described in chapter 7 is demonstrated In
chapter 8 wIth a series of flight simulations. After demonstrating
the basic controller features four realistic flying tasks are
performed followed by two specific tasks. Finally, the possibilities
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of automatic ship landing systems are described before the handling
qualities of the controller are discussed.

The last chapter, chapter 9,

containS

the conclusions and

recommendations drawn from this work. The conclusions are divided
between the two main objectives and the secondary objective. The
recommendations are listed in four subject groups: the controller
design method, the actual controller design, the design environment
and the design trade-offs.

The last chapter is followed by the list of references and then the
appendices. Appendix A contains the mathematical derivation of the
block diagonal closed-loop system which is referred to in section
3.3. Appendix B contains the bulk of a worked example from section
3.4. Appendix C contains a listing of the help banners for some of
the Pro-Matlab functions that have been used and which are referred
to in section 4. Lastly, Appendix D contains a glossary of terms for
handling qualities criteria, referred to in section 6.

All references are listed by first author's name at the back of this
report, and where different authors have the same surname an initial
is also given. If an author appears more than once, a superfix is
attached to the name (i.e. Smith a , Smithb....). Occasionally an
author is mentioned by name in the text but mostly it is the work
which is mentioned, the authors name appearing in brackets nearby,
e.g. [Smith]. Where more than two authors have written one paper,
only the first author is given e.g. [Smith et alj. All abbreviations
and notation is defined when It Is first used.
All figures appear at the end of each chapter. The figures and tables
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are numbered as they are mentioned In the text, beginning with the
chapter number and equations are numbered as they are defined in a
similar way e.g. (2.4) for figure, table, or equation 4 of chapter 2.
There Is also a list of tables and a list of figures at the front of
this report, giving the page number on which the figure or table
appears.
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C HAPTER 2

EVEW OF PERTINENT WORK
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REVIEW OF PERTINENT CONTROL THEORY

2.1 Introduction

This review is divided into three sections.

FIrstly, section 2.2

contains a discussion on the use of classical design techniques and
highlights their strengths and weaknesses, especially with regard to
MIMO control problems.

Secondly, section 2.3 contains a review of

several MIMO controller design techniques and a discussion of
reasons why they were not considered suitable for this project.
Finally, the third section (section 2.4) contains a description of
the evolution of the high-gain technique up to the start of the
project.

Its roots and its development are described, but no

comment is made about its suitability or operation at this stage as
this is contained within chapter 3.

2.2 Classical Controller Design Techniques

:

Strengths

and

Weaknesses.

The classical design techniques referred to here are the frequency
domain techniques of Bode (1945) and Nyguist (1932) and the
root-locus technique of Evans (1948).

These techniques were

developed separately and also used separately for a while, but
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eventually it became apparent that the root-locus and frequency
domain techniques were complementary.

Designs could be performed

more readily using the techniques together. Studying the root-locus
of a system quickly shows the effects of adding actuator, sensor and
compensator dynamics to the basic plant under feedback control.

It

is also possible to study the effects of varying parameters other
than the feedback gain.

This combines to give the designer insight

into the design problem, its limitations and the possible cause of
poor closed-loop dynamics.

The system may then be studied using

Bode's technique to assess the frequency response.

This will

indicate bandwidth, possible resonance problems and the stability
robustness to plant changes or noise (through the phase and gain
margins).

There are other techniques based in the frequency domain

which can also be used effectively depending on the nature of the
problem and the usual practice of the design group/individual.
Finally, the designer can generate time responses to check the
closed-loop behaviour and to perform fine-tuning of the control
parameters.

Methods such as these have been used successfully for many years as
can be shown by the following case studies:

the Fly By Wire (F'BW)

Jaguar [Nelson & Smith, Smith et all and the F-18 Hornet [Moran,
Harschburger & Moomawj are two examples of current operational
aircraft with classically designed control laws, the space shuttle
[Powers] is an example of an aerospace vehicle and the EAP [Kaul et
all is an example of a modern unstable supersonic aircraft.
Classical techniques were also used on an F-8 [Butler et al] to test
a variable gain controller to alleviate sensor noise effects on the
actuators.
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Classical techniques have also been used In conjunction with more
complex methods.

For example, the Quiet Short-haul Research

Aircraft (QSRA)

[Franklin & Hynesj which had Single-Input

Single-Output (SISO) control loops around the non-linear system
Inverse which was the core of the controller (discussed further in
the next section).

Furthermore, multi-objective optimisation was

used [GrUbei & KrelsseimelerJ to design a SISO controller for an F-4C
aircraft which used parameters from classical analysis as bounds for
the design.

Lastly, a modern controller design technique was

combined with classical design and analysis techniques [Moomaw &
Lowryj to design a controller for the Short Take-Off and Landing
(STOL) F-15 technology demonstrator.

Despite all of this, there are drawbacks to the classical SISO
techniques when applied to MIMO problems.

Having to design each

loop separately for an m input a output system requires m 2 loops to
be studied.

The effects of tuning one ioop may "upset" one already

tuned, and If it is important that the loops do not interact (i.e.
the system is to be decoupled) the problem can become intractable.
Furthermore, the robustness measures of phase and gain margins may no
longer be applicable in the MIMO case as they do not give an
indication of simultaneous gain or phase changes on more than one
channel.

This section has highlighted the advantages of the classical design
techniques and some significant examples of their use have been
referred to.

The three extensions of the classical techniques

mentioned shows that engineers still desire the simplicity and
insight of these techniques.

However, it has also been shown that

classical techniques are Inadequate for many MIMO problems. Clearly
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a MIMO design technique which encapsulates the benefits of the
classical

techniques whilst overcoming their deficiencies

is

requi red.

2.3 Modern Controller Design Techniques : A Critical Appraisal

Here, modern control or multivariable control is taken to mean those
techniques developed since the late 1950's which were originally
inspired by aerospace servo problems, and the advent of digital
The field of modern control is very broad and

computers.

consequently it is not possible to review every technique in detail
here, so only those features most relevant to the current problem are
discussed below.

The strengths and weaknesses of each technique are

pointed out, and the relative merits are assessed with regard to the
comment at the end of the preceding section.

The broad field of modern control may be divided into two schools of
thought.

One is based on time-domain state-space descriptions of

the physical plant and the other on frequency-domain descriptions of
the physical plant.

The control objectives and sensitivity

properties are described in a compatible way for each branch.
Although engineers have tended to use one or the other, there are
precise mathematical relationships between the two domains.

This is

beginning to be exploited by some techniques, as will be mentioned,
but first three techniques based in the frequency domain are
discussed.
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The Inverse Nyqulst Array (INA) [Rosenbrock a.b J was intended as a
design technique rather than a synthesis t echnique.

Consequently.

graphical methods are used so that there can be rapid communication
of information between the computerised technique, and the designer.
It Is intended that stability, sensitivity, speed of response etc.
are presented so that the designer can make the necessary decisions
to progress towards the "best" solution. However the technique also
has less attractive features. In order for the stability results to
be applied easily the compensator-plus-plant must be made diagonally
dominant. Various means of achieving this are suggested, but they
can lead to complexity and an unnecessary loss of design freedoms.
INA has also been criticised for not being generally reliable in
achieving the objectives [Cunningham & Pope], being overoptimistic
about stability [DoyleaJ, being suitable for only diagonal and
"normal" systems Doyle & Steinj with tight elgenvalue/singular value
bounds, and for sometimes producing multivariable root-locus
asymptotes not of minimal order [Kouvaritakis].

Another frequency-domain technique is the Characteristic Locus (CL)
technique [MacFarlane a . MacFarlane & Belletrutti].

This was

developed as a direct extension of the Bode and Nyquist techniques to
the multivariabie problem.

Initially the open-loop system response

Is analysed and shaped with a pre-compensator before the loop is
closed using unitary feedback to make the closed-loop response easily
predictable.

The initial loop shaping involves phase compensation

and decoupling at a high frequency before balancing the gains at a
low frequency.

This Is followed by gain injection to improve the

closed-loop performance.

This technique, like INA, uses graphical

information and Is Interactive with the designer.

Even as the

benefits are similar, many of the criticisms are too [e.g. Doyle &
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Stein, Doyle a , Cunningham & Pope].

Also the Computer-Aided [)esign

(CAD) package [Edmunds .J, which implements the technique, whilst being
comprehensive, requires extensive "hands-on' experience in order to
design effective controllers. However, unlike INA, CL does minimise
the order of the asymptotic root-locus structure [Kouvaritakisj and
has been used in conjunction with the work of Kouvaritakis
MacFarlane & KouvaritakisJ. Finally, it must be said that neither
lNA nor CL have widespread use in the aerospace Industry [Gangsaas et
alJ.

The final frequency domain technique to be discussed is H
[Postlethwaite et ala for example]. This is a more recent technique
based upon the H norm of a stable transfer function matrix, which is
its maximum singular value over all frequencies (it may also be
thought of as a measure of the maximum energy gain from input to
output over all frequencies).

Apparently many practical feedback

control problems can be formulated as the niinimisation of the H° norm
of a weighted closed-loop transfer function matrix. The weights are
used by the designer to emphasise or de-e,nphasise maximum singular
values of various transfer function matrices at various frequencies.
This enables engineering objectives to be Incorporated into the
optimization procedure. Due to the complex mathematics involved a
CAD package Is needed and to the authors knowledge, only Stable-H Is
currently available [Postlethwaite et alt)].

Several

design

applications have been reported [Postlethwaite et ala, YueJ which
look promising but the following drawbacks should be noted.

The

controllers are often of very high order and need to be 'reduced',
the CAD package needs considerable "hands on" experience similar to
the CL CAD package, actuators can still cause design problems [Yue],
the technique Is a 'black box' technique giving limited insight to
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the designer and finally it may prove difficult to implement the
resulting controllers practically.

Linear optimal control is the first of the time domain techniques to
be discussed. In fact it was the first of the modern techniques to
be developed, and early contributions came from both the USSR
[Pontryagin et al] and the USA [Bellmana.b] founded on the
state-space descriptions of dynamic systems.

However, the first

comprehensive design procedure for linear multivariable systems was
developed by Kalman [Kalmana.b] who Introduced the quadratic
performance criterion. This has subsequently given birth to a whole
family of Linear Quadratic (LQ) techniques, of which the two main
ones are listed below. An original and powerful member of the family
is the LQ Regulator design (LQR), but the need for full state
feedback with all LQ designs inspired the next derivative.

Full

state feedback could only be circumvented by the inclusion of an
observer such as a Kalman filter. The complete system can then be
optimised with respect to Gaussian white noise disturbances,
resulting in 'LQG' designs.

The robustness of LQ SISO designs is well known and more recently
singular value analysis of the return difference matrix has been
incorporated with the LQ technique [Moomaw & Lowry, Lehtomaki et al,
Safonov et all to give truly multivariable stability margins.
Furthermore, frequency domain trade-offs can now be incorporated
with loop shaping techniques [Gansaas et all and Loop Transfer
Recovery (LQG/LTR) [Smith K L et al]. This illustrates the link now
forged between time and frequency domain techniques which was
mentioned earlier.

Being a synthesis technique, LQ was often

criticised for not being sufficiently iterative with the designer,
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but even this has now been shown to be quite possible
al, Lehtomaki et all.

To conclude the

[Safonov et

good news', it is worth

mentioning that several interesting aerospace paper studies have
recently been produced using LQ techniques, and at least one
application has gone beyond this to flight tests.

For example:

Ship-borne Vertical-Take Off and Landing (VTOL) aircraft [Bodson &
Athans] and the QSRA [Blight & Gangsaas] as paper studies; the
AFTI/F-16 (Advanced Fighter Technology Integration) [Anderson et all
being a relevant flying example.

Unfortunately though, the LQ technique Is often criticised because
full state feedback is generally required [Cunningham & Pope,
MacFarlane b , Sobel & Shapiro], which is often impractical, unless an
observer is used adding complexity to the design and reducing the
stability margins [Doyle b ] .It has also been said that there is no
room for adding dynamic compensation and that the gain margin can be
over specified [MacFarlane b ].

Moreover, it is difficult to relate

performance criteria or handling qualities to the cost function due
to their different modes of expression [Anderson et al, Sobel &
Shapiro].

Finally it should be mentioned that LQ and classical

root-locus techniques were both applied to the QSRA aircraft model
[Blight & Gangsaas] for comparison.

The optimal controller out

performed the simple proportional plus integral action controller
until it was constrained to using only the airspeed error (like the
classical controller) whereupon an observer had to be used.

This

resulted in a very similar performance from both the simple classical
and the modern highly complex designs!
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The next time domain technique to be discussed is Elgenstructure
Assignment (EA) which Is the assignment of closed-loop elgenvalues to
the desired locations, and the shaping of elgenvectors, both by
constant and dynamic gain feedback. At first it was only possible to
move the poles and this was termed eigenvalue assignment, pole
assignment or modal control.

There Is a vast literature on this

subject but its origins can be traced back to remarks made by
Rosenbrock [Rosenbrockdj and may be summed up by "Modal Control
Theory and Applications" by Porter and Crossley [Porter & Crossleyl.
The drawback of having to use full state feedback was addressed by
using a subset of the full state and incorporating observers as
necessary.

This problem was also solved by using the outputs

directly, with either constant or dynamic feedbacks. This work also
generated a vast literature which is concisely reviewed by Patel
[Patel & Munro]. The next improvement to the modal control technique
was to use design freedoms to make it possible to shape the
elgenvectors also [Moore], producing EA which is still under active
development [Andry et al, Fletcher et all (other workers are
mentioned specifically below).

EA used to be criticised because whilst it was possible to assign
poles and elgenvectors, it was not known where to assign them. Even
when all the poles were assigned to a benign region in the complex
plane, the system's transient response could still be poor and have
little correlation to the pole positions [MacFarlaneb]. There were
also numerical problems [Kautsky et all associated with calculating
the feedback matrix. Furthermore, the technique generally produces
only P1 Control and has been criticised for not giving any guidance
for choosing dynamic compensation [MacFarlaneb].

However, EA is

continuing to be developed and some of the most relevant advances are
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described below:

(I) A non-linear unstable canard aircraft model was linearised
at several flight conditions and EA was used with singular
value robustness analysis to achieve current handling
qualities criteria [Cowling].

(ii) Model following was coupled with EA to design a controller
for the AFTI/F-16 for pitch pointing manoeuvres and to
achieve current handling qualities crlterial [Sobel &
Shapiro].

(lii)The above method was extended to improve robustness and was
then applied to a vectored thrust aircraft model [Sobel &
Laliman].

(iv) The closeness of achievable elgenvectors to the desired
eigenvectors can now be assessed graphically enabling
trade-offs to be

performed more easily [Smith P Rj.

Current handling qualities were also met in the fast-jet
application used.

(v)

Finally, EA has been applied to an ASTOVL aircraft to design
controllers for hover and transition flight cases, and for
the achievement of satisfactory handling qualities [Lee et
all.

Despite the above it is still not easy to use EA to design decoupling
controllers which satisfy handling qualities criteria,

whilst

allowing sensible engineering trade-offs to be performed in both the
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time and frequency domains. EA is highly mathematical and so needs a
well designed computer analysis package to implement all the
necessary features in a way that is useful to a designer. These and
other criticisms have also been made In a paper which directly
compares EA to the high-gain method using a V/STOL aircraft model as
the basis of the comparison [Smith P R et al]. Furthermore, there are
practicalities that need to be addressed concerning the structure of
the resulting controller, and the ability to move from flight case to
flight case.

The last example mentioned illustrates this [Lee et

al l, whereby controllers are designed at the hover and at a
transition case. The two controllers have a different structure and
there is no indication of how the controller will progress from the
hover to the higher speed case or vice versa.

The next technique to be reviewed is the multivariable root-locus
technique [Kouvaritakis & Shaked, Kouvaritakis, Kouvaritakis &
Edmunds, Owens a . b ] .This was developed as a MIMO generalisation of
the SISO root-locus technique [Evans]. After the various types of
multivariable zeros were characterised [Pugh, MacFarlane & Karcanias]
it became possible to Investigate multivariable root-loci.

Rules

that govern the structure of multivariable root-loci were derived and
the rle of the finite zeros and asymptotes was defined (asymptotes
are also described as Infinite zeros),

It also became clear that

for each input or output (square systems) there would be a
Butterworth configuration for the asymptotes.

The order of this

configuration would depend on the rank of terms in the Markov Chain.
These results were used to define feedback matrices which minimised
the order of the Butterworth configurations and enabled their pivot
points to be moved giving increased stability margins.

This

research [Kouvaritakis & Shaked, oe5a,b, Kouvaritakis, Shaked] is
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fundamental to the full understanding of multivariable systems, but
it did not give rise to a comprehensive technique.

It was only in

conjunction with the CL method [Kouvaritakis et al. MacFarlane &
Kouvaritakisi that the technique was used for design.

However, the

results from this research are used to describe the multivariable
root-loci produced by application of the high-gain technique, and so
are described in more detail in Chapter 3, Section 3.4.

Decoupling theory is the next technique discussed.

Cleariy, the

simplest method of decoupling a system would appear to be placing a
system inverse before the system.

However, such a compensator is

not always realisable and is usually unnecessarily complicated and
difficult to implement.

Consequently, decoupling by both constant

gain and dynamic gain feedback has been developed.

Decoupling

theories have been developed using the geometric approach [Wonhant &
Morsel and the algebraic approach [Faib & Wolovich].

The algebraic

approach is discussed here as it is closest to the technique which is
used in this thesis.

Indeed, there has been a study comparing the

high-gain technique to the algebraic approach [Jackson].

The

decoupling theory of Falb and Wolovich is very similar to the
high-gain technique when the product of the output matrix (C) and the
input matrix (B) is full rank.

However, feedforward is used for

steady state tracking rather than integral action, which is not
robust with respect to plant changes.

When CB is not full rank the

Falb and Wolovich technique includes the plant matrix (A) in
constructing the controller.

This leads to better decoupling than

the high-gain technique, but a reduction in robustness due to plant
changes.

In fact, the performance of the Faib and Wolovich

technique Is poor compared to the high-gain technique at the same
off-design condition [Jackson].

Furthermore, the application for
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which the two techniques were compared by Jackson was the AFTJ/F-16
and it was noted that the Faib and Wolovich technique could not
perform all the designs as the controller matrix was not invertible.
Many of these problems have since been alleviated IPautzke et al] but
it is still not as robust as the high-gain technique and neither does
it provide as much practical insight for the designer.

Linear system inverses are not generally used, as has been described.
However, the digital computer has made it possible to develop
non-linear system inverses which completely turn the dynamics of
complex non-linear aircraft 'inside-out".

It is the exact opposite

of self-adaptive or learning strategies whose central theme Is to
minimize the use of a priori information.

The technique originally

used dynamic trim maps which inverted the aircraft mode1 and were
used by Interpolation over the whole flight envelope LMeyer &
Cicolani, Smith & Meyera.bJ.

More recently the inversion has been achieved using a Newton-Raphson
technique [SmithLet a1}.
offers several benefits.

The model inversion in the forward path
Firstly, all the trim logic is taken care

of so it is no longer the central Issue, as it is in linear gain
scheduled designs.

Secondly, envelope limiting is relatively

routine as the controller has access to detailed aircraft
characteristics.

Lastly, simple srso design loops can be placed

around the resulting system as the non-linearity and cross-coupling
is dealt with. As external disturbances are expected, and perfect
aircraft models do not exist, closed-1oop feedback is used to correct
the final response of the system.
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Although the scheme has many obvious benefits, it would appear that
the resulting controller is extremely complex and difficult to
implement.

However, the authors claim that the total control system

complexity can be reduced by a factor of four compared to a
conventionally designed system, when measuring the product of total
memory used and execution time of the complete code!

The method has

been applied to simulation studies such as automatic aircraft carrier
landing with an A-7E aircraft model [Smith & Meyer a J and a Vertical
Attitude

Take-Off

[Smith & Meyer b];

and

Landing

(VATOL)

model

aircraft

but more importantly it has been flight tested

with a DHC-6 STOL aircraft (first flight test) [Smith & Meyer a J, the
QSRA [Franklin & Hynes] and the Augmentor Wing Jet STOL research
Aircraft [Meyer & Cicolani).

This is the most promising technique

reviewed so far, especially if the comments about complexity are
still valid when the technique is compared to an equivalent MIMO
controller.

However, the technique is most suitable for designing

controllers for aircraft which already exist and have had accurate
models developed.

In contrast, the early stages of aircraft design

have uncertain models which require feedback of design Information
from the control engineer before hardware is finalised. Consequently,
a technique which gives Insight into the system dynamics is
preferable, so that trade-offs may be made knowledgeably.

It has already been stressed that the overriding design technique
criteria are clarity, simplicity, high performance (and therefore
high-bandwidth/high-gain) and practicality. Therefore, the following
techniques have also been discounted : low gain theory {Porteraj,
Quantitative Feedback Theory (QFT) [Horowitz], variable structure
control [eg Hikita et alJ, model following and self-adaptive
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techniques.

Greater detail is not given here as these techniques

are either too immature for serious consideration or on the fringe of
those techniques

which are

suitable for this application.

2.4 The High-Gain Technique

The roots of the high-gain technique can be traced back to modal
control, and later EA, which have been reviewed already.

In

parallel with this, the theory of singularly perturbed systems was
also being investigated at Salford during the 1970's.

There is an

extensive literature produced during this period by Porter, Bradshaw
and co-workers which shows in detail how research developed during
this period.

However, it will be more concise to set out the PhD

theses produced in the period up to 1981 in date order with a precis
of the contents, as shown in table (2.1) below:
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TABLE 2.1

AUTHOR

SUPERVISOR

DATE

THEME

Shenton, A.T.

Porter, B.

1977

Modal control, singularly
perturbed systems.

D'Azzo, j.j.

Porter, B.

1978

Elgenstructure
assignment, sampled
data systems.

Tslngus, A

Porter, B.

1978

Singular perturbation
methods, slow and fast
modes.

Sangola, B.A.

Porter, B.

1980

Singular perturbation
methods, elgenstructure
assignment.

Hemani, A.

Bradshaw, A.

1980

High-gain controllers,
singular perturbation
methods.

Caiderbank, J.A. Bradshaw, A.

1981

Fast-sampling
controllers,
singular perturbation
methods.

Garis, A.

N.B.

I

Woodhead, M.A. 1981
(& Bradshaw, A.
Porter, B.)

Fast-sampling, flight
control singular perturbation methods.

Full references for these theses appear among the other
references.
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From this table, it is clear that modal control developed into EA and
that singular perturbation techniques were utilised with both of
them.

A major factor In the development ot the high-gain technique

at this time was the clarification of the role of zeros in
multivariable systems [Pugh].

This, together with singular

perturbation analysis which reveals the underlying dynamic structure
[Porter & Bradshaw a ], gave the basis for the high-gain technique
[Porter & Bradshaw b ].

This technique had to be extended though, to

enable controllers to be designed even when output feedback resulted
In a rank defective first Markov parameter [Porter & Bradshaw'J
(the significance of this is explained in Chapter 3).

It should be noted that throughout this development, sampled-data
equivalents to the continuous-time techniques were being produced.
This was in recognition of the powerful part that digital computers
would play in the implementation of controllers.

Whilst the essence

of the high-gain theory Is contained within Porter & Bradshaw b ,

, the

essence of the sampled-data equivalent (fast-sampling theory) is
contained within Bradshaw & porter a ,b .From these papers it may be
seen that although the analysis is different, the resuiting
continuous-time and discrete-time controller matrices are the same.
This ability to switch from a high-gain design to the equivalent
fast-sampling design without complex transformations is one of the
strengths of this design technique.

Hence, by 1981 both the high-gain technique and the fast-sampling
technique had been defined and both needed to be matured through
practical application.

From this time, the two techniques were used

in final-year projects, MSc dissertations, MSc theses, PhD theses and
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private contract work.

The most relevant applications of the

techniques, and extensions to them, are now described.
Fast-sampling controllers were designed for several linear YF-l6
aircraft models at different flight cases [Garis], to enable pitch
pointing and vertical translation manoeuvres to be performed.

The

aircraft was simulated using an analogue computer and the controller
was implemented using a microprocessor which was connected to the
aircraft model through Analogue to Digital (A-D) and Digital to
Analogue (D-A) converters.

Robustness to plant changes was

demonstrated by simulating a controller designed at one flight
condition with the aircraft model at a different flight condition.
No actuator or sensor dynamics were included in the analysis or in
the simulation; including these dynamics was suggested as an area of
further research.

The fast-sampling controller design technique

used for this work was later extended to allow for computational
time-delays of one or more sample periods [Bradshaw & Woodhead].

The fast-sampling controller design technique was also applied to
linear models of a Handley Page VICTOR K Mk2 aircraft tBurgej.

The

objective was to design a MIMO controller which allowed relaxed
static stability and yet gave improved pilot control, gust-load
alleviation and manoeuvre load control.

In addition to this, the

influence of actuator and sensor dynamics was investigated.

This

showed that although the extra dynamics fundamentally alter the
closed-loop root-locus structure, their presence does not affect the
design procedure or performance provided
reasonable

requirements

are

met'

"certain practica1ly

[Burge,

Summary,

Pull

(Unfortunately, these requirements are not met in the application
described in this report as will be shown in subsection 3.2.2).
The feasibility of implementing this controller was shown, once
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again, by carrying out real-time microprocessor plus analogue
computer simulations.

The aircraft and representative actuator and

sensor dynamics were simulated using the analogue computer, and the
controller was implemented using a microprocessor via A-D and D-A
converters.

Several recommendations for further work appear, of

which two are relevant to this discussion.

Firstly, the actuators

can become the limiting factor in any high performance design if the
rate or deflection limits are too small.

Research into these and

other non-linear actuator effects is recommended.

Secondly, it was

noted that aircraft dynamics are also non-linear and that simulation
of the linear controller with a non-linear aircraft model would be
beneficial.

Following on directly from this research were two MSc dissertations
[Fontane, TaylorJ.

A non-linear model of a VICTOR aircraft (similar

to that used by Burge) was linearised at several flight cases and the
state space matrices were obtained.

Fast-sampling controllers were

designed and simulated with the model at different flight conditions,
thus robustness to plant changes was demonstrated.

The effect of

actuators and a delay of one sample period was also simulated, with
appropriate changes to the controller.

This is reported by Fontane.

Taylor repeats some of this work but performs simulations using a
linear controller and a non-linear large perturbation aircraft model
(excluding actuator dynamics) at different flight conditions.

One

recommendation for further work is the investigation of gain
scheduling as it is suggested that this would improve performance
over a large flight envelope (In fact it is essential for V/STOL
aircraft as the dynamic characteristics change considerably during
the transition from jet-borne to fully wing-borne flight and vice
versa).
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Some other applications and developments of less relevance are
described here briefly for completeness.

The high-gain or

fast-sampling technique has also been applied to Longitudinal vehicle
dynamics (trains) [CalderbankJ, various F16, YF-16 and AFTI/F-16
linear models fBradshaw a Bradshaw

et al, Bradshaw & Woodhead,

Porter & Bradshaw C1, helicopters [Bradshaw b, Porter b1

Missiles

[Bradshaw & CounsellJ and an early linear V/STOL model IBradshaw &
Davis].

Some developments to the technique include the

incorporation of a certain class of non-linearity [Porter C] and self
adaptive schemes [Porter & Bradshaw d , Porter & ManganasaJ.

The developments of interest here are summarised as follows:-

(i)

Practical implementation has been proved with
digital-analogue simulations.

(ii)

Robustness to plant changes has been shown.

(iii)

The influence of actuator and sensor dynamics of a
particular type has been investigated.

(iv)

Delays of one or more sample period can now be
compensated for.

(v)

Controllers designed for a linearised flight case have
been shown to operate satisfactorily with large
perturbation non-linear models (no actuator dynamics).
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The following is a summary of the most relevant areas of further
research that were recommended:

(1)

The influence of non-linear actuators on the
design problem.

(ii) The influence of actuator dynamics which do not satisfy
the requirements set down b y Burge.

(ill) The feasibility of implementing gain scheduling.

(iv) The effect of implementing linear controllers in a
representative large perturbation non-linear aircraft
model, including actuator dynamics.

This concludes the historical evolution of the high-gain/fast
sampling technique.

It should be noted that the further

developments needed that are listed above, have actually been
accomplished and are described in this report.
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THE HIGH-GAIN CONTROLLER DESIGN METHOD

3.1 Introduction

Despite the fact that the high-gain theory has been published many
times in various forms, it is also presented here for completeness.
The evolution of the high-gain technique has already been described
in chapter 2, but in this chapter the actual characteristics of the
technique are described. The next section (section 3.2) gives an
overview of the high gain technique and highlights the main features.
The new developments are then described in the same way. Finally the
reasons for the new high-gain method being suitable are discussed
referring to the requirements for a new controller design method
which were given earlier.

Section 3.3 contains a mathematical description of the basic
state-space system and the control theory. The closed-loop equations
are defined and then the asymptotic analysis is performed. This
exposes the underlying dynamic structure of the closed-loop system
and shows how the controller matrices are defined.

Section 3.4 contains a description of the effects of adding actuators
to the system and briefly reviews the theoretical work of Burge.
Theoretical results for the exact calculation of the order and
position of multivariable root-locus asymptotes

(also called

Butterworth patterns) are also given. A much simpler method, which
closely approximates the same results, is then derived under certain
realistic conditions. This allows the effects of relatively slow
complex parasitic dynamics to be assessed and incorporated into the
design. It is this new feature which transfers the high-gain
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technique into the high-gain method which is suitable for this
appl ication.

There is, however, one strong condition concerning added actuator
dynamics, each actuator should have unity steady state gain. In order
to check this condition the SISO gain magnitude criteria is applied
and this is described in section 3.5.

The breakdown of the multivariable problem into smaller classical
SISO type problems enables simple tuning criteria to be applied. The
definition of such criteria is contained in section 3.6. These tuning
criteria enable the control law designer to undertake tuning of the
system with a full understanding of the relationships and trade-offs
involved

In the last section (section 3.7) all of this is brought together and
the step-by-step method and how it is applied is described. Finally
it should be noted that although in many cases the root-locus diagram
is simplified (as will be shown) and the asymptotic structure is
predictable, it is not suggested that hand sketching is a benefit of
this design method. Rather, that these simplifications make it
possible for the control engineer to obtain insight into the problem
and hence to exercise judgment over the development of the design.

The method utilises root-locus diagrams, frequency-responses and
time-responses. All of which can be generated by digital computers
using suitable software which will allow the designer rapidly to see
the effects of any design changes made. The design environment, and
the software used in this thesis, are described in chapter 4, but a
specific package is not needed to Implement this method. Any software
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which can generate the diagrams and responses mentioned above is
sufficient for linear models. If a non-linear model Is being used
however, it becomes necessary to have software which can calculate
time-responses of non-linear systems and also perform linearisation
at spot points. Such a combination of non-linear design and analysis
packages has been used for this project. Finally, it should be noted
that the frequency responses are generated for the closed-loop system
and that closed-loop equivalents to Bode's gain and phase margins are
used throughout the rest of this thesis.

3.2 Overview of Design Method and Comparison to Requirements

3.2.1. Overview of the Basic High-Gain Technique

For simplicity here it is assumed that the plant has no parasitic
dynamics (actuators, sensors etc) and that the system is square,
functionally

controllable

[Rosenbrock d j,

pointwise state

(PS)

controllable and observable [Rosenbrockd, Patel], minimum phase and
that it has a full rank first Markov parameter CB (where C Is the
output matrix and B is the input matrix of the state space system).
Suitable controllers can be designed when some of these conditions
are not met, as will be seen, but this is the very simplest case
which enables a clear description of the main features of the
technique to be made.

The high-gain technique produces error-actuated tracking controllers
which feature multivariable Proportional plus Integral action (P1)
uti].ising two square gain matrices (Kp and K 1 respectively). Hence,
each error and the integral of each error, has some effect on each
actuator as defined by the controller matrices. This may be thought
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of as m 2 SISO P1 loops, where m Is the number of inputs. Each
controller matrix Is multiplied by a scalar gain (g) which is made
large during the singular perturbation analysis

(also called

asymptotic analysis). As has already been mentioned, doing this
exposes the underlying dynamics of the closed-loop system and leads
to the definition of the controller matrices. The controller matrices
are simply defined in terms of the C and B matrices of the plant and
two diagonal tuning matrices. The two diagonal tuning matrices do not
have abstract properties (like those used in LQG for example) but
correspond exactly to a muitivariabie equivalent of the two gains in
a SISO P1 controller.

During the asymptotic analysis, the plant-plus-controller dynamics
split into "fast" and 'slow' modes [Kokotovi] associated with the
infinite and finite zeros respectively. If the plant has n states and
m inputs and outputs then the controller adds m integrators to the
plant forming an (n+m)th order closed-loop system. Consequently,
there will be m first-order negative infinite zeros, (n-rn) finite
transmission zeros associated with the plant only and m finite
transmission zeros caused by the integrators. From a root-locus plot
it is possible to see the coupled niultivariable system decouple and
assume the asymptotic form as g increases. If the open-loop system is
unstable then it w111 be stabilised as g increases with ((n-m)+m)
closed-loop poles approaching the negative finite zeros and m
closed-loop poles approaching the negative first-order infinite zeros
(or asymptotes). Similarly, using a frequency-response magnitude
plot of the closed-loop
transfer function matrix it is possible to see the diagonal dominance
increase as g increases. The diagonal transfer function elements
assume first-order dynamics which become increasingly fast (due to
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the asymptotic poles) and the off diagonal transfer function elements
become increasingly small as interaction between loops is reduced.
Each diagonal transfer function element represents one decoupled loop
of the closed-loop system, connecting the pilot input to the actual
output (referred to throughout as control-modes).

The simplification of the root-locus and the decoupling of the
transfer function is due to the choice of the gain matrices K and
K 1 , as a high-gain feedback alone will not achieve the simplification
[Kouvaritakis]. The decoupling observed in the frequency domain,
which asymptotically gives m non-interacting SISO loops, can also be
observed using the root-locus.

It exhibits the behaviour of m

separate SISO root-locus diagrams overlaid as g increases. The m
root-locus diagrams may be thought of as 'layers" which are coupled
to each other at low gain and which separate from each other as g
increases. This is referred to again in subsection 3.2.2.

The basic design steps are as follows. Firstly, the root-locus
diagram and the frequency-response may be used to tune g to give a
suitable level of decoupling and approximately the desired bandwidth.
Secondly, if different bandwidths are required for each decoupled
loop then the diagonal proportional gain tuning matrix (E) may be
used to fine tune the bandwidths.

Finally,

the closed-loop

time-response may be examined and fine tuned using the diagonal
integral gain tuning matrix (2). The diagonal tuning matrices may be
used in the same way that the P and I gains are used in a SISO P1
controller.

The conditions which were defined at the start of this subsection are
now discussed. If the first Markov parameter is not full rank and the
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plant has no parasitic dynamics then extra measurements may be taken
to augment the output matrix. This Is also described as inner-loop
compensation [Porter & Bradshaw C , Bradshaw & Porter b }. The need for
extra measurement feedback most usually occurs when attempting
tracking control of the lowest derivative in a second order dynamic
equation (i.e.

0,

the pitch attitude, where aircraft pitch dynamics

are second order, including

G

and

0

terms). It is interesting to note

that the matrix algebra suggests augmenting the feedback variable
with its rate of change (i.e.

0+0,

or rather 0-+-q where q is the pitch

rate) which is also the classical solution to an equivalent SISO
problem. The rate feedback does not affect the steady-state tracking
as it dies away to zero when the steady-state Is approached, yet it
improves the damping of the control-mode requiring this augmented
feedback.

The condition of functional controllability is necessary for all
servo/tracking systems and, as only square systems are considered in
this thesis, the condition is satisfied if the determinant of the
transfer function matrix is non-singular. This naturally leads on to
discussions of square or non-square systems and the square system
condition. Clearly there are two distinct cases of non-square systems
-Q > m or

2

< m, where for this discussion only,

2

is the number of

outputs and m the number of inputs. If 2 > m then the system becomes
functionally uncontrollable and it is impossible to track all of the
outputs. Hence, the onus is upon the designer to choose only as many
outputs for tracking control as there are inputs to the system. The
alternative case is when

2

< m for which the system is functionally

controllable only if there exists at least one non-zero

2

x I minor

of the closed-loop transfer function matrix. In practical terms this
results In three possible courses of action. Firstly, more outputs
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could be selected for control until the system is square. Secondly,
"squaring down' by gearing actuators together could be used to form a
square system (i.e. gearing canard and elevator as one pitch
motivator, as in the EAP). This squaring down can also be performed
by using the pseudo inverse of a non-square CB for the controller
matrix. Thirdly, the designer can take advantage of'

2 <

m, which is

termed redundancy, and use the extra motivators (inputs) to design
reconfigurable

controls

for

"fail-operate"

flight

controls.

Reconfigurable control is a very wide area of current research and is
not discussed here, but it is relevant to mention that the RAE are
sponsoring research into reconfigurable control of ASTOVL aircraft
(GVAM87) util.ising the high-gain technique, as was mentioned in
section 1.2. It can now be seen that the use of square systems only
in this thesis is justified and does not restrict the applicability
of the work.

There are two conditions which are interrelated and so are discussed
together; these are controllability (PS) and observabi.lity. A system
that is not completely controllable (PS) and/or observable will have
input and/or output decoupling zeros respectively which correspond to
certain open-loop poles. These poles and decoupling zeros cancel each
other out when the transfer function matrix is formed. if the
uncontrollable (PS) and/or unobservable modes are stable then the
system is described as being stabilisable and/or detectable
respectively. In past papers describing the high-gain technique
[Porter & Bradshaw b , C , Bradshaw & Porter a . t)] it has been required
that the open-loop plant is controllable (PS) and observable, but it
is now considered that this is too conservative. Indeed, the
high-gain technique can be successfully applied to plants which are
merely stabilisable and detectable, prov inghat__the functional
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controllability condition is not contravened. However, if the plant
is completely controllable and observable then the only finite zeros
which appear in the design are the. transmission zeros, as was
described for the simple case earlier in this section.

The final condition to be discussed is the minimum phase condition
which refers to the system zeros [PatelJ (which are finite). This
condition is often quoted when the high-gain theory is being
developed because the poles of the closed-loop system are driven
towards the system zeros during singular perturbation analysis, which
is used to derive the theoretical results. Clearly a non-minimum
phase system (having system zeros in the right half plane) would
become closed-loop unstable in the asymptotic case. However,
practical gains are used in the final implementation of the
controller and it may be possible to find a stable "gain-window'
within which the closed-loop system performance is satisfactory. The
gain-window would be defined by a minimum gain above which the
closed-loop system is stable, and a maximum gain above which the
closed-loop system is unstable. For square systems, the set of system
zeros (SZ) is equal to the set of invariant zeros (IZ) which are
given by

(SZ) = (Iz)

(TZ) + (ODZ, IDZ) - (IODZ)

where TZ are the transmission zeros, ODZ are the output decoupling
zeros, IDZ are the input decoupling zeros and IODZ are the
input/output decoupling zeros. Consequently, as the set (ODZ, IDZ,
IODZ) must be stable for the stabilisable and detectable conditions,
only the set TZ can result In non-minimum phase systems for which it
may still be possible to design a suitable controller using the
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high-gain technique.

This concludes the overview of the basic high-gain technique and the
discussion of the conditions which make the high-gain technique
s u it a b I e.

3.2.2 Overview of the New Developments

When using the high-gain technique to design a controller the initial
designs are performed with no parasitic dynamics. This enables the
designer to produce a control scheme and to test the system's
behaviour for the Ideal case, where actuators and sensors have
infinite bandwidth and are therefore infinitely fast. Having
ascertained the functionality of the control scheme the parasitic
dynamics must be included so that the realistic performance can be
calculated. Work began on this aspect very soon after the high-gain
technique was first published but initially only the effects of
actuator dynamics were included. [PorterJ. The actuators in this
case were first-order and phase advance compensation was used to make
the parasitic dynamics appear to be very fast. Indeed the phase
compensation was unrealistically large so that the effective actuator
dynamics and the plant dynamics were very well separated. The
asymptotic analysis revealed second-order

infinite zeros

(or

second-order asymptotes) for this case.

Subsequently, actuator and sensor dynamics were included and their
effects on the resulting closed-loop dynamics were investigated
[Burge]. In his work Burge stated that high-performance controllers
require high-performance actuators and that the plant and parasitic
dynamics should be well separated. Furthermore, the parasitic
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dynamics studied were of simple dynamic structure (with poles but no
zeros) and the expressions for asymptotes of order four or more
become impractical to generate and use.

These assumptions were

practical and reasonable for the applications being considered by
Burge and indeed for many other applications. However, these
assumptions may not be practical for typical ASTOVL aircraft and are
certainly not practical

for this V/STOL application.

It is

characteristic of V/STOL aircraft that in the transition region they
rely heavily on the engine to provide lift and control, consequently
the engine and thrust vectoring actuation systems become primary
actuators. An engine is invariably slow to respond to commands,
compared with hydraulic jacks, due to the high inertias and the built
in temperature and pressure limits which prevent surge and prolong
engine life. Typical engine dynamics can also contain zeros which
contravenes the assumption of simple dynamic structure made by Burge.

Usually, slow high-order actuators will possess dynamics which are
not well separated from the plant dynamics and which interact
strongly with them. Moreover, root-locus asymptotes of third or
fourth order can be produced which are close to the origin and which
result in unstable dynamics at relatively low gain. It has been
suggested IPorter & Manganas] that these problems could be removed by
placing phase advance compensation before the actuators, but the
levels of phase advance compensation required are unrealistic for
practical systems which possess actuator rate and position limits.
Consequently, the problem of slow actuators remains to be dealt with
and such actuators must become the critical part of any high
performance design. The need to predict the asymptotic behaviour
becomes important, therefore, but the lack of separation between the
plant and actuator dynamics, the high-order and the appearance of
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zeros in the actuator dynamics prohibits the use of Burge's results.
It should be noted that only actuator parasitics are discussed with
respect to these effects in the rest of this report because the
actuator parasitics are those most likely to be relatively slow.
Other parasitics such as sensors are usually relatively fast and so
are well separated from the plant dynamics.

It was mentioned in subsection 3.2.1 that the high-gain technique
results in a controller which greatly simplifies the root-locus
structure. Indeed, at high gain the root-loci separate into m
distinct SISO root-loci which appear to be overlaid (where m is the
number of inputs/outputs). This phenomenon was also observed when
typical slow high-order actuators were included in the analysis.
These observations led to the derivation of very simple rules which
predict the order and position of the multivariable root-locus
asymptotes. These rules are presented in section 3.4 and are
analogous to the rules used in classical control theory to predict
the order and position of SISO root-locus asymptotes. These rules may
be applied whatever the order of the actuator and whether its
dynamics contain poles only or poles and zeros. The plant and
actuator dynamics need not be well separated either. The only strong
condition is that the actuator dynamics have a steady state gain of
1.0. This condition ensures that the controller matrices are still
compatible with the system that includes actuator dynamics and it is
explained in section 3.5.

These results have been corroborated by results produced for many
variations of plant and actuator characteristics. Furthermore the
same results apply when sensors or dynamic compensators are added
making it a general theory for parasitic dynamics. The results have
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also been checked against the original mathematically rigorous
results of Owens and also Kouvaritakis (and co-workers). Their
results are general but also very complex. However Owens' method for
calculating the order and position of multivariable root-locus
asymptotes has now been coded into Pro-Matlab, a linear algebra
computer package. This makes the exact calculation of the root-locus
asymptotes a trivial matter, but it is the insight given by the
simpler technique which shows the designer the significance of this
information and indicates the design options.

Studying the multivariable root-locus asymptotes has revealed another
characteristic which is also of use to the designer. For V/STOL
aircraft it is well known that the engine thrust controls the height
in hover mode and that thrust vectoring controls the forward speed.
These relationships reverse during the transition so that they are
exactly the opposite in wing-borne flight. Hence it is found that
the engine dynamics will dominate vertical control-modes at low speed
and horizontal control-modes at higher speeds. By examining the
effects of the individual diagonal

elements, diag { o i, °2 .....°m)

on the root-locus asymptotes it is possible to discover which
actuator is dominating a particular closed-loop control-mode. This
aids the designer by correlating the critical actuator (with the
slowest dynamics) to the control-mode which will be most compromised
by the actuator's performance.

These new results enhance the high-gain technique and expand the
range of problems which can be solved. The results were inspired by
difficulties inherent in V/STOL aircraft but are equally applicable
to other systems which have relatively slow high-order parasitic
dynamics.
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3.2.3. Reasons for Using the High-Gain Method

it is now possible to describe the reasons for the use of the
high-gain method in this thesis. The properties that a suitable
design method should have are listed below, summarising the points
made in preceding chapters. The high-gain method which has been
developed from the high-gain technique possesses each of these
properties:

(1)

Interactive with the designer - not a "black-box" method.

(ii)

Capable of working backwards and therefore able to take part
fully in an iterative CCV aircraft design project

(iii) Gives the designer insight into the control problem.

(iv)

Capable of using design criteria or handling qualities
criteria in several forms (time-domain and frequency-domain).

(v)

Makes real engineering trade-offs visible in the design

(vi)

Uses graphical methods for the rapid communications of design
information.

(vii) Not tied to any particular CAD package and so it does not
require extensive "hands-on" experience.
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The previous chapters have defined the properties that a suitable
controller should have. The controller which results from the
application of the high-gain method, possesses each of these
properties and they are listed below:

(I)

Obeys pilot commands non-interactively and tracks steady
commands.

(ii)

Rejects unknown and unmeasured disturbances.

(lii) Robust to plant parameter changes.

(iv)

Can easily be made into an equivalent digital controller with
compensation for one or more sample periods delay (this has
been proven with digital-analogue real-time simulations).

(v)

Results in a simple multivariable P1 controller with a simple
fixed structure (unlike a high-order filter).

(vi)

Only uses measurable outputs and does not require observers.

(vii)

The conditions which constrain the use of this method still
allow a very wide class of practical problems to be solved.

(viii) The tuning parameters have real physical meaning.

(ix)

The effects of relatively slow high-order actuators can be
incorporated.
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(x)

The linear controller works when Implemented with a non-linear
model (this has been proven by simulation).

(xi)

Task tailored control modes may be implemented and gain
scheduling becomes possible due to the simple fixed structure.

(xii) Other features may easily be built into or around the basic
controller to produce a workable controller (i.e. protection
from integrator wind-up due to actuator saturation, which Is
described in chapter 6).

Three disadvantages of using the high-gain method are described in
this report but it is appropriate to list them here. The first is
made apparent in chapter 5 and the second and third are given as
recommendations for further work in chapter 9.

(I)

Although relatively slow high-order actuators can be
Incorporated

Into

the

design,

they

compromise

the

performance and limit the maximum practical feedback gain.
In several cases this could result in some of the high-gain
method's advantages disappearing. However, the actuators
which compromise the high-gain design will also compromise
other design techniques to a similar degree. Possible
modification

to

the

design

may

result

in

less

cross-coupling, even at low gains, but it is possible that
these modifications will also reduce the design's robustness
to plant parameter changes.

(ii)

The high-gain method uses SISO gain and phase margins which
are suitable for a diagonally dominant closed-loop system.
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If the diagonal dominance is compromised (say by the
situation described In (I) above) then the gain and phase
margins may lose their validity.

Truly multivariable

stability margins are being developed using singular values
of the return difference and inverse return difference
matrices [e.g. Doyle a , Safanov et all. These results are
currently immature and conservative, but they can easily be
applied to a high-gain closed-loop system and could be used
in the future.

(iii)

Although the tuning parameters have clear relationships with
the tuning criteria, and some of the design may be
performed loop-by-loop, there is a need for an optimisation
routine. Initially, the designer should work through 'by
hand" and obtain insight into the problem and the design
trade-ot'fs. Then an optimisation routine could be employed
to mechanise the tuning allowing the designer to find the
"optimum" performance more quickly, whilst balancing several

Fleming, Fleming & Pashkevich}
. A simple tuning
(Grace &

conflicting requirements

algorithm has been implemented using Pro-Matlab, but it is
very specific to this application and it sometimes gives
results which are clearly ridiculous.

Weighing up the advantages and the criticisms, it Is clear that the
high-gain method is the most suitable for use with the V/STOL
application which initiated this project and that it satisfies the
criteria described at the beginning of this report. It should be
remembered that all the other methods that have been reviewed failed
to satisfy several of the criteria which were used to define the most
suitable method.
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3.3 Mathematical Definition of the Basic High-Gain Theory

3.3.1 General Definition of the Closed-loop System Incorporating
Extra Measurement Feedback

It is assumed here that the designer has chosen particular outputs
for control and thereby defined the output matrix. Furthermore, it is
assumed that this choice of output matrix results in a rank defective
first Markov parameter and so extra measurements will be required to
augment the output feedback. For the purpose of developing the theory
in the most concise way it is also assumed that the system is
controllable (PS), observable, functionally controllable and minimum
phase. Subsection 3.2.1 explains how and when these last conditions
may be relaxed.

Figure (3.1) shows a block diagram of the plant and controller. The
output, measurement, feedback, input, error and control signals are
all shown and they are all vectors as it is a multivariable system.

The dynamic linear time-invariant system can be described by state,
output and measurement equations of the respective forms

1
L

i(t)
x2(t)

1
J

= f

A1 'l2
A 22
A

1 I
J L

y(t) = [C 1 C2]

x i( t )
x2(t)

1 + 101
J

r x1(t) 1
I x2(t) j

I

Bj

...

(3.1)

. ..

(3.2)

...

(3.3)

and
w(t) = [F 1 F2]

where x 1 (t)

6 R -5 , x 2 (t)

I
[

xj(t) 1
x 2 (t) j

R, u(t) 6 R m , w(t) €R m , y(t) =

eR m

and

all the submatrices have conformable dimensions. It is assumed that
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the input matrix is of full rank so that it is always possible to
determine a set of state variables {x1(t),x2(t)} such that the state
equations can be expressed in the form (3.1) in which B 2 is a square
invertible matrix. The input matrix rank condition is compatible with
the conditions stated at the beginning of this section.

The high-gain error-actuated analogue controller is of the form

u(t) = g (Kp e(t) + K 1 z(t))

(3.4)

and is required to generate the control input vector u(t) so as to
cause the output vector y(t) to track any constant command input
vector v(t) in the sense that

lim e(t) = urn {v(t) - y(t)) = 0
t4u
t4o

•..

(3.5)

as a consequence of the fact that the error vector
e(t) = v(t) - w(t)

(3.6)

assumes the steady state value
urn e(t) = urn {v(t) - w(t)}
t'

0

(3.7)

for arbitrary initial conditions. In (3.4), (3.5) and (3.6),
e(t) eR m ,

v(t) eR m , g eR, rank C 2 B2 < m,

rank F 2 B 2 = m, Kp eRmxm, K 1 ER m x m and
t
z(t) = z(o)

f

0

(3.8)

e(r) dT

where z(t) € R rn . Clearly then, the integral action introduces the
extra state equation
z(t) = e(t)

•..

(3.9)

•..

(3.10)

If the feedback matrices are defined as
[F 1 F 2 ] = [C 1 + MA 11

C 2 + MAl2]

I
I

x1(t) 1
x2(t) j ,
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where

MeR mc

(

m ) , then it Is evident from (3.2), (3.3) and (3.10)

that the vector
w(t) - y(t) = [ MA 11 MA l2 ]

[xi(t)
2 ( t)

(3.1:1)

of extra measurements is such that v(t) and y(t) satisfy the tracking
condition (3.5) for any M if e(t) satisfies the steady-state
condition (3.7), since (3.1) implies that

urn [A 11 Al2]
t4w

Ixi(t)1
Lx2(t)i

= 0

(3.12)

in any steady-state. However, the condition that rank F 2 B 2 = rn
requires that C 2 and A l 2 are such that

rank F 2 B 2 = rank (C 2 +

MA l2 )

M

can be chosen so that

m

(3.13)

Substituting (3.3) and (3.6) into (3.9) gives
z(t) = v(t) - [F 1 F 2 ] Ixi(t)
Lx 2 (t)

(3.14)

and substituting (3.3) and (3.6) into (3.4) gives
u(t) = gKv(t) - g [KF 1 KF2]

x1(t)
1
Lx2(t) J
f

+

gKjz(t)
(3.15)

Finally, substituting (3.15) into (3.1) and including (3.14) the
state vector yields closed-loop state and output equations of the
respective forms

z(t)
0
x 1 (t) = 0
x 2 (t)
gB2K1

-F1
A11
A 21 -gB 2 KF 1

F2
z(t)
'm
Al2
x1(t) + 0
A 22 -gB 2 KF 2x2(t)
gB2K

v(t)

(3.16)
and
y(t)

[0 C 1 C 2 ]

z(t)
x1(t)
X 2 ( t)

(3.17)
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The transfer function matrix relating the system output vector to the
command input vector for the system governed by (3.16)

and (3.17) is

given by

-1
G(s)

=

[0 C 1 C 2 ]

F 1F2

sI
0
- gB2

S I n_m A ll

j

-Al2

0

-A 21 ^gB 2 KF 1 s 1-A 22 ±B 2 K p F 2gB2K
(3.18)

which is clearly not in a block diagonal form. However, the high-gain
tracking characteristics of this system can be derived by applying
block diagonalisation theory for a singularly perturbed system, as
described in Appendix A. The results in Appendix A yield the
asymptotic form of G(s) as the gain parameter g 9 . It will be shown
that this not only makes the determination of the matrices K. K 1 and
M clear, but that it also exposes the underlying dynamic structure of
the closed-loop system.

3.3.2 Definition of the Closed-Loop Asymptotic Structure

The results of Appendix A indicate that as g90 the transfer function
matrix G(s) assumes the asymptotic form (A21) with "slow" and "fast"
parts given by

0(s)

=

Ge(s) + O f (s)

where the "slow" transfer function matrix Is

(3.19)
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G 5 (s)

=

[C 2 F 2 1 K

SIK P

1 K E C1-C2F2F1]

K J0

[_Al2F21K1x1

sln_m-Ai 1^Al2F2F1 ]

[ A1F

]
(3.20)

and the "fast" transfer function matrix is

[C2] [sI4.gB 2 K p F 2 F l [gB 2 Kp ]

G f (s)

(3.21)

(from (A22), (A23), (A41), (A42), (A43), (A44), (A45) and (A46).

Furthermore, it is clear that the set of 'slow" modes Z of the
tracking system correspond as g4oD to the poles Z 1 UZ 2 of G 5 (s) where

Z1

=

( s€C: I sI m

Z2

=

(SEC: 151n_mA ll +A l 21' 2 1 F' l 10)

+

(3.22)

KK1I0)

and

(3.23)

and that the set of "fast" modes Z f of the tracking system correspond
as g4 to the poles Z 3 of Gf(s) where

Z3

=

{sEC:IsI+gF 2 B 2 KpI0}

It may be seen that the asymptotic structure of (3.20)

G 5 (s)

(C1C2F21F1) (sIn_mAll+Al2F2Fl)' A l2 F 2

(3.24)

is

such that

. . .

(3.25)

and that rearranging (3.21) and bringing F 2 outside the expression
gives

Gf(s)

=

C 2 F 2 1 ( sI n

+

gF 2 B 2 K' gF 2 B 2 K

. . . (3.26)
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Consequently by substituting (3.25) and (3.26) into (3.19) the
asymptotic transfer function matrix G(s) becomes

G(s)

(C1-C2F21Fj)(sI_-A11 + Al2F2F1)Al2F21
+ C 2F2'( s Jm + gF' 2 B 2 1<)

gF 2 B 2 K

..

(3.27)

due to the fact that both the "slow modes corresponding to the poles
Z 2 and the 'fast" modes corresponding to the' poles Z 3 possibly remain
both controllable and observable as g4o. However, the "slow" transfer
function matrix G 5 (s) reduces to the form (3.25) because the "slow
modes corresponding to the poles Z 1become asymptotically
uncontrollable as g9 in view of the block structure of the matrices
given by (3.20).

3.3.3 DefInition of the Controller Matrices

It is evident that the use of integral action only requires the
condition of asymptotic stability before steady-state tracking is
achieved in the sense of (3.5) because of (3.9). This is guaranteed
if

Z S UZf €C(3.28)

where C is the open left half-plane. In view of (3.22), (3.23) and
(3.24), the "slow" and 'fast

modes will satisfy the tracking

requirements (3.2.8) for sufficiently large gains if the controller
and extra measurements matrices

5,

K 1 and M are chosen such that

c C, Z 2 c C, Z 3 c C and (3.13) is satisfied.
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Furthermore, if

Is chosen such that

- diag ( 0 1, 0 2 ..... o m) =

where oeR

(3.29)

(j = 1, 2 .....,n), then Gf(s) becomes increasingly fast and

diagonally dominant as g4 . This results in fast non-interactive
behaviour associated with G1(s).

G 5 (s) may also, in many cases, be diagonalised by choosing

= diag {P 1 ,P 2 .... . P) = E

where

(3.30)

( = 1, 2, .....m). Then substituting (3.29) into (3.24)

and (3.30) into (3.22) gives

Z 3 = ( - o1g, - o2g .....-0mg)

(3.31)

Zi=

(3.32)

and

P2 ......Pm)

respectively.

It is also usually possible to exploit freedoms in choosing M in
order to make the resulting transfer function G(s) as near diagonal
as possible. This will be shown in the case study, chapter 6. Indeed,
if the steady-state conditions expressed by (3.12) correspond to
kinematic relationships which hold between the state variables (i.e.
O = q for the pitch dynamics of an aircraft) then correct choice of M
results in the definition of the basic plant transmission zeros as
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well as producing a diagonal transfer function matrix C(s).

3.3.4 Definition of the Resultant Zeros and Asymptotic Closed-Loop
Transfer Function

It is appropriate to point out now that as g-+w the poles of the
closed-loop transfer function matrix approach the zeros of the
system. Consequently the sets of poles Z 1 , Z 2 and Z 3 of the
asymptotic transfer function matrix are also the sets of zeros of the
open-loop plant.

The sets Z 1 and Z 2 are the finite transmission

zeros where Z 1 contains the transmission zeros caused by the
integrators and Z 2 contains the transmission zeros of the basic
plant. The set of transmission zeros Z 1 are easily assigned by the
diagonal integral action tuning matrix

E, whereas the set of

transmission zeros Z 2 may usually be assigned by a suitable choice of
M, as described above. The set Z 3 contains the infinite zeros defined
by (3.31) and clearly they are first-order infinite zeros making
first-order asymptotes aligned along the negative real-axis. They may
be assigned by a suitable choice of E the proportional action
diagonal tuning matrix.

The asymptotic closed-loop transfer function matrix C(s) is given by
(3.27) and it Is simplified here as follows. The expression (3.29) is
substituted into the "fast" part of C(s) and it is assumed that the
slow part of G(s) is made diagonal by a suitable choice of M. For
the case where (3.12) represents a kinematic relationship C(s) may be
written in the form
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G(s)

=

(1m - C 2 F 2

) - l/in

0

0

si-I/rn1

o

+
si-I/rn2

o

0

1/m
s+1/rn

C 2F 2

0

go

0

s+go1

o
si-go2

o

(3.33)

0

0

s+go

where m j (for i

1. 2 .....m) are finite and g4o.

This clearly illustrates the effects of extra measurements upon the
closed-loop

transfer

((1/m)/(s+l/mj))
measurement
(for

j

=

y(t)

(for

function

j

augmentation

=

G(s).

Each

of

the

elements

l,2,...,m) only exists where extra

is used on output

channel

1, 2 . . . , m) where

= [Y i p

Y2

...

( 3.34)

Furthermore, any element ((l/mj)/(s^l/rnj)) that does exist will be in
0(s) in place of an element (go j /s+go j ) which shows how extra
measurement feedback introduces slow' modes in place of the "fast"
modes. Finally it should be said that the simpler case, for which the
first Markov parameter Is full rank, results in very similar
expressions for the equations given in this section, but the
asymptotic transfer function matrix has no "slow" modes, only 'fast"
modes.
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3.4 Mathematical Description of the "New Developments" and their
Roots

3.4.1 Review of the Effects of Relatively Fast Parasitic Dynamics on
Systems with High-Gain Controllers

This subsection briefly reviews some of the theoretical work of Burge
which investigated the effects of explicit actuator and sensor
dynamics on systems incorporating high-g rain (and fast-sampling)
controllers. The type of parasitic dynamics that were considered can
be expressed by state and output equations of the form

x a( t ) = A a x a( t ) + B a u(t)

(3.35)

and
Ya( t ) = Caxa(t)

(3.36)

for
xa( t ) = [ x a( t ), x a( t ), .. . ,X(t)]

(3.37)

block dia g [ Aa I
i

(3.38)

B a = block diag [ B a I
I

(3.39)

Aa

and
Ca = block dia g [ C a . ] ,

...

1

(3.40)

where x a (t)€R a , Xa(t)ERai.Aa€RaAERaiXaiBa6RaXmBERa.Xl
C a€R m

, Ca €Rl xa 1 , (I = 1,2 .....in) and m
I

jS the number of

inputs/outputs.
It is assumed that
rank C a Aa (a1-1) B a = I
i
I

(I = 1,2 .....m)

rank C a Aa 1 B a
I
I
I

(1

1

0

1,2,..., < a 1 -1)

...

(3.41)

...

(3.42)

and
c a(_Aa)

Ba

1

(1 = 1,2 .....m)

. ..

(3.43)
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The conditions (3.41), (3.42) and (3.43) merely Imply that each
actuator block Is of simple dynamic structure with poles only, and
that the input-output relationship in the steady state is one-to-one.
Parasitics such as this are incorporated with the basic plant and
block diagonalisation of the singularly perturbed closed-loop system
yields the asymptotic terms. This is then used to derive expressions
for

first-order

or

second-order

actu'ators,

first-order

or

second-order sensors and later first-order actuators and second-order
sensors together.

The simplified expressions, rely in part, on the parasitics being
'high-performance' and therefore relatively fast, with eigenvalues
well separated from the plant. Two important points are summarised
from the simplified expressions below:-

1)

First-order parasitics produce second-order asymptotes; second
order parasitics produce third-order asymptotes and so on.

2)

The

pivot-points

for

second-and

third-order

asymptotes,

corresponding to first and second-order actuators, are given
a.s follows:

Second order:- Pivot-point = (j +

+ 7j)/2

...

(3.44)

where (-cu) is the parasitic pole ( - Pj) is the integrator zero and
(-ii) is the transmission zero associated with extra measurement
feedback for the ith control-mode
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ThIrd-o:- Pivot-point

(3.45)

(2..wj+PiYi)/3

where q is the damping ratio and

is the natural frequency of the

second-order parasitic dynamics, Pj and Yj are as before, for the ith
control-mode.

Results for stability were also given which were based upon the
asymptotes crossing the imaginary axis. Furthermore, it was stated
that results for asymptotes of order four or more could be derived,
but that the resultant expressions and stability conditions would
become unweildy.

These results were fundamental in the understanding of the effects of
parasitic dynamics on the closed-loop

asymptotic

root-locus

structure. The results are still valid for a wide range of aircraft
control problems where actuator and/or sensor dynamics need to be
included. However subsection 3.2.2 discussed the fact that typical
V/STOL aircraft do not come within the range of validity for this
work.

3.4.2. Review of Relevant Results

from Multivariable Root-Locus

Theory

The fundemental work in this field was performed by Owens and
Kouvaritakis (and co-workers) as reported in section 2.3. The reasons
behind the development of multivariabie root-locus theory and the use
it was put to are described in that section, whereas the relevant
mathematical results are defined here. Many papers were produced
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covering many aspects of multivariable root-locus theory and most of
them were of a very general nature. This resulted in expressions to
calculate the various properties of multivariable root-loci which
were extremely complicated. The references [Owensat).c,Kouvaritatis
& Shaked, Kouvaritakis & Edmunds, Kouvaritakis, Kouvaritakis et all
may be consulted for full details, but the references tOwensa,
Kouvaritakis & Shaked] contain the main results. Consequently, the
results from this work have been simplified and are presented here
for systems which are strictly proper with no direct pass operator
(i.e. y(t) = Cx(t) and not y(t) = Cx(t) + D u(t), as D = 0).

The early work by Kouvaritakis (and co-workers) and Owens did not
consider any specific controller as part of the closed-loop system
because the main aim was to discover the properties of multivariable
root-loci. Consequently, their feedback systems may be depicted as
shown by Figure (3.2a), where the controller is simply ki, as shown
by block A where I is the identity matrix. The scalar gain k is
varied to generate the root-locus, and the dynamics of block B are
analysed to determine what the root-locus structure will be like. The
high-gain feedback system is shown in Figure (3.2b) and

clearly

block C is quite different from block A. Consequently analysing block
D in the same way that block B can be analysed WILL__NOT give the

correct root-locus structure for the entire closed-loop high-gain
system.

However it is obvious that the controller (block C) can be split as
shown in Figure (3.2c) such that (block E * block F) is exactly the
same as block C. Furthermore, block E is exactly the same as block A
and so (block F * block G) is equivalent to block B. This shows that
analysis of the dynamics of (block F' * block G) WILL give the correct
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root-locus structure for the entire closed-loop high-gain system. The
last comparison to be made is that block F is exactly the same as
block C in the case where g - 1.

These results are used so that calculation of the root-locus
structure for high-gain systems becomes amenable to the application
of Kouvaritakis' (and co-workers) and Owens' results. If the scalar
gain (g) is set to one (g = 1) and the resultant high-gain controller
(block C, for g = 1) is connected in series with the open-loop
dynamics represented by block D (or equivalent block G), then the
open-loop dynamics of the resultant high-gain system may be derived
and used subsequently to calculate the root-locus structure of the
closed-loop high gain system as will be shown.

The first results to be presented are those concerning the
calculation of the order and angles of' multivariable root-locus
asymptotes. The Markov parameters are fundamental in calculating the
properties of multivariable root-loci and are defined as

M

= C A

1 B, j

1, 2 .....n

...

(3.46)

where n is the number of states, so that M 1 = CB, M 2 = CAB etc. In
(3.46) the Markov parameters were generated up to M. In general
though fewer than n parameters need to be generated to perform the
calculations. It is necessary to define a parameter d which denotes
the rank defect of M (these start at j = 1 as M 1 is the lowest
Markov parameter, but d 0 is defined as d 0

= in for systems with no

direct pass operator, where m is the number of inputs/outputs. A
parameter v is also defined such that v is the smallest integer for
which

is full rank and 1

n. Now several results may be
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defined.

°FZ finite zeros where

There will

flFZn-E d1

(3.47)

j =0
and n IZ infinite zeros where

v-I
nIz

=

d 1.

E

.

(3.48)

.

jo

Of the infinite zeros, (d 0 -d 1 ) will be first-order, 2*(d 1 - d 2 ) will
be second-order and generally j*(d_ 1 - d) will be jth order, for
all j

=

1,2 .... . v.

The angles that the asymptotes (or infinite zeros) make with the
positive real axis are given by

=

t

ii

L(-

ij

+

2t

I,

i

=

1,2 .....

1 = 1,2 .....(d.1 - d)

t = 0,1,. ..,j-1

(3.49)
where all the terms are defined as follows:

j - j counts through the Markov chain up to the first full rank
Markov parameter, Mv.

1 - i counts through the number of asymptote sets, of order j,
at each step through the Markov chain. The maximum i is
given by (d_ i - d i ), so clearly if d_ 1

=

d

then no

calculations need be performed for this j as there are no
asymptote sets of order j.

t - t counts through each asymptote of order j in the ith
asymptote set when d_ 1

^

d and t generates multiples of 2ir
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radians so that the exact angle of each asymptote of the ith
set ot' jth order asymptotes may be calculated.

> 1 (i)

>(i) denotes the ith non-zero eigenvalue of the jth Markov
parameter. It determines the direction of the asymptotes.
For example, using first-order asymptotes, if

is

positive then the asymptote will be along the negative real
axis as L(- x(i ))

- o(J)

= ir

rads, for

o.

denotes the angle of the t th asymptote of the ith

asymptote set of order j.

To illustrate these points, an example is given.

Exap1e 3.1

A system with 8 states (n=8) and 2 inputs/outputs (m=2) has the first
four Markov parameters M 1 , M 2 , M 3 amd M 4 such that

rankM 1 =0:. d2
rankM 2 = 1:. d2=l
rankM 3 = 1:. d3=1
and rank M 4 = 2 .. d 4 = 0
hence d 0
n FZ

=

=

m

=

2, and v

=

4. From (3.47) it is clear that

n - (d 0 + d 1 + d 2 + d 3 )

=

8 -(2^2^1^1)

=

2

and from (3.48) it is clear that
=

(d 0 + d 1 + d 2 + d 3 )

=

(2^2+1+1)

=

6

hence, there are 6 infinite zeros and 2 finite zeros.
There will be: 1(d 0 -d j )
2(d 1 -d 2 )
3(d 2 -d 3 )
and
4(d3-d4)

first-order infinite zeros,
second-order infinite zeros,
third-order infinite zeros,
fourth-order infinite zeros,

(2-2)
2(2-i)
3(1-1)
4(1-0)

=
=
=
=

0
2
0
4

TOTAL 6
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Given that the first non-zero eigenvalue of N 2 is greater than zero
and that the second non zero eigenvalue of M 4 is less than zero. Then
by application of (3.49)
For j = 1, (d - d 1 ) = 0, therefore no asymptotes
For j = 2, (d 1 - d 2 ) = 1, therefore one second-order asymptote set
Hence, for j = 2.
= 1/2 [ii + 2(0)nJ = ir/2
and
= 1/2 [ir + 2(1)ir] = 3ir/2
For j = 3, (d 2 -d 3 ) = 0, therefore no asymptotes
For j = 4, (d 4 -d3 ) = 1, therefore one fourth-order asymptote set
Hence, for j4,
= 1/4 [0 + 2 (0)i] = 0
= 'iii [0 + 2(1)irj

=

0 12 (4) = 1/4 [0 + 2(2)ir} =
and
= 1/4 [0 -+- 2(3)irj = 3ir/2
This is illustrated in Figure (3.3). The two asymptote sets are shown
separately, and the positions of the pivot-points (where the
asymptotes cut the real axis) are not given precisely as they have
not been calculated jEnd of Exampe3.l).

It can be shown that it is not necessary to calculate the asymptote
angles for each asymptote individually, and for each case, as there
is a general pattern. In fact there are two distinct patterns;
pattern A for > 0 and pattern B for (i) < 0. These patterns
are shown on Figures (3.4) and (3.5) respectively. It is significant
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that correct application of the high-gain method always results in
asymptotes which correspond to pattern A. Asymptotes conforming to
pattern A never have an asymptote along the positive real axis and
consequently they result in a more 'stabilizing" asymptote set than
those conforming to pattern B which always have an asymptote along

the positive real axis.

The last aspect of multivariable root-locus asymptote theory to be
reviewed is the pivot-point calculation. The simplest form is that
presented by Owens [Owensa] as one part of a systematic technique to
calculate the asymptotic pivot-points and directions of square
invertible systems (which is the case for systems resulting from the
correct application of the high-gain method). A complete description
of Owens' systematic technique is not included here as it is easily
obtained from the reference. However, a description of how the
technique is implemented as a Pro-Matlab function (see section 4.5
for a description of this matrix calculator package)

is described

below in a form suitable for systems which result from the
application of the high-gain method.

pi

A matrix

M(l)

=

is formed such that

[Mn , M ,^i .....M^i]

where M j(j=I1,m+1 .....v+l)

...

(3.50)

are Markov parameters as

previously, M is the first Markov parameter for which rank M
and M
(note r j
M(l)

defined
=

r^O

is the first Markov parameter which is full rank

(j

=

v+1) is the rank of each Markov parameter in
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Step 2 The non-singular elgenvector matrix T of M is calculated
and a uniniodular transformation is performed on MU) to form M(l)
SUCh

that

(l)

=

[T-1 M T, T J 1 M
[M,M^ 1

....

1 T .....T 1 1 M ^i TJ

=

. M1.,^j]
(3.51)

• .

and

0

=

10

(3.52)

0

where A

is a diagonal matrix of size (r x r, 1 ) which contains the r

non-zero elgen values of M.

Stp: The

M

where

Mk (k

=

IRk 0 1
10 Ski

=

$i-4-1, ji+2 .... . v+l) are reduced to the form

(kui-1, u+2 .....v+l)

(3.53)

Rk is a diagonal matrix of size (r x r n ), and Sk is a matrix

of size (d x d) , by using elementary row and column operations
using the rows and columns of M,

taking care that the diagonal

elements of R k remain unchanged during the operations.

Step 4 The ith pivot-point of the th order asymptote set may be
calculated from

p1(m)

=

(A(i ! i)/RLLJJ

Here, there are r

sets of

pivot-points to be calculated.

(i

=

1,2 .....r)

•..

(3.54)

th order asymptotes and hence
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St5

If

d

M ()

in

step

#

0 then create a new matrix M 2) similar to the matrix

1,

hut

,u+1), again

using again

omitting

the

matrices

any Sk where rank S k

Sk

(k

=

=

0 until rank

...

(3.55)

S k O such that

M( 2 )

=

[S 0 , S^ 1 .....S^i]

where rank S&0 and rank S

=

(m-r)=d.

Having created this matrix M (2) (similar to M(l) in step 1) the steps
2 to 5 may be repeated, and so on until all asymptote pivots are

found.

The above steps have been implemented in software using the package
Pro-Matlab and so the multivariable asymptote pivot-points can easily
be found. However, it should be noted that the unimodular
transformation of step 2 does not always result in the block diagonal
shown in equation (3.52). Indeed, the diagonal elements of

form

may appear anywhere along the diagonal of

in practice. This does

not affect the validity of the method which performs row and column
operations

on

Mk

(k

=

ii+l,i+2 .....v-fl)

to

produce

k

(k=+l,,i+2 .....ui-i) with the block diagonal form of M (as given by
(3.53)). It simply means that the same type of row and column
operations are performed, but that the resulting block structure of
the matrices M

and Mk (k=+1,

+2,. ..,v+l) is more complicated. The

pivot-point calculation and a more complex block structure for M and
Mk

=

(k

-1,+2,...,v+l) is demonstrated in the following example.
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3.2

In this example a high-gain controller is coupled with a linear
V/STOL aircraft model (which includes actuator parasitic dynamics)
and the multivariable root-locus asymptotes are investigated for the
resulting system. The derivation of the controller is not described
because a full worked example appears in chapter 5. Neither is the
aircraft model described as it is merely used to provide a basis for
the example. Full details of the calculations appear in Appendix B,
and consequently only the main points are described here. The system
is depicted by Figure (3.6).

A basic plant with four states (n=4) and three inputs/outputs (m=3)
is used for this example and is described by equations (Bl) and (B2).
The basic plant has actuator parasitic dynamics added where actuator
1 is assumed to have negligible dynamics, actuator 2 is represented
by a first-order lag and actuator 3 is represented by third-order
dynamics and has a zero in addition to the three poles, two of which
are a complex conjugate pair. The poles and zeros for these actuators
are given in Appendix B and the equivalent state and output equations
are given by (B3), (B4), (B5), (BC), (B7) and (B8). The actuators are
connected in series with the basic plant such that input 1 is fed
through actuator 1, and so on for the other two inputs, resulting in
the composite system given by (B9), (BlO) and B(ll). A high-gain
controller was added to this (as described earlier and by Figure
(3.2)) which resulted in the composite open-loop system described by
(B12), (B13) and (B14). The Markov parameters of the high-gain
open-loop system are given in Table (BI), along with the rank and
rank defect of each parameter. The 5 finite and 6 infinite zeros are:
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3 fInite zero due to integrators
1 finite zero due to the third--order actuator
1 finite zero due to the transmission zero of the basic plant
1 first-order infinite-zero
2 second-order infinite zeros
and 3 third-order infinite zeros.
As was described earlier, the asymptotic patterns produced by correct
application of the high-gain method always result in asymptotes of
pattern A, given by Figure (3.4). Consequently the first-order,
second-order and third-order asymptotes produced by this example
correspond to those given in Figure (3.4).

The pivot-point calculation begins at step I in Appendix B and
follows the 5 steps which were described previously. It is clear from
(B17) and (B18) that the block structure of (3.52) is not produced by
the uniniodular transformation, but it is also apparent how the
calculation proceeds whilst keeping the block structure of (B17). The
correct form of Mibar (equivalent M 1 ) is given by (B24), and (B26)
shows how M2 (equivalent M 2 ) may be extracted from Mibar after the
first pivot-point is found. The steps are followed until each of the
three pivot-points are found and the results are given in Table (B2).

To perform a check on this calculation, the closed-loop system
representing the example was derived and its root-locus was
generated. The asymptotes are shown by Figure (3.7a) and the fine
detail of the root-locus near to the origin is shown by Figure
(3.7b). It is possible to calculate the pivot points using Figure
(3.7a) or by calculating the roots for a very high gain (so that the
roots are very close to the asymptotes and then exploiting the simple
geometry of the asymptotes given by Figure (3.4). In this way the
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asymptote pivot-points were calculated using the closed-loop system
and are given in Table 3.2 (below) for comparison with the results
given in Table B2.

Table 3.2

Asymptote Order

1st
2nd
3rd

j
Pivot-point
Pivot-point
(from closed-loop root-locus) (from Appendix B)

-2.038
-5.507

0.085557
-2.0380
-5.5072

It should be noted that using the closed-loop system it is not
possible to calculate the pivot-point for the first-order asymptote
due to the amount of "activity " at low gain on the real-axis.
However, knowledge of the first-order pivot-point is of no real use
or interest to the designer when the first-order asymptotes follow
pattern A (of Figure (3.4)) which is always the case when the
high-gain method is correctly applied.

This example has shown how multivariable root-locus asymptotes may be
calculated using a step-by-step method which has been given in
subsection 3.4.2. Furthermore, the results have been shown to be
correct by comparing them with the pivot-points of the root-locus
diagram (Figure (3.7)) of the closed-loop system.

jarnp1e

3.2).

This subsection has reviewed the relevant results from multivariable
root-locus theory and has illustrated them with two worked examples.
Appropriate software is used to simplify the calculation of the
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asymptote characteristics. However, these methods do not give as much
Insight into the dynamics of the control problem as the simple

SISO

rules which calculate asymptote characteristics. A multivariab1i
equivalent to the simple SISO rules is presented in the next
subsection.

3.4.3 Description of the "New Developments"

Before describing these new developments" it is relevant to review
briefly the results of classical SISO root locus theory. Given an
open-loop transfer function F(s) such that

F(s)

=

K (s^z 1 ) (s^z2)...(^z)
(s^p1 (P 2 ) . . (s^p)

...

(3.56)

where nz is the number of zeros and np is the number of poles, then
the closed-loop transfer function is given by H(s) where

H(s)

=

1-i-F(s)

...

and the characteristic equation is 1-i-F(s). For K

(3.57)

0, SISO root-locus

theory defines the asymptote angles (with respect to the real-axis)
as

2i + I )ir ,
( np - nz)

(i

=

0,1

(np-nz-l))

...

(3.5)

...

(3.59)

and the asymptote pivot-point as

a

np
EPj=l

nz
EZk
k=l

(np - nz)
where P j (j

=

1,2,...,np) and Z k (k

=

1,2,...,nz) are given by

(3.56). The order of the asymptotes is clearly (np-nz). A full
discussion of SISO root-locus theory may be found in any good control
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engineering undergraduate text book such as Richards
]. These results are simple to use and they

[Richards,

clearly show the

designer the effects of increasing the number of poles or zeros in
the system and also the effects of moving poles or zeros to the left
or to the right, It is also clear that adding phase advance
compensation moves the asymptote pivot-point a to the left so that
the asymptotes are 'deeper" in the stable region, increasing the
stability margin. The results described in the previous subsection do
not give this insight.

It was mentioned in subsection 3.2.2. (and in 3.2.1 briefly) that the
multivariable system decomposes into m SISO decoupled systems as the
gain increases (where m is the number of inputs/outputs). This is
true whether there are no parasitic dynamics or high-order parasitic
dynamics. However the issue is clouded in the frequency and time
responses when the parasitics are of order two or more, because the
asymptotes will become unstable at high gain, possibly before the
multivariable system is fully decomposed Into the m SISO systems.
Despite this fact, it is still possible to view this decomposition
using the root-locus diagram which displays m asymptote sets and
resembles m SISO root-loci overlaid to form a composite diagram. This
simplification is caused by the selection of the controller matrix
defined by the high-gain method.

If the parasitic dynamics are removed, then many multivarlable plants
(including aircraft) may be described by coupled first-order and
second-order dynamic equations. Correct application of the high-gain
method will decouple this basic system and will asymptotically result
in m SISO root-locus diagrams formed from the following poles and
zeros:
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(1) first-order:

One

plant

pole,

one

integrator

pole

(at 0.0 in the open-loop) and one of the
integrator zeros at -p
(where p

(i = 1,2,

. . ,m)

(i=1,2,...m) is given by equation

(3.30)).

(Ii) second-order:

Two plant poles, one plant transmission zero
(assigned by the use of extra measurement
feedback), one integrator pole and one
integrator zero as described in

(1) above.

N.B. It should be noted that the addition of integrators effectively
increases the order of each set of dynamics by I. They are still
referred to as first-order and second-order for simplicity.

Clearly, for the first-order case (1), np = 2, nz = 1 and the
asymptote is

first-order

(order = 2-1).

second-order case (ii), np = 3, nz

Similarly,

for the

2 and the asymptote is again

first-order (order=3-2). Each first-order asymptote is aligned with
the negative real-axis and so increasingly fast dynamics are
exhibited (as shown previously by equation (3.33)). Furthermore, each
SISO root-locus "layer" represents a control-mode such as pitch
attitude control (a pitch control-mode) or forward velocity control
(a horizontal control-mode). Consequently, adding parasitic dynamics
simply adds poles and/or zeros to the original poles and zeros,
representing each control-mode, given by either (i) or (ii) above.
The parasitic dynamics most closely related to a particular
control-mode combine with the dynamics of that control-mode. This
Implies that the engine parasitic dynamics would most likely
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influence the vertical control-mode for a V/STOL aircraft in the
hover, which Is the case in practice. However, the association of
parasitic dynamics with a particular control-mode depends upon the
following:

(I) The values of the proportional action tuning parameters
(i = 1,2 .....m) (see equation 3.29).

°

(ii) The pole and zero positions of the parasitic dynamics.

(iii) The flight conditions (i.e. changing the thrust vector from
vertical to horizontal swops the engine dynamic effects from
the vertical control-mode to the horizontal control-mode for
V/STOL aircraft).

This complex association means that the designer can alter the
natural associations between parasitic dynamics and control-modes.
This is achieved by tuning (see

(1)

above) or altering the parasitic

dynamics (see (ii) above) (the associations automatically change as
the flight case changes). Once the association of particular
parasitic dynamics to a particular control-mode is established, then
the following simplification may be made. The asymptote angles (with
respect to the real-axis) are given by

+ 1

o=
(rip

(I = 1,2 .....m)
0,1 .....(np1-nz1-l)
(i

)IT

- nz.)

(3.60)
the asymptote pivot-point Is given by

pp 1

np inzj
= E P 1 - £ z1
k 2=1
- nzj)
( 11p

(I = 1, 2 .....m)
2

(3.61)
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and the asymptote order Is given by

Asymptote order - (np1

nz1)

(I = 1,2 .....in)

...

(3.62)

where the terms are as follows:

0 j.

is the angle of the jth asymptote of the ith asymptote set

np 1is the number of poles associated with the ith control-mode
nz j - is the number of zeros associated with the ith control-mode
PP

is the ith pivot-point
is the kth pole of the ith control-mode
k

z1

is the Pth zero of the ith control-mode
2

i

denotes the control modes (I = 1, 2 .....m)

j

denotes each asymptote of the ith asymptote set
(j =
,(npi - nz - 1))

In practice (3.60) is not required because once the asymptote order
is found from (3.62) then the angles correspond to asymptotes of
pattern A in Figure (3.4).

The pivot point equation (3.61) may be separated into two parts
representing the contributions of the parasitic dynamics and the
basic system dynamics respectively, given by

parasitic dynamics
(np j -npp j ) (nz1-nzp1)
= EPa 1-EZa1
k=l k
2=1 2

basic system dynamics

+

(Pb 1 -i- Pb 1 + Pb 1 )-(Zb 1 + Zb1)

(np-nz)
for

(I = 1,2 .....in)

(3.63)
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i' °P1 & nz l - are as before (3.61).
Pa 1is the kth parasitic pole of the ith control mode
k
Za 1- is the kth parasitic zero of the ith control mode
k
Pb 1 , Pb 1 - represent the effects of the poles from first order
1
2
or second order plant dynamics associated with the
ith control-mode. If this control-mode is associated
with first-order plant dynamics than Pb 1 does not
2
exist and npp1=2
Zb 1-

is a transmission zero from second-order plant
dynamics associated with the ith control-mode. If
this ith control mode is associated with first order
plant dynamics then Zb 1

Pb 13

, does not exist and flZP j = I

is the pole caused by the integrator which is
associated with the ith control-mode (Pb= 0.0 in
all cases and may bropped from (3.63).

-

Zb

is the transmission zero caused by the integrator

2
associated with the ith control-mode (Zb 1 = Pq
where

is the integral action tuning parameter

(see equation (3.30)) which affects the ith
control-mode).
npp

-

is the number of poles that are associated with the
ith control-mode, excluding the parasitic poles.
Hence, npp 1 = 3 unless Pb1 does not exist, in which
2
case npp 1 = 2.

flZp 1-

is the number of zeros that are associated with the
ith control-mode, excluding the parasitic zeros.
Hence, nzp 1 = 2 unless zb 1 does not exist in which
case nzp1=l.
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The expression (3.63) may be simplified further when the plant pole
effects represented by Pb 1 and Pb 1 are negligible and so do not
2
1
significantly change the result of (3.63) to give

-PP1 =

(np1-npp1) (flZjflZPj)
Za1
E Pa 12=1 2
k=l k
(np 1 - nz 1 )

(Zb1 + Zb1)
1
2
(1 = 1,2 .....m)
(3.64)

where PP 1 is an estimate of PP 1 and the other terms have already been
defined. This expression is very similar to (3.59) for SISO theory,
with the slight complication that it has to be used m times for each
i (where I = 1,2 .....m) to calculate the m pivots of the m asymptote
sets for the multivariable case.

Clearly, (3.60) and (3.61) are very similar to (3.58) and (3.59)
respectively. Also, the expanded and simplified version of (3.61)
(i.e.(3.64)) is very similar to (3.59). This similarity means that
the insight gained by using SISO root-locus rules for SISO systems
may now also be gained by using (3.64) for multivariable high-gain
systems. Furthermore, the equation (3.64) is the same as the
equations derived by Burge for second-order and third-order
root-locus asymptotes as given by (3.44) and (3.45). The following
table (Table (3.3)) compares like terms from each of the equations
(3.64), (3.44) and (3.45).
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Table 3.3
Table of Equiva lent Terms
Equation (3.44)
(first order parasitic)

I
E Pa
k
k'l

Pj

-Zb1

7j

-Zb1

2

2

(np - nz1)

E quatiopJ3.45J_______

uationJ3.64)

-

(second-order parasitic)
*

2
Z Pa1
k
k=1

-zb1
2

Yj

-zb1
1
(np 1 - nz1)

3

* NB a second-order equation with poles P 1 and P 2 has the form (s-P1)

(s-P2) 2 2 - ( p 1 + p 2 ) +p1p2. Alternatively, it may be written as
( s 2 +2w s+w 2 ) which shows that -2(w 2 (P1+P2).

The terms for (3.44) and (3.45) are defined where the equations
appear. Furthermore, In each of the above cases there are no
parasitic zeros and so

(nz 1 - nzp1)
E za 1
2
2=1

0

, (1 = 1,2 .... . m)
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Expression (3.64) is derived from (3.63) under the condition that the
do not significantly
plant pole effects represented by Pb 1 and Pb
2
1
affect the value of PP j . This condition is not as strict as Burge's
condition of modal separation between plant and parasitic dynamics as
will be shown.

The contribution of the plant poles to the expression for PP j (3.63)
is not straight forward due to the multivariable nature of the plant.
However, the contribution of the plant po1es represented by Pb 1 andpb.
I
may be written as Pb 1 . This makes it possible to write the percentage error that results from using the estimate (3.64), rather than
the full expression (3.63), as follows

* lOO
ei

=

(1 = 1,2 .....m),

(npi-nzi)

...(3.65)

where e 1 is the percentage error associated with the ith control
mode.
( Pb

Clearly

the

error

will

be

small

whenever

PPI*(npi - nz 1 )) which occurs when there is good modal

separation between plant dynamics and parasitic dynamics as defined
by Burge. Furthermore, the error will also be small whenever the nett
effect of the parasitic dynamics (given by (3.63)) is larger then the
plant dynamic effects. This can occur for relatively slow high order
actuators that are not well separated from the plant, as is the case
for this V/STOL example.

In order to define the "new developments" precisely, the notation is
somewhat complex, but the following worked example demonstrates the
simplicity of the new results.
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Ex apie3.3

In this example the results of subsection 3.4.3 are used in
conjunction with the system described and used in example 3.2. The
basic 4th-order plant has extra measurement augmentation on output y3
which results in control-mode 3 being second-order and control-modes
I and 2 being first-order until the actuator parasitic dynamics are
added. In this example actuator 1 is associated with control-mode 2,
actuator 2 is associated with control-mode I and actuator 3 is
associated with control-mode 3 (this may be found by analysing the
root-locus diagram). Each control-mode, and hence each asymptote set,
is analysed in turn below.

Control-mode I

For this control mode i = 1, npp 1 = 2, nzp 1 = 1, np 1 = 3, nz1=1,Zb1

0
1
does not exist, Zb 1 = -1, £ Pa 1 = -5 and £ za 1 = 0
2
2
k
k=1
2=1
Hence, from (3.62)
Asymptote order = (3-1) = 2
and from (3.64)
PP 1 =

j) - (

0) - (-I) = -2
2

Table 3.2 gives the exact answer as -2.038 and so the percentage
error in this case is 1.9%.
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Control-mode 2
For this control-mode 1=2, npp 2 =2, nzp 2 = 1, "P2 = 2, nz 2 = I.. zb1
does riot exist,

0
0
zb 1 = -1, E pa 2 = 0 and za 2 = 0.
2
k
2=1 2
k=l
Hence, from (3.62)
Asymptote order = (2-1) = 1
and from (3.64)
P2 = 10) - (Qj1

(fl

= 1

Table 3.2 gives the exact answer as 0.086, which is clearly quite
different, but this error is because for first-order asymptotes, when
there are no parasitic dynamics involved, Pb 1 and Pb 1 are not neg2
1
ilgible. Consequently (3.64) should not be used in such a case. This
is not a hind%rance as first-order asymptote pivot points are of no
use to the designer when using the high-gain method.

Control-mode 3:
For this control-mode 1=3, npp 3 =3, nzp 3 =2, np 3 =6, nz3=3,
Zb 3 = -1,zb 3 = -1
2

2
Pa 3 = -22, and E Za 3 = -4.
k
9=1
k=1
Hence, from (3.62)

Asymptote order = (6-3) = 3

and from (3.64)

PP 3 = -j-22)_-(-4) - ( - 1-1) = -5.33
3

Table 3.2 gives the exact answer as -5.5072 and so the percentage
error is 3.2%.
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The asymptote order and pivot-point has been closely estiindted for
each asymptote set with the exception of the non cri t ical first order
p i vol pni nt .

The

cal ciii .l i oii was

made

much

s nip ler

I_han

that

present en in the pre y i oiis subsection (and Appendix B) , by using
(3.64)

The root-locus asymptote pat terns may he found using the

asymptote order calculated from (3.62) and Figure (3.4).

(. End of example 3.3).

In

this

subsection

simple

expressions

that

determine

the

characteristics of multivariable root-locus asymptotes have been
derived. Furthermore, equations (3.62) and (3.64) give the designer
the same insight into the closed ioop system dynamics that SISO
root locus rules give (i.e.(3.59). It has also been shown that these
simple expressions not only agree with the precise (yet complex)
calculation methods of Kouvaritakis (and co workers) and Owens, bitt
that they also agree with the algebraic results derived by Burge.

These new developments enhance the high-gain technique and result in
a control law design method which satisfies the criteria described at
the beginning of this thesis.
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3.5 Assessipg_Actuator Compatibility

The new developnierits all ow the e ffects of relatively slow high—order
actita t. ors , wi tii or wi thont zeros , to be assessed and i ncorpora te(I
into the design. The only strict condition is that the actuator has
a steady state gain of 1.0.

It is this , condition which defines

actuator compatibility.

The controller matrices are defined using the basic system with no
actuator dynamics and the same matrices are used when actuators are
added though retuning may be necessary. The controller on the basic
system issues simultaneous commands to each actuator which drive the
system to perform a given manoeuvre with the minimum of cross
coupling.

The introduction of actuator dynamics will disrupt the

simultaneous" nature of the controller commands by making them out
of phase with each other and this will promote cross coupling. The
situation is made even worse if there is any gain loss in an actuator
as this reduces its effect, increasing cross coupling and reducing
system performance still further.

Consequently, there is a strict

condition that all actuators have a steady state gain of 1.0.

This condition is trivial for most cases as this will be true
automatically. The difficulty arises when an actuator model is being
used for which there is incomplete information. This situation arises
in tills project due to the nature of the GVAM87 and the way the
engine dynanii cs are model led. Fortunately though, the poles and
zeros for the engine dynamics are known exactly and this information
can he used.

Th di Ufic.ully is explained fully in section 5.3 and it

is resolved using these results in subsection 5.5.1.
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Tue I1(ed in this case is for a simple test that confirms actuator
compatibility when other methods of calculating the steady state gain
('annul In' used.

Tue

basis for the actuator coinpat I hi ii ty test here

ccii PS upon the sinipi I fication of the MIMO syst em and the SISO
run t I u (:IIS

a iii ,nagii I t ode Cr I t er ion

The simplification of the MIMO system is brought about by the choice
of controller matrices as described previously.

Jt allows the

control-modes to be analysed individually as evidenced by the new
developments described in the previous subsecti on. Consequently, the
SISO gain magnitude condition can be applied to each control-mode in
turn to calculate its gain magnitude.

The SISO gain magnitude

condition is defined below hut can also be obtained from any good
basic control engineering text book [Van Dc Vegte, Franklin et al].

A general transfer function may be defined as

6(s) = K

(S+ZJJJS 4

Z2. 1...._(SZ n Y

(s-s-p1)(s-+-p2)

....

)

. . . ( 3.66)

(S+I)p)

and a point on the root-locus of this transfer function is S 0 .

If'

lines are drawn from each open-loop pole to the point S 0 on the
root locus, then the vector magnitude from the pole at -P j to the
point S 0 may be given by pm 1 (i = 1,2 .....np).

Likewise, the vector

magnitude from the zero at Zj to the point S 0 may be given by zmj
(j = 1,2 .....nz).

Hence the gain magnitude condition may be

def I tied as

K = pntj * _pm2 * ZIn

* . . . *

__PiPnp

. . . (3 . 67)
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I!) Order' to app] y this cofl(t] t
sys tern Incorporating a hi gli
tire

aliproliriate

N)Ot I

(0 (IS

1011

to the control -modes that occur in a

gFl In (.0111 N)

asyniptote

11 e1

a point (or several) on
be

can

select (:d

and

PRIj

1 1 2 .....np) and zm j ( i I 2 .....nz ) cri be calcul a ted for every
In the same way that

p01 e and zero assoc I ate(I wi t h the coot ro I mode .

only certain poles and zeros dre used to caIculte asymptote pivot
polot s using (3. 64) only the poles and zeros of the associated
actuator dynamics should he used, plus any basic plant open-loop
poles

and transmission zeros that

are

associated with

the

control mode. The basic plant open 1001) poles that are also
associated with the control mode can be approximated as poles at the
origin with negligible errors, especially when S 0 is chosen to be far
away from these poles.

The fact that makes the test complete is that the ith control-mode
has a gain magni tude (GM 1 ) thrt is given by

GM = go j

K

(3.68)

1

where g is the controllers scalar gain.

Oj

is the controller's

tuning parameter which is associated with the ith control-mode and K1
is the actuator gain. In this instant GM 1 is equivalent to

K of

equation (3.67) and so GM 1 may be calculated for any point on the
root-locus (S 0 ). For each Point S 0 , the corresponding values of g
and

o

are known enabling K to be calculated. The value of K 1 is

the apparent" actuator gain and it may be compared with the actuator
gclin value that satisfies the unity steady state gain condition.

The relationship between the actuator gain (K 1 ) and the steady state
gain ( G 55 ) nrav be shown for tire genera I ac tniator model given by
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K ai (5^,1)(s^72)
(s+pj)(sp2) ...(s+p 01 )

-

...

(3.69)

to l)P

- Ka

Z1*Z2 * . . .
*
*Pnp
P 14P2

3.70)

for s40. Consqueiit1y, for the unity steady state gain condition G55
- 1.0 and so

K ai.

=•

*

Pj._P2__ -. . .

z

*

l *z 2 *. . .*;/ nz.

.

Therefore. when the actuator poles and

.

(3.71)

zeros are known exactly the

actuator gain (Kai) that satisfies the unity steady state gain
condition can he found. This value may he checked against the
apparent actuator gain (K). which is calculated using (3.67) and
(3.68), to verify the actuator compatibility.

If K does not equal Kal then the actuator signal must be multiplied
by K j/ K aj in order to restore actuator compatibility. This gain

correction factor may be introduced in several different ways and
Section 5.3 illustrates one simple way that is derived naturally from
the problem. Section 5.5.1 uses the results defined in this
subsection to assess the compatibility of the engine dynamics and it

may be referred to as a worked example.

The main calculation to be performed in this actuator compatibility

check is that represented by (3.67). A Pro-Matlab function called
GMAG has been written which accepts three vector arguments and

returns a vector answer. The first two vectors should contain the

-91po les and zeros that are associated with the control-mode that is
he i itg assessed
UI'

a

S t hg] t

set t iìgs

The th i rd vect or shoit d ronta i n a series of points
J)o j ut)

taken I rum

The vector ausweL

the

I'U() t I (hellS

III.

part

(t1J

ar ga ill

conta his the grt in niagn I tudes that

('OI'I'E'Sh)flhid to each point in the third

iii1nit vect U!.

A uselu] iiiethic>d

is to feed in several points from a root. locus asymptote at several
different gain settings such as g

iO,i02,iO3,iO4,105

etc. The user

can theui observe the answer converging onto the correct solution as
the gain increases. This is due to the approximation errors being
reduced as the test points move away front the basic plant open-loop
poles.

3.6 Tuning Criteria for the High-Gain Method

Tuning cr1 teria for systems with no actuator dynamics will not be
discussed here as that situation is both trivial and unrealistic.
Indeed, it is the addition of realistic actuators which made the
oulginal high-gain technique unsuitable and for which the high-gain
method has been developed. The new developments of the high-gain
method make simple SISO tuning criteria applicable to the high-order
control-modes which result from adding realistic actuator dynamics.
The first step is to define the relationship between the
control mode's performance and its dominant roots.

It is well known that the performance of many systems is dominated by
a complex conjugate pole pair. The exception to this is when there is
a single pole on the real axis that is much closer to the imaginary
axis thait the pole pair. In this situation the single pole will
doni i nate t lie performance and this occurrence will be discussed at the
end of t Ii i s sei• t I ott . Assum i ng that there are ito donu I nan t poles on the
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real axis t

iS easy to see that the high-gain method will result in

control-niodes with a dominant complex conjugate pole pair (control
modes associated wi tli Ii rst urder asymptotes excepted) . This i s
because the correct rlI)lJlicati011 of the high-gain method always
results in asymptotes conforming to Pat tern A (Figure (5.4)) antI each
control-mode will be associated with an asymptote set.

The second step is to link performance measures to a complex
conjugate pole pair. It is approl)riate to consider the frequency
response of a lightly damped second order system as given by

G(s) = -______
5 2 +2ws

2.

.

where w is the natural frequency and

.

(3.72)

is the damping ratio. A

typical frequency response of such a system is shown as Figure (3.8)
where the peak magnitude (M r ) the peak frequency (w y ) and the
bandwidth (wb) are shown.

N.B. The bandwidth here is defined as the frequency at which the
magnitude falls below 0.707 or -3dB.

It may be shown that the three main performance measures (wbwpMp)
are all functions of natural frequency and damping ( w ,d. The
relationships are given here as

-

(1 - 2 2 ) 1 '2

=

(2(l_ 2 ) 1 2)-I

=

[1 2c 2 + (2

0.707)

(3.73)

wn

((

0.707)

(3.74)

and

Wn

2
c2 (1 ( _ )) l/2 J 1 2

(3.75)
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Thesr relat jouships hnve been plotted to aid visui1 isation. Figure
(3.9) shows tire three l)(rforIIIancl' pranreters as Iurictiorrs of tire
tidmi)! rig ILtt] u
for

diagram (1 ) fur

diagram (2) for

P anti ii iagralo

/

.

The mal ii tuning cri ten on I. hat. will be a)plied is a minimum damping
level because the three performance measures mentioned above all
depend upon the damping ratiu.Such a criterion is easy to apply using
the high-gain method as the tuning parameter E can be used to push
each control-mode to its minimum damping limit. Figure (3.10) shows
the root locus of

d

theoretical system with three control-modes of

different orders where each has been pushed to the minimum damping
line by setting the diagonal elements of E. In this figure each
control-mode has been tuned to the same minimum damping level but
this could of course he varied to suit each control-mode if
necessary.

Once a value fur the damping ratio of a control-mode has been set,
the peak magnitude is defined completely and the bandwidth arid peak
frequency will he defined by the resulting natural frequency. In this
way the designer will he able to see a clear trade-off between good
performance (measured in terms of bandwidth) and poor performance
(measured in terms of resonance and oscillatory behaviour).

The final i ink between the root-locus and performance is the
relationship between the gain and the root's position on the
root-locus. This relationship has already been defined to a certain
extent iii section 3.5 where the gain magnitude criterion r'as
discussed. Explicit re lat loirshi ps fur asymptote sets of' ever y order
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will not l

A R

derived here but the general re I at I wish i p is as fol lows

o:

(3.76)

where AR is the root's displacement along its asymptote, Ag is the
feedback gain and ii is the excess of poles over zeros for that
control mode. For example, this states that for a control-mode with
second-order root locus asymptotes, the two complex conjugate poles'
imaginary parts will grow in proportion to 1g. This relationship
enables the designer to visualise the effects of increasing the
feedback gain upon the two dominant asymptotic poles of a
control-mode. The position of the dominant pole pair in the complex
pldne defines the natural frequency and clamping and therefore the
performance of the control-mode. Thus knowledge of the asymptotic
structure of the system enables simple SISO tuning rules to he
applied to each control mode.

The condition where there is a complex conjugate pole pair and a
single dominant pole on the real axis is now discussed. Such a pole
will drastically alter the performance of the control-mode and it
will limit the bandwidth too. One beneficial factor is that it will

dlS() suppress any resonant effects of the complex conjugate pole
pair. The effect that the tuning parameters have on this control-mode
should be found as it should be possible to speed up the control-mode
using one of the diagonal

tuning parameters. This will also make

the complex conjugate pole pair more lightly damped but as the
complex conjugate pole pair are not dominant in the control-mode it
will be possible for the designer to find a satisfactory trade-off.
One other possibility is that neither the complex conjugate pole pair
nor the single pole' on the real axis is dominant This will produce a
mixed response.
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whether or not there is a single dominaiit pole on the real axis,
1)1) I y jug the above criteri a will he I p the des I
The tin i ng parameters as sari d ted
gains can he set in

rt

w

gnrr

to

set

g and

liii tOe ext ra mei Sn rernen t feed back

similar way to E and this is illustrated in

chaitei' 5. The filth] tuning Piranetr is

which defines the

transmission zeros caused by the integraturs and sets the integral
action levels. Very little tuning needs to he performed using E and
setting each element to be between 0.2 and 0.4 is usually
satisfactory. The step response of the closed-loop transfer function
matrix should be generated and

should be reduced if the diagonal

elements exhibit undesirable overshoot. Conversely,

should be

increased if steady state tracking is poor. Typically a value of 0.2
will be chosen using the linear model, hut if cross coupling is found
to he more severe in the non linear model a higher value may be
repi i red
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3.7 The High-Gain Method

A. Step By-StenI'rocedure

The high gain technique plus the new dev(' I opinents

forms

the

high-gain method. This niethod may he applied most easily using a
step-by -step procedure which allows the designer to increase his
knowledge of the control problem as the system becomes increasingly
complex. The initial design is performed using the basic plant,
stripped of all parasitic dynamics. These parasitic dynamics may be
added and their effect on the closed-loop system may be ascertained.
Finally, if the system cannot be tuned to give satisfactory
performance in the presence of parasitic dynamics then dynamic
compensation may be introduced and it is treated by the method in the
same way that parasitic dynamics are treated.

Another aspect of the step-by-step method is that although used upon
multivariable systems, the resulting closed-loop system may be
analysed loop-by-loop. In this way weak parts of the design and
problem areas may be isolated more easily. A designer who is aware of
the limitations of a design is able to perform the necessary
engineering trade-offs effect ively.

The step-by-step procedure is described below:

1. Determine the mathematical model for the plant and its systems
(these include the actuator and sensor dynamics).

2. Derive a Ii nearised model from the above (1) at the design point.

3. Extract the basic plant dynamics leaving off parasi tic dynamics.
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4.

Express these dynanti es in

5.

Del etut i fl(' t

the form of (3. 1)

(wltro I uI)je(;t I y es and hence generate the

appropriate output eqwa t ion (3. 2)

6.

Select extra measurements, where appropriate, according to ( .3)
and (3.10).

7.

Calculate the

system zeros and check that the system is

stahilizable and detectable.
absolute,

8.

(Note that this condition is not

see 3.2.1).

Determine the controller matrices K and K 1 using (3.29) and
(3.30) respectively.

9. Use rout loci diagrams, frequency-responses and time-responses as
necessary, to find a suitable value for g with E =

10.

Repeat 9 altering E and

= 1m

to gauge their effect and to tune them,

as described in section 3.6. Perform the same tests with the
extra measurement gains.

11.

Include the parasitic dynamics in easy stages and use (3.62) in
conjunction with Figure (3.4) to predict the asymptotic
structure. Use results from section 3.5 to assess the actuator
compatibility. Use root loci to determine the association of
paras i tic dynamics

to

pivot points

(3.64).

di ScOVered the

using

insight

control -modes

g1

Once

and

these

then

check

the

relationships

are

Veti by (3.62) and

(3.64) becomes

relevant and so does the tuning criteria of section 3.6. Steps
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(9)

find (10) shoul (1 he re)(ated at each

extra measurement gains retuned as

stage

and g, E ,

and the

necessary.

1 2 . It closed- loop perlorniaiice is not sat! s factory after retuii i rig
hen dynamic compensation may be included. Tit is is designed in a
loop by-I oop faslii on and is analysed in the same way that the
effects of parasitic dynamics are analysed. Indeed, (3.62) and
(3.64) give insight into the use of dynamic compensation. (9) and
(10)

should be repeated in conjunction with tuning the dynamic

compensa Ii on

13.

Simulate with the full mathematical model and retune if
necessary. Special attention should be paid to the effect of
non-linearities such as rate limits and absolute limits on
actuator dynamics. At this stage extra features niay be needed to
enable the linear control icr to function in a non-linear
environment. This could include command-rate limiting, integrator
wind-up protection. weight-on-wheels conditions and similar
features.

This step by step procedure is used to design a set point controller
for each flight case and for each control strategy. Hence, a
task tailored controller for a wide flight-envelope can involve
considerable effort. This may be alleviated using optiniisation
techniques once the designer understands the control problem.
However, it should be realised that no manual or automat ically tuned
designs may be produced unless suitable design aims are first defined
in terms that are compatible with the design method. This is
described in chapter (3 where a design brief is defined.
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Sulisequently

these sel point control hrs are conihitied into a gain

s ched ii I i ng controller wh i cli opera t PS OVP r a w i (IC flight envelope
j iic I iid I iig

the

apl)roPr I ate to

trans i t ion

describe

tot this des i gii study.

reg loll.

Before

t his

the V/STOL aircraft. mode I

I Jinugh ,

which

it

is

is the basis
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v(t) +

e(t)

Controller

u(t)

I (No

Plant
Actuators)

y(t)

P+I

m(t)
w(t) = y(t) + m(t)

+I

y(t)
+

Key:
v(t)
e(t)
u(t)
y(t)
m(t)
w(t)

-

Command input vector
Error vector
Control signal vector
Output vector
Extra measurement vector
Feedback vector

Figure (3.1) Block Diagram of Controller Plus Plant
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Controller Block
Open-Loop
System
Dynamics
(Block B)

klp
f(Block

y(L)

Block Diagram of the Feedback System
for Original Roar-Locus Studies.
Controller

b)
v(t)

I

w(t) L

Open-Loop
System
Dynamics

I________I

) e(t)j gK+gK1
(Block C)

II

1I

y(t)

(Block D)
m(t)

Block Diagram of the Feedback System for the
High-Gain Method Root-Locus Studies.
Controller

c)
e(t)

I
gI

Vj( Blockjj-._..

5+
(Block F)

y(t)
I_______
System
II Open-Loop
Dynamics
1 (Block
D)

L

m(t)

LI

Iw(t)
Open-Loop System plus
Controller Dynamics.
Block Diagram of the Equivalent Feedback System for
High-Gain Method Root-Locus Studies.
Key:
v(t) - Command input vector
y(t) - Output vector
m(t) - Extra measurement vector
w(t) - Feedback vector
e(t) - Error vector
I - Identity matrix
k - Scalar gain
g - Scalar gain
- Proportional gain matrix
K 1 - Integral gain matrix
S - Laplace operator

!ure (3.2)
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2nd Order
Asymptote

Figure (3.3)

Asymptotic Structure for Example (3.1)
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Figure (3.7) Asymptotic Structure for Example 3.2
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Figure (3.8) Frequency Response of a Second-Order
Dominant Mode
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This shows a system with second, third and fourth
order asymptotes. Each has been tuned to a constant
damping line. This would be achieved using the
diagonal tuning elements of

Figure (3.10) Example of Tuning to a
Constant Damping Line
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CHAPTER

THE GVAM87

DESIGN/ANALYSIS/S IM1JLATION ENVIRONMENT
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THE GVAM87 AND THE DESIGN/ANALYSIS/SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT

4.1 IntroductIon

This chapter describes the Generic V/STOL Aircraft Model (GVA1487)
[Muir & KellettJ and the Design/Analysis/Simulation (DAS) environment
which has been used for this project.

The GVAM87 has been developed

by the RAE to provide a comprehensive, non-linear, vectored thrust
aircraft model for use In Advanced Short Take-Off and Vertical
Landing (ASTOVL) control law design studies and real-time piloted
simulation.

The model has evolved from an earlier model which was

configured for open-loop pilot control.

This has resulted in the

GVAM87 possessing some dynamic features which actually complicate the
closed-loop control problem.

These features will be pointed out in

this chapter and referred to in future chapters.

Section 1.2 gives

further background information on the model and Its use within the
VAAC programme.

The GVAM87 incorporates many dynamic effects which are characteristic
of V/STOL aircraft and it possesses realistic engineering constraints
which Impose limits on the closed-loop performance.

The aircraft

model is able to "fly' within an extensive and representative flight
envelope and is able to perform large perturbation manoeuvres.
Furthermore, this takes place within a flight environment which can
Include turbulent and steady wind effects.

Because of this

complexity the description of the aircraft model Is divided into
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eight sections as follows: the aircraft model configuration (Section
*
4.2), the rigid body dynamics and SESAME
(Section 4.3), the model
structure (Section 4.4), the aircraft aerodynamic modelling (Section
4.5), the actuator (or parasitic dynamics) modelling (Section 4.6),
the engineering constraints and non-linearitles (Section 4.7) and the
"flight" environment (Section 4.8).

The last section (4.9)

describes the DAS environment and the relationship between GVAM87,
**
***
TSIM and Pro-Matlab
(these two packages are briefly described
individually also).

Finally, it should be noted that throughout the rest of this report
the model and its features are often referred to as if they represent
real hardware, so that explanations do not become cumbersome.

* SESAME - a System of Equations for the Simulation of Aircraft in a
Modular Environment [Tomlinson]. This software package performs the
standard aircraft dynamics calculations and axis transformations.

** TSIM (Time SIMulation) Is a DAS package that handles general
non-linear dynamic equations
[Winter et al, Cambridge Control Ltd.a.b.]

*** p ro-Matlab - Is an interactive MATrix LABoratory package
[Mathworks].
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4.2 The Aircraft Configuration

The GVAM87 may be configured in several different ways, but only the
default configuration was used throughout this project.

The default

configuration is shown by Figure (4.1) and the primary and secondary
control inputs (which define the configuration) are now described.

4.2.1

Primary Control Inputs

(I)

Thrust
The thrust is a primary control input on V/STOL aircraft and

the engine model Is described fully in subsection 4.6.6.

In the

default configuration, the thrust varies from minimum to maximum
(0.26 - 1.0) only, (i.e. no thrust augmentation from plenum chamber
combustion is modelled) and it is divided almost equally between all
four nozzles.

(ii.)

The engine is shown by Figure (4.2).

Thrust Vectoring
The thrust may be vectored by rotating the nozzles, as shown

in Figure (4.2), between the limits of nozzles aft (0) and nozzles
forwards (98w).

The splay angles are fixed at 5 - front pair and

10 - rear pair.

The nozzle system Is described fully in subsection

4.6.5.

(ill)

Reaction Control System
The reaction control system consists of high-pressure hot

air "puffer jets" operated by va1ves situated at:
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the nose and tail to provide pitching moments, the upper and lower
wing-tips to provide rolling moments and the port and starboard side
To roll to port the upper port and

of the tail for yawing moments.

lower starboard wing-tip valves are opened, whilst to roll to
starboard this operation is reversed.

However, the pitching control

valves both point down so that lift Is not reduced by pitching.
Consequently, the front and rear valves never operate together.

The

yaw control valve is integral with the tall pitch control valve and
the yaw valve can only select port or starboard.

The required hot

high-pressure air is bled from the high pressure stage of the engine
(see sectIon 4.6.1 and Figure (4.2) ) and is switched on gradually as
the nozzles move down from 4 to 34.

(lv)

Pitch Control
Pitch moments are produced by an all moving taliplane in

normal fully wing-borne flight.

At low speeds, where the

aerodynamic effects are not sufficient, the reaction control system
augments the aerodynamic pitch moment as described above (ill).
Generally, the nozzles will be selected forwards of 34 during a
decelerating manoeuvre which ensures the reaction control bleed air
is fully on before the aerodynamic control effects are lost.

The

pitch reaction control valves are linked to the tailpiane actuation
system so that normal commands to the tailpiane also produce reaction
control forces at low speed.

This ensures that only pitch commands

need to be given whatever the flight case, and not separate tailpiane
and reaction control commands.

The tailplane is constrained between

- lO.25 to + 11.25 which Is l.5 less than the default maximum
limits.

These limits were chosen to be conservative for development

purposes which are beyond the scope of this report.
actuation system is described in subsection 4.6.1.

The tailpiane
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(v)

Roll Control
Rolling moments are produced by conventional ailerons which

are linked to the reaction control system In a similar way to the
pitch controls (Range ± 14).

The actuation is described in

subsection 4.6.1.

(vi)

Yaw Control
Yawing moments are produced by a conventional rudder which

is also linked to the reaction control system in a similar way to the
(Range * 15).

pitch and roll controls.

The actuation is

described In subsection 4.6.1.

4.2.2

Secondary Control Inputs

(I)

Flaps
The flaps are used for increasing the lift for take-off

landing and any other relatively low speed flight phases.

The flaps

are selected by the pilot (or they can be scheduled with speed by the
controller).

They are not fast acting and are not used directly for

control of the aircraft.
per second.)

(ii)

(Range O to 50, the rate limit Is 10

The actuation is described in subsection 4.6.2.

Air Brake
The air brake is used to increase drag for decelerating

manoeuvres and for added stability when the undercarriage Is down.
Hence the air brake has three positions : in (0). out (1) and a mid
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position

(0.4) which corresponds to the "undercarriage out"

configuration. The mid position is part of the default configuration
and it Improves open-loop piloting control. The actuation is
described in subsection 4.6.2.

The other possible control variables, which are not part of the
default configuration, are as follows : Common mode aileron,
differential flap, chin fin, fast acting flaps and air brake,
extended nozzle range (-20 to 180), Independent nozzle actuation
(or paired common modes), variable splay angle, thrust modulation
port-to-starboard, thrust augmentation for front nozzles and the
independent use of the reaction control system.

This independent

use of the reaction control system allows the following two modes of
operation : switching on the reaction control bleed air independent
of the nozzle position, operating the reaction control valves
independent of the aerodynamic surface positions.

Other degrees of freedom within the GVAM87 concern the geometry,
weight, Inertias, engine power and the relative positions and
magnitudes of the control forces and moments.

These degrees of

freedom cannot be used for active control purposes, but may be used
to push the GVAM87 Into the mould of a particular ASTOVL
configuration.

However, the GVAM87 was used in the default

configuration throughout this project, as described previously, and
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the other degrees of freedom mentioned above took their default
values. The limits mentioned previously are summarised below in
Table (4.1).

TABLE 4.1

MOTIVATOR LIMITS

MOT I VATOR

RANGE

MEANIN

Tail plane

-1O.25 to +11.25

Tail

Aileron

* 14

Aileron down to up

Rudder

* 15

Rudder port to
starboard

Nozzles

O to 98

Nozzles aft to forwards

Engine

0.26 to 1.0

Idle speed to maximum
speed

Flap

Air brake

o to 50

0 to 1

Flaps in to flaps down

Air brake in to out
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4.3 The Rigid Body Aircraft Dynamics and SESAME

Aircraft have six degrees of freedom and each degree of freedom has a
position, a rate of change and an acceleration associated with It.
These eighteen variables may be expressed by six second-order
equations which may be equated with the three forces and three
moments which are acting upon the aircraft.

The six second order

equations may be expressed by twelve first-order equations In
state-space form.

However, before describing the twelve states that

describe the rigid body dynamics, it is first necessary to describe
the four axis systems which are used

earth axes, body axes,

wind axes and flight path axes (each axis system is a right-hand
orthogonal triad).

(I)

Earth Axes
The earth axes are defined as an inertial frame which assume

a flat, non-rotating earth.

The Xe axis points northward, the e

axis points eastward and the Ze axis points down normal to the
surface of the earth.

The xy plane is parallel to the surface of

the earth and the origin of the axes is at some datum, such as the
runway threshold.

(ii)

Body Axes
The body axes used in the GVAM87 are geometric body axes

which have their origin at the centre of gravity of the aircraft and
are aligned with the aircraft longitudinal fuselage datum line.

The

x b axis points forwards (through the nose), the Yb axis points to
starboard and the z b axis points down (through the floor of the
aircraft).
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(lii)

Wind Axes - Flight Path Axes

The wind axes have their origin at the centre of gravity and are
aligned with the aircraft velocity vector, relative to the wind or
airflow.

Hence, the x axis points along this velocity vector, the

z., axis lies in the aircraft plane of symetry and the w axis is
defined by the x axis and the z,, axis.

In cases where the

atmosphere is at rest, then the x axis represents the instantaneous
flight path of the aircraft (the tangent to the flight trajectory at
any instant) and the wind axes may then be termed the "flight path"
axes.

Conditions where the wind Is not at rest are only used for

disturbance rejection tests in this report;

these conditions are

made clear when they occur and the calculations are handled by SESAME
as can be seen on Figures (4.3) and (4.4).

Consequently, flight

path axes and not wind axes are used mainly in this report and are
denoted Xfp Yfp. and Zfp.

The relationships between these axes are given by Figures (4.5) and
(4.6).

The relationship between the body and earth axes is given

by the Euler angles 0,0 and .

The roll angle o (or bank angle) is

measured from the horizontal plane and lies in the range -180 to
^180.

The pitch angle 0 Is measured from the horizontal and lies
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In the range -90 to +90.

The heading angle

is measured from

North and lies In the range 0 to 360'.

The relationship between the body and flight path axes Is given by
the angles
the angle

and .

The angle

represents the angle of attack and

represents the side slip angle.

The angle of attack and

the side slip angle are important parameters used for calculating
aerodynamic forces, as they represent angles between the aircraft
body reference axis and the airflow.

Often, the incidence (or angle

of attack) of the wing is slightly higher than the Incidence of the
body axes as the wing is Inclined up (longitudinally), relative to
the body axes.

The relationship between the earth and flight path axes is the flight
path angle

which is measured without reference to the heading.

It

is used as a measure of the glide slope, or climb rate along which
the aircraft is travelling, relative to the earth.

It is an

Important parameter for pilot control, especially during landing.

The need for different axis systems may be illustrated by the
following account.

It Is usual to calculate the effect of the

airflow on the aircraft in body axes as the position and attitude of
all surfaces is known relative to the centre of gravity making force
and moment calculations easier.

However, the "relative wind" or

airflow direction must be known which Is defined by
implies flight path axes.

and , which

For flight simulation,

some

representation of the real world Is needed and it may include a
steady, gusting or a turbulent wind.
represented In earth axes.

This last situation is usually
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The way in which these axis transformations and other calculations
are handled Is shown by Figures (4.3) and (4.4) whIch are taken from

the SESAME report [Tomlinson].

These two figures essentially

describe the necessary calculations that derive all the important
flight variables from just the three forces and three moments which
act upon the aircraft, along with the various other constants (e.g.
mass, inertlas, geometry and atmospheric conditions).

The names in

each box represent the names of the SESAME routines which perform the
calculations depicted in that box.

The force and moment data from

the model is used each frame time by SESAME to calculate flight data;
this flight data is in turn used by the model to calculate the forces
and moments.
Interdependent.

Hence, the GVAM87 and SESAME are interlinked and
It Is together that they make it possible for the

rigid body aircraft dynamics to be calculated for the model.

These

rigid body dynamics may be expressed by twelve state variables as
shown in Table (4.2) below.
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TABLE 4.2

State

Definition

x

Horizontal displacement North

(X = VKN)

V

Horizontal displacement East

(V = VKE)

H

Vertical displacement

Up

(H

VKN

Velocity In knotts

North

(Horizontal, along Xe axis)

VK E

Velocity in knotts

East

(Horizontal, along Ye axis)

VKD

Velocity in knotts

Down

(Vertical, along Ze axis)

P

Q

-VKD)

Roll angle, about the x b - axis

The Euler

Pitch angle, about the Yb - axis

angles

Heading or Yaw angle, about the z b - axis
Roll rate

(0 = P)

Pitch rate

(0 =

Yaw rate

(- = R)

Q)

Note:
The velocities VKN, VKE and VKD in earth axes may be replaced by UB,
VB and WB respectively in body axes for a body axis representation of
the model (In that case generally X ^ UB, Y

VB and H * WB.
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These twelve states are not the only twelve states that can be used
to express the rigid body dynamics of an aircraft but they are the
twelve states used in this thesis.

The earth axis velocities are

used in preference to the body axis velocities for disturbance
rejection tests as the body axis velocities are wind relative (as
shown in Figure (4.5))

making them quite unsuitable for gust

rejection control. However, in still air simulations both earth and
body axis velocities may be used, depending on which seems most
suitable at the time. This is expanded upon in Chapter 6 which also
discusses the variables which are most likely to be available for
measurement (or which could be reconstructed) in reality.

For more detailed information on the operation of SESAME the
references should be consulted.

Likewise, if' more detailed

information concerning flight dynamics is required a good reference
book such as
'Automatic Control of Aircraft and Missiles", [Blakelock]
or
"Dynamics of' Atmospheric Flight", [Etkin]
should be consulted.

4.4 The Structure of the GVAN87

The main structure of the GVAM87 is shown in block form by the
schematic in Figure (4.7).

Each subroutine shown Is called in turn

from top to bottom and from left to right by branches (i.e. CONTROLS
and all of Its subroutines).
module.

The following briefly describes each
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USRSIM
This is a TSIM module (see section 4.10) which handles the
communication between TSIM and SESAME.

It is the top level model

routine.

(JSERCMI
This is also a TSIM module and it is used to introduce interactive or
calculated inputs front the user via TSIM.

SESAME
The SESAME package has already been briefly described. It receives
its initial data from USRSIM and whilst performing its calculations
and transformations it calls many subroutines. The most significant
to this discussion are CONTROLS and TOTM.

CONTROLS
This contains the calling sequence for the control inputs which
include the actuator and servo dynamics and most importantly, the
engine dynamics. It calls DEMAND, SJACT and ENGINE.

DEMAND
This places bounds upon the actuator demands so that the limits are
enforced. It also calls CLMAST.

CLMAST
This is the master routine for the control laws and it interfaces the
model and the controller. This module and its calls are discussed in
Chapter 7.
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SJACT
This contains the continuous-time actuator's dynamic models which
correspond to the first-order and second-order actuators and servos.
It does not include the main engine dynamics which are called next.

ENGINE
This calls the engine modules in sequence for initialising and for
simulation. The engine Is a large part of the model reflecting the
fact that In V/STOL aircraft, the engine dominates the dynamic
response. The engine model calculates a solution for each time step
as the balance between spool speeds, air mass flow, and fuel flow.
It calls INTAKE, ENGDYN, ENGOUT, FLOCON and ADDEFF.

INTAKE
This calculates the airmass flow and the intake efficiency.

ENGDYN
This estimates the fan and compressor acceleration rates and the
spool speeds.

ENGOUT
This calculates the gross thrust produced by the engine and it calls
REACT.

REACT
This calculates all the pressures and flows in the reaction control
system caused by the control inputs. The actual forces and moments
are calculated also.
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FLOCON
This calculates the fuel flow to the engine and simulates the fuel
control system.

ADDEFF
This literally ADDs the EFFects and produces the resultant engine
forces and moments in body axes.

TOTM
This calls the modules which calculates the rigid body aerodynamics
and it sums the various force and moment components.

It calls

AERSUB, INTFR and AERODY.

AERSUB
This simply calculates some of the variables and aerodynamic
coefficients needed by INTFR.

INTFR
This calculates the Interference forces and moments occurring In the
longitudinal plane. These are caused by the jet exhaust Impinging
upon the flaps and the tailpiane. It calls XSICAL and CMICAL.

XSICAL
This calculates the longitudinal interference force coefficients.

CMI CAL
This calculates the interference pitching moment coefficients.
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AERODY
This calculates the aerodynamic force and moment coefficients for the
wing and the primary and secondary control surfaces.

LJSERCMO
This is used so that variables calculated within the aircraft model
can be "fed back" to the user and examined within TSIM.

Once again, the references should be consulted if further information
Is required [Muir & Kellett]. However, this section shows something
of the scope and complexity of the aircraft model and shows the
structure of the modules which generate the various dynamics effects.
These dynamic effects are described in the following sections.

4.5 The Aircraft Aerodynamics

The rigid body aerodynamics are modelled to a first-order
approximation and may be split into three distinct areas: normal
aerodynamic effects, interference effects and effects that are V/STOL
specific.

Firstly, the normal aerodynamics are based upon

calculations involving aerodynamic derivatives.

However, the

aerodynamic derivatives change with Mach number, and also with
incidence In some cases, so that the equations are representative
over the full flight envelope. The force and moment contributions of
the Intake, the wing, the tall, each control surface and each
secondary control surface are calculated from these equations.
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Non-linearity is introduced in these calculations because some
aerodynamic coefficients are bounded between their maximum and
minimum limits. Furthermore, the wing drag and lift is bounded by an
incidence limit which represents the stalled case.

Other

non-Ilnearitles are introduced by the use of conditional statements
which select the most appropriate equation for the conditions, such
as supercritical or subcritical drag conditions.

Secondly, the aircraft configuration shown by Figure (4.1) Is prone
to interference effects caused by the engine jet exhaust from the
nozzles impinging upon the tailpiane and the flap, and also
interference effects caused by the flap and nozzle deflections.
These effects are modelled and they vary with nozzle angle, thrust,
flap angle, Mach number and incidence.

Thirdly, two characteristic V/STO[. effects are included, namely Hot
Gas Reingestion (HGR) and suck down.

The first effect (HGR) is

caused by hot gases from the nozzles circulating and being reingested
by the engine through the intake. This causes an inlet temperature
rise which leads to a loss in thrust. HGR Is at Its maximum in the
hover case and reduces as speed increases. The second effect, suck
down Is caused by the engine gases hitting the floor and radiating
out like a fountain. The engine gases entrain ambient air which is
replaced by a downdraft which In turn causes a down force on the
wing. Suck down for this "four-poster" jet configuration is found to
reduce as height Increases, indeed the effect Is zero above 58.5 ft
in the GVAM87.

This variety of aerodynamic effects Increases the complexity of the
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model but it also increases its realism.

This is emphasised by the

fact that all of the aerodynamic derivatives in the look-up tables
are derived from representative wind tunnel data.
section has

shown that

despite

the

simplistic

Hence, this
first-order

representation of some aerodynamic effects, the resulting overall
aerodynamics are both complex and realistic (due In part to the
non-linearity which has been modelled.)

4.6 The Actuator Mode1llng

The actuators provide the control inputs for the GVAM87. They were
briefly discussed in section 4.2 so that the configuration of the
GVAM87 could be defined.

The dynamic models which describe the

actuators are based upon hardware assumptions which reflect the
characteristics that could be expected of real actuators. Therefore,
the theoretical hardware Is described for each actuator so that the
dynamic models of the actuators may be understood more clearly. The
taliplane aileron and rudder actuation systems are essentially the
same, as are each of the associated reaction control valves, so these
are described together In subsection 4.6.1. The flap undercarriage
and alrbrake actuation systems are described in subsections 4.6.2.
4.6.3 and 4.6.4 respectively whilst the nozzle actuation system is
described In subsection 4.6.5. FInally, subsection 4.6.6 describes
the engine which is a significant part of the GVAM87, indeed, the
engine dynamics dominate the control problem as will be seen.
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4.6.1 Aerodynamic Surfaces and Reaction controls

It is assumed that each actuator Is powered by a hydraulic servo
system which obeys commands given In the form of a desired position.
The aerodynamic surfaces of tailpiane, aileron and rudder are each
modelled as having first-order actuators of this form with time
constants of 0.025s (i.e. poles at -40).

The roll reaction control valves are directly linked to the ailerons
and the rear pitch reaction control valve is directly linked to the
tailplane.

Consequently, the valve action is assumed to be

simultaneous with the aerodynamic surface movement. However, in the
GVAM87 the front pitch reaction control valve and the rear yaw
reaction control valve are driven by actuators represented as
first-order lags with time constants of 0.02s (i.e. poles at -50).
Despite this difference In actuator dynamics the front pitch and rear
yaw reaction control valves are still configured to operate in
harmony with the aerodynamic surfaces.

4.6.2 Flaps

The port and starboard flaps move in parallel and are not used as
primary flight control motivators.

Consequently, the actuation

system Is represented by a slow screw jack actuator which is rate
limited to 10 per second.

Therefore, as the full range of

deflection is 0 to 50 the flaps take 5 seconds to cross the full
range In or out.
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4.6.3 Undercarriage

Although the undercarriage is neither a primary nor a secondary
control Input It is described In this motivator section as its
operation is governed by an actuation system.

The actuator is

assumed to be hydraulic and it is slow acting. The result is a rate
limited system which can extend the undercarriage (for landing) in 10
seconds and can raise It (after take-off) In 7 seconds.

The

undercarriage has no drag forces modelled and so it only effects the
aircraft because of the afrbrake (see below, subsection 4.6.4) or
when the 'wheels touch the floor". This phenomenb pl is discussed In
section 4.8, as It is part of the flight environment.

4.6.4 Air Brake

The airbrake is not a primary flight control Input consequently its
actuation systems is modelled as a slow acting hydraulic system.
This system extends the alrbrake in 2 seconds and retracts It in 1
second.

It was mentioned earlier (section 4.2) that the airbrake

will move to a mid-position of 0.4 when the undercarriage is selected
down (the mid-position Is part of the GVAM87 default configuration
and is used for added stability). The airbrake will move in or out
to achieve the mid-position depending on the previous setting and it
will take 0.6 or 0.8 seconds respectively.
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4.6.5 Nozzles

All four nozzles move together and in the GVAM87 they are powered by
an air motor which runs on high pressure air that is bled from the
engine. The air motor is represented as a first-order lag with a
time constant of O.2s (i.e. a pole at -5). The nozzles are operated
close-loop and there Is a servo control which ensures that the
desired nozzle angle is achieved.

This servo control could be

mechanical, hydraulic, electrical or a hybrid, but in the GVAM87 It
Is represented simply as a second-order dynamic equation with a
natural frequency of 10 rads/sec and a damping of 0.575. This second
order servo is In series with the air motor lag such that the
resulting nozzle actuation system dynamics

are third-order.

Finally, It should be remembered that the reaction control bleed air
master valve Is opened by the nozzles moving from 4' to 34, but that
there Is no additional actuation dynamics modelled for this.

4.8.6 Engine

The engine is modelled as an axial flow, twin spool, turbofan jet
propulsion engine, see Figure (4.2). The two spools are assumed to
be contra-rotating so that the gyroscopic effects are Minimised and
can be assumed to be negligible.

Air from the low pressure

compressor is split and some is exhausted

through the

front nozzles

as relatively cool low pressure air whilst the rest passes through to
the high pressure compressor. Some high-pressure air is bled off to
power the nozzle actuation system (a negligible amount which Is not
modelled) and some to the reaction control system (which Is
modelled).

After the high pressure compressor stage comes the
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combustion chamber followed by high pressure and low pressure turbine
stages.

These turbine stages are on the same shafts as the

respective compressor stages and so supply the power for the
compression cycle. The hot gases are then exhausted through the rear
nozzles. The engine is assumed to produce thrust which Is divided
almost equally between the front and rear nozzles such that the
thrust vector passes very close to the centre of gravity of the
engine and the aircraft for all nozzle angles.

The control input to the engine is via a second-order servo which
changes the fuel flow to the engine. This second-order servo has the
same dynamics as the second-order servo in the nozzle actuation
system (I.e. a natural frequency of 10 rads/sec and a damping of
0.575). The change in desired fuel flow is the input to a complex
and comprehensive engine model which is basically third-order.

Two

states represent the two spool speeds and one state represents the
fuel control system which Is part of the engine controller.

There

are several other internal states which simply represent Internal
filters (lag and lead/lag) which do not affect the closed-loop
control and vice versa.

The mathematical modelling of the engine is complex as it dynamically
models the processes which occur In an engine of this type.
Furthermore, many of the parameters used are taken from look-up
tables and they can vary with Mach number, air mass flow, fuel flow,
spool speeds and other factors. Various temperature limits are built
Into the engine as practical constraints and the fuel control system
which is modelled adds its own constraints.

The fuel control system has to balance the demand with the various
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practical limits which are set to Increase engine life, to keep
within fuel pump capacity and to remove the risk of surge (where the
engine blades stall due to temperature and pressure differentials
In addition to this, the fuel control system

being exceeded).

modifies the engine response to make the throttle-to-thrust
relationship suitable for open-loop piloted control.

In low speed

flight the thrust controls the aircraft height above the ground and
so

the pilot needs

a

reasonably

linear

throttle-to-thrust

relationship which gives a rapid response. However, in normal flight
this rapid almost linear response is unnecessary. Consequently, the
engine is governed to give a throttle-to-thrust response as shown by
Figure (4.8).

The difference in engine response is considerable

either side of Point 'A' in Figure (4.8) and It leads to control
problems.

This is

described in more detail in the next chapter, but

an illustration of the change in engine dynamics is given here also.

The engine model, along

with the

linearised at spot points.

aircraft rigid body dynamics, may be

The eigenvalues of the engine change

with speed and altitude for a given throttle setting but not
significantly.

However, the change in elgenvalues given by a

throttle change which passes through the 60% throttle position is
given by Figure (4.9).

Areas A, B and C show the regions where the

three open-loop engine elgenvalues are for throttle settings greater
than 60%, whereas areas D, E and F show the regions where the three
open-loop engine eigenvalues are for throttle settings less than 60%.
Clearly, the onset of the engine governor causes a gross
non-linearity in the engine response and a step change in dynamics.
However, the linearisation process is such that a root-locus can be
produced for the engine elgenvalue changes versus throttle setting,
see Figure (4.9).
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One more copl1catlon characterises the engine dynamics demand and
that is the engine thrust loss due to bleed air.

As the bleed air

is high pressure air, considerable work must have been performed on
it by the two compressor stages.

If this air does not pass through

the combustion and turbine stages then it provides no useful energy
in return (unless it exits from the nose or tail pitch reaction
control valves, which makes the loss slightly less).

This effect is

modelled and so reaction control demands for bleed air result In a
thrust loss, which is magnified, pound for pound, because the bleed
air Is not burnt.
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The actuation 8ystems described in subsections 4.6.1 to 4.6.5 are
summarised En the table below, Table (4.3). The main engine dynamics
do not appear as they vary considerably with flight condition and
demand, however Figures (4.8) and (4.9) gIve a good indication of the
dynamic behaviour of the third-order system. The second-order engine
servo is included In Table (4.3),

Table 4.3

Motivator
dynamic
or actuator order
Tail plane
Al leron
Rudder

Poles

1st

Aileron RCV' 1st
Rear Pitch
RVC

-40

Characteristic
equations
s + 40

=

0

=

0

geared to
surfaces above

Front Pitch
RCV
Rear Yaw RCV)

1st

-50

S + 50

Nozzle air
motor

1st

-5

s^5=0

Nozzle servo 2nd

-5.75 * 8.18j

S 2 + 11.50S + 100

=

0

Engine servo 2nd

-5.75 ± 8.18j

S 2 + 11.505 + 100

=

0

Ky:

RCV is Reaction Control Valve, decimals are to 2
significant figures.
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4.7 Engineering Constraints and Non-Linearities

The GVAM87 modelling includes many engineering constraints and
non-linearitles.

Some of which have been described in previous

sections. These and others yet to be described, are set out in this
section for easy reference.

Each engineering constraint can Introduce non-linearity into the
model and each non-linearity is usually the result of some
engineering constraint.
constraints

are

However, the more obvious engineering

described

first

here,

and

the

remaining

non-ilnearities are described afterwards.

There are many engineering constraints included in the GVAM87 which
make the simulation model more realistic. The aerodynamic stalling
effects for instance require that controller designs should
Incorporate incidence limiting to prevent stall. This contributes to
carefree handling characteristics which are desirable for CCV'S. The
need to prevent surge and to prolong engine life has resulted in
acceleration limits

(implemented by fuel flow control)

and

temperature limits which vary depending upon flight condition. These
effects seriously compromise the controller if they reduce the
motivator bandwidth such that it is not much greater than the desired
closed-loop control bandwidth.

The final engineering constraint

discussed here (that was mentioned in previous sections) Is the
engine

governor

which

gives

specific

throttle-to-thrust

characteristics for open-loop piloted control of the GVAM87.

This

additional engine controller could not be by-passed for this study
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and its significant effects Influence the controller design
considerably. It is hoped that a Ccv aircraft could be designed from
the start with actuators that possess characteristics that are more
compati.b.le with active control technology!

Engineering constraints that were not mentioned previously are now
discussed. Engine life depends upon several factors but cycling the
engine is definitely

a

factor

that reduces

engine

life.

Consequently, control strategies which cycle the engine should be
avoided or kept to a minimum. This Is particularly difficult in low
speed transition as the engine is then a primary actuator controlling
height.

Moreover, the engine acceleration and deceleration rates are
different and the engine Is slow to accelerate from low revs into the
faster dynamic region at high revs.

This requires the constraint

that engine control inputs should not put the engine revs too low
when failure to accelerate fast enough could be catastrophic.

Another constraint requires that the reaction controls are not used
for long periods of time as the hot high pressure air needs to be
ducted through the airframe. Consequently, a time limit of 5 minutes
is imposed upon use of the reaction controls. This is made easier by
the fact that the GVAM87 Is seldom required to loiter at low speed
and the transition is usually completed In much less than 5 mInutes.
It should be remembered that the reaction control air is off at the
end of a transition because the nozzles are then aft.

A further constraint concerns landing speeds which should be kept
within a descent rate of 12 feet per second due to realistic
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undercarriage compression limits. These are not modelled by the
undercarriage routine but It Is good practice to observe such a
limit.

The last constraint concerns high speed or wing-born

aerodynamic effects upon the flap and undercarriage.

In practice

there are maximum speeds above which It is unsafe to have either of
these two services extended. The following speed limits were chosen
for each:

flaps

30 only below 525 kts
50 only below 300 kts

undercarriage

out only below 250 kts

As each of these are secondary controls they are normally left for
the pilot to select, although they can easily be scheduled with
speed. Many of the other non-linearities are caused simply because
the GVAM87 is a large perturbation model and so trigonometric terms
such as SIN, COS and TAN are not eliminated.

Furthermore,

accelerations are caused by the aircraft kinematics because the cross
products of velocity vectors and angular rate vectors are no longer
negligible. In addition to this it is not trivial to state that
gravity only acts downwards and so all manoeuvres affected by
gravitational pull are going to be dependent on aircraft orientation
with respect to the earth.

Other non-linearitles are caused by physical limits such as actuator
position limits, rate limits and acceleration limits (see Table
(4.1), earlier In this chapter and subsection 4.6.6.).

There are

also bounds put upon some aerodynamic coefficients such as the
coefficient of lift (Incidence limits). Temperature limits, time
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limits and speed limits have already been mentioned in the previous
section. Another significant non-linearity Is the wide-spread use of
look-up tables for empirical data which Is used in the aerodynamic
and engine modelling; it makes the GVAN87 a time-varying model. Two
other effects that cause non-linearity were described in sectIon 4.2,
namely HGR and suck-down.

The last area of non-linearity to be discussed is that of
cross-coupling caused by the actuators.

The demand for bleed air

results in thrust losses which can be significant. This results in
cross-coupling between pitch (or roll or yaw) and vertical or
horizontal translation. In addition to this there are Interference
effects caused by Interaction between the flaps, the nozzles and the
taliplane.

This results In cross-coupling between vertical or

horizontal translations and pitching moments.

The secondary

motivators also produce cross-coupling as the drag and pitch moment
changes when the airbrake Is used and lift, drag and pitch moment are
all affected by flap setting. Finally, it should be noted that the
centre of gravity, the centre of lift and the thrust centre are not
completely coincident.

Consequently, lift, nozzle angle or thrust

changes all cross-couple into the pitch moment and cause pitch
oscillations if not compensated for.

The reasons for mentioning each engineering constraint and each
non-linearity is because each should be taken Into account when
designing a controller. The way In which the engineering constraints
are incorporated is explained where the constraints are mentioned in
future sections. Of the other non-linearities, some may be accounted
for by special conditions within the controller and others simply by
ensuring that they do not produce limit-cycles. A typical example of
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a special condition Is freezing the integrators to prevent Integrator
wind-up during actuator saturation.

For limit cycle tests,

unfortunately, the only method currently available for MIMO systems
is time simulation. However, the nature of the high-gain theory is
such that multivariable describing function developments should be
possible.

This concludes the discussion of the engineering

constraints and non-linearities.
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4.8 The "Flight" Environment

The 'flight" environment is provided by the undercarriage routine,
SESAME and some code added by the author.

The result is an

environment that allows landings, take-offs and a wide variety of
atmospheric effects. The undercarriage could be considered as part
of the aircraft dynamics but it is not essential to this study and is
only used to aid the realistic assessment of the controller.

Furthermore, the undercarriage model is only a simple mass/damper
system which calculates forces and moments that are combined with all
the other forces and moments in TOTM. Hence the undercarriage model
is not suitable for ground handling tests but is quite adequate for
this study.

Within SESAME the atmospheric conditions are based upon the ICAO
International Standard Atmosphere [Tomlinson] at sea level and the
atmospheric properties are calculated as a function of height.

In

this study these effects are negligible as the flight conditions are
around the transition region and so high speed high altitude
conditons are not achieved.

However, SESAME also allows wind

velocities to be fed in (relative to the earth axes) and it generates
the body axis velocities (relative to the wind) which allow the
effect of relative wind on the aircraft to be calculated.

The wind is specified by a vertical component (VWDLO) a horizontal
wind speed (VWKTO) and a heading angle (PSIWD) which orients the wind
with respect to the earth axes (PSIWD = 0, horizontal wind is from
the north). From these three parameters wind in all three earth axis
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directions Is calculated. An addition to this by the author has been
to provide a gust model (such as 1-COSINE ramps or 1-COSINE gusts)
which shapes VWI)LO or VWKTO so that gust response tests ay be
performed with the controller. No suitable data could be found for
low altitude gusts and so a gust that Is similar In magnitude to the
British Civil Airworthiness standard "once in a lifetime" gust, has
been used. Thus a gust of 60 ft/s with a width of 4 seconds is used
for both vertical and horizontal gusts.

This test may be overly

pessimistic but It does provide a thorough test for the controller.

The RAE also provided a random amplitude random frequency turbulence
generation routine which models atmospheric turbulence based on
statistical discrete gust theory [Tomiinson}.

The turbulence Is

weighted by parameters which define the RMS intensities in each of
the three earth axis directions. These turbulence components are
superimposed onto any steady wind there might be and the resultant is
used to calculate the wind relative body axis velocities as before.

The turbulence and the shaped wind functions allow the disturbance
rejection properties of the controller to be assessed, as will be
seen in Chapter 8.

These wind functions, together with the

atmospheric conditions and the undercarriage model constitute the
"flight" environment.
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4.9 The Deslgn/Analysls/Slmulatlon Environment

The DAS environment used for this study is a computer environment
which makes the control engineer's task of DAS much simpler.
implemented on a VAX 750 mint-computer and it comprises

It is
the

software packages TSIM [Winter et al, Cambridge Controia.t)] and
p ro-Matlab [The MathworksJ. Some changes of the model software and
some menu-based routines have been added by the author to provide a
simple method of re-configuring and re-buiding the complex model
within this environment.

The GVAM87 is written in Fortran 77 and it consists of several
subroutines which are called from within SESAME. SESAME handles the
usual aircraft calculations and transformations and was described in
sections 4.3 and 4.4, SESAME is In turn Interfaced to TSIM via the
routines USERCMI, USERCMO and SESSIM (see section 4.4). An interface
also exists between TSIM and Pro-Matlab which is used for exchanging
data concerning linearised models. However, before describing this
DAS environment In detail (subsection 4.9.3)

it is appropriate to

describe TSIM and Pro-Matlab and this is performed in subsections
4.9.1 and 4.9.2 respectively.

4.9.1 Description of the Package TSIM

TSIM [Winter et a!, Cambridge Controi a . b j Is a general DAS package
that can handle both linear and non-linear dynamic equations.

The

simulation is written in a superset of Fortran 77 that is translated
into standard Fortran 77.

This can then be compiled and linked to
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the TSIM package which is held as a shareable image.

The result is

an executable programme which appears to the user as a command driven
The package has many different DAS features and those used

package.

In this study are listed below:-

i)

Trimming non-linear systems to an equilibrium condition

ii)

Linearising non-linear systems

iii)

Time responses of non-linear system's

iv)

Frequency responses of linearised systems

v)

Root-loci of linearised systems

vi)

Linear system data output to Pro-Matlab.

The GVAM87 has already been described and its relationship to SESAME
has been described also.

The routine called SESSIM simply equates

various Fortran model variables into equivalent TSIM variables so
that all the dynamics of the GVAM87 are accessible to TSrM.

This

makes it possible for the user to analyse and simulate the GVAM87
during each design stage.

Many design changes can be made on-line

through TSIM. but some, mainly those requiring code changes, have to
be Implemented En the original controller or model software.

This

then requires that some or all of the model and controller routines
are re-compiled and that the executable programme is re-built.

The user can define trimming inputs (such as throttle, nozzle and
tailpiane and trimming outputs (such as forward, verticle and pitch
acceleration) and then set TSIM to find the trimming inputs which
minimise the trimming outputs (DAS feature I). In this way a trimmed
flight condition can be found such that the aircraft is In
equilibrium.

These steady flight equilibrium points are used as

baseline design points throughout this study, but linear models at
non-equilibrium conditions have also been used.
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Whether or not the aircraft Is in equilibrium, the user can linearise
the aircraft at its current flight condition (DAS feature ii). To do
this each TSIM variable must be given a perturbation parameter which
is typically 0.01, but which should be approximately 1% of the
variables range.

Each variable is then perturbed by * l (approx.)

and the partial derivatives relating this variable to every other is
found by the slope of each result.

In this way a matrix of partial

derivatives is built up and the linearised state-space matrices may
be found.

These linearised state-space matrices may then be used

for any linear DAS work that Is required.

However, it should be

noted that discontlnuities need to be "hidden" from TSIM during
linearisatlon and care should be taken near discontinuitles as
linearised results can be misleading in such circumstances.

The time response of the non-linear system may easily be generated
using TSIM (DAS feature iii ).

A variety of different command

inputs may be generated by the user so that various system responses
may be examined.

Typical inputs include steps, lagged steps, ramps,

cubic ramps and 1-cosine ramps.

These inputs are basically crude

open-loop pilot models and are not part of TSIM.

Frequency responses between a particular input and output pair, or
between the input vector and the output vector, may be generated (DAS
feature (iv) ) once the linearised model is obtained.

This may be

generated in several forms, but the Bode diagram has been used most
extensively to check results obtained using Pro-Matlab.

Root-loci are generated for changing gain or for changing tuning
parameters (DAS feature

v ).

In all cases, the non-linear

closed-loop system is generated at each step and then it is
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linearised so that the closed-loop A-matrix elgenvalues can be found.
The routine Is found to be reliable but large eigenvalue changes can
occur occasionally when passing near or through a discontinuity.
This though is a function of the linearisatlon and Is not a problem
if monitored by the user (for example, see Figure (4.8) and
subsection 4.6.6).

Finally, the linearised state space matrices may be put into a file
suitable for Pro-Matlab to read (DAS feature vi ) which makes many
powerful linear algebra methods available (see next subsection).
Much of the early design and early analysis can be performed using
Pro-Matlab and the linearised model.

If further information is

required concerning TSIM, the references should be consulted.

4.9.2

Description of the Package Pro-Matlab.

Pro-Matlab [The Mathworks] is a MATrix LABoratory package which is
interactive with the user.

It provides easy access to matrix

software developed by the UNPACK and EISPACK projects which
represent the state of the art in software for matrix computation.
The package is written in the computing language C and it provides
the user with a high level language that looks very much like normal
mathematical notation.

The basic data element is a matrix which

does not require dimensioning.

The package has a set of fundamental core functions which provide
elementary matrix operations and other functions to help the user
such as

plotting capability,

programming capability

(via

conditional statements and counting loops) and various Input and
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output facilities.

These core functions are used to bui1d up still

higher level functions which are also part of the package.

Indeed,

several higher level functions have been derived especially to help
with control
processing.

engineering,

systems

identification

and

signal

These specialised functions are contained in various

'tool-boxes" which can

be

used

or

extended as

required.

Furthermore, the user can define his own tool-box of higher level
functions specific to his work.

This has been done by the author and several functions now exist
which help the designer to generate the controller and perform the
initial analysis tests.

The more important of these functions are

listed by name in Appendix C and a brief description of each appears
there.

It is intended to produce a Pro-Matlab tool-box in the

future which allows a designer to use the high-gain method and which
provides all the necessary design and analysis tools.

This is

discussed further in Chapter 9.

The functions that have been developed alreadyinc1ude: control law
generator,
frequency

closed-loop
response

system
generator,

builder,

root-locus

time-response

multivariable root-locus asymptote analysis.

generator,

generator

and

The root-locus

generator can provide a standard root-locus for a fixed gain step or
alternatively a root-locus with a self adaptive gainstep.

The self

adaptive gain step algorithm allows each branch of the root-locus to
be traced separately.

Each function has been of use at various

stages of the design and the worked examples illustrate this.

Once

the controller has been generated and analysed within Pro-Matlab it
may be transferred to TSIM for further analysis.

The operations

between the model and the two packages TSIM and Pro-Matlab are part
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of the DAS environment, which is described in the next subsection.

4.9.3

Description of the DAS Environment.

The purpose of the DAS environment Is to make the control system
designer's task easier.

This Is mainly achieved by the use of the

software packages TSIM and Pro-Matlab which have already been
described.

in addition to these packages there is a menu based

programme written by the author which allows the user to select
different model configurations.

This programme also handles the

translation, re-compilation and building of complex models which
requires that all the correct subroutines and data files are put
together for any particular model configuration.

The rest of this

subsection describes how the whole DAS environment functions.

When starting an interactive DAS session the default model
configuration is automatically selected so that the user has access
to the model configuration utilised most.

Alternatively, the user

may select options from a menu to define the desired model
configuration.

This then assigns "logical names' and "symbols'

which may be thought of as variables which can contain progranme
names, directory names, data file names and object library names.
These variables are then used to define the model configuration and
their use relieves the user of ensuring that all the right components
of the model are correctly compiled and brought together.

In this

way the correct model can easily be built and connected to TSIM as
described in section 4.4 and subsection 4.9.1.

With the correct model configuration functioning with the TSIM
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package the user can select the design flight condition, trim the
aircraft (If necessary), Ilnearise the aircraft and then pass the
data to Pro-Matlab. The data passing stage may be checked by
comparing the open-loop elgenvalues calculated by Pro-Matlab with
those calculated by TSIM. Within Pro-Matlab the linear design may
be performed and the linear system may be investigated as described
in subsection 4.9.2 and Chapter 3.

The resulting controller may then be passed back from Pro-Matlab to
TSIM for further analysis using the non-linear model. At the design
flight condition the root-locus and frequency-response of the
linearised system may be examined in TSIM and compared to the results
generated by Pro-Matlab to ensure that the controller was transferred
correctly.

Then time-responses may be used to check the effects of

non-linearity and to assess the closed-loop system response to
Results and data

various pilot commands or external disturbances.

generated during this process can be stored and the files are then
This could be

named using an appropriate naming convention.

improved upon with a data-base to manage the DAS environment which
should be object orientated.

However, such innovations are being

pursued elsewhere and ECSTASY is one example [Munro].

This concludes the description of the GVAM87 and the DAS environment
which have been used throughout this report.

The theory described

in Chapter 3 may now be applied to this model;

this application is

described In the next Chapter.
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Figure (4.1) The Default Confiquration for GVAM87
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Figure (4.2) Typical Layout for GVAM87-Type Engine
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CHAPTER 5

APPLICATION OF TRE HIGH-GAIN METHOD

TO V/STOL AIRCRAFT - CASE STUDIES
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APPLICATION OF THE HIGH-GAIN METHOD TO
V/STOL AIRCRAFT - CASE STUDIES
5.1 Introduction

The purpose of this chapter is to bring together the high-gain method
and the V/STOL aircraft GVAM87, which have been described in chapter
3 and chapter 4 respectively. The case studies will illustrate
features of the high-gain method by example and will show how the new
developments can be used. The calculation of results from the new
developments are not shown as this was explained in chapter 3 wIth
the aid of three worked examples (section 3.4). The case studies will
also illustrate certain features of the aircraft model, but more
Importantly they will show what affect these features have on the
contro1ler design.

This chapter is divided into eight sections. Section 5.2 contains a
definition of the flight case which is mainly used throughout this
chapter and the reasons for this choice are explained. Section 5.3
contains a description of the way in which the basic plant (with no
actuator dynamics) can be extracted from the full linearised model.
The basic plant is then used for the first stage of the design which
is described in section 5.4. In this section the main features of the
basic high-gain method are illustrated.

In section 5.5 the engine dynamics are added and their effects upon
the design are described. The other parasitic dynamics are then added
and this Is described in section 5.6. In both sections 5.5 and 5.6
the new developments are used to analyse the effects of adding the
extra dynamics and to tune the resulting system. Section 5.7 contains
a brief analysis of the controller's robustness by applying the
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controller of section 5.6 to a different flight case.

A simple SISO technique for designing dynamic compensation for MIMO
systems is described in section 5.8 illustrating a further aspect of
the new developments. The last section (section 5.9) contains a
demonstration of an important feature of the high-gain method which
was defined at the start in section 1.1; the ability to work two
ways. This refers to the concept of "working backwards" and defining
the necessary hardware (actuator performance) from a desired system
performance. The more usual method of "working forwards" from a
design specification including the hardware description is important,
but the ability also to "work backwards" means the design method is
particularly suited to the early "paper" design stages for the fully
integrated design of aircraft. This feature allows the control system
designer to interact with a multi-disciplinary design team and to
feed-back useful design information. It is the advent of CCV's that
makes this especially important as the control laws are no longer an
afterthought and the actuators together with the control laws define
the aircraft handling qualities and performance.

Throughout this chapter, the designs are performed using a linear
model and all results are derived using linear models also. Results
using a non-linear model are described in chapter 8 where particular
non-linear features are also demonstrated. In this chapter the design
follows the steps given In section 3.7 and wherever steps are
mentioned it refers to those given in section 3.7.

5.2 Flight Case Definition

In order to show the increased complexity that is inherent in V/STOL
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aircraft, a transition flight case has been selected. Only the
aircraft longitudinal dynamics are considered here and so all
manoeuvres occur in the pitch plane. The longitudinal states and
other variables which are used to describe the aircraft are given in
table (5.1) below.
Table 5.1

Description

Variable
VKN

- Forward velocity (North) in earth axes (Ft/s)

VKD

- Vertical Velocity (down) in earth axes (Ft/s)

UB

- Forward velocity in body axes (Ft/s)

WB

- Vertical velocity in body axes (Ft/s)

THETR/THETD

- Pitch attitude (Rads)/(Deg)

Q/QD

- Pitch rate

ALFAR/ALFAD

- Angle of attack or incedence (Rads)/(Deg)

GAMNAR /GAMMAD

- Flight path angle (Rads)/(Deg)

x

- Forward displacement (North) (Ft)

H

- Vertical displacement or height (Ft)

PTHTPO

- Throttle setting (%/lOO)

THDFPO

- Nozzle setting (Deg)

ETADO

- Tailpiane setting (Deg)

FNP

- Low pressure fanspeed (%/lOO)

HNP

- High pressure fan speed (%/lOO)

QEF

- Fuel flow rate (Gal/hour)

AIRBRO

- Airbrake setting (%/lOO)

FLAPDO

- Flap angle (Deg)

AXCGF

- Horizontal acceleration of C.G. (g)

AZ CC F

- Vertical acceleration of C.G. (g)

VT

- Total airspeed (Ft/s)

VT KT

- Total airspeed (Kts)

(Rads/s)/(Deg/s)
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The flight condition chosen is for straight and level trimmed Ig
flight at 120 Kts, at a height of 100 ft. The aircraft Is pitched up
at 8° relative to the earth which makes the angle of attack 8° also,
as the flight path angle is zero. Full details of the flight case are
given below In table (5.2).

TABLE 5.2

Variable

Value

VKN

202.5 Ft/s

VKD

0.0 Ft/s

THETR/THETD

0.1396 Rads/8° (Deg)

Q/QD

0.0 Rads/s / 0.0 Deg/s

AL FAR/AL FAD

0.1396 Rads/8.0 (Deg)

GAMMAR/GAMMAD

0.0 Rads/ 0.0 (Deg)

x

0.0 Ft

H

100.0 Ft

PTHTPO

0.6036 %/l00

THDFPO

57.21 0 (Deg)

ETADO

4.141 0(Deg)

FNP

0.8725 x/lOO

HNP

0.9233 %/100

QEF

984.8

Gall/Hr

AIRBRO

0.4

%/100

FLAPDO

50.0°

(Deg)

AXCGF

0.0

g

AZ CG F

0.0

g

VT

202.5

Ft/s

VTKT

120

Kts
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At 8° angle of attack, in the default configuration, the aircraft
will attain "wing-borne flight" at 167 Kts. In fact this is really
the nozzles aft condition and not truly the fully wing-borne
condition as the angle of attack implies that 14% of available thrust
Is still supporting the aircraft (I.e. Thrust & SIN (8°)). The wing
arid flaps generate aerodynamic lift as speed increases and at 120
Kts, the design case, the aerodynamic lift and the jet lift are
nearly equal. The condition of exact equality between aerodynamic
lift and jet lift was not sought, as there are additional reasons for
choosing 120 Kts which are given below.

For the design flight condition the trimmed throttle setting places
the engine dynamics at the end of the "governor on" linear
throttle-to-thrust curve (close to point 'A' on Figure (4.8)). This
enables the effects of gross engine non-linearities to be shown for a
slightly "off-design" condition and a possible solution to the
problem is then demonstrated using dynamic compensation (section
5.7). Furthermore the aircraft speed at this flight condition is
sufficient for useful aerodynamic forces to be generated and the
reaction controls are also operative (the nozzles are below 340 and
the engine is at 60%, so the reaction controls are fully on and
effective). The final point to note is that the nozzles are at 57°
which,

allowing for offsets,

places the thrust vector at

approximately 65° to the earth. Consequently, thrust changes will
dominate the vertical motion and nozzle changes will dominate the
horizontal motion. All of these factors combine to make this flight
condition one of the most varied and interesting to study.
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5.3 Derivation of the Basic Plant DynaMics

The step-by-step method begins with the derivation of a mathematical
model of the plant and its systems. This step has already been
achieved and is represented by the GVAM87. The second step of the
method Is the derivation of a linearised model from the full
mathematical model and this is achieved through the use of the
package TSIM. The third step of the method is the removal of the
parasitic dynamics to leave just the basic system dynamics. This step
is not straight forward in this case due to the structure of the
GVAM87 and it Is described here.

The GVAM87 has been developed, from the outset, as a representative
V/STOL aircraft model. This means that the engine is a significant
and integral part of the model and consequently it is not easy to
separate the engine dynamics from the rigid body aircraft dynamics as
required by step 3 of the method. In particular, it is not obvious
what the direct effects of thrust changes are on the rigid body
dynamics, whereas the direct force and moment effects of the nozzle
and elevator are known. This difficulty is caused by the engine state
space representation which does not contain a state representing
thrust. Instead, the three main engine states are the low pressure
fan spool speed FNP (normalised and non-dimensional), the high
pressure fan spool speed HNP (normalised and non-dimensional) and the
fuel flow rate QEF (gallons per hour (200-1300)). The relationship
between these three states and the thrust is not available and so the
direct thrust effects cannot be found from the composite state space
system which Includes the actuator dynamics (the composite state
space system is given overleaf in Table (5.3) and was obtained
directly from the non-linear model using the package TSIM). This Is
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now described in more detail.

The basic system dynamics may be represented by state and output
equations of the form

(5.1)

X bs = A bs X bs ^ B bs Ubs

and
yb8

(5.2)

C bs Xbs

where the basic system state vector is Xbs, the basic system input
vector is Ubs. the basic system output vector is Ybs and the state
space triple ( A bs. B bs, C bs) are of conformable dimensions.
Similarly, the dynamics of the actuators may be represented by state
and output equations of the form

(5.3)

X a = A a Xa + B a Ua

and
(5.4)

= C a Xa

where the actuator state vector is Xa, the actuator input vector is
U a, the actuator output vector iS Ya and the state space triple

(Aa, B a, C a) are also of conformable dimensions. [f the actuators are
put in series with the basic system, such that the actuator output
vector becomes the basic system input vector, then a composite system
is formed. This composite system has Ua as its Input vector, Ybs as
its output vector and the relationship.

U bS = y a

...

(5.5)
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connecting the two components of the composite system. Substituting
(5.5) ni1 (5.4)

iito (5.1) and rewriting the equations of the

composite system yields

+ B s ucs

x cs = A

(5.6)

and
(5.7)

y cs = C cs Xcs
where
x cs = 1'a
Lxbs

(5.8)

UcsUa

(5.9)

YcsYbs

(5.10)

A cs = lA bs BbsCal
[0
Aa J

(5.11)

B c = [0]

(5.12)

and
= [C 8 0]

-

(5.13)

The composite linear system ((5.6)to(5.13) Is very similar to the
composite linear system which is derived from the GVAM87 using TSIM.
Indeed the GVAM87 composite linear system may be partitioned so that
It corresponds to the system given by (5.6)to(5.13) except that the
block

(2,1) given by (5.11), may not be null for the GVAM87

derived model. This is caused by the linearistion algorithm of TSIM
which senses the effect of forward speed on the engine dynamics
(changes In forward speed will affect the air inlet conditions and
hence the engine dynamics) and causes the block A 5

(2,1)

to be
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non-zero, though negligible.

It is now possible to define the problem exactly. The design method
requires the information contained within the matrix Bbs but the

designer In this case only has access to the GVAM87 derived composite
linear system and hence the matrix (BbsCa). Clearly then, Bbs is only
known if Ca is exactly known. Taking this one actuator at a time, Ca
is exactly known for the nozzle and the elevator but Ca is not known
for the engine because the relationship between FNP, HNP, QEF and the
thrust Is not known. This problem may be solved by the assumption
that the thrust effects of the engine are proportional to the low
pressure fan speed effects (FNP). This fan speed has been normalised
by the normal-running maximum fan speed (the engine can be
overdriven) and so its range is from a minimum value (engine idle
speed) to approximately 1.0.
Consequently Ca may take the form
Ca

(5.14)

[1<e 0 0]

where
X a [FNP
HNP
j.QEF

(5.15)

and Me is a scalar constant

This In turn defines BbsKe, for the engine thrust effects only, as
the first four elements of column 5 of the A matrix given by Table
(5.3). Therefore Bbs, for the engine thrust effects only, may be
written as

B bs =0
(1 .O673e+O)/Ke
(1 .0711e-fl)/Ke
(-3.0437e+l)/ K e

...

(5.16)
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The value of Ke is not known exactly at this stage and it cannot be
calculated from the data that Is already available due to the
structure of the model. However, It may easily be found by applying
the, "gain magnitude" results described in section 3.5, as will be
shown in subsection 5.5.1. The objective is that Re is set to a value
that gives a steady state engine gain of 1.0, which is equivalent to
the condition

C a (a1

Ba = 1

(5.17)

that app1les to all actuators added to the basic system when using
the high gain method (in (5.17) Aa, 8a and Ca represent the plant,
input and output matrices, respectively, for an actuator). This means
that although the thrust effects may be considered to be proportional
to the FNP effects, they are unlikely to be identical. Calculating
R e, as described above, will remove any discrepancies caused by this
assumption and will ensure that the engine dynamics satisfy the unity
steady state gain conditions.

As explained above, a value for Re will be calculated in subsection
5.5.1,, and it Is only important at that stage. For the purpose of
the initial examples in section 5.4, R e = 1.0 will be used. This
enables the basic plant dynamics to be derived as given by (5.1)
where X bs, U bs, A bs and Bbs are given by
X bs =

U bS =

THETR
Q
VKN
VKD

(5.18)

PTHTPO
THDFPO
ETADO

(5.19)
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A bs

0
1.0000
-2.3280e--1 -3.9647e-1

=

0
0
2.9458e-3 -1.1173e-3

2.4128e-2 -5.4596e-2 -l.1640e-1
-5.5743e^i
-S.6823e+l -1.8454e+0 -1.6279e--2 -2.8060e-1
(5.20)
and
0
1.0673e+0
l.0711e+l

0
2.6129e-3
-3.9209e--1

-3.0437e+l

-6.7902e-2

B bs

0

-1 . 2823e-1
-9. 8574e-2
-3.9692e-1

... (5.21)

NB Bbs here represents the input matrix for il three inputs and not
just the engine thrust effects.

In order to distinguish the basic plant dynamics from other plants
used later, the basic plant will be referred to as Plant-i.

Results obtained using the above assumption have been very good, but
the results could possibly be improved if the correct relationship
between FNP, HNP, QEF and thrust could be found. It is important to
note, however, that the manipulations described in this section are
only necessary when the force and moment effects of the actuators
cannot be obtained directly from the model.

5.4 Application of the Design Method to the Basic Plant Dynalcs
(Plant ii

5.4.1 Case 1

The plant-i dynamics are given by equations (5.18)(5.19),(5.20) and
(5.21) and It Is clear that the basic system Is already in the form
of equation (3.1) if
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x 1ITHETRJ

(5.22)

x2 = Q
VKN
VKD

(5.23)

and

Using the same notation as section 3.3 it is clear that the number of
states (n) is 4, therefore n=4. Furthermore from equation (5.19) it
is clear that the number of inputs (m) is 3, therefore m=3.

Step 5

The objective has been given as control of QD, VKN and VKD. However,
QD (the pitch rate in degrees per second) is not a state variable
whilst Q (the pitch rate In radians per second) is a state variable.
Fortunately, a simple conversion may be used whereby QD = 57.296Q as
57.296 is the conversion factor from radians to degrees. The output
matrix can now be defined as

c=

0
0
0

57.296
o
o

0
i
0

0
o
1

(5.24)

Step 6

The matrix C 2 B 2 R3 X3 can easily be calculated from (5.24) and (5.21)
and the rank of C 2 B 2 in this case is 3. As C 2 B 2 is therefore full
rank, there is no need for any extra measurements. This being so. it
Is clear that F 2 = C2 and F 1 = C 1 and so from (3.33), for m = 3, the
asymptotic transfer function may be written as
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G(s) =

0

0

s+go1
0

0

22
s+go2

,0

0
s + go

(5.25)

which indicates three fast modes (pitch rate, forward speed and
vertical speed).

Step 7

The transmission zeros are then calculated giving one at the origin.
This would normally Indicate a marginally stable system which is
undesirable, but In this case it is merely a consequence of the
kinematic relationship between pitch attitude and pitch rate and it
causes no problem. The basic system is also controllable and
observable and so there are no decoupling zeros. Hence, the set of
system zeros Is {0} which Is the set of transmission zeros, as
described at the end of subsection 3.2.1. Consequently, the system
zeros present no hinderance to the design.

Step 8

From (3.29) and (3.30) it is possible to calculate the two controller
matrices. It is clear that with no extra measurements F 2 = C 2 and so

= (C 2 B 2 ) 1 E

giving

(5.26)
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=

1.4429e-3, 5.4089e-3, -2.8052e-2
7.0254e-2, -2.4017
, -7.0398e-1
-l.2267e-1, -3.9186e-3, -2.4783e-1
0
02 0
03
0

01 0

* 0
0

(5.27)

and also that

(5.28)

K 1 = (C 2 B 2 ) 1 E E

K1 =

l.4429e-3, 5.4089e-3, -2.8052e-2
7.0254e-2, -2.4017
, -7.0398e-1
-1.2267e-1, -3.9186e-3, -2.4783e-i
0
0
°2 0
0 0 03

01
* 0

*

p1
0
0

0
0
0 p3
0

These matrices together with values for E,

(5.29)

and g will completely

define the controller as given by (3.4). Furthermore, the controller
in series with the plant-i system will add three transmission zeros
as defined by (3.32) and they will be at —pa,

and —p3.

Ste p s 9 and 10

For this simple illustrative example the parameters E,

and g will

not be tuned to achieve any specific criteria. Instead, each
parameter wi1l be varied to show what effect it has on the
closed-loop system.

Effects of g

The simplest way of examining the effects of the feedback gain g on
the closed-loop system is to plot the elgenvalues of the closed-loop
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system as this parameter increases, while E

= 2

= 1 3 . Figure (5.1)

shows this root-locus for the plant-i as g varies from 0.0 to 7.0 in
steps of 0.1. The open-loop poles (g = 0) and a set of closed-loop
poles (g = 7) are given below in table (5.4).

Table 5.4

closed-loop g

open loop (g = 0)

7.0

-1.0663e-2 + 5.0472e-lj

-6.3117

) Asymptotic "fast"

-l.0663e-2 - 5.0472e-lj

-6.1295

) poles tending

-0.49357

-5.7896

) to -g (-7.0)

-0.21676

0.0

0.0 )

-1.2517

) 'Slow' poles

0.0 ) due to the

-1.1498

) heading for

0.0 ) integrators

-1.0995

) zeros at -1.0

The open-loop poles are marked on Figure (5.1) and from there it is
possible to see that the two lightly damped poles form pole pair a,
the pole at -0.21676 joins one of the poles at the origin and forms
pole pair b and that the pole at -0.49357 joIns another of the poles
at the origin to form pole pair C. Each of the pole pairs a, b and c
rejoin the real axis beyond the transmission zeros at -1.0 and each
pole pair splits, one heading towards the transmission zeros and the
other forming one of the three first-order asymptotes. Clearly, the
dynamic modes represented by the "fast" poles (or asymptotes) become
Increasingly stable as g-*. The third open-loop pole at the origin
does not move and Is cancelled by the transmission zero at the
origin.
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This simple root-locus structure was predicted by the high-gain
technique theory and Is a consequence of the choice of gain matrices.
Furthermore, the diagram is representative of three SISO second-order
root-loci overlaid on one diagram. It Is also obvious from Figure
(5.1) that the closed-loop dynamics have split into "fast" and "slow"
modes with only moderate feedback gains (each pole pair has rejoined
the real axis and began to separate Into "fast" and "slow" modes for
g > 4.2).

Other effects of Increasing the feedback gain may be confirmed by
examining the frequency response of the closed-loop transfer function
matrix. This frequency response has been generated for E =

= 1 3 and

for g = 2.5, 5.0 and 10.0 as shown in Figure (5.2). Diagram (1) of
Figure (5.2) shows the response, to a pitch rate demand, of each of
the three outputs. The forward speed and vertical speed outputs are
almost identical and are consequently overlaid. This diagram
corresponds to the first column of the transfer function matrix and
columns 2 and 3 correspond to diagrams (2) and (3) respectively. A
key is given on Figure (5.2) identifying each curve.

Before examining the figure it is necessary to define the term
"bandwidth". The bandwidth of a response is defined here as the
frequency at which the response drops below -3dB, having been above
-3dB at all lower frequencies. It is a measure of speed-of-response.
Table (5.5) below lists the bandwidths of each response shown in
Figure (5.2).
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Table 5.5

Response

Bandwidths

g = 2.5

g = 5.0

g = 10.0

Pitch rate (Deg/s)

3.18

5.65

10.62

Forward speed (Ft/s)

3.40

5.92

10.93

Vertical speed (Ft/s)

3.21

5.72

10.71

Table (5.5) shows that the bandwidth of each diagonal transfer
function element Increases as the feedback gain Increases, and also
that the bandwidth is proportional to the feedback gain. This feature
Illustrates exactly (5.25) which gives the asymptotic transfer
function matrix. It is also clear that the correlation between
feedback gain and bandwidth improves as the feedback gain Increases;
this is due to the closed-loop system becoming more like the
asymptotic system as gia.

The figure also shows that the cross coupling reduces as the feedback
gain Increases, as evidenced by the curves representing off-diagonal
transfer function elements. The forward and vertical speed demands
both produce negligible cross coupling where the cross coupling is
still below -20dB even at the peak (-20 dB represents 10%, but as the
system is not non-dimensional It represents 1/10th of a degree per
second or 1/10th of a foot per second). However, the pitch rate
demand exhibits relatively high cross coupling at low frequencies
which falls below -20dB for feedback gains greater than 10.0. This
strong cross coupling between pitch rate and speed at low frequencies
is natural in aircraft dynamics, especially where these speeds are
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represented In earth axes. Despite this it is interesting to note
that for g

2.5 the cross coupling at low frequency is -9dB which

corresponds to 0.35 ft/s change in speed in response to 1.0 deg/s of
pitch rate and a 0.35 ft/s perturbation Is negligible at 202.5 ft/s
(less than 0.2%).

The main effects of increasing the feedback gain may also be observed
by examining the time response of the closed-loop system. Although
step inputs are neither practical nor realistic In real systems, they
are used here with linear models as they give an idea of the maximum
speed of response and also because a step response excites all
frequencies. The step response of the transfer function matrix Is
shown as Figure (5.3) and it shows how the speed of response of the
system becomes faster as the feedback gain increases. The cross
coupling due to speed demands is negligible as shown by diagram (2)
and (3). but the cross coupling due to a pitch rate demand Is more
evident (diagram (1)). However, it should be remembered that this
represents 0.35 ft/s speed perturbation for each 1.0 deg/s of pitch
rate. The forward and vertical speed cross coupling is identical in
diagram (1) and the two curves are overlaid, both nearing zero as the
feedback gain increases.

Effects of

The effects of E are identical to the effects of g, but the effects
are manifest on each control-mode individually as each individual
diagonal element of E is changed. This may be illustrated by a
frequency response in which the feedback gain [s 2.5,

= 1 3 and

Is varied as 1.0, 2.0 and 4.0 as shown by Figure (5.4). This figure
shows that the bandwidth of the middle diagonal transfer function
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element has increased in the same way that it did when the feedback
gain was varied in Figure (5.2). The bandwidth for 0 2
4.0 for

g

=

=

1.0, 2.0 and

2.5 corresponds exactly to the bandwidth for g

=

2.5.

5.0 and 10.0 respectively, the values being identical to those given
in table (5.5). ThIs confirms the validity of the asymptotic transfer
function matrix of (5.25) which gives the forward speed diagonal
transfer function element as

G22(s)

=

s ^go 2

(5.30)

This figure also shows that the cross coupling of pitch rate into
forward speed (diagram (1)) and of vertical speed into forward speed
(diagram (3)) has been reduced as °2 increases. Furthermore, other
cross coupling terms in these two diagrams have remained unchanged
showing that °2 only affects the forward speed mode, and cross
coupling into it.

Finally, this figure shows that the cross coupling from forward speed
to pitch rate and vertical speed (diagram (2)) has increased, as
has Increased, at high frequencies

(w >

02

3 rads/s). This is due to the

increase in forward speed bandwidth at these frequencies for 0 2

=

2.0

and 4.0. The increase in bandwidth places greater demands upon the
whole system and produces an increase in cross coupling at these
frequencies.

Effects of

S

The effects of increasing individual

S

elements is to increase the

amount of integral action present on that control channel. These
effects are most easily illustrated using a step response and this is
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shown as Figure (5.5) for

13. g = 2.5 and for p

= 2 = 0.2, 1.0

and 5.0 and p 3 = 1.0 throughout. The middle condition where l =
= p 31.0 and g = 2.5 is identical to the g = 2.5 condition in
Figure (5.3). This figure shows that the diagonal transfer function
element of vertical speed (diagram (3)) does not change whilst the
other two diagonal transfer function elements (diagram (1) and (2))
have altered.

This figure also shows that for 2 = 0.2 the forward speed step
response has less overshoot than for 2 = 1.0 or 2 = 5.0. The pitch
rate step response shows similar characteristics but it also shows a
reduction in steady state tracking for p1 = 0.2. To the other
extreme, p1 = 5.0 gIves very good steady state tracking and also
gives a lightly damped oscillatory response. An oscillatory response
is also produced by 2 = 5.0.

This figure illustrates another feature which is clear from diagram
(1), but not diagrams (2) and (3), as diagram (1) shows greater
levels of cross coupling. The cross coupling from pitch rate to
vertical speed remains unchanged throughout but the cross coupling
from pitch rate to forward speed reduces as p2 increases.

The reason for the oscillatory response when

= 2 = 5.0 may be

Illustrated with the aid of a root-locus as shown by Figure (5.6) for
E = 5 = 1 3 and for g varying from 0.0 to 0.7 in steps of 0.1. It
should be remembered that this particular condition will produce two
transmission zeros at -5.0 as defined by (3.32). AccordIngly, two of
the pole pairs, a and c, do not move towards the real axis like
before (Figure (5.1)), but are 'pushed out" by the presence of the
two zeros at -5.0. The dashed lines indicate the previous root-locus
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from Figure (5.1), and Figure (5.6) is produced for the same range of
feedback gains. The two pole pairs a and c clearly form lightly
damped oscillatory modes for a large range of gains and the actual
position for g - 2.5 Is marked on Figure (5.6). The natural frequency
and damping of each mode is respectively 3.5925 Rads/s and 0.35386
for the pitch rate mode and 3.5109 rads/s and 0.41492 for the forward
speed mode which is confirmed by the step responses of Figure (5.5).
This figure also shows how the high-gain controller splits the
root-locus into several SISO layers. Although pole pair b have formed
a slightly different pattern to that displayed in Figure (5.1), they
clearly show the same behaviour that they displayed in Figure (5.1).
it is as if the two "layers" containing pole pairs a and c have been
"peeled back" to reveal pole pair b. The coupling between "layers" at
low gain is evidenced by the change in the locus shape for pole pair
b. It is caused by the change in position of the pole pair c which
previously interacted with the pole pair b, forcing them further from
the zeros at -1.0.

This case study has illustrated the effects of g, E and 2 and also
shown the validity of certain theoretical results from Chapter 3.
Furthermore, the decomposition of the closed-loop system has been
shown to occur for quite moderate gains, despite using the
"high-gain" theory! The next case study illustrates the conditions
where extra measurements are required.

5.4.2. Case 2

The objective here is to give the pilot direct non-interacting
control of the pitch attitude (THETD), the forward speed (VTKT) and
the flight path angle (GAMMA!)).
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Step 4

The plant-i system dynamics are given by equations (5.18), (5.19),
(5.20) and (5.21) and It is clear that the plant-I system is already
in the form of (3.2) if once again,

x i = 1 THEIR I

(5.31)

and
x2 =

Q
VKN
VKD

(5.32)

Using the same notations section 3.3 It is clear that as before n

4

and m = 3.

Step 5

The objective has been given as control of' THETD, VTKT and GAMMAD,
none of which are state variables. This does not present any problems
providing that the desired output variable can be expressed as a
linear combination of the state variables. The relationship between
THETD and THETR is the radians to degrees conversion constant and the
relationship between VTKT and VKN is the ft/s to knots conversion
constant, providing that the aircraft is in straight and level
flight. The conversion for GAMMAD is not so straight forward as the
conversion factor will be speed dependant even in straight and level
flight. Furthermore, VTKT and GAMMAD both become functions of VKN and
VKD when the flight path is no longer straight and level. This would
result in a C matrix as follows
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C

C11
o
o

where c 23 ,

0
o
0

0
C23
C33

0
C24
C34

. . . (5.33)

c 24 c 33 and c 34 could vary with flight condition. This

variation in the C matrix would be paralleled by variations In the B
matrix and both can be handled by gain scheduling, as will be
described in Chapter 7.

The package TSIM produces a linear model from the full non-linear
model utilising small perturbation theory and consequently It is
possible to obtain C matrices for any flight condition where the
desired output variables are calculated in the model. From TSIM the C
matrix for this flight condition was given as

57.296
o
o

C=

0
0
0

0
0.59248
0

0
0
-0.28294

... (5.34)

which can be verified as follows. The conversion factor from radians
to degrees is 57.296 and the conversion factor from ft/s to knots (s
0.59248, both to five significant figures. The conversion from VKD to
GAMNAD (K 0 ) is

= -AECTAN (

I
202. 5

Deg/(Ft/s)
(5.35)

where 202.5 is the forward speed In feet per second and the ARCTAN Is
in degrees. This gives -0.28294 Deg/(Ft/s) and the negative sign Is
to maintain conventions; VKD is positive down whereas GAMMAD is
positive Up.

Step 6

The matrix C 2 B 2 € R3X3 is calculated from equations (5.21) and
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(5.34). The rank of C 2 B 2 is found to be 2 whIch demonstrates that
C 2 B 2 is not full rank (a rank defect of 1) and so extra Measurements
are needed. It Is obvious why C 2 B 2 has a rank defect of one when C2
and B 2 are examined and they are written symbolically below for this
purpose:

C 2 B 20
0
0

o

o

b21

c 23 0
o
c 34

x

b31
b41

b 22
b 32
b 42

b23
b33
b43

... (5.36)

Clearly, C 2 B 2 Is rank defective due to c 12 being zero.

Equation (3.10) gives the formula for F where In this case M is a
real 3 x 1 matrix written as

M =

H1
M2
M 3...

(5.37)

and the matrices A 11 and A l2 are found from (5.20) to be

A 11 = [0]

(5.38)

A l2 = [1 0 0],

(5.39)

and

such that

[F 1 , F2]

11 1
[n i l
lo
I + m2 1
= [ 1c
1.0 j
m3j

[0] , 1 0
0
[o

0
0
c 23 0
0
C34

m1 [100]
+ in2
m3
(5.40)

or rather

[F 1 , F2]
lo
I
= ( 1c1
Lo j

m1
0
m
c23
1.m 30

0
0
C34

(5.41)
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The requirement from (3.13) is that F 2 B 2 be full rank which will be
so if m 10, by comparison with (5.36). To simplify the result, only
m j will be non-zero here and m 2 = m 3 = 0 will be used as there is no
need to introduce extra measurements onto the speed arid flight path
feedback signals. Only the pitch attitude output requires extra
measurement compensation in this case.

With extra measurements being used, the feedback equation is taken
from (3.3) as

w(t) = F x(t)

(5.42)

which may be represented as

w(t) =

57.296
O
O

m1
0
0

O
0.59248
O

0
0
-028294

THETR
Q
VKN
VKD
(5.43)

and rewritten as
w(t) =

THETD + m1xQ
VTKT
GAMMAD

(5.44)

Equation (5.43) clearly shows the presence of extra measurements on
the pitch attitude channel onli, and that the extra measurement is
pitch rate. This shows that whilst extra measurement are based upon
matrix algebra, the final result is analagous to a classical SISO
solution to a similar problem, as described in Chapter 3.

Next, In order to make the units of (5.44) consistent, QD will be fed
back instead of Q and so F 2 becomes
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F2

m1

=

*

o

57.296
0
0

0.59248
0

Finally, substituting F 1 ,

F2 ,

0
0
-028294

.

. .. (5.45)

c 1 and C2 Into (3.33) the resulting

asymptotic transfer function matrix may be written as

G(s)

0

=

0

si-i/rn1
0

0
si-go2
0

0
(5.46)

s + go

which clearly Indicates that there will be two "fast" modes (forward
speed and flight path angle) and one "slow" mode (pitch attitude).

Step

1

The transmission zeros can be calculated algebraically for this case
study and it may be shown that there is one transmission zero for the
plant-I system In this case, with extra measurement feedback of pitch
rate on the pitch attitude channel. This basic system is also
controllable and observable and so there are no decoupling zeros.
Hence the set of system zeros is equal to the set of transmission
zeros which is (-I/rn 1 ). Furthermore, the fact that choosing M also
influences the transmission zeros was mentioned at the very end of
subsection 3.3.3 and this feature has now been demonstrated. The
system zeros present

no hind^rance to the design If

m1eRi-.
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Step 8

From (3.29) and (3.30) the two controller matrices can be ca]culated
for m 1 = 1.0 as follows:

K = (F 2 B 2 )

(5.47)

E

giving

9. 9145e-2
2.4881
8. 7590e-1

9. 1293e-3
-4 . 0336
-6. 6139e-3

1.4429e-3
7. 0254e-2
-1 . 2267e-1

=

0
0
03

0
02
0

01
0
0

*

(5.48)

and

K 1 = (F 2 B 2 )

(5.49)

E 2

giving

K1 =

*
0

9.1293e-3
-4.0336
-6.6139e-3

i.4429e-3
7. 0254e-2
-1. 2267e-1

01
0
0

0
02
0

0
0
03

9.9145e-2
2.4881
8.7590e-1

1

f

*1

0

0

2
0

0 1
0
I
p3J

Once again, these two matrices, together with values for

(5.50)

E,

8, g and

will completely define the controller as given by (3.4).
Furthermore, the controller in series with the plant-i system will
add three transmission zeros as defined by (3.32) and they will be at
P 1' -2 and -P3. Finally, the implication of the above equation is
that K arid K 1 have to be recalculated for every new value of m1.
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This could become tedious when tuning the controller. However, for
many cases F2 may be rewritten due to the diagonal nature of

12

(which very often occurs) and the fact that F2 and B 2 are often
individually invertible. For example, (F 2 B 2 rE may be rewritten as
(B 2 1 F 2

)E when both F 2 arid B 2 are Invertible. Next, F 2may

be

rewritten as

= 1 1

10

0
0.59248
0

1_i
0
1*
o
-0.28294 i

1/rn
0
I
0
L

0
1
0

0
0
1

(5.51)

taking F 2 from (5.43). This enables a general K to be defined for m1
such that

=

l.4429e-3
7.0254e-2
-l.2287e-1

9.1293e-3
-4.0336
-6.6139e-3

f °i/1
0
[0

9. 9145e-2
2.4881
8. 7590e-1

0
02
0

0
0

03

(5.52)

and a similar equation may be derived for K 1 . This is more general
than the expression given by (5.48) and similar expressions to (5.52)
can be derived in most cases. This makes programming of the
controller easier, especially when gain scheduling m 1 , and avoids
that
on-line matrix inversion and all hazards thatL brings to flight safe
software.

Steps 9 and 10

As for case 1, the parameters E, E, g and m 1 will not be tuned to
achieve any specific criteria but g and m 1 will be varied to
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illustrate the effects that extra measurements have on

the

closed-loop system system.

Effects of g:

Figure (5.7) shows the root-locus for this closed-loop system for g
varying from 0.0 to 7.0 in steps of 0.1 while E

= E

= 1 3 and m 1 =

1.0. This system has a different root-locus structure than that of
case 1 due to the movement of the transmission zero from 0.0 to -1/rn1
(or -1.0 in this instance). This change gives the following
root-locus structure. Pole pair a is formed from the two periodic
lightly damped open-loop poles, pole pair b is formed from two of the
integrator poles at the origin and pole pair c is formed from the
open-loop pole at -0.21676 and the third integrator pole at the
origin. Each pole pair moves beyond the four transmission zeros at
-1.0 before rejoining the real axis where each pole pair splits up;
one going to the zeros at -1.0 and one forming a first—order
asymptote. The fourth open-loop rigid body aircraft pole is at
-9.49357 and it moves towards the zeros at -1.0 completing the
pattern. Clearly, the closed-loop system has again split into "fast"
and "slow" subsystems for only moderate feedback gains. It is also
possible to see the "layered" SISO effect as described previously.

Other effects of increasing the feedback gain may be confirmed by
examining the frequency response of the closed-loop transfer function
matrix. The frequency response has been generated for

= E =

= 1 and g = 2.5, 5.0 and 10.0 as shown in Figure (5.8). The
forward speed and flight path angle diagrams ((2) and (3)
respectively) compare almost exactly with their counterparts in
Figure (5.2)

and require no further explanation. Any small
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differences are due to the fact that different quantities are
involved and different units. The different units also account for
the different levels of cross coupling from pitch attitude into
forward speed and flight path angle, shown In diagram (1), which was
identical to that shown in Figure (5.2).

The main feature of Figure (5.8) is that the bandwidth of the pitch
attitude response is almost Invariant under increasing feedback gain.
Table (5.6) below shows the bandwidth of each response for each gain,
similar to Table (5.5). Indeed the results for forward speed and
flight path angle are identical to the forward and vertical speed
responses respectively, showing the bandwidth characteristics to be
independent of the units chosen for output variables.

Table (5.6j

Response

Bandwidth

g = 2.5

(f.actls)

g = 5.0

g = 10.0

Pitch Attitude (Deg)

1.64

1.23

1.09

Forward speed (Kts)

3.40

5.93

10.93

Flight Path Angle (Deg)

3.21

5.72

10.71
J

Clearly, although the forward speed and flight path angle responses
behave as expected, the pitch attitide response Is Independent of
gain and converges asymptotically to a bandwidth at 1.0 as g-)=. This
obviously agrees with (5.44) exactly for m 11.0.

This may be illustrated further with the step response of the closed
loop transfer function matrix shown by Figure (5.9) for E = E = 13,
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I and g = 2.5, 5.0 and 10.0. Diagrams (2) and (3) show no change
from their counterparts in Figure (5.3) wIth the speed of response
increasing as the feedback gain increases. However, the pitch
attitude response (Diagram (1)) shows little change due to feedback
gain Increases.

Another feature to be noted is that the shape of the forward speed
and flight path angle step responses are first-order dominant,
initially, with some "second-order-like" overshoot due to the
integral action. thereas the pitch attitude step response Is
second-order dominant from the start. This is confirmed by the fact
that in Figure (5.8), both the forward speed and flight path angle
responses drop off at -20 dB per decade after the bandwidth
frequency, whereas the pitch attitude response drops off at -40 dB
per decade.

Effects of m1

The effects of m 1 are illustrated here with a frequency response of
the closed-loop transfer function matrix for Z = S

1 3 , g = 2.5 and

m 1 = 2.0, 1.0 and 0.2 in Figure (5.10). This figure shows that the
forward speed and flight path angle diagonal transfer function
elements are not affected by m 1 changes (diagrams (2) and (3)). The
off diagonal term representing flight path angle cross coupling into
forward speed (diagram (3)), shows no change as m 1 decreases, but the
cross coupling of forward speed Into flight path angle (diagram (2))
shows a slight improvement at low frequencies due to m 1 decreases.
This last feature Is to be expected because pitch attitude and flight
path angle are closely coupled and it is caused by the improved pitch
attitude control as m 1 decreases.
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This figure also shows (diagram (1)) that the pitch attitude
response's bandwidth Increases as m 1 decreases. The bandwidths of
each response are given below in Table (5.7) for different values of
m1.

Table (5.7)

Bandwidth

Response
m 1 = 2.0

(ad/)

m 1 = 1.0

0.2

Pitch Attitude (Deg)

0.521

1 . 64

5.28

Forward Speed (Kts)

3.40

3.40

3.39

Flight Path Angle (Deg)

3.21

3.21

3.21

Clearly, the pitch attitude bandwidth Is proportional to 1/rn 1 and
this is found to become more exact, asymptotically, as g-*w. This
confirms the validity of the asymptotic transfer function matrix
given by (5.46) which gives the pitch attitude diagonal transfer
function element as

G 11 (s) = 1/rn1
S ^ 1/rn 1(5.53)

The effect of insufficient gain (g) is shown by the m 1

= 0.2 case

which is shown in diagram (1) to have a small resonant peak,
typically a second-order feature. This has occurred because for
= 0.2 the pitch control-mode needs a high gain in order to assume

the asymptotic form of (5.53). This Is discussed further when the
root-locus for this case Is shown.
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Another feature to note is that the forward speed and flight path
bandwidths are the same as those given In Case 1, Table (5.5), and
the same relationships also apply (i.e. the relationship defined by
(5.30)).

Finally, this figure shows that the cross coupling from pitch
attitude into forward speed and flight path angle Increases as m1
decreases in diagram (1). This is because the increase in performance
of the pitch attitude control at higher frequencies puts greater
demands upon the whole system and It results in an increase in cross
coupling.

These features are also illustrated using a step response of the
transfer function matrix for E =

= 1 3 , g = 2.5 and m 1 = 2.0, 1.0

and 0.2 in Figure (5.1). The forward speed and flight path angle
responses (diagrams (2) and (3)) are unaffected by m 1 changes,
whereas the pitch attitude response becomes faster as m 1 decreases.
Indeed, for m 1 = 0.2 the pitch response i

lightly damped and

oscillatory, as shown previously by the resonant peak in the
corresponding frequency response.

In order to show the reason for this lightly damped oscillatory mode,
the root-locus for the system Is given as Figure (5.12) for
= 3

= 1 3 , M1

0.2 and g varies from 0.0 to 7.0 insteps of 0.1. The

point which corresponds to g = 2.5 is marked and here the pitch
attitude control-mode has a natural frequency of 3.66 (Rads/s) and a
damping of 0.267. ThIs corresponds exactly to the time response given
by Diagram (1) of Figure (5.11). Figure (5.12) shows how setting
= 0.2 places a transmission zero at (-1/0.2), or -5.0, and it is
this which causes pole pair a to move out around that zero and so
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give a lightly damped control mode for g = 2.5. A higher gain would
move this pole pair further along the root-locus until eventua1ly the
asymptotic form of (5.53), would be reached. This figure also
illustrates the "layered" nature of the root-locus , the pitch
attitude layer being "peeled back" to reveal the other two
control-modes beneath. The slight change in the shape of the bc! of
pole pairs b and c,compared to their bc! In Figure (5.7), is due to
the Interaction which occurs between control-modes (and "layers") at
low feedback gain.

The case study has illustrated the effects of g and m 1 , the extra
measurement gain, and shown the validity of further theoretical
results from chapter 3. This completes the case studies that use the
basic system dynamics only and which illustrate the fundamentals of
the high-gain method. The next case studies illustrate the high-gain
method as It relates to more realistic systems.

5.5 Controller Design with Engine Dynamics Included - Case 3

The objective here is the same as that for case 2, section 5.4.2. It
is required that the pilot has direct control of the pitch attitude
(THETAD), the forward speed (VTKT) and the flight path angle
(GAMMAD). This case study covers step 11 of the method only, but it
uses results from the previous worked example, steps 4 to 10, and so
it is a continuation of that work. The analysis of the system and its
subsequent tuning are described In subsections 5.5.1 and 5.5.2
respectively.
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5.5.1 Analysis of the Asymptotic Root-Locus Structure for the Plant-2
System

The linear aircraft equations, inc1udlng the engine parasitic
dynamics, are given by Table (5.3). To distinguish this plant from
the plant used in the previous two case studies it will be referred
to a Plant-2. The output matrix used for this case study Is the same
as that used for case study 2 and is given by (5.34). Furthermore,
the same extra measurements are taken and so the feedback matrix is
given by (5.43) or (5.45). This in turn yields the sane controller
matrices as given by (5.48) and (5.50). For this case study the
number of plant-2 states is 7 (n=7) and the number of inputs is 3
(m=3). The open-loop elgenvalues for the Plant-2 system in series
with the controller are given below in Table (5.8) (note that adding
the controller introduces three more states, three more poles and
also three more transmission zeros, all due to the integrators).
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Table (5.8)

Elgenval ues

Mode type

-1.0223e-2 +5.0457e-1 j
-l.0223e-2 -5.0457e-1 j

Aircraft rigid body modes

-4. 9380e-1
-2. 1716e-1
-7.4388 +5.4527 j
-7.4388 -5.4527 j

Engine modes

-4 . 9636
0
0

Integrator poles

0

Similarly, the transmission zeros of piant-2 are given below In Table
(5.9)
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Transnii ssi on

Zeros

L•'J

SOUrCe of tile zeros

1.1)

Front the integrators, algebraically

I0

they are equal to -p1, -p 2 arid - p3.

-1.0

From the basic plant-i dynamics,
-______

-1.0

algebraically it is equal to -1/rn1.

-4.6760

From the engine dynamics

12.725
Ihe Markov parameters for this may easily be calculated according to
(3.46) and it may be shown that the first Markov parameter has a rank
detect ol 1 (d 1

=

1) and that the following are of full rank (d 2

and therelore v=2). Equations

(3.47)

and

(3.48)

=

0

may then be used

indicating that there are 6 finite zeros and 4 infinite zeros torming
the closed-loop asymptotic structure. Further calculations shows that
two of the infinite zeros are first-order

(d0 -d 1 = 2)

and two are

second order 2(d 1 -d 2 )=2. All of the infinite zeros, or asymptotes,
conform to pattern A, shown in Figure (3.4).

file second-order pivot point may be approximated using (3.64) where

- ((-7.4388^5.4527j -7.4388-5.4527j - 4.9656) (-12.725 -4.6760 - 1.0))/2

=

-0.7211

. . . (5.51)

Tile Pro Matlab function may also be used to calculate the asymptote
characrteristics and these are given below in Table (5.10).
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fable iiQJ

Pro-Matlab
J'J vot l'oiiits

Equation (5.51)
Asymptote order

Pivot Poi ut Approximation

i-0.4435

I

-

-0.070568

1

-

-0.9442

2

-0.7211

To confirm this asymptotic structure the root-locus of the system has
been plotted and is shown as Figure (5.13) for g varying from 0.1 to
100.0 logarithmically while E =

= 1 3 and m 1 = 1.0. This figure also

displays constant damping lines for damping ratios from 0.0 to 0.9 in
steps of 0.1, where the imaginary axis corresponds to a damping ratio
of 0.0 and the real axis corresponds to a damping ratio of 1.0 or
more.

From this figure it is possible to verify that

the

second-order asymptote arid pivot point have been calculated correctly
and that increasing the gain results in a system containing one
lightly damped second-order control-mode. The other two control-modes
are associated with the first-order asymptotes.

Now that the closed-loop system has been formed, it is necessary to
check the engine dynamics to assess this actuator for compatibility
with the design method (i.e. whether its steady state gain is 1.0).
'the correct actuator gain may be calculated using (3.71) from
subsection 3.4.4. In this instance lip = 3 and nz = 2. The actual
values for p 1 .
give

p3, z 1 and z 2

may be taken from Table (5.9) to
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K ai

52_7)_) ._J 4.9636 1
ft7.4388L t
(4.6760) . (12.725)

=

7.0963
(5.54)

Next, the apparent, actuator gain should be calculated from the
root-locus (Figure (5.13)) using the Pro-Matlab function GMAG which
is described iii section

3.5.

The poles and zeros used to represent

the control mode are given below in Table (5.11) as are the results
for 5 different gains
(g =

io, iu2, i0,

iU

and 1u).

1!

Control niode open-loop poles:

-7.438 ±

5.45'Ij

-4.9636, U, U
Control -mode zeros:

-12.'12b,

-4.6'/60, -1

.0

Feed ha c K
Gain
(g)

Pole on the second
order asymptote

10

-5.7784

± 5.5377j

18.0574

I . 8057

1.9601

± 14.473j

178.478

1. 7848

-0.96612 ± 42.991j

1797.74

1. 7977

-0.79418 ± 134.34j

17992.9

1.7993

-0.7525

17994.5

I . 7995

io2
I

j5

* 424.27j

Gain
Magni tude
(GMAG)

Apparent !ngine
Gain - K
(GMAG/g)

Clearly, the engine does not exhibit a steady state gain of 1.0 as
the apparent engine gain (1.7995) is less than the correct value
(7.0963) by a factor of 3.94458. The discrepancy could be resolved by
multiplying a!! inputs to the engine by 3.94458 or by setting I< of
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equation (5.14) to be 3.94458. This second option will be used here
and it results in B b S , for the engine effects only, being given by

8hs (1 .U673e+O)13.94458
(1.0711e+l)/ 3.94458
(-3.0437e+1)/3.94458

(5.55)

and then Bbs, for all three inputs, can be written as

0

B bs

0

0
2.6129e-3
-3.9209e-1
-6.7902e-2

2.7057e-1
2.7150e^O
-7.7162e^0

-1.2823e-1
-9.8574e-2
-3.9692e-1

(5.56)

Clearly Bbs is in the required form of (3.1) already and as F 2 was
defined by (5.45), then for m 1

=

I the controller matrices K and Kj

are given by

=

2.9109e-1
2.4881e+0
8.7590e-1

3.6012e-2
-4.0536e+0
-6.6139e-3

5.6917e-3
7.0254e-2
-l.2267e-1

0
' 0

0

o

o

0
0
03

(5.57)

and
K1

=

3.6012e-2
-4.0536e+0
-6.6139e-3

5.6917e-3
7. 0254e-2
-1. 2267e-1
01
0

0

0

p1

0

o

o

0
03

0
0

2.9109e-1
2.4881e+()
8.7590e-1

0
0
p2 0
0
p3

(5.58)

These "new gain matrices do not alter the root-locus structure as
they simply Increase the gains that effect the engine by 3.94458.
This can be verified by comparing (5.57) and (5.58) with (5.48) and
(5.49) which shows the top row of each "new" controller matrix to be

larger by 3.94458. Figure (5.14) shows the root-locus tor this system
which has the same structure as the previous root-locus (Figure
(5.13)); both figures being generated for the same range of gains and
with E

=

representing

1 3 and m 1

the

=

second

1.0.

The main difference is that the poles

order control-mode have progressed turther
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along their asymptotes as they are affected by the increased engine
gain.

The gain miglii tude of the engine may be cal ctiiated once agai ri and the
results are tabulated below in Table (5.12)

Table (5i)

Ieedback
gain
(g)

10

Pole on the secondorder asymptote

-2.9942 ±

10 2-1.2198

±

Gain
Magnitude
(GMAG)

9.4176

27.418

-0.8265 ± 84.551

69.6476
706.550

Apparent Engine
gain - K
(GMAG/g)

6.9647
7.0655

7095.18

7.0952

266.53

70983.9

7.0984

-0.77367 ± 842.57

70987.2

7.0987

1o 4-0.77863

*

Clearly, the apparent engine gain is now correct as it compares
almost exactly with kal given by (5.54).

Figure 5.15 shows the same root-locus in more detail for g varying
from 0.0 to 14.0 in steps of 0.1 while E =

= 1 3 and m 1 = 1.0. Pole

pairs b and c behave very similarly to their equivalents in Figure
(5.7), but both poles of pair a are heading towards the transmission
zeros at -1.0. In addition to this there are various pole-to-pole and
pole-to-zero interactions occuring on the real axis which are not
described in detail here. It is clear that even this relatively
simple root-locus has some complex features at low gain which can be
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investigated using root-loci with fine gain steps. However, whilst
this phenomena can be of general interest, they do not yield any
additional insight to the control system designer at this stage.
Consequently, detailed analyses of the various interactions which
occur iii root-loci will not he given for every root-locus diagram
hereafter.

5.5.2_Invesgation of thec sed-Lo2p'erfojitflCe and Tuning

Setting the parameter Re to give a steady state engine gain of 1.0
also defines the core of the controller matrices. The design can now
proceed with selection of the tuning parameter, but first certain
relationslups must be established. These are the relationships
between control-mode performance,

asymptote sets

and

tuning

parameters.

The relationships between tuning parameters and the two control-modes
associated with the two first-order asymptotes has already been
described in section 5.4. These relationships still hold for this
case study. Consequently the emphasis here will be upon the effects
of'

the engine dynamics and the second-order asymptotes.

Effects of g

Figure (5.16) shows the frequency response of the closed-loop
transfer function matrix for gains of 2.5, 5.0 and 10.0 where
= E

13 and m 1 = 1.0.

To prevent crowding the individual

sub-diagrams, only cross-coupling t'or the gain = 5.0 case is shown.
From this figure it is possible to match the flight path angle
control-mode with the second-order asymptotic pole pair caused by
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the engine dynamics. This is sensible as the vertical motion is still
dominated by the thrust effects at this flight condition. The
second-order asymptotic pole pair are the dominant complex conjugate
pole pair within this control-mode. The characteristics of this
control-mode are taken from the frequency response and tabulated
below (Table 5.13) alongside the equivalent results derived from
equations (3.73), (3.74) and (3.75).

Table (5.13)

Analysis of the second-order control-mode for gain = 10.0
Closed loop pole:

-2.9942 * 9.4176j

Natural frequency (w a ):

9.8821 rads/s

Damping ratio (c):

0.30299

Characteristic

Bandwidth (rad/s) [wb]

Graph i cal

13.12

Theoretical

14.345

Peak frequency (rad/s) [wJ

8.70

8.9289

Peak magnitude

3.75

5.2318

NB:
Discrepancies between the two sets of results are to be expected as
the control-mode may not be totally dominated by the complex
conjugate pole pair, as described in the section 3.6.
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The cross coupling in diagram (3) does not reduce at all frequencies
as the gain increases, unlike the cross coupling in diagrams (1) and

(2) .

111gb

gal us

cause

resonarice

as

flight

the

path

arigi e

control-mode becomes lightly damped. This resonance causes high
cross
eveit though cross

coupling levels at the resonant frequency (W p ).

coupling is reduced at other frequencies. The cross coupling from
flight path angle into pitch attitude is high for the g = 5.0 case
reaching 5.7 dB (a magnitude ratio of 1.93). This untuned design is
clearly unacceptable due to cross coupling levels.

The effect of increasing the gain is also illustrated in Figure
(5.17) which shows the step response matrix of the transfer function
for gains of 2.5, 5.0 and 10.0 (once again E =

= 1 3 and m 1 = 1.0).

This shows the speed of response increasing with gain in uiagrams
and

(2)

(3) but no speed of response change in diagram (1), as expected.

Clearly, cross coupling levels are reducing as the gain increases,
but the flight path angle control-mode also becomes oscillatory.

Effects of

Plotting the frequency response of the closed-loop transfer function
matrix whilst varying the diagonal elements of

establishes the

association between tuning parameters and asymptote sets. The results
are summarised in Table (5.14) below

* Resonance - this refers to peaks in the magnitude of any response
due to lightly damped poles, both on-diagonal and
off-diagonal transfer-function elements.
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Table 5.14

Control-mode

Tuning parametex

Actuator/asymptote set

Pitch attitude

01

Tailplane/first-order

Forward Speed

°2

Nozzle angle/first-order

Flight Path Angle

03

Engine (thrust)/second-order

Effects of m

Figure (5.18) shows the frequency response of the closed-loop
transfer function matrix for a gain of 5.0, with E =

= 1 3 and m1

varying (m 1 = 2.0, 1.0 and 0.2). Features illustrated by diagrams (1)
and (2) are the same as their equivalents in Figure (5.10); the
accompanying explanation is also the same. The main feature to note
in diagram (3) is that cross coupling into pitch angle from flight
path angle is reduced at low frequencies, but remains high at
approximately 5 rads/s due to the resonance present in the pitch
angle control-mode.

Figure (5.19) shows the step response of exactly the same system (for
the same tuning parameter values). It illustrates the increase in
speed of response of the pitch angle control-mode and the
accompanying decrease in damping (diagram (1)) as well as a decrease
in cross coupling (diagram (3)) which is also accompanied by a
decrease in damping.
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Figure (5.20) shows the root-locus for the plant-2 system with g
varying from 0.1 to 100.0 logarithmically, m 1 = 0.2 and E =

= 13.

Clearly, the pitch angle control-mode is dominated by pole pair a
which give a lightly damped response for g = 5 as marked on the
tigure. However, it also becomes apparent that increasing 01 (which
is associated with the pitch angle control-mode) will move pole pair
a to the left giving a less oscillatory response,

y_njig__t heUl osecl-loo p s ys tern

Having analysed the various affects of the tuning parameters it is
now possible to tune the closed-loop system with a tull understanding
of the approach. The method described in section 3.6 is to choose a
minimum damping level to tune to and the level chosen here is c

0.6

(this allows a tast speed of response without the draw back of a
large overshoot and a long settling time). The two control-modes
associated with the first-order asymptotes could theoretically be
tuned to give very high bandwidths but a bandwidth of 5 rad/s is
sufficient for this example.

The forward speed control-mode has an asymptotic transfer function
identical to (5.30) and so here 02 is set to be 1.0 and g is set to
be 5.0. The pitch angle control-mode has an asymptotic transfer
function identical to (5.53) and so m 1 is set to be 0.2. In order to
prevent the pitch angle control-mode from being lightly damped o
will be set to 5.0. The last tuning parameter to be set here is 03
which was varied until the complex conjugate pole pair associated
with the second-order asymptote (and the flight path angle
control-mode) had a damping ratio or 0.6. The setting to give this is
03 = 0.3222 (The parameter

= 1 3 as before).
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Figure (5.21) shows the root-locus for this tuned system with g
varying from 0.1 to 100.0 logarithmically. The asymptotic structure
is identical to that of the untuiied system hut clearly the root-locus
is oC a quite different shape. The open-loop engine poles no longer
form the second-order asymptote and it is formed by two di fferent
poles (pole pair a of Figure (5.20)). However this "shape change"
does not affect the relationships defined in Table (5.14).

Figure (5.22) shows the root-locus for this tuned system and it is
clear that the cross coupling is now down to an acceptable level. The
bandwidths of the pitch angle and forward speed responses are 6.6985
and 6.2905 respectively as expected and the bandwidth of the flight
path angle control mode is 2.8683.

The complex conjugate pole associated with this control-mode is
-4.9288± 6.5717j which has a natural frequency of 8.2147 rads/s and a
damping ratio of exactly 0.6. Applying (3.75) gives the theoretical
bandwidths of 9.4325 which is clearly very different from the actual
value. The conclusion is that the complex conjugate pole pair are not
the dominant poles of this control-mode.

Figure (5.23) shows the frequency response of the closed-loop
transfer function matrix with the same tuning parameter settings as
those used for Figure (3.22). but

03

is varied from its original

setting of 0.3222 to 0.7 and 1.1. Clearly, the bandwidth increases as
03 increases but unfortunately the CrOSS coupling into forward speed
and pitch angle also increases. Setting 03 = 0.7 gives adequate
improvement in bandwidth for the flight path angle response, and yet
maintains cross couplings below -10 dR (30%) at the resonant
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fr(qtlency. This is a clear example or a perrormance

versus cross

coupling trade-off where the designer would exercise judgement.

Figure (5.24 ) shows the step response for this design which is
acceptable except for the slight overshoot apparent in the roi'wai'd

speed and the flight path angle responses. This may be i'educed by
setting

= 0.2 and

p3 = 0.2. As the pitch angle response is

acceptable p1 will not be altered. Figure (5.25) shows the step
response for this final design with the previous step response ( =
1 3 ) overlaid for comparison. The root-locus for the final design has
the same general shape and characteristics as the root-locus shown by
Figure (5.21) and so it is not shown here. The frequency response of
the closed-loop transfer function for the final design is very
similar to the response for 0 3 = 0.7 shown in Figure (5.23) and so it
is also not shown here. Table (5.15) below gives various pertormance
parameters for the final closed-loop system.

The phase margin here is calculated at the bandwidth frequency as
not every magnitude curve passes through 0dB. This is a more severe
ci' i t e r ion.

(Note for Table (5.15), see overleaf)
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1e5.1 5)

Performance
parameter

Pitch attitude
control -mode

Bandwidth (rad/s)

Forward speed
cont rol -mode

6.8686

5.5506

(deg) 111.8°

3l.o0

Flight path
angle
control -mode

6.3453

Gain Margin (dR)
Phase margin

91.6°

Maximum cross
coupling to:

Pitch Attitude (dB)

-

-28.23

-9.996

Forward speed (dB)

-18.57

-

-9.826

Flight path
angle

-20.06

-25.84

-

(dB)

It is clear from Table (5.15) that the closed-loop system performance
is good. (this is confirmed by the design objectives in Chapter 6)
the bandwidths are adequate, the gain and phase margins are high and
cross coupling levels are low. The closed-loop transfer function
matrix is diagonally dominant and exhibits good tracking control up
to 5-6 rad/s followed by a smooth roll oft.
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This case study has illustrated the effects of adding the engine
dynamics and how the method copes with the related problems. Recovery
of the steady state engine gain was demonstrated early on using
results from section 3.5. The controller was then tuned using tuning
criteria from section 3.6 and the effects of a non-complex dominant
mode were shown. The final result was simple to achieve and at each
stage the designer was aware of the effects that his decisions would
have on the system performance. Furthermore, an engineering trade-off
became apparent during the design which was clear to the designer.
leaving him in control of the final design.

5.6 Controller Design with the Full Actuation System
Included - Case 4

The objective here is the same as that for case 2, section 5.4.2. It
is required that the pilot has direct control of the pitch attitude
(THETAD), the forward speed (VTKT) and the flight path angle
(GAMMAD). This case study, like case 3, covers step 11 of the method
only. It not only draws upon results from the case 2 worked example
(steps 4 to 10) but it also draws upon results from the case 3 worked
example. This is a continuation of the work presented as case 3 and
case 4 and may be considered as the culmination of the work as all
the actuator dynamics are included. The analysis of the system and
its subsequent tuning are described in subsections 5.6.1 and 5.6.2
respectively.

-2115.6.1 Analysis of the Asymptotic Root-locus Structure for the plant-3
system

The .1 inear ai rcraft equat i oiis, mci

U(1J iig

the ergi ne parasi tic

dynamics, are given by Table (5.3). However, this does not include

the

dynamics which represent the tailpiane actuation system (see

subsection 4.6.1), the nozzle actuation system (see subsection 4.6.5)
and the engine servo system (see subsection 4.6.6). The actuator
dynamics are summarised in Table (4.3) and it is these dynamics which
are added to the pIant-2 system, given in Table (5.4). This new
composite system will be referred to as plant-3.

It should be mentioned here that the GVAM87 splits the front and rear
reaction control signals and puts them through simple first order lag
actuation models with different time constants (0.025 and 0.02
respectively) . This is neither convenient nor necessary here as the
pitch actuators are very fast arid very well separated from the
open-loop aircraft rigid body dynamics. Consequently, to simplify the
implementation in Pro-Natiab the entire "pitch-motivator" signal will
be passed through a first order lag with a time constant of (0.025).
The time constant of 0.025 was chosen as a worst case. Table (5.16)
below contains the A and B niatrices of the actuators which were added
to plant-2 to form plant-3.

The output matrix used for this case study is the same as that used
for case study 2 and it is given by (5.34). The same extra
measurements are taken and so the feedback matrix is given by (5.43)
and (5.45). This in turn yields the same controller matrices as given
by (5.48) and (5.50). For this case study the number of plant-3
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states is 13 (ri=13) arid the number of inputs is 3 (m=3). The
open-loop elgenvalues for the plant 3 systenis in series with the
controller are given below in Table (5.17).

Table (5.16)
A Matrix:
-11.5
1.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

-100.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
-16.5 -157.51 -500.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
1.0
0.0
0.0
1.0
0.0
0.0 -40.0
0.0
0.0

B Matrix:
1.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
1.0

0.0
0.0
1.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

-

C Matrix:
0.0
0.0
0.0

100.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0 500.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
40.0
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Table [5.17)

mode type

Eigenval ues

l.0223e-2 + 5.0457e-lj
-1.0223e-2 - 5.0457e-lj

Aircraft rigid body modes

-4. 938oe-1
-2. 1716e-1

7.4388

+ 5.4527j

7 .43888

- 5.4527j

Engine modes

-4 .9656

Engine
-5 . 75

+ 8.182j

-5. 75

- 8.182j

-5.75

+ 8.182j

-5.75

- 8.182j

Actuation
System

Engine servo

Nozzle servo
Nozzle
________________ Actuation

System

-5.0

Alrmotor lag

-40.0

Pitch motivator lag
(tailpiane and reaction controls)

0
0

Integrator poles

0

Similarly, the transmission zeros of Plant-2 are given below in Table
(5.18).
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Table

Transmission zeros

181

Source 01 the zeros

-1.0

From the integrators, algebraically

-1.0

they are equal to -p1, -p 2 , -p3

-1.0

)

-1.0

From the basic plant dynamics,
This is caused
by extra measurement feedback.
Algebraically it is equal to -1/m1.

_4.6760)

From the engine dynamics

-12. 725

The Markov parameters for this system may easily be calculated
according to (3.45) and it may be shown that the first Markov
parameter has a rank defect of three (d 1 = 3) and the next two Markov
parameters have rank defects of 2 each (d 2d3 = 2) whilst the
fourth Markov parameter is full rank (d 4 = 0 and therefore v = 4).
Equation (3.47) and (3.48) may then be used indicating that there are
6 finite zeros and 10 infinite zeros forming the closed-loop
asymptotic structure. Further calculation shows that there are two
second-order infinite zeros (2(d1-d2)=2) and eight fourth-order
infinite zeros (4 (d 3 -d 4 ) = 8).
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Each set of itilinite zeros, or each asymptote set, conforms to
pattern A, shown In Figure (3.4).

The pivot po I rits may he approxi mated using (3.64) as follows

((-40.0) -

( 1.0 - 1.0)/2 = -19.0

. . . (5.59)

PP2 = ((-5.75+8.182j-5.75-8.182j-5.75-8.182j--5.0)-L1.0))/4
= -3.875
(5.60)

PP3 =
((-7.4388+5 .4527j-7.4388-5.4527j-4 .9656-5.75+8. 182j-5. 75-8. 182j)
(-12.725--4.676-l.0))/4 = -3.2355
(5.61)

The Pro-Matlab function ASYMPTOTES may also be used to calculate the
asymptote characteristics and these are given below in Table (5.19).

Table (5.19)

Pro-Matlab
pivot points

Asymptote order

Actuator

Equation (3.64)
pivot-point
approximation

-19.21

2

Tailplane

-19.0

-3.952

4

Nozzle

-3.875

-3.293

4

Engine

-3.2355
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There is obviously good correlation between the Pro-Matlab results
and the approximation. To confirm this asymptotic strucure the
root locus of the system has been plotted as Figure (5.26) for g
varying from 0.1 to 100.0 logarithmically and for

=

= 13 . m1 =

1.0. From this figure it is possible to verify that the asymptote
order and pivot points have been calculated correctly (setting a very
high gain, so that the root-loci draw near to the asymptotes, enables
the pivot points to be checked by utilising the simple geometry of
the asymptote sets). Clearly, the closed-loop system becomes unstable
at high gain due to the two fourth-order asymptotes which cross the
imaginary axis.

it is possible to find the gain at which stability is lost using the
root-locus and small gain steps.

Pole pair a become unstable f'or g > 24.16 and pole pair b become
unstable for g > 6.118. Pole pairs c and d are the second order servo
poles and they complete the other two branches of the two fourth
order asymptote sets. Pole C is the pitch motivation pole, pole pair
a are the engine poles, and pole pair f are the second order
asymptotic poles. The root-locus has been replotted using a different
set of axes to show the fourth order asymptotes in more detail
(Figure (5.27)).

Now that the closed-loop system has been formed, it is possible to
check each asymptote set to verify that the associated actuators are
compatible with the high-gain method. All the actuators that have
been added, excluding the engine, have been given a steady state gain
of 1.0. This means that no checks actually need to be performed as
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the engine has already been assessed in subsection 5.5.1 and the
results of that subsection may be applied here directly. Figure
(5. 28) shows the root-locus of the system using the correct steady
state engine gain (all the other parameters are the sante as for
Figure (5.26)).

It is possible to find the gain at which stability is lost as
described before (subsection 5.5.1). Pole pair a become unstable for
g > 6.3898 and pole pair b become unstable for g > 6.2892. Slight
differences in the root-locus shape can be seen when comparing
Figures (5.26) and (5.28), but the most significant difference is
that pole pair a and pole pair c now move considerably further due to
the engine gain being increased. Pole pair g have also been labelled
on this figure as they represent the pitch attitude mode and they are
referred to later.

This particular change shows that pole pair a and pole pair c are
part of the same asymptote set and they form the fourth-order
asymptotes that have a pivot point at -3.293. Likewise, pole pairs b
and d form the fourth order asymptote set that has a pivot-point at
-3.952 and finally pole pair f form the second order asymptote set
that has a pivot-point at 19.21.

5.6.2 Investigation of the Closed-Loop Performance and Tuning

The first step is to establish the relationships between the tuning
parameters, the control-modes and the asymptote sets.
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Gain Effects

Figures (5.29a) and

(5.29h)

show the

frequency

response of the

closed-loop transfer-function matrix for gains of 2.5 and 5.0
respectively, where

=

= 1 3 and

n

= 1.0. The two ligures are

not overlaid this time as the resul ting I igure would be confusing.
The figures show that for g =

2.5

the pitch attitude is secondorder

dominant and lightly damped, whereas for g = 5.0 the pitch attitude
response nears its asymptotic form and becomes heavily damped,
approximating a first-order response. The figures also show that both
the forward speed and the flight path angle responses are secondorder dominant and lightly damped.

Another feature to note is that cross coupling is high between every
input and output, especially cross coupling into flight path angle.
E'urthermore, increasing the gain reduces the cross coupling at low
frequencies but actually increases it where there is resonance (and
at frequencies higher than the resonant frequency). There are also
"troughs" of' anti-resonance caused by interact ions between the poles
and the zeros.

The most important information to come from the figure is the
connection between asymptote sets and control-modes. This connection
is easily found by examining the bandwidth (w 8 ),

peak frequency (Wp)

and peak magnitude (Mn) of each response and comparing them to
results derived from equatIons (3.73),

(3.74)

and

(3.75)

using the

dominant poles. The dominant complex conjugate pole pairs are shown
below in Table (5.20) for the two different gains.
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Thi j5.20J

g = 2.5

g = 5.0

a/Erigiiie

-2.5625 ± 4.7939j

-0.63461 ± 5.7668j

b/Nozzle

-1.0347 ± 2.5646j

-0.35163 ± 4.2894j

Pole pair/actuator

-0.48406 ± 1.2675if1inant mode is not complexj

This pole pair (g) is not actually directly associated with an
actuator pole pair.

The corresponding theoretical values of w b, W p and M are given below
in Table (5.21) for the two different gains.

Table_(:J

Pole pair/actuator gain
b
1
_________________ ______ ____________

Wp

(dIs)

M

(ed/)

a/Engine

2.5

7.0864

4.0515

3.0642

b/nozzle

2.5

3.8641

2.3467

3.9451

g -

2.5

1.9153

1.1714

4.2075

a/engine

5.0

8.9380

5.7318

13.305

b/nozzle

5.0

6.6556

4.2750

15.793

g/-

5.0

-

-

-

The graphical values of wb,

and

from Figure (5.29a) and (5.29b)

are now given, for each control-mode and each of the two gains, in
Table (5.22) below.
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f-ihIe.J5 ?)_

Control-mode

gain
__________

Ub

f)P

M
__________

_0.285*

Flight path angle

2.5

5.80

3.39w

Forward speed

2.5

4.88

2.56

7.22

Pitch attitude

2.5

1.99

1.26

3.72

Flight path angle

5.0

8.14

4.50

10.69

Forward speed

5.0

7.32

4.50

15.29

Pitch attitude

5.0

-

-

-

Up and M t'or g = 2.5 (Night path angle control-mode) are taken
Irom the second peak on diagram (3), Figure (5.29a).

Allowing tor the crude trequency step used tor the trequency
response, and the tact that each pole pair may not be completely
dominant in each control mode, there is a clear correlation between
control-modes and pole pairs. This links each control-mode to its
dominant poles and hence in two cases to its dominant actuator (the
tailpiane dynamics only dominate it higher gains are achieved). The
two tables (5.22) and (5.22) have been ordered such that the link is
between corresponding rows (i.e. Flight path angle control-mode and
pole pair a, forward speed control-mode and pole pair b, pitch
attitude control-mode and pole pair g).
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Ettects or

Plot. t i ng the 1 reqtieii(;y respOlise

(11

the ci osed I OO[) tr1i1S1(,r I UiiCt WI

matrix whilst varying the diagonal elements or E establishes the
associati oii between the tuning parameters and the control-modes. A
similar procedure using the root-locus diagram establishes the
association between tuning parameters and asymptote sets. These
results are summarised below in Table (5.23).

'fJ53J

Control -mode
Pole-Pairs

luning
'arameter

01

Actuator

Asymptote
Pivot-point

Asymptote
Order

Set

Tailplane

-19.21

2nd

1

Nozzle

-3.952

4th

b & d

Flight path angflo 3Engine

-3.213

4th

a & c

Pitch attitude
Forward speed

Clearly, this delines the link between control-modes, asymptote sets
and tuning parameters.

The previous case study also assessed the effects on the closed-loop
system or changing the extra measurement teedback gain m 1 . This is
not necessary here as the effects on this closed-loop system will be
basically the same. Consequently, tuning of the closed-loop system
can now proceed.
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Tuning the Closed loop System

Having analysed the various effects of the tuning parameters it is
now possible to tune the closed-loop system with a full understanding
of the approach. The method described in section 3.6 is to select a
minimum damping level. In this case there are three lightly damped
pole pairs which can be tuned to a minimum damping criteria. Once
again, the desired minimum damping level is 0.6 (O.6). The desired
bandwidth chosen here is 5 rad/s for each control-mode.

The pitch rate control-mode has an asymptotic transfer function given
approximately by (5.30) and so here m 1 is set to be 0.2 to achieve a
bandwidth of 5.0 rad/s. However, it has already been seen that
setting m 1 alone can give oscillatory results (subsections 54.2 and

5.5.2) and so here o is increased to 5.0. This ensures that the pole
pair which are dominant in the pitch attitude control-mode are not
lightly damped. These two changes will alter the shape of the
root-locus and so °2 and 03 are not changed at this stage, however it
is appropriate to decrease the level of integral action as before,
giving

Pj

P2

P3 = 0.2.

The root-locus for this closed-loop system is shown as Figure (5.30)
for g varying from 0.1 to 100.0 logarithmically. The asymptotic
root-locus structure has changed due to the movement of the four
transmission zeros at -1/rn 1 , -p1, -p2 and -p3. The new asymptote
pivot-points are only slightly different and they are given below in
Table (5.24) for comparison with those given in Table (5.19).
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Tubi

Pro-Matlab
Pivot-points

e(

Asymptote order

5. 24)

Actuator

Equation (3.64)
Pivot-point
approximation

17.0

-17.64

2

Tailplane

-3.892

4

Nozzle

4.075

3.89

4

Engine

3.4356

Although the asymptotic structure has changed little, the root-locus
shape is quite different now to that shown by Figure (5.2.8). The
main feature to note here is that pole pair a reach a maximum damping
ot only 0.51 which is less than the desired maximum damping level.
This asymptote set is dominated by the engine dynamics and so it is
clear here that the engine dynamics are limiting the performance of
the closed loop system by producing lightly damped modes. This
insight conies trom using the high-gain method and would probably not
be given using other methods.

The initial design point now is to achieve damping ot 0.5 for pole
pair a and damping of 0.6 for pole pair b as shown on Figure (5.30).
This was performed by setting g = 2.5, 0 2 = 0.8 and 03 = 0.1, with
other parameters remaining unchanged. The frequency response of the
resulting closed-loop transfer function matrix is shown as Figure
(5.31). Clearly,

the pitch attitude control-mode gives a fast

tracking response but also high cross coupling into the other two
outputs. Indeed, the bandwidth of 7.57 rad/s is really too high. The
forward speed control--mode exhibi Is good performance. iow cross
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coupling into the other two outputs arid a bandwi dth of 3.90 rad/s.
The flight path angle control-mode exhibits low cross coupling Into
the other two outputs but also a very low bandwidth (1.94 rad/s). The
two pole pairs a and b are given below in Table (5.2.5) along with
the performance characteristics that would normally be associated
with them as dominant modes (this is calculated using equations
(3.73), (3.74) and (3.75).

Tab I eJ 5

Characteristics

Actual value

Pole pair a

-3.3694 ± 5.8266j

Pole pair h

-1.9087 * 2.5091j

Natural frequency (w a )

6.7307 rad/s

3.1526 rad/s

Damping

0.5

0.6

Theoretical bandwidth ( w b) 8.561 rac.lf'
Theoretical peak
frequency (W p )
Theoretical peak
magnitude (Mr)

radf
1.155

3.620 radfs

1.668rad15
1.042

The flight path angle control-mode was previously dominated by pole
pair a but Table (5.25) shows that this is no longer the case. This
control-mode must therefore be dominated by a pole on the real axis
which allows the associated tuning parameter gain to be increased.
Consequently 0 3 should he increased to achieve a bandwidth 5.0 rad/s
for this control-mode. The forward speed control-mode has a bandwidth
of 3.90 rad/s, a peak magni tude of 1 .04 and a peak frequency of 1 .68
ra(I/s which shows excellent correlation with the

equivalent

theoretical results for pole pair b given in Table (5.25). This
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mica tes

I

hat 1)010 pair h aro the domi iiant poles of

the

forward

speed control-mode. The system should now be tuned by decreasing 1
and 01 to achieve a bandwidth of 5.0 rad/s for the pitch attitude
control-mode, increasing °2 to achieve bandwidth of 5.0 rad/s

for

the

forward speed control-mode and by increasing 03 to achieve a
bandwidth of 5.0 rad/s for the flight path angle control-mode.

The frequency response of the new tuned system is given as Figure
(5.32) and it shows a good response generally with seemingly high
cross coupling from pitch attitude demands into forward speed and
especially flight path angle demands into the other two outputs. The
bandwidths were not tuned to be exactly 5.0 rad/s but they are all
close to this value as can be seen from Table (5.26) below.

Table_()

Control-mode

bandwidth (rad/s)

Pitch attitude

5.6614

Forward speed

5.0171

Flight path angle

5.2424

The parameters that give this response are g = 2.5, m 1 = 0.25,
diag (4.0, 1.05, 0.85) and

=

= diag (0.2, 0.2, 0.2). Figure (5.33)

shows the step response of this system which exhibits quite lightly
damped behaviour in diagram (1) and diagram (2) where the two most
lightly damped modes are beginning to increase in dominance as the
gain is increased. The solution to this is to reduce °2 and 03
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slightly to obtain a satisfactory step response, but this also
reduces the bandwidth of the forward speed mode. The final setting is
= diag (4.0, 0.7, 0.75) and all the other parameters are as given
above.

Figure (5.34) shows the frequency response for this system and Figure
(5.35) shows Its step response. Table (5.27) below gives various
performance parameters for the final design. It should be noted that
the gain and phase margins are all better than 6d13 and 45°
respectively, This satisfies part of the design requirements as will
be described later in Chapter 6.

Table_(5.27j

Performance
parameter

itch attitude
ontrol-mode

forward speed Flight path
angle
control mode
control -mode

5.70

3.34

4.45

Gain margin (dB)

19.59

10.11

7.23

Phase margin (deg)

86.60°

55.61°

Bandwidth (rad/s)

50.48°

Maximum cross
coupling to:

Pitch attitude (dB)

-

Forward speed (dB)

-7.84

Flight path angle (dB)

-15.7

-28.5
-32.0

-2.06
-2.62
-

From the step response (Figure (5.35)) it is evident that the cross
coupling levels (diagrams (1) and (3)) are not as severe as those
shown by the frequency response (Figure (5.34) . diagrams (1) and
(3)). This is because the high cross coupling levels indicated in the
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frequency

respons&

V igure

are

at

high

frequeiici es

(approx 5 rad/s) and a step input is not a sustained high frequency
input. Furthermore, cross coupling Into forward speed is negligible
when the actual units are considered as described previously in
subsection 5.4.1. Conversely though, cross coupling from forward
speed into the other two outputs will be higher, in real terms, when
the actual units are considered.

The final design indicates that high frequency flight path tracking
tasks will result in relatively high levels of cross coupling.
However it should be noted that at this flight condition it Is not
necessary to he able to track a flight path command at 0.71 Hz (4.45
rad/s). Furthermore, the main actuators used for flight path and
speed changes are the nozzle and engine which are relatively slow to
respond as they were not originally designed to operate at such high
frequencies. This indicates that there is a trade-off here between
speed of response (in terms of bandwidth) and quality of response (in
terms of cross coupling levels). Indeed, by detuning this system to a
lower bandwidth cross coupling levels can be reduced slightly.

Unfortunately, though, the reduction in cross coupling is not as
great as the reduction in performance and this can lead to poor
handling qualities. This fact was demonstrated in the AFTI/F-16
programme [Anderson et al], where it was stated that ". . . decoupled
purity was not as important as adequate control bandwidth in
producing a useful control capability for many tasks'

(see also

subsection 6.2.1 (d)). Consequently, the final word on the trade-off
rests with the handling qualities test pilot, but, the control law
designer has full engineering insight into the trade-off when using
the high-gain method.
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This case study has illustrated the effects of adding complex
actuator dynamics to the basic system and has shown how the high-gain
method deals with the added complexity. After the asymptotic
structure was analysed various tuning parameter effects were
investigated.

This

revealed the associations

between

tuning

pat ameters, asymptote sets, actuators and control-modes. Knowledge of
these associations enabled the complex system to be tuned to achieve
a satisfactory performance and also exposed a fundamental engineering
trade-off. Throughout the design the designer was aware of various
trade-otf°s and consequently was able to retain control over the final
solution.

5.7 Analysis of Controller Robustness to Plant Changes - case 5

This section contains a simple analysis of controller robustness to
plant dynamic changes. A linear model was derived from GVAM87 at 100
Kts flying straight and level at 8° angle of incidence. Thus, the 100
Kts flight condition only differed from the 120 Kts flight condition
due to speed and actuator settings. A linear model was derived, and
its plant and input matrices are given overleaf in Table (5.28). The
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standard elevator, nozzle servo and engine servo actuators were added
and this plant will be referred to as plant-4. The controller which
has been designed for the 120 Kts flight case with full actuators is
used in conjunction with this plant at a different flight condition
(i.e. at an 'ott-design" flight condition). The parameter settings
are identical to those used for the final design and so the results
may be compared to those achieved in the final design.

The frequency response of the transfer function matrix is shown as
Figure (5.36) and the step response is shown as Figure (5.37). These
two figures may be compared directly to Figures (5.34) and (5.35)
respectively. The frequency responses are of the same basic shape
though the off-design case is clearly nore lightly damped, it
exhibits more cross coupling generally and the bandwidths are also
slightly different. The step responses show this decrease in damping
and increase in cross coupling also.

The speed of response of the off-design case is acceptable but the
stability, in terms of damping, is not acceptable. The deterioration
in performance progresses as the off-design flight case moves further
from the on-design condition,as expected. However, the deterioration
is more severe when the on-design controller is highly tuned, as in
this case. This clearly indicates a trade-off between performance (in
terms of highly tuned controllers for maximum speed of response)
versus robustness (in terms of stability at off-design flight
conditions). This is particularly important here as the final
controller will be gain scheduling between on-design spot point
controllers as the airspeed changes (airspeed changes coincide with
flight condition changes under certain circumstances which are
explained in chapter 7).
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The gain sche(luJ I iig controller will vary the gains from one oii-des i go
flight condition to another smoothly using linear interpolation.
Consequently, there will be less of a disparity between the
controller and the flight condition at off-design points when gain
scheduling is used than in this example where the controller gains
were not altered at all. Consequently, using less highly tuned
controllers with on-design spot points 40 Kts apart should give
satisfactory performance when scheduling with air speed. The 40 Kts
gap between on-design flight conditions is based on the tact that a
20 Kts gap (as used in this example) will give satisfactory
performance if the controller is less highly tuned. Therefore 40 Kts
gaps will ensure that the controller is never further than 20 Kts
from an on-design condition.
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The last feature to note concerning robustness, as defined here, is
that it alters with flight condition. The early part of the flight
envelope 0 - 80 Kts shows as much dynamic change as the next 40 Kts
(80-120 Kts) and the dynamics change completely In the next 20 Kts
(120-140 Kts). This indicates that there is an optimum step length
for gain scheduling which varies depending upon two factors. The
first is the amount of significant changes in dynamics that occur as
the scheduling variable changes; a type of sensitivity function. The
second factor is in the hands of the designer as it concerns the
off-design performance of the controller. A finite number of
on-design spot point controllers implies that the controller is
usually working in off-design conditions. Hence the 'performance
versus robustness" tade-off translates into a "performance versus
number of design points' trade-off. The conclusion here is that high
performance highly tuned controllers will require many design points
which is not possible In this study. Therefore moderately tuned
controllers will be used throughout this study.

Clearly, the high-gain method can produce robust controllers which
function satisfactorily at off-design flight conditions. Furthermore,
the high-gain method enables important robustness trade-offs to be
viewed and exploited by the designer.

5.8 Design of Dynamic Comnsators for
High-Gain MIMO Systems - Case 6

in this section a slightly clitrerent design case is used to
illustrate the way in which dynamic compensation can be designed for
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MIMO systems using simple SISO techniques. The flight case used is
for straight and level flight at 8° angle of incidence as before, but
at 136 Kts; 16 Kts faster than the flight condition defined at the
start of this chapter. This faster flight condition generates greater
wing lift and so the supportive thrust requirement is reduced. This
requires a lower throttle setting which places the engine dynamics in
the 'governor off" section of the throttle-to-thrust curve (close to
point A' on Figure (4.8). This small change in tlight condition
causes a gross change In engine dynamics which makes the control
problem even more difficuit. A dynamic compensator is designed here
to show how such difficulties may be overcome.

The plant and input matrices are given below in Table (5.29) for this
new design case. The plant will be referred to as plant-6. The
open-loop eigenvalues for this plant are given below in Table (5.30)
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-235Table (5.30

Elgenvalues

mode type

-4.7961e-1 * 6.3491e-lj
-7.8088e-2

Aircraft rigid body modes

1 . 9590e-1

-4.0671
-3.0613

Engine modes

-13.333

Engine
Actuation
System

-5.75 ± 8.1823

Engine Servo

-5.75 * 8.182j

Nozzle servo

Nozzle
Actuation

-5.0

Air motor lag

System

-40.0

Pitch motivator lag
(tailplane and reaction
controls)

0
o

Integrator poles

0

The open-loop poles can be compared to those given for the 120 Kts
flight case in Table (5.17). This reveals that the aircraft rigid
body modes have altered slightly and that the aircraft is open-loop
unstable. However the most significant difference is that the engine
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mode no longer contains a complex conjugate pole pair as the two
poles have migrated onto the real-axis, as shown previously in Figure
(4.9). The transmission zeros are essentially identical to those
derived In case study 4, but those associated with the engine
dynamics change with flight condition and have altered slightly. The
transmission zeros are given below in Table (5.31) which may be
compared with Table (5.18).

Table (5.31

Transmission zeros

source of the zeros

-1.0

From the integrators, algebraically

-1.0

they are equal to -p 1 , - p 2. -P3.

-! 0

-1.0

From the basic plant dynamics, caused by extra
measurement feedback. Algebraically it is
equal to -1/rn1

-18.286

From the engine dynamics

-4.9637

A controller was derived for the flight case but no working is shown
as the method was Identical to that used for the previous case
studies. The resulting asymptotic structure is essentially identical
to that which was derived for case study 4 for

= diag (1,1,1) and

= 1. The asymptote pivot-points are slightly affected by the
flight condition change but the most significant change is the
pivot-point which is dependent upon the engine dynamics. The
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asymptotic structure is given below in Table (5.32) with pivot-points
calculated using both Pro-Matlab and equation (3.64). The results may
be compared to those given by Table (5.19) for

Table (5.32)

Pro-Matlab
Pivot-Points

Asymptote order

Actuator

Equation (3.64)
Pivot-Point
Approximation

-19.354

2

Tailpiane

-19

-3.8819

4

Nozzle

-3.625

-2.0787

4

EngIne

-1.928

The main difference is that the asymptote set dependent upon the
engine dynamics is now nearer to the imaginary axis and closer to
instability. The effect that this has upon the root-locus is shown by
Figure (5.38) which is plotted for g varying from 0.1 to 100.0
logarithmically and for m 1 = 1.0 and E = E = 1 3 . Pole pair a are
associated with the engine dynamics and they become unstable for g >
3.5 which is quite low. Pole pair b are associated with the nozzle
dynamics and they become unstable for g > 6.5 but they only become
stable for g > 2.8 which gives a very small stability window for
3.5 < g < 2.8. In addition to these stability problems pole pair a
reach a maximum damping of 0.33 and pole pair b reach a maximum
damping of 0.22.which is very low in each case.

For this case study, the effects of tuning the controller will not be
examined but dynamic compensation will be used to improve the system.
The dynamic compensation used will be phase advance compensation.
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It is clear that the engine dynamics are quite slow and that they
produce an asymptote very close to the Imaginary axis. Consequently.
it is the engine dynamics which are the limiting factor in this
design and so moving this critical asymptote set to the left will
Improve the system. In order to move this asymptote set to the left
phase advance compensation should be placed in series with the engine
dynamics. The amount of phase advance compensation required generally
depends the severity of the problem and the practical ..ty of using
phase advance compensation. Very strong phase advance compensation
can be impractical due to actuator rate and position limits.
Considering this, it was decided to relocate the engine asymptote set
close to -5.0.

The new developments make this design very simple as equation (3.64)
can be used directly. The asymptote set is required to move to the
left by approximately -3.0 (from -2.07 to -5.0). The original
(uncompensated)pivot-point equation for this asymptote set is given
below

PP3

=

((-4.0671-3.0613-5.75^8.182j-5.75-8.182j)(-18.286-4.9637-1.o-l.o))/4 = -1.928
(5.62)

Adding dynamics in series with the engine dynamics merely adds poles
and zeros to expression (5.62) above. Consequently, to move the
pivot-point by -3.0 means that the nett sum of the poles minus the
zeros is decreased by (-3.0)x4 or-12.0. Conventionally, SISO dynamic
compensation is performed by stable pole zero cance(atjons and the
high-gain method makes this possible for MIMO systems also. The
dynamic compensation element (C(s))to be used is given below by
(5.63)
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C(s)

=

S4Zic)(s^Z2cJ

( Sfp 1)

(5.63)

P2c)

where ( Z ic Z 2c) < P1cP2c) br phase advance compensation, and

Xc

=

(P1'P2)

(5.64)

(ZlCZ2C)

for the unity steady state gain condition.

The two zeros at Zl and Z2C

can be used to cancel the two slow

engine poles at -4.0671 and -3.0613 and the two poles at Pi and P2c
should be placed further to the left. Indeed as the sum of the poles
minus the sum of the zeros must be increased by -12.0 then clearly

+

P2

)

= ( Z Ic +

Z 2c) - 12

=

(-4.0671-3.0613-12)

=

-19.1284

... (5.65)

The dynamic compensation design does not need to be absolutely
precise and so setting (P1cP2c)=19•0 and ietting p
Plc

=

2c

= -9.5.

Different values of p

=

P2c gives s

and P2c could be used

providing that (5.65) is till true. Xc can now be defined using
(5.64) giving

Xc

(9.5 *(9.5)

=

7.2486
(5.66)

(-4.0671)9-3.0613)
Thus the phase compensator design is given by
7.2486

19.5)(s-9.51
(s-4.0671)(s-3.0613)

(5.67)

The dynamic compensator Is placed in series with the engine dynamics
and the asymptote pivot-point that was at

-2.0787

moves to -4.9811,

close to -5.0 as desired (this was calculated using the Pro-Matlab
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function). The actual root-locus for this system is shown as Figure
(5.39) for g varying from 0.1 to 100.0 logan thmicaliy and for m 1 =
1.0 and E =

= 1 3 . Clearly, the asymptotes associated with the

engine have moved to the left as desired and pole pair a are now the
other side of pole pair b. The stability and maximum damping of the
two pole pairs (a and b) has been improved and the stability window
has been widened. The results are given below in Table (5.33) with
the previous uncompensated results alongside.

Table (5.33)

Characteristic

pole pair a -stability
pole pair b -stability

incompensated system

g < 3.5
2.8 < g < 6.5

compensated system

g < 3.9
g < 6.8

pole pair c _stablllty xstablegainwindow

2.8<g<3.5

l.0<g<3.9

pole pair a maximum damping

0.33

0.63

pole pair b maximum damping

0.22

0.62

pole pair c only exist on Figure (5.40) where pole pair b are not
initially unstable

This shows that the overall system can be improved with phase
compensation which is designed using SISO techniques. Despite the
MIMO nature of the problem, each asymptote set (and therefore each
control-mode) can be analysed and phase compensated individually
using the high-gain method and the new developments. The only caution
- added here is that phase advance compensation reduces robustness,
adds complexity, increases the order of the system and promotes
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actuator rate and position saturation. Consequently it is recommended
that phase advance compensation is only used when a satisfactory
result cannot be obtained by tuning the controller. This is
especially true when a gain scheduling controller is being designed.
Furthermore, it phase advance compensation is used it should be kept
to the lowest level possible and the linear model results should be
checked with a non-linear simulation that incorporates actuator rate
and position limits.

The final point to be made here concerns the engine non-linearity.
The engine governor rorces the engine into two distinctly different
dynamic modes and it allows the engine to change from one mode to the
other quite quickly. This causes a robustness problem which becomes
critical when gain scheduling is used.

The 120 Kts on-design controller was quite robust in that it gave
reionable results when linked to a plant representing a 100 Kts
flight case. However, the 120 Kts on-design controller drives the 136
Kts flight condition even more unstable. Clearly, non-linearity can
cause serious control problems in gain scheduling controllers which
cannot easily be alleviated. One solution to this problem is
described In chapter 7.

5.9 Work ing Backwards

This section demonstrates the concept of" working backwards" which is
an important feature of the high-gain method. "Working backwards"
involves specifying the required actuator dynamics from a given
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system performance specification. This feature enables the control
engineer to interact with the other aircraft design disciplines in
the early stages of the design of a CCV.

It has already been shown that relatively slow high-order actuator
dynamics can seriously affect and compromise the overall system
performance. Consequently, if the desired system performance is known
then the minimum actuator speed of response can be calculated such
that the actuators do not compromise the overall system to a lower
performance level. However, there are invariably several actuators of
different speeds which affect the overall system performance in
different ways and it is usual that the slowest actuator compromises
the whole system. The reason for this is that decoupling controllers
drive coupled MIMO plants through all actuators simul taneously to
achieve the decoupled response.

The flight case used in section 5.8 (case study 6) demonstrates a
situation where one particularly slow actuator comprises the overall
system performance. One strength of the high-gain method is that it
enables the designer to discover this "weak link" in the whole design
and to take appropriate action. In case study 6 the weak link was the
engine dynamics (see (Figure (4.8)) and dynamic compensation was used
to improve the actuator's phase characteristics. Had this been a
preliminary des,ign for a new aircraft, the control law designer could
have discussed the problem with the engine design team, pressed for
an increase in the engine bandwidth and settled upon a compromise
sol Ut ion.
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In this study it is not possible to alter the engine dynamics of the
GVAM87 as they are too complex, even In the linear model. Therefore
an example is constructed here in which the nozzle dynamics are the
slowest of the actuators and are changeable. The basic plant plus
engine dynamics are used at the 120 Kts flight condition, as defined
at the start of this chapter, and the plant and input matrices are
given by Table (5.3). The tailpiane dynamics are represented by

a

simple lag with a pole at -25.0 and the nozzle dynamics are
represented by two simple lags in series with poles at -6.0 and -4.0.
These extra actuator dynamics were added to the plant-3 system of
Table (5.3) to form Plant-6. The open-loop eigenvaiues for this
system are given by Table (5.8) plus the three poles given above.
Transmission zeros are given by Table (5.9) with one exception. For
this example the desired bandwidth of each control-mode is 10 rad/s
and based on previous results the following tuning parameters are
set: m 10.1,

0 110 .0 , 0 2 = 1.0, 0 3 =1.0 and

2 = 1 3 . Hence, the

exception is that one transmission zero is now at -10.0. The
asymptotic structure of this system is given below in Table (5.34).

Table 5.34

Pro-Matlab

Pivot-Points

Equation 5.51

.

Asymptote Order

Pivot-Points (approximation)

-0.55292

2

-0.7211

-7.452

2

-7.5

-3.009

3

-3
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This asymptotic structure is confirmed by the root-locus shown in
Figure (5.40) for g varying from 0.1 to 100.0 logarithmically while
the other tuning parameters are set to the values given previously.
Pole pair c form the complex conjugate poles of the third-order
asymptote set and they are obviously the most limiting factor of the
whole design, becoming unstable for g > 6.85. The third-order
asymptote are caused by the nozzle dynamics and so the nozzles are
the "weak link" in this design. To see how this affects the overall
system performance the frequency response of the closed-loop transfer
function matrix is given as Figure (5.41) for g = 6.0, all other
tuning parameters being unaltered.

From Figure (5.41) it is clear that the nozzle dynamics produce a
lightly damped mode which dominates the overall system performance by
giving high resonant peaks. The forward speed control-mode is
dominated in this way as it is most closely associated with the
nozzles at this flight case whereas the other two control-modes have
high resonant

peaks

in their off-diagonal

transfer-function elements.

cross

coupling

It is apparant that the desired

performance of 10 rad/s bandwidth cannot be reached due to the
limitations of the slow nozzle dynamics.

Treating this case study as the early stage of a theoretical design,
it is possible ,to move the nozzle actuator poles to the left making
the nozzle dynamics faster until the desired system performance
becomes possible. As an example here, the actuator speed is doubled
by moving the pole at -6.0 to -12.0 and moving the pole at -4.0 to
-8.0 formIng Plant-7. This in turn moves the third-order asymptote
pivot-point from -3.009 to -6.342 (calculated using the Pro-Matlab
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function). This new root-locus structure is confirmed by Figure
(5.42) which is plotted for the same parameter settings as Figure
(5.40).

Pole pair C are now stable for g > 15.5. a large improvement over the
previous condition (g > 6.85). This is further confirmed by the
frequency response of the closed-loop transfer function matrix
(Figure (5.43)) plotted once again for g = 6.0 so that direct
comparisons can be made between Figure (5.43) and Figure (5.42).
Comparing the two frequency responses shows that the resonant peaks
have now been greatly reduced. Although the response is still not
ideal, the bandwidths are close to 10 rad/s and tuning will improve
the overall response. In this way the designer can tune the actuators
to meet a specific system performance specification. Thus the
high-gain method provides the means for "working backwards" an
essential feature for any control law design method that is used for
CCV' s.

The high-gain method has now been appplied to a typical V/STOL
aircraft model at a representative transition flight condition with
full actuator dynamics included. Various features of the high-gain
method have now been illustrated including the effect of the engine
non-linearity. A full discussion of this and other non-linear effects
that influence the controller design are discussed in Chapter 7. But
first the overall design brief for the full gain scheduling
controller is presented in the next chapter (chapter 6).
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THE DESIGN BRIEF

6.1 Intrwluction

Bel ore describing the purpose and layout ol this chapter, it is worth
restat log the two-rold main objective:

ii

to develop and assess a MIMO controller
design method to fulfil the criteria
described earlier

and

ii) to design a controller that reduces workload
that is characteristic of V/S'I'OL aircratt,
using the GVAN87 as a representative application.

The best way to fulfil these two objectives is to define realistic
design aims so that the nigh-gain method can be properly assessed
whilst the second objective is pursued.

In this chapter suitable design aims are defined after current
literature on the subject has been reviewed.

It is intended to

maintain a balance, in defining the design aims, between specific
criteria and general principles. Specific criteria are of particular
use in tuning the design and in assessing the design method, but
there are instances where no criteria exist.

In these instances

general principles are developed for application to the design

-275-

prol)1 em. The Ii na I design will be assessed in Chapter 8 in the light
of these general principles and the sped Nc cri teE-ia.

The results

front t lii s will then cont r i hUt e to the hit lire (level ('[Much t Of design
aims (or MIMO aircraft control, especially V/STOL aircraft in the
traits i U on region.

Furthermore, these results will fulfil the

secondary objectives of this report.

The design aims have been split into two areas and the resulting
chapter layout is now described.

Firstly, in section 6.2 there is a

review of the subject Task Tailored Control (TTC), which has also
been termed elsewhere Task Oriented Control (TOC).
review a requirement is defined for the TTC design aims.

After this
Secondly,

in section 6.3, there is a review of aircraft handling qualities
which contributes to the definition of a requirement for the handling
qualities design aims.

6.2 Task Tailored Control

In the past flight controllers have been compromised by requiring
that one controller must accomplish many things throughout the flight
envelope.

This has often resulted in a controller that is always

sufficient but never optimal.

Now digital computers allow the

controller to be tailored to suit the piloting task, especially as it
involves only software changes and not hardware changes.

In

subsection 6.2.1 TTC considerations are reviewed and references are
given.
deli fle(l.

In subsection 6.2.2 the resulting TTC requirement is

-2 766.2.1

The Considerations

The modern fighter pi lot is expected to fly a iiigIil y complex aircraft
whilst managing the detection, weapons, communications and navigation
systems.

Furthermore, he is expected to maintain head-up" flying

(looking out rather than looking into the cockpit) and to accomplish
it all with Hands On Throttle And Stick (FIOTAS).

The concept is

admirable, but it is becoming increasingly difficult to implement.
The shift to look-down Shoot-down systems with helmet mounted sights
and the use of voice control, only serves to spread the overload to
other pilot degrees of freedom and senses.

It would seem that the

only solution is to use lixpert Systems to manage the complex aircraft
systems and to give the pilot only that which he needs for each task.
The tirst stage of this progression is the development of TIC.

The discussion of TTC is split into tour areas : the vertical
take-off and lancing pnase, tne transition flight phase (including
snort take-ott), tne wing-borne flight phase and lastly a discussion
ot implementation consioerations.

a) Vertica.! lake--Ott and Landing

No TIC information could be found in the literature specifically for
vertical take-olts, however information that concerns landing will be
applicable. Clearly, reducing the three main control inputs to Just
two will help tne pilot considerably as will decoupling the main
flight variables.

One study showed that pitch attitude hold is very

benelicial, especially in poor visibility conditions, and that it
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The benet i ts

greatly reduces pilot workload Bode et aJ J
greater in turbulence and rross-winds.
rat e command and p it cli at.

t

tJerles,

Frank I in & ilynes , Franki i nj

even

Other systems using pitch

it tide ho 1(1 have been report e(1

similar studies Meirick &

are

f

avoura hi y iii

Hindson & Hardy, Moralez et at,

Wi th such a system it would he

possible to set the pitch attitude for the landing conditions so that
over-the-nose visibility and tail scrape angle are suitably handled
Wendl J.

It ground handling is a requirement then there needs to be switching
logic between the ground based control laws and the airborne control
Jaws. This switching is best accomplished with a "weight on wheels"
sensor so that the pilot is not troubled with unnecessary button
pushing.

Such a sensor is used for the F/A-18 [Harschburger &

Mooniawj to signal a TTC mode that improves its conventional take-oft
handling qualities.

Apart from attitude control the pilot may need to position the
aircraft immediately betore landing (or after take-off) and will need
horizontal and vertical translation control.

There are three

specific hover translation modes, but only one is discussed in detail
here as the other two are discussed in the next subsection.

The one discussed in detail here involves pitching and rolling the
aircraft in order to perform translations in the horizontal plane
IStapletord, Radt'ord & Andrisani II, Lee et all.

This "pitch to

walk roil to crah' system had to he combined with a vertical
translation controller which was thrust based, and therefore engine
dependent .
SCt' i OUS

it was tound that the aircraft pitch and x'ol I dynamics

I y COflipL'Oflhl se the bandwidth o t the trans Ia t ion command sys tern
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and that large commands produce

XCCSS1V

pitch and roll activity.

I'ur thermore, turbulence gave rise to uncoordinated sensat ions which
the pilots found disconcerting [Staplel ord, Radtord & Audrisaili I
Another consideration, common to all thrust based V/STUL

aircraft, is

the use ot the engine for vertical velocity control.

It is round

that the engine dynamics can dominate the control-mode and seriously
limit the performance [Franklirii. An example of this is a V/STOL
aircraft automatic ship landing system which has to track a moving
deck [BodsoriJ, where the engine can become saturated easily in high
sea states.

The other two hover translation modes use : pitch attitude, vertical
velocity and horizontal velocity, or, pitch attitude, night path
velocity and iligflt path angle. Consequently, these two modes are
more suitable than tne tirst because they are compatible with the
usual transition control-modes. Each of these translation
controllers can be used to position the aircraft for landing,
automatic hover position hold control [Franklin, Donleyj and may even
be used in conjunction with a guidance beam tor automatic landing or
poor visibility aircraft recovery (to ships or land based dispersa.L
sites). Such hover translation systems have been used for several
studies [Franklin & Hynes, Moralez & Merrick, Merrick & Gerdesj and
it is accepted that decoupling the flight variables at low speed
gives good results. [Franklin & Hynes, Moralez & Merrick, Merrick &
Gerdes, Clark & Goldsteinj.

Finally, to further the use of TTC at least two studies have
investigated the possibility of having a control-mode for landing
which is different to the transition control-mode. One is scheduled
with speed [Bode et all and the other is selected by the pilot just
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before landing [ M oralez & Merrick, Merrick & Gerdesj.

h) Transition

For transition flight it is still relevant to decouple the main
flight variables and to reduce the number of control inputs.

Hence,

three control st r ate i,jes can be defined for this flight phase, two of
which were briefly referred to in the last subsection.

The first of these control strategies uses pitch rate command (pitch
attitude hold), torward velocity or acceleration command and vertical
velocity or acceleration command [Merrick & Gerdesj.

The pilot sets

an appropriate pitch attitude and the controlier maintains this,
leaving the pilot tree to control the remaining two parameters with
his two hands;
this case.

left hand for vertical and right tor horizontal in

An additional control on the right hand inceptor was

used for changing the pitch attitude.

This system was used for

curved decelerating transitions and was well received by pilots.

The second of these control strategies uses pitch rate command (pitch
attitude hold), flight path velocity or acceleration command and
flight path angle command {Moralez & MerrickJ.

Once again the pilot

sets his attitude and then controls the aircraft with the two
remaining inputs.

Pitch attitude may be adjusted using a button on

the right hand inceptor.

The right hand inceptor commands

longitudinal acceleration (flight path acceleration);
inceptor commanding flight path angle.
received by pilots.

the left hand

This system was also well
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The third of these control strategies uses a pitch rate command
(pitch attitude hold) controller coupled with a speed stabiliser
Franklin & Ilynes, Hi ndson & Hardy J .

With this configurati on two

different control schemes are possible, termed "frontside" and
hacksi dc' .

The froritsi de scheme operates at time frontsi de of the

drag curve and uses a nominally fixed throttle.

The pitch attitude

is control icc! to give the correct flight path and the thrust is
The backside

vectored automatically to maintain the trim speed.

scheme operates at the backside of the drag curve and uses a fixed
The throttle is then used to control the flight

pitch attitude.

path and the trim speed is automatically maintained, again by thrust
vectoring.

The controller blends between trontside and backside

control as it decelerates.

The aircraft used for these studies was

the QSRA which is quite different from the GVAM87, yet the two
different schemes are possible using the GVAM87.

Each of these

studies were conducting decelerating landing approaches and both were
accepted by pilots.

Any of the three control strategies described

could be suitable as each gives the pilot only two main control
inputs which are decoupled.
made simpler.

In this way, the transition task is

However, the deciding factor between the different

strategies will be compatibility with the two extremes of the
transition phase.

Additional considerations for this flight phase are carefree
handling, secondary control presets and the Short take-ott.

The

inclusion of carefree handling relieves the pilot of the task of
monitoring safety critical parameters.

For example:

the FIA-iB

possesses a spin recovery mode Harsc-hburger & Moomawj, the AI"1'1/F-16
possesses active structural limiting

Barfie1dJ to prevent over

stressing and it also has automatic collision avoidance protection

-281(ground and other aircraft) .

Furthermore, the AFTI IF-I 6 also makes

use of angle of attack limiting to Prevent stall [Anderson et alJ.
however , I t slioul d be irot ed that i n a V/STOL trans i ti on , at. I

OW

speed, the angle of attack becomes meaningless and theoretically a
vert i cal I audi rig has 9()

01 hid deuce .

Tlui

S

makes such schemes

ditticul t to Implement with V/S'EOL aircraft

Secondary control presets refers to scheduling flaps with speed or
putting the undercarriage up automatically.

Such tasks should be

automated where possible.

j contdtr-c.t
Finally, the short take-ottL
this wiJi require caretul controller
handling so that the transition trom ground control to airoorne
control is smooth.

A weight on wheels' sensor would be beneficial,

indeed, a sensor giving the actual aircratt weight would be very
uselul.

'Ihe aircralt weight could then be used by the controller to

calculate the take-ott speed, tor a given length ot runway, wnicn
coula be shown on the hULl by a suitable symbol.

cj Wi ng- Borne jght

This is a conventional flight phase which allows conventional TTC
ideas to be applied.

The most recent and comprehensive

investigation into TTC has been the AFTI/F-16 project [Anderson et
al, Barfield, Barfield & Swortzel, Bianco & Swortzel, Toles &
Andersonj.

This project has developed decoupling control Jaws which

have been used to implement TTC modes.

By selecting one of several

opt louis with a push button, the controller reconfigures the at tack
mode, the flight control mode, the weapons, the radar mode, the HOD
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symbol ogy alid the sensor Vi (leo [flarfie 1(11
the pilot control for each task.

These changes enhance

For example, in air-to-surface

boinhi ug the aircraft y eA oc 1 ty vector and the fi I gh t path are
critical, consequently a fast normal acceleration response has been
useil with gust alleviation (at the expenSe ol pitch rate overshoot).
Conversely, for air to-air gun attacks the pitch response is dead
heat to allow good tracking in pitch and gust response is riot
critical.

Indeed, the air-to-air gun attack mode has taken TTC even further
Barfieldj by changing the mode according to the input level.

Fast

target acquisition is achieved using large inputs and fast flight
path response (at the expense of pitch overshoot).
is in sight, small inputs give
accurate tracking.

Once the target

a deadbeat pitch response for

This idea has also been suggested by (Jill

[GillJ, who goes on to describe another type of command dependent
control mode as follows:

for no command inputs a low gain

controller can be used to reduce sensor noise effects, then a high
gain controller can be used for command following;

the system gain

being a function of the input level IGill, Butler et al].

The actual flight variables given to the pilot for control are
conventionally forward acceleration (left hand) and pitch rate or
normal acceleration (right hand).

As has been seen pitch rate

control and normal acceleration control have different benefits to
offer but pitch rate is more widely used.
landing has been criticised however

Pitch rate control for
[ChalkJ

for conventional

aircraft, but thIs is not expected to be a problem for this
application as landing is highly unusual in the wing-borne flight
phase.
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An additional feature fur V/STOL aircraft is Vectoring In Forward
Flight (VIFF) which can 1)e used to give instantaneous direct lift and
a very large drag i ncrense Fozzard j

This may easily be performed

with GVAM87 by vectoring the thrust.

Indeed, putting the nozzles

down wi .11 also switch the reaction controls oh giving increased
pitch, roll and yaw power.

VIFF may also be used to alleviate the

effects of a turn rate limit which is caused by the incjdence limit
imposed by stall considerations.

Hence, VIFF used in a tight

banking turn will give additional radial force and a tighter turning
circle.

Implementation of this is discussed in the next subsection.

Carefree handling considerations in the previous subsection also
apply here. In fact spin recovery, ground avoidance, collision
avoidance, structural limiting, g limiting and stall prevention are
all more likely to be needed in this flight phase. Lastly, the
domination of the engine dynamics in all flight phases indicates that
integration of the flight and engine controls could lead to improved
TTC Franklinj.

d) ln!plenlentation Considerations

The use of TTC is only beneficial If it reduces pilot workload and
improves
j 'efficiency. Consequently, the many TTC modes that can be supplied
need to be managed so that the pilot is not overloaded [De Meis,
Quinlivanj. The AFTI/F-16 uses a single button push to reconfigure
six systems [lhartieldj which is admirable, but it still requires the
pilot to select a mode and to be aware or the flight mode he is in
(because tI'e lnceptors take on different control characteristics) . It
is preteraole to select 1TC modes automatically and this could be
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(lone USing normal flight operations. For example:

8e

I

e c t 1 Iig (1t1(le 1' C rn agc' dOWn

arming I he bomt)s

I and 1 ng mode

air-to surtace bomb mode

removing the trigger guard - air-to-surface guns moae or air- to-air
gun mode (depending on altitude;

In the previous section VIFF was described for improving the turning
circle. This could be implemented with a specific VIFF control but
this increases the two

jnceptor systems to a three inceptor

system. An alternative would be to use a stick breakout force. 'Ibis
is shown as Figure (6.1) and may he explained as follows. Banked
over, the pilot would pull the right hand inceptor back to pitch the
aircraft "up" and around the turn. Eventually the angle of attack
limit would be reached and the turn rate would be maximum. This could
be signalled to the pilot by feeding back a larger stick-force so
that it appears that the right hand inceptor has reached its limit.
However, if the pilot continues to pull back and overcome this extra
stick-force, then the controller would bring the nozzles down and use
VIFF to improve turn rate. In this way no extra controls are needed
and the pilot signals the change in a natural way, simply by pulling
back harder. Unfortunately this cannot be simulated or demonstrated
in this application as there is no lateral control and no input "feel
system'.

-285The idea of bringing the nozzles down iii wing-borne flight can cause
problems as the controller changes from a two input/output system to
a three i nput/OLitpUt system (uribek,iowri to the pilot) . Crossing
bounddries such as this will cause implementation difficulties [Huntj
especially COncerning the continuity of control signals and the
integrators. Furthermore, detecting the 'nozzles aft' condition at
the end of a transition is not easy. Moreover, fixing the nozzles aft
when they reach 00 could cause a problem if they are only at 00 to
achieve a command mid-transition! Problems at boundaries can also
occur ii the control scheme is changed from high speed transition to
low speed transition for landing.

Other problems can occur at boundaries when actuators become
saturated IMoralez & Merrick, Merrick & Gardes, Anderson et al]. This
results in a higher pilot workload at least, and sometimes
instability. Actuator saturation was avoided on the AFTI/F-16
[Anderson et all by using command limit logic because it was found
that decoupling purity was lost when saturation occurred. Another
factor influencing decoupling purity was found to be the speed of
response [Anderson et all. It was discovered that a well decoupled
system tended to be sluggish, whereas a faster response could be
obtained by allowing some cross coupling. This reduction in response
time gave a nett reduction in pilot workload, despite the presence of
some cross coupling. Another clear case of sound engineering
judgement being required to perform sensible design trade-offs.

Finally, it should be noted that the pilot vehicle interface is
critical as is the controls and displays integration. The AFTI/F-lG
used multit'unction displays and the cockpit was carefully designed to
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give a

user friendly

environment [Rarfieldj

Many studies have

commented upon the need for good controls and displays integration
Ban ield, Bartiel d & Swortzel , Bode et al , Hi jidsoji & Hardy, Merrick
& Gerdesj and one study actually varied the HUD time delay and
measured pilot opinion Garg & Schuiidtj . The last study showed that
even with "good' conventional aircraft dynamics, HUB time delay could
result in poor pilot ratings. In addition to this, display content
and presentation also affects the handling qualities.

6.2.2 The Requirements

Some of the considerations discussed in the previous section are not
included in the requirement at this stage of the design but they were
mentioned for completeness. The main theme of this work is concerned
with MIMO control law design and V/STOL transition flight,
consequently the following considerations are not included in the
requirement: pilot display task tailoring, TTC modes for bombing and
gun attacks in wing-borne flight, structural limiting, ground
avoidance, collision avoidance, g-limit!ng and command dependant
control modes. However, it should be noted that any (or all) of
these TTC considerations could be incorporated at a later date. The
requirements are defined in four subsections, in the same way that
the TIC considerations were set out in the previous section, and they
arc summarised by Figure (6.2).

a) Vertical Take-Off and Landing

The controller will use a pitch attitude demand system and the pitch
attitude will usually be set to a suitable value and left unchanged,
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thereby rOdLICI ng the number

01

ma ii contr() I inputs. The pi lot

WI 11

he

able to change this setting, possibly using a button on the lett hand
iilceptor . 'fh€

t lot will also be

gi Veli

horizontal and vert i cal

translation control in earth axes at low speed to enable airborne
tax.] I rig nianoeuvres to he pert (irined easi Ly . The choice ol earth axes
reflects the fact that the pilot thinks in terms of horizontal and
vertical relative to the earth at this stage. The right iliceptor will
command vertical translation height hold, and the left inceptor will
command horizontal acceleration velocity hold.

A "weight on wheels" sensor will be used to signal take-off and
landing conditions. This information will be used to help control
integrators, which need careful handling at this boundary. The second
boundary of this low Speed region is before transition flight is
reached. The controller TTC mode will be changed as the aircraft
speed exceeds 60 ft/s (shown on Figure (6.2).

bL Transition Flight

In this flight phase the right inceptor will give flight path angle
rate of change commands, flight path hold, and the left inceptor will
give acceleration commands along the flight path, flight path
velocity hold. The third control input is a pitch attitude command,
system, the same as the previous flight phase.

The alternatives to the control scheme described above use vertical
and horizontal velocity or acceleration commands in either earth or
body axes. However, although these decoupled modes have been found to
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alleviate pilot workload, the pilot actually uses them to control his
flight path direction and airspeed.

Consequently, it was decided to

give the pilot direct C0!JtI'ol of the flight path direction and
airspeed. The 'backside"/"frontside" control strategy (Franklin &
Ilyries , Hindson & Hardy] was discounted because it would not
demonstrate the use oF a multivariable controller sufficiently,
however, the scheme chosen is actually a "backside" scheme. Piloted
flight trials, or flight simulation trials, are needed to determine
whether "backside' or "frontside" schemes are preferred. Although
pilot opinion alone may not be the final deciding factor as
"frontside' schemes are generally more energy efficient.

For this Implementation of the controller, the undercarriage will be
selected up or down automatically at 200 kts. The flaps will be
selected in to 200 or out to 50° linearly between 200 kts and 300
kts, with flaps out for deceleration and in for acceleration. This
relieves the pilot of managing these secondary controls and the
different speed schedules may easily be changed, it necessary, in
accordance wi Ui pilot comments in the future.

A 'weight on wheels" switch will be used for the short take-off mode
but the use of weight sensing for HUI) task tailoring

Is

beyond the

scope of this controller implementation. A boundary also exists at
the other extreme of this flight phase when the aircraft accelerates
into wing-borne flight and the nozzles are fixed aft (00). 'Ihe true
"nozzle alt" condition will be distinguished from a transient "nozzle
aft' condition by a speed and angle of attack criterion.

l"or' a given aircral t weight and angle of attack there is a particular
speed at which the liozzi es will he

00

in steady flight (assuming
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hei gtit and anibi ent air condi t I

OIlS

to he constant) . This speed wi 1.1

vary though if the aircraft is performing any manoeuvre such as
acce I era t I ng fo rwirds . Corisequen 11 y the boundary cond i t

I 00 COflS i S ts

of a minimum speed (140 kts) above which the nozzles will be fixed
nfl il they are at 00. The exception is if the angle of incidence is
grea(;r than 120 which will be explained in the next section which
covers the reverse process; selecting nozzles down when decelerating
across the boundary.

çJ lj

g B o me Fl ig

In this flight phase the left inceptor will command flight path
acceleration, velocity hold; the right inceptor commanding pitch
rate, pitch attitude hold. The strategy gives no boundary problems
for the left inceptor, hut requires flight path rate and pitch rate
to be blended for the right inceptor. The change will be set by the
"nozzle off" boundary described previously and there will be no
boundary problems if there is no demand on the right inceptor when
the boundary is being crossed. However, this scheme will give rise to
pitching if there is a flight path angle demand when crossing the
boundary, but this should not be excessive. Furthermore, at the
higher speeds, it is normal to control flight path with the pitch
attitude through pitch rate command inputs

When decelerating, the pilot will pitch up until a preset incidence
limit is achieved (120), where upon the nozzles are "unfrozen" and
brought down. This mode is also invoked when maximum incidence is
reached (12°) when the aircraft is not necessarily decelerating (i.e.
tight turns) , and is the equivalent of a VIFF mode.
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d

Li npe m entati on

rem en is

Some i Jup I eHii tat I Oil requ I renieri i_s have been des cr1 bed iii the three
preced i tig subsections. The last rena in i rig recju I cement concerns
actuaL or saturation arid decoupi ing purl ty during a I I I light phases
The phi losophy here is that decoupling purity is the most important
c l uanU ty and so commanded rates and commanded accelerations will
usually be limited to keep all responses within actuator limits.
However, these limits will be exceeded in some cases to show what
effects this has and the controller will include integration wind-up
protection to alleviate the affects of actuator saturation.

'this completes the TTC requirements for the controller which are
sunimdrised by Figure (6.2).

6.3 Aircraft Hand I iqg Qial ities

"Handling qualities are the closed-loop interactions between the
pilot, tile airplane, and the displays, while pursuing the execution
of some task.' [Twisdalej. It is essential that an aircraft has good
handling qualities if the pilot task is to be physically possible;
the handling qualities must be even better if pilot workload is to be
niinimised. However, despite many years of study, the definition and
realisatiori of good handling qualities has proved to be an elusive
goal [Twisdalej. It is widely acknowledged that there is a lack of
information [A' Harrah et al, Cunningham & Pope, NcRuer, Mooij & Van
Gool, Moorehouse & Se1egan which is even worse for V/STOL aircraft
[Clark and Goldsteinj.
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hi COflJUJICti Oil WI Ui tlii s s(ctJ on, Appeinli x P has been provided as a
glossary ot terms br handling qualities criteria. Ihe pilot rating
schemes " al rcral I type' and

1 Ii 'h t jitiase c lassi I cation" are al so

contained in Appendix I).

6.3.1 Ilie Considerations

In tIle past, aircraft handling qualities have been defined in terms
ot typical aircraft dynamic modes, which are only modestly influenced
by any stability augmentation system. This contrasts strongly with
todays aircraft which have handling qualities that are dominated by

tne control system. Often tne characteristic modes such as the short
period oscillation and phugoid become unrecognisable in highly
augmented aircraft. Because of this many people are working to define
handling qualities suitable for future aircraft, and some of this
work is reviewed here. The discussion or the handling qualities
considerations has been divided into three parts. The first part
contains the discussion of handling qualities for hover and
transition flight, the second part for conventional wing-borne
flight. The last part contains the discussion of general principes
that should be applied. It should be noted that for this phase of the
controller design, ground handling, take-off handling and landing
handling are not considered.
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a) Hover and Transition

Two early publ I rations deal (Ii rect I y wi Ui V/STOL aircraft handling
qualities, that is AGARD R 577 [AGARDJ and MIL-F-83300 limited
States a j . Deficiencies iii these two documents, especially WI Ui regard
to Shipboard operations, have been noted and the results from them
both have heeii summarised and extended [Franklin, Frankl in &
AndersonJ. The earlier two publications were both written with the
Ii rst generati on of V/S'l(JL aircraft in mind and are therel ore of
limited applicability to this project. This is especially true
concerning the acceleration margins which are of most use in the
early stages ot an aircraft design. However, assuming there are no
fundamental deficiencies in the basic aircraft model used for this
project, the closed-loop system should be able to satisfy the
acceleration margin conditions. These acceleration margins are based
upon giving the pilot sufficient control power to be able to control
the aircraft satisfactorily and they are listed below:

1)

Sinking at 4

5 ft/s a vertical acceleration of 0.lg should

be possible lunited Statesaj

ii)

A climbrate of 100 - 750 ft / s should be possible from
straight and level flight tunited Statesaj

iii)

Vertical accelerations of ± 0.lg should be possible
wIthin 0.5 seconds for flight path control [AGARDJ

iv)

A flight path angle
600 it
[AGARDJ

flu ii SlIWI

Id be

01 60

1)0881

or a climb rate of
bl e in less than 2 seconds
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v)

Flight, path control should allow 7 * [Franklin]

vi)

IIoi' i zorital accel erat I nits of C). 5g shoul (1 be possible
[Franklin]

vii)

The thrust time constant should he less thaii 0.3 seconds
[United Statesa, Franklin] or less ,than 0.5 seconds [AGARD}

viii)

Pitch acceleration should be in the right direction in 0.1
seconds and reah 63 in 0.2 seconds IAGARDJ

ix)

Graphs of pitch angle, pitch rate and pitch acceleration
have been given for an abrupt step input [Franklin, Frarik1in
& Anderson] which may be used for comparison, see
Figure (6.3)

Handling qualities have also beeii defined in terms of the roots of
characteristic modes. These are listed below:

i)

All aperiodic roots should be stable and all oscillatory
roots with a natural frequency (w) greater than 0.5 rad/s
should also be stable. Furthermore, for w < 0.5 rad S the
damping () should be greater than -O.l() and for
cad/s then

(ii)

> 1.1

>O.3 [AGARU].

Damping should be greater than 0.3 for the short period
oscillation and damping should Keep the overshoot, within 15'
[United Statesa].
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(iii)

A diagram rel ati ng to the frequency and damping of the short
period oscillation has also been given [United StatesJ.

llaiidl irig (jUal it ICS rn t y r ia have also been deli ned iii terms of
bandw i dtii for this flight phase The bandwidth cr1 ten a are quite new
hut it is claimed that they encompass all other metri Cs and that they
are

the

only

1)osslhie

way

at

dealing

with

multivariable

Cross-coupling and direct lance control which are inherent in modern
aircraft [floh et ala.h)]. 'me generai principles are explained below
netore actual criteria are given.

Ultimately, the pilot closes the loop in any aircraft system, even
though there may be a "closed-loopwithin this system such as that
used for auto-stabilisers or a CCV full authority controller.
Considering the aircraft as a complete system it is possible to
examine the "open- loop" response, meaning the aircraft response as
seen by the pilot. This "open-loop" response has been characterised
for convention aircraft, but is of' quite a different nature for the
modern CCV. This has made it necessary to apply a new definition of
bandwidth. Referring to Figure (6.4) it can be seen that there is a
bandwidth based upon 6dB of gain margin () and a bandwidth based
upOn 450 of phase margin (w

1)

The bandwidth of the systcm wbw j

taken to be the smaller of the two. This figure also shows that it is
possible to have the two bandwidths well separated for some systems
which can cause misteading handling qualities results it bandwidth is
used on its own. Consequently, an additional quantity that represents
the rapid phase roll-off is defined as a pure time delay that may be
estimated by
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-I)
i

.j - lOOn
57.3 W I(6.1)

where

wp

is the t me delay i:ivt ri c

mIRl

is the Phase at some

frequency w, much greater than the neutral frequency
value is

W1

2wj80.

w 180

(a typical

These detinitions may he obtained from the

11 terature [IIoh et al a , bj

It has already been proposed that bandwidth criteria could be useful
for V/STOL aircraft handling qualities criteria [Clark & Goldsteinj.
Indeed a criteria of W BW ' I rad/s for pitch attitude has been
proposed [Franklin & Andersonj and a crmteria where 6.5 < W BW <
for level 1 handling qualities w and 3.5 < WBW < 2.5 tor level 2
handling qualities has also been proposed for category C flight
phases MoorhouseJ. In fact, the same author [Moorhousej suggests
that W BW = 3.5 rad s is suitable for many cases and he reiterates
this in a later paper [Moorhouse & Seleganj. Some of these references
refer to figures which are included here as Figure (6.5) and Figure
(6.6). They show the relationship between handling qualities. w

and

i-p as defined previously with Figure (6.5) more relevant to this
flight phase (category C). Before moving on to the next part of this
discussion it should be mentioned that some current aircraft do not
fit exactly onto the Figures (6.5) and (6.6) which shows that the
bandwidth criteria possibly requires further development.

bConvent i ona1F1ght

Consi derabi y more in! orniat ion is available concerning this flight
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pltS(' hut only the main points are di sCussc(l here al this 11 ight
phase is not the most important in this study. The most relevant
pill)1 icat ion
MI L F 8785C

loz'

ai rcra ft

conventional

liiidl iilg

quail ties

is

Vni ted States t j which covers al .1 aspects oI V I iglit for

convent 1 ona 1 aircraft in great deta I J

The

i ut orniat ion

in t.h is

sect i on is taken I roni other publications, some ol whi ch draw on
MU. F 8785C for their information.

In the previous section. acceleration limits were the first criteria
to be discussed and a similar criterion exists for pitch control for
this flight phase. The ration of pitch acceleration for steady pitch
rate q/q has been defined for level I handling qualities as
3.6 > (q/q) > 0.28 rad/sec 2 /g IGibsonJ which is similar to CAP (see

later)

The roots of characteristic modes have been specified for pitch
control in this flight phase also but there is a wide range ot
opinions as to the correct damping setting. The criteria are given
below:

1)

I)amping (E) for auto pilots should he 0.4 <

< 0.7

Bihrle & WantaghJ

ii)

The minimum damping (min) should be min
and generally 0.35 <

0.35

< 1.3 [Bischoff].

iii) Moorhouse states that 0.35 < E < 1.3 is sufficient but
that

> 0.5 is recommended and so 0.5 <

better boundary with 0.7 <
I!1oo1'l1OUsi & M()rralij

< 1.1 makes a

< 0.8 as an optimum
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iv) Several figures exist showing the relationship between
the short pen

0(1

OSC I I I at i on frequency and danipi ng , and

the resultant hiandi lug quail ties (e.g. [Moorhouse and
Morran Gibson, Lee et al J ) bul none are used specifically
here.

The bandwidth criteria, discussed previously, also defines handling
quality metrics appropriate to this flight phase. The figures
described previously are still applicable (Figure (6.5) and Figure
(6.6) hut Figure (6.5) is more relevant to this flight phase as it
covers category A flight phases Hoh et ai a , b j . However, a lower
limit to the upper bandwidth showii in Figure (6.5) has been suggested
such that W BW < 9.42 rad/s

(1.5

Hz) Gihson]. The bandwidth criteria

of Figure (6.5) are used for a conventional aircraft [Moorhousej and
the criteria are suggested as a useful supplement to MIL-F-8785C.

The Neal Smith criteria are another set of frequency domain criteria
Neal & Smithj but they are not described in full here. However one
particular criterion is worth noting, for a pilot compensation of

00

lead (or lag) the Neal-Smith criteria recommend a 3dB magnitude
maximum which limits the resonance. Similarly, a

droop

limit is

specil ied ot -3dB where droop is a measure of how far the magnitude
curve drops below 0 ctB at trequencies lower than WBW.

The use of frequency domain and time domain criteria is advocated by
(;ihson

Gibsoiij who actually defines time response boundaries. A

similar time response boundary has also been defined by McRuer
j. McRuer] and both are shown as Figure (6.7) and Figure (6.8).
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Another factor that affects hand.! I ng qualities cri teria in highly
augmented aircralt is the build up of the time delay caused by the
iiiclus ion of many I I I Lers (anti aliasiiig, structural iiotch and noise
filters) and digital computer time delays (caused by COrnpiitatioii,
sainl i ng aiI(l

VU t

lug procedures) This time delay may be expressed as

an apparent (or equivalent) time delay (Te) and is specified as Te
0.07 preferably and Te<0.1 For Level 1, Te<0.2 for level 2 and Te<
0.25 br level 3 {A'ilarrah et aJ., Bisctioff, Moorhouse & Morran,
Smith and Bailcyj. A simple test to calculate -re is given here [Smith
& BaileyJ and it is illustrated by Figure (6.9). In this case the
time response to a step input is shown and it is compared to an
equivalent simple lag.

The final criterion described here is the Control Anticipation
Parameter (CAP) which is defined as the pitch acceleration (q)
divided by the normal acceleration Tacc This is a measure of the
dynamic cue that a pilot received when manoeuvring and is a measure
of how precisely the pilot can control the flight path . Typically,
16° S 2 /g < CAP < 5o°iS 2 /g gives good handling qualities (Bihrle &
WantaghJ.

r) General Considerations

The use of handling qualities in this project is to help the
assessment of the high-gain-method. Consequently, the achievement of
good handling qualities is not the main objective. This leads to the
decision that extra filters, for fine tuning the response handling
qualities criteria should be omitted (such as notch filters, phase
advance f II tel's etc) . This ensures that the performance of the
high gain control Icr is not obscured. Furthermore, the fact that the
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The next subsection detines the measures or handling cjualities that
have been chosen as suitable for this project, hut it is in chapter 8
that the actual handling qualities of the final system are
demonstrated. In section 8.10 the actual handling qualities that have
been achieved are discussed with respect to the criteria defined
here, and the results from this fulfil the secondary objectives of
this report.

G.3.2

TiIf

J'he Reçjuirements

nature of the new coupled multivariable dynamic modes and the

lack of suitable handling qualities criteria indicates that a new
approac

II IS

reqiiii'ed. Here, the main principle appl led is that

"Complexity should be sacririced to simplicity every time, Mooij &
Van Goolj. From the wide variety of handling qualities metrics that
have been described, the bandwidth criteria and associated frequency
domain criteria have been chosen as the main handling qualities
criteria. Their application is simple, yet they are suitable for the
many different dynamic modes that occur in MIMO systems. In addition
to these rrequuency domain criteria, two time domain criteria are
also used: the minimum damping criterion and the effective time delay
rn t.erioii

Together, these criteria form the handi ing qual i ties
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requl rements that are sui table for this project and it is suggested
that, they are also suitable tor a wide variety of modern aircraft
cont i'oI apj)1 ications

rh( requ i renten ts are listed below and they are numbered (prefixed
with R) for ease of reference through the text... Reqitirenients for the
trans i t ion fi iglit are marked with (1) and requl rements for wing-borne
flight are marked with (W) (some requirements may have both markings.
Important considerations relating to the handling qualities are
listed below the requirements in the same way, numbered and prefixed
with a C.

Requi_rnients:

RI

Bandwidth and effective time delay (as defined in
sub section 6.3.1 a) and Figure (6.40) according to
Figure (6.6) - (T)

R2

Bandwidth and effective time delay (as for Ri) according to
Figure (6.5) - (W)

R3

--

Magnitude curves should closely tollow the UIB line up to
the bandwidth frequency and lie between -3dB and
+3dB - (T) (W)

R4

-

Gain and Phase margins should be better than 6dB and 450
respectively - (T) (W)

R5

Damping () should be 0.35 <
preterred - (1) (W)

< 1.3 with 0.5 <
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R6

-

Ettective time delay ('Fe) as defined in subsection
(i.3. 1

h) should be 'Ic

for level

2 -

0.1 for level I and Te

0.2

(W)

Consi derati oris

(21

-

Ensure all dynamic modes are stable and as damped as
possible - ('F) (W)

C2

-

Achieve the largest bandwidth possible ensuring that
< 9.42

C3

-

(1.5Hz) -

(T) (W)

Achieve the minimum of cross-coupling with levels below
(20dB) - (T) (W)

Care should be taken when examining cross-coupling levels as the
model is dimensional. Consequently at a forward speed of 200 ft/s the
cross-coupling could be 10 ft s of forward speed perturbations per
radian of' Pitch pointing. This would give a level of cross-coupling
of -'-20dB and would indicate high cross-coupling, whereas the level of
cross-coupling is actually low in real terms (0.5% per radian of
pitch pointing which is 57° of pitch pointing!).
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list of tuiiicll J ng qual ities cr1 tria together wi th the TTC modes
detined in subsection 6.2.2, constitute the design brief for the
Coil t 1()

II

(IT'
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THE CONTROLLER DESIGN

7.1 Introduction

TIii s chapter describes the controJ 1ev which has been developed for
the GVAM87, in the flight envelope 0 300 Kts, (in fact it is -20ft/s
to 500 ft/s) to satisfy the design specification defined in chapter
6. The design specification is realistic and comprehensive and so it
imposes severe constraints on the controller design. Furthermore, the
flight envelope provides many complex and challenging control
problems including time varying dynamics and non-linearities. These
factors combined have necessitated a controller which is made up of
several fully integrated parts.

These different parts are described in general terms in section 7.2
where the overall controller structure is defined. Some of the
individual parts are then discussed in more detail grouped under four
headings, one for each of the remaining sections of this chapter. The
way in which the controller has been interfaced to the GVAM87 is
described in section 7.3. Section 7.4 contains a description of the
basic control laws and the gain scheduling that has been used for
this application. Section 7.5 contains a description of the
integrator wind-up protection and finally, the implementation of
intitialisation and TTC mode changes is described in section 7.6.

The actual FORTRAN 77 code of the controller subroutine is not given
here as a detailed description of its functioning would be too
laborious. Likewise, the many different development ideas and the
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evolution of the controller are not specifically listed here. It
should be noted also that the design is, in one sense, still under
deve] opnient as liirther tuning and refinements to the code are needed.
However, the controller is sufficient for the aims of this project.

7.2 Overview of the Controller Structure

The structure of the controller is given by Figure (7.1). From this
figure it can be seen that there are ten basic sub-units, six of

which

are contained within the controller management' block (block

(11)). The controller management block is responsible for detecting
and setting the TTC modes and for initialising/reinitialising the
controller at boundary conditions.

These

boundary conditions

represent the start of a simulation, or the act of crossing from one
TTC mode to another. The six sub-units placed within the controller
management block are still affected in some way by boundary
conditions and are placed within block (11) for this reason. Here it
will be assumed that the controller is fixed in one TTC mode and that
it has already been initialised so that the controller management
block is redundant allowing the function of the ten sub-units to be
exami ned.

Sub-unit (1) collects flight data from GVAM87 and calculates other
unmeasurable signals from this flight data. This data is the souce of
all input to the controller and it consists of the main flight
variables, some other derived variables, plus the engine fan speed.
All the input data is normally measurable on a standard instrumented
fast jet aircraft ensuring that implementation of the controller is
practical
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Sub-unit (2) picks up and remembers the actual actuator settings and
flight varial,le set.tings that exist whenever a boundary condition is
crossed. These se tt jugs are used to iii t.erface the input and outputs
of the controller to the GVAM87. These
difference between

the

GVAM87' s

off-set" signals are Hie

absolute

variables

and

the

controllers perturbation variables.

Sub-unit (3) takes the 'raw' pilot stick inputs and calculates the
actual commands that they represent, according to the current TTC
mode.

Sub-unit (4) conditions the basic flight variable input signals
according to the current TTC mode.

Sub-unit (5) takes the off-set information from sub-unit (2), the
pilot commands from sub-unit (3) and the actual flight variables from
sub-unit (4) in order to calculate the error signals. These error
signals must be appropriate to the current TTC mode.

Sub-unit (6) integrates the error signals which are received from
sub-unit (5). Sub unit (6) also receives information from sub-unit
(9) concerning the state of the actuators, saturated or not. On the
basis of this actuator saturation information sub-unit (6) implements
integrator wind-up protection where necessary.

Sub-unit (7) performs the gain scheduling, both two-dimensional
(transition flight) and one-dimensional (wing borne flight).

It

receives information concerning the scheduling parameters from
sub-unit (1) and i t s operation depends upon the TTC mode.

-314-Sub unit (8) is the core of the controller and it contains the basic
control equation represented by (3.4). The error signals come from
sub unit (5)

the iii tegral of error s I giia i s come from sub unit (6)

and the gain matrices and tuning parameters come from sub-unit (7).
Sub unit (8) calculates the actuator perturbation demands that will
achieve the desired response.

Sub-unit (9) receives the actuator perturbation demands from
sub-units (8) and the off-set signals from sub-unit (2) before
calculating the absolute actuator signals. These signals are further
conditioned to interface with the GVAM87 and the signals are also
bounded to lie within the acceptable maximum and minimum actuator
limits.

Sub-unit (10) receives the absolute unbounded actuator signals and
generates actuator saturation flags which are passed to sub-unit (6)
for action in the next time frame.

This completes the overview of the controller structure.

7.3 Interfacing the Controller to the GVAM87

(Sub-units (1), (2), (3), (4), and (9))

This interfacing at the outside simply consists of matching the
correct numbers with the correct variables so that the relevant data
is passed successfully between subroutines. However, two differences
between the controller's internal variables and the model's internal
variables makes signal conditioning necessary.

-315-The first difference is that the GVAM87 uses absolute variables
whereas the controller uses perturbation variables. This is because
the con tm I 1 er i s der i Ve(I tIOIfl I I near COfl t 1(11 theory using Ii near
small perturbation models arid so the basic controller inputs and
outputs are all perturbations about a iiunii na.I condition. This is
handled here by using off-set signals which remember" the nominal
condition. The off-sets are subtracted from ahso.lute variables input
from the GVAM87 to the controller and are later added to the
perturbation variables output from the controller to the GVAM87.

A second difference is that the range and off-set of the variables is
not always the same between the GVAM87 and the controller. This is
corrected with simple scaling and off-set signal conditioning.

A further type of signal conditioning is applied in the controller to
alleviate some of the engine non-linear effects. If the engine is
allowed to wind-down to a low speed it can take a considerable time
for it to wind-up again to a high speed which could leave the
aircraft without the necessary power during a critical manoeuvre.
Furthermore, the engine governor switches off for throttle settings
below 0.6 giving rise to large dynamic changes which should he
avoided where possible. The signal conditioning applied sets a
minimum throttle limit which varies with flight condition. It is
designed to approximately follow the steady state trim settings of
the throttle whilst allowing a margin for manoeuvre control. This
limit is a function of airspeed and it is shown as Figure (7.2).

Finally, there is an interface between the TTC mode command inputs
from the pilot and the internal controller variables. The controller
actun 1] y controls the forward speed, verti cal speed and pilot

-316attitude iii the transition flight phase. Consequently, pilot commands
involving rates of change of these internal controller variables need
to be lot egra ted . Hence , the forward acce I era t ion commands are
integrated Lu give the actual forward speed and flight path angle
rate of change is integrated and converted to a vertical speed
equivalent. These are effectively moving targets for the controller
and Sc) the controller will experience steady state errors when
attempting to track these ramped input commands. However, this is
transparent to the pilot because the pilot will obtain the correct
response, in the correct direction, moving at a rate that is
proportional to his stick deflection. Forward acceleration in the
high speed mode is also implemented in this way. All of these
integrators used like this are handled by the controller management
block.

7.4 The Basic Control-laws and Gain Scheduling

(Sub-units (7) and (8)

The core of the controller is the basic control equation given by
(3.4) which links the errors (and the integral of the errors) for
each control feedback signal to the actuators. Equation (3.4) shows
that link is entirely dependent upon the controller matrices K and
K 1 and the feedback gain g, which are designed for each flight case
as shown in chapter 5.

It has already been shown that the matrices K and K 1 depend upon the
Input and feedback matrices (equations (3.29) and (3.30)), the former
changing with flight condition and the latter changing with both
flight condi t ion and the TTC modes. Consequently there is a need to
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schedule the control I er gains as a functi on of fi

I

gut condi U on and

TTC mode.

To simplify this task the similarity between

the

low speed and high

speed transition TIC modes has been exploited. Subsection 6.2.2. and
Figure (6.3) define the TTC modes as follows:

Low Speed Transition:

Pitch attitude
Horizontal acceleration
Vertical velocity

(THETD)
(VELUOR) *
(VKD)

Deg ]
[Ft/s ]
[Ft/s I

(THETD)
(VTKT)
(GAMMAD)

Deg ]
[Kts/sJ
[ Deg I

* VELIfOR - (VKN 2 + VKE2)112

High Speed Transition.

Pitch attitude
Flight Path acceleration
Flight path angle

Clearly, the simple geometric/dynamic relationships between VELHOR
and VTKT, and also VKD and GAMMAD. enables the control laws to be
simplified. Hence, the control matrices can be generated in terms of
the low speed transition variables and conversion factors can be used
when the high speed transition TTC mode is required. The conversion
factors used for nominally straight and level flight are

VELHOR

VTKT * KTOF

(7.1)

and
VKI) = GAMMAE) * VTKT * KTOF
RTOD

(7.2)

where KTOF is the knots to feet per second conversion factor and RTOD
is the radians to degrees conversion factor.

-318-This change is handled by the controller management block removing
the need to schedule the controller gains as a function of TTC mode
I n the trans i t Ion rep ion . TJure I s

however , a di ffe rent set of

control]er gains used for high speed flight and one reason for this
is explaitied below.

The GVAM87 in the transition region used the engine (thrust
magnitude) the nozzles (thrust direction) and the tail plane for
longitudinal control. The nozzles are fixed aft for fully wing-borne
flight (high speed flight) by definition which reduces the number of
inputs by one resulting in a two input/output system. This is a
significant change which requires a complimentary input/output
controller. The high speed flight controller therefore uses two
control matrices which are two-by-two instead of the three-by-three
control matrices used for transition flight.

The method of gain scheduling used here is the well tried and tested
method of linear interpolation. Controllers have been designed to
operate at different spot points (flight conditions) which are placed
strategically through the flight envelope. It is assumed that all
gradients between spot points are approximately constant and so an
off-design gain may be calculated using linear interpolation. The
other assumptions inherent in gain scheduling are that the control
laws are sufficiently robust to give satisfactory off-design
performance and that the rate of change of the scheduling parameter
is sufficiently slow so as to make the

controller appear

quasi-static.

The robustness assumption has in fact been proven in section 5.7
which suggests scheduling with airspeed at a design interval of 40
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S

through the transi t

i Oh

fi iglit phase. Other tests suggested an

I nterval of 50 Kts for the high speed flight phase with one
except i oh:

Where t he transit i on

a ii (1 lii gh speed

flight

niee t

dii

interval of jusL 20 R1s should be used. However, early tests in the
trauisi t ion flight phase showed that there coul(l he large changes

10

engine dynamics which significantly affect the closed-loop system
performance. This required that the controller gains should also he
scheduled as a function of engine state. The effect of not changing
the controller, when the engine dynamics change considerably, was
demonstrated in part by section 5.8.

This has resulted in a two-dimensional gain matrix look-up table in
which the gain niatrix changes as a function of the airspeed and the
engine low pressure fan speed in order to remain compatible with the
aircraft dynamics. The scheduling parameters used for both the
transition flight phase and the high speed flight phase are given
below in Table (7.1).

Table_(7.lj

2-Dimens ional table- trans it ion f1Igj

VTKT

0

40

80

120

0.7993

0.8691

0.8791

160

200

and
FNP
(equivalent
throttle
settings)

0.5018
41%

56%

59%

63%

0.9354 0.9938
78%

93%
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Table (7 1) ( cor,t i nued)

[)iniensiorial table - high speed fi iht

1

140

VTKT

160

180

200

250

300

Several parameters need to be scheduled for each controller (not just
the basic gain matrices) and the shortest method of doing this is to
store K 0 ,

K0

= (

,

, g and m 1 , where K 0 is given by

C2 B2 )

or (F2B21

(7.3)

That K and K may be given by

- 1< 0 E

(7.4)

K 1 = K0 z

(7.5)

an ci

Furthermore, the result given in subsection 5.4.2 (step 8) may be
applied to simplify the definition of the controller still further
using (5.51) and (5.52).

The standard three-by-three gain matrix was expanded to a
three-by-six gain matrix (KGS3) for gain scheduling purposes where
the three-by-six matrix had the following components:

1<GS3 =

K o(1, 1 ), K 0 (1,2), 1<(1,3), 01, p, g
K (2. 1 ). K o( 2 ,2). K o( 2 . 3 ), 0 2,
2• m1
K ( 3 , l ), K o( 32 ), K o(3,3), 03,
3, 1.0

(7.6)
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and K G s 3 (3,G)

is unused. The high speed two-by-two gain matrix was

similarly expanded to a two by five gain matrix ( K GS2) for gain
scheduling purposes where the two-by five matrix had the following
components:

K GS2 = I K 0 (1,l), l<(1,2), 0 1, p, g
1
K(2,1), 1<(2,2), 0 2, p 2. 1.0 j

and K GS2 (2,S )

. .

(7.7)

is unused.

Once, each controller for each design flight case has been tuned, it
is put into the forni of either (7.6) or (7.7) so that the minimum of
space is used for storing the gain look-up table. The actual gain
scheduling is then performed by a function. This is illustrated for a
transition flight phase with the aid of Figure (7.3). This figure
shows how each element of the matrix K GS3 is calculated. A similar
procedure would be used for KGs2, except that it is scheduled only
one-dimensionally making the equations simpler. Once the gain matrix
has been calculated by the function it is "unpacked" by the
controller routine and implemented in the basic control laws of
sub-unit (8).

7.5 Integrator Wind-Up Protection

(sub units (6) and (10)
The purpose of th integrators in the high-gain controller is to
remove steady state errors. This is achieved by the integrators
driving the actuators to a new steady state condition after a
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di st ui'bance or a commanded manoeuvre. If the di sturhauce or the
command is very large it will produce large errors which will most
likely saturate the actuators. This can result in the large errors
being evident, for some time causing the integrators to wind-up to a
much larger vai ue than that which will be requi red for the new steady
state. The integrators will only then unwind (or wind down) if the
errors change sign which is only possible if the system overshoots
the new steady state. Thus, integrator wind-up can cause large
overshoot and severe oscillations, both of which reduce the overall
system performance.

The cause and effect of integrator wind-up is well understood in SISO
systems where a particular actuator is usually associated with a
particular integrator. In this case one solution is simply to freeze
the integrator output when the associated actuator reaches a limit
and becomes saturated. Unfortunately, this understanding is not well
defined for MIMO systems. Indeed, the cause and effect of wind-up is
more complex in MIMO systems incorporating integrator action as will
be shown for a high-gain system.

In a typical high-gain controller every integrator is linked to each
actuator, to varying degrees, by the matrix I<. Thus the effect of
one integrator winding-up could be felt by each actuator. Conversely,
any actuator which saturates could promote integrator wind-up for any
or all of the integrators. However, methods for conditioning
integrators in MIMO systems are beginning to appear in the literature
and one general technique for anti-wind-up and bumpless transfer
[Ilanus et all

is being applied to high-gain controllers

researchers at Lancaster University
Bradshaw)

by

(working under Professor
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Such methods were not used for this project though as it was possible
to exploi I the structure of the aircraft to enable a simple method of
wi rid up pro t ecU on to be 115e(l . The St riicture of the GVAMR7 is such
hat the longi tudinal controls can be placed into two groups. The
first group contains the eligi ne and nozzles which control the thrust
magnitude and direction. These are the main motivators affecting
forward and vertical planar motion. The second group contains the
tailpiane (and reaction controls) which controls the pitch moment.
This is the main motivator affecting all pitching motion. Although
there is some interaction between each group they are largely
separate in their affects. This separation allows each group to be
treated individually for wind-up protection.

The scheme used is essentially the same as that described for SISO
wind-ui) protection. For group 2, if the tailpiane becomes saturated
the pitch integrator is frozen (pitch rate or pitch attitude,
depending upon the TTC mode). Alternatively, for group 1, if either
the nozzles or the engine becomes saturated then both the integrators
associated with forward and vertical planar motion are frozen. This
group I scheme is for transition TTC modes; the high speed flight
phase makes the scheme even easier as only forward motion and the
engine are involved making it identical to the equivalent SISO case.

Treating the nozzle and engine together with the forward and vertical
planar motion is essential as the different quantitites are very
closely linked throughout the transition. However, treating the
tailpiane and pitch motion separately is also essential for the
following two reasons. Firstly, in the transition flight phase it is
very important to maintain tight control of the pitch attitude. If
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the pitch integrator were frozen t)ecause the engine was saturated
then the pitch attitude would drift away from its correct value
mak i rig t he prob I em ore and pUSS II)] y I eid i rig to ins tab iii ty
Secondly, the tailpiane has a very high authority and it seldom
becomes saturated in normal transi tioii f] iglit phase manoeuvres.
Consequently it is sensible to separate the pitching motion group
from the planar motion group which saturate more easily.

The integrator wind-up protect ion scheme that is used in this
controller is summarised below in Table (7.2).

Table_(i?1

Saturated actuator:

Engine

Nozzles

Tailpiane

Forward speed integrator

Frozen

Frozen

Free

Vertical speed integrator

Frozen

Frozen

Free

Pitch attitude integrator

Free

Free

Frozen

Frozen

Frozen

Free

Flight path angle integrator Frozen

Frozen

Free

Pitch attitude integrator

Free

Free

Frozen

Forward speed integrator

Frozen

-

Free

Pitch rate integrator

Free

-

Frozen

Low Speed Transition:

High Speed Transition:
Forward speed integrator

High Speed Flight:

-3257.6 Controller Management

(Sub units (3) (4), (5), (6) and (7)
As the name suggests, the controller management block manages the
functioning of the controller, in particular the six sub-units
(2), (3), (4), (5), (6) and (7). This block is responsible for detecting
boundary conditions and taking the appropriate action. The boundary
condition can he the first initialisation (at time = 0) or the act of
crossing from one TTC mode to another. The "appropriate action" means
a whole variety of tasks which will be described in the following
subsections. The initialisation procedure is described in subsection
7.6.1, the TTC mode sensing is described in subsection 7.6.2. and TTC
mode changes are described in subsection 7.6.3.

7.6.1 Controller Initialisation

Before any simulation or analysis work is undertaken, the GVAM87 must
be prepared for running within TSIM. This involves a period of data
input from files which initialise certain key model variables. This
stage is also used to initialise certain key controller variables
such as: time constants for input signal filters, dead band filter
characteristics for the pilot's inputs, pilot input scaling factors,
parameters which define the TTC modes and also the gain matrix
look-up tables. After this "pre-initialising" stage the GVAM87 may he
taken to any part of the design flight envelope, in or out of trim.
From this point the controller initialises itself.
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Firstly, the controller performs a simple test to discover the flight
conditions and hence which TTC mode should be in operation. This
i nforina t ion i s tlieii used to i ni t i a Ii se

lie TTC mode dependent

variables such as pilot input scaling factors and error scaling
factors (for VKD to GAMMAI) conversion). This information is also used
to select TTC mode dependent equations which define the input
variables, the error scaling factors, the command inputs and the
actual error signals. Secondly, the controller initialises the
remaining variables which are not necessarily TTC mode dependent such
as: the input and output signal off-sets, the dead band filter
variables, the integrator initial conditions, the blending variables
(used to blend between TTC modes) and the various logic flags which
are used for controller management.

All this activity results in a controller which is ready to run and
is aware of its mode of operation. Starting from an untrimmed flight
condition the controller will quickly compensate and stabilise the
system; starting from a trimmed flight condition nothing at all will
happen, showing that the GVAM87 and the controller are in harmony.

7.6.2 Task Tailored Control-Mode Sensing

The TTC mode design specification is given in subsection 6.2.2. These
criteria are applied directly in the controller and their actual
operation is described here.

When accelerating, the high speed flight phase is defined as nozzles
fully aft at speeds greater than 140 kts when the angle of incidence
is less than 12° (the GVAM87 is usually flown at 8° angle of'
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incidence). This allows the aircraft to he manoeuvrecl freely up to
140 kts without fear of a sudden mode change; speeds beyond this are
usually achieved only in accelerating transi tions to wing borne
flight which requires a TTC mode change anyway. The angle of
incidence cci terioii excl tides the high speed flight phase at high
angles of incidence so that the decelerating TTC mode change can be
sensed and enhanced manoeuvres can be performed. For example, when
decelerating from a high speed flight phase the aircraft will begin
to lose height which the pilot compensates for by increasing the
angle of incidence until the maximum (12°) is reached, thereby
changing the TTC mode to high speed transition.

The low speed transition flight phase is defined simply as being all
speeds less than 60 ft/s which is easily detected. The high speed
transition flight phase is in between the foregoing two flight phases
and here it is not sensed at all. Rather, if the flight phase is not
highspeed and it is not low speed transition, then it must be high
speed transition. This use of redundant logic saves time and
complications in the controller management block.

The landing mode (or take-off mode) is simply a TTC mode in which the
integral action is suspended leaving the pilot with proportional
control action. This prevents the integrators becoming unstable when
the aircraft is on the ground. The landing mode is simply defined by
an internal model variable which represents the "weight on wheels"
sensor. When the "weight on wheels" reaches 25% of the aircraft gross
weight it is considered to be in landing mode.

Once a TTC mode has been sensed particular logic flags are set. These
logic flags have "old" and "new" versions so that the "old" (or
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previous) TTC mode can he compared to the "new

(or current) TTC

mode. Thus, by examining the "old" and 'new" flags the controller
management block can detect TTC mode boundary condi t i ons. The
management of these boundary conditions is discussed in the next
subsect ion.

7.6.3 Task Tailored Control Mode-Changing

There are four main TIC mode changes possible in this controller but
most of the operations are common for each of these changes. Indeed
much of the change is implemented by "re-initialising" some of the
controller sub-units. This is made possible by the use of
perturbation equations within the controller which allows the offset
variables to be re-initialised maintaining absolute input/output
consistency.

In addition to this,

perturbation variables may

generally be set to zero. Hence all of the TTC mode dependant
variables and equations initialised in subsection 7.6.1.

are

reinitialised during these four TTC mode changes. Any additional
operations that these four mode changes require are described below
under the appropriate headings. The effect of TIC mode changing is
also described in each case from the pilots perspective.

Low speed transition to higpeed transition:

No additional operations are required. The TTC mode change occurs as
the speed rises above 60 ft/s and the forward acceleration rate is
maintained despite the change of control variable from ft/s to Kts.
Any pilot inputs concerning pitch attitude are unaffected by the TTC
mode change, however p.i lot inputs using the right hand iiiceptor will
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have the following effects.

A ci iiiib rate

coITIrndIl(I

during the TTC mode change wi I I become a 'f] iglit

path angle increase" command and so the pilot wii 1 need to return the
iIiceitor to the centre zero liosi timi to maintain a constant fi iglit
patti angle. Conversely, a descent rate command during the TTC mode
change will become a "flight path angle decrease" command and the
pilot should still return the inceptor to the centre zero position.
In both cases the pilot action is natural, simple and non-hazardous.

High speed transition to

The additional operation here is a flight path to height rate blend
which also acts as a carefree handling feature. The TIC mode change
occurs as the speed falls below 60 ft/s and once again acceleration
rates and pitch attitude commands are unaffected by the change.
However, a downwards flight path with the inceptor at zero, is
smoothly levelled out without further pilot input. This blends the
two different TTC modes together and acts as a safety feature
requiring the pilot to actively select a descent rate to continue the
descent. A simi Jar blend occurs if the aircraft is ci inibing as the
TTC mode changes, but this scenario is unlikely. In the unlikely
event that the pilot actually maintains a flight path angle
increase/decrease command when the TTC mode changes then this is
blended into a height rate command resulting in a flight path angle
gradient change which is both natural and unobtrusive.
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High speed transition to high speed flight (wing-borne)

There are two addi ti oual operat i ojis here . The first operati on
reconfigures the right hand inceptor for pitch rate command inputs as
well as zeroing the nozzles and canceling residual flight path
commands. The second operation changes the gain scheduling so that it
uses the high speed look-up table and one-dimensional gain
scheduling. This final operation also changes the three input/output
basic control equation into a two input/output control equation.

The forward speed commands are unaffected by the TTC mode change and
the pitch attitude commands are disabled. The flight path angle
commands are also disabled and replaced by pitch rate commands on the
same inceptor. This means that a residual flight path angle
increase/decrease command during the TTC mode change will command a
pitch rate. This results in consistent flight path angle changes
being produced which are natural to the pilot.

Highspeedflight jig-borne)__to high s2eed transition

There are three additional operations here two of which are the
reverse of those described for the previous 'FTC mode change. Firstly,
the right hand inceptor is configured for flight path angle changes
and pitch attitude commands are reinstated. Secondly, the gain
scheduling ceases to be one-dimensional using tile high speed look-up
table and becomes two-dimensional using the transition look-up table.
In this operation the basic control laws revert from two input/output
form into three input/output form allowing the nozzles to "unfreeze".
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The final operation reinstates the pitch attitude trim setting to 8°,
unless the pilot commands a di fierent level . The pitch atti tude is
then brought to this setting from its previous setting in a smooth
blended way.

The pitch atti tude is re j iistated as described above and the forward
speed commands are unaffected by the TIC mode change. The remaining
command inputs also blend in smoothly as pitch rate commands become
flight path angle commands. Crossing this boundary in a VIFF mode
would be similar but VJFF mode could not be fully implemented in the
time available and so it is not described here. Once again, all
boundary crossing effects appear natural to the pilot.

This completes the description of the four main TIC niode changes and
one of the carefree handling features. There are three other carefree
handling features to be described and a general TIC mode change.
These descriptions are given below under the appropriate headings.

Land I ngmode

be
The landing (or take off) mode canengaged or disengaged from any of
the three flight phases. However, the controller management functions
which make it possible are tht same for each flight phase and so it
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is counted as one TTC mode. The two operations that take place when
this mode is entered are as follows: firstly the controller integral
art i on i s s uspwtdrd an(1 these in tegra tors are frozeii , secondly the
engine speed is allowed to reduce to its minimum level (however the
mini mum engine speed is usually limited to a sett ing greater than the
idle speed). These two operations are reversed when this mode is left
and

SC)

the maui integrators are then unfrozen.

When landing or taking off, in any flight phase, the pilot will
experience a negligible change in response due to the loss of the
integral action. Some slight activity in pitch attitude is to be
expected though as the aircraft will find its own natural pitch
attitude when sitting on its wheels. Likewise, after take-off, the
pitch attitude will head for the value set by the pilot once the
integrators are working again.

Carefree handling

In the low speed transition TTC mode it is possible to fly backwards,
bitt the GVAM87 becomes unstable if the speed becomes too large. Hence
a carefree handling feature is introduced which limits the backwards
speed to 2Oft/s which is adequate for taxing maneouvres. The forward
speed command integrator is also reinitialised when this carefree
handling mode is invoked

In accordance with the recommendations of chapter 6, the flaps and
undercarriage are scheduled with airspeed. Normally the pilot would
select these secondary items well in advance so that the main
piloting tasks are not compromised. The pilot also needs to ensure
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that flaps and undercarriage are not extended beyond certain speeds
but also that the undercarriage is extended before landing! . Thus
dutomat ic selection of these items at the correct speeds can improve
flight efficiency in addition to the obvious advantages of a
rediuct iou in pilot workload arid improved carefree handi I ng.

It has been shown that the management block largely consists of
FORTRAN IF. . .THEN. . . ELSE statements which form a logic safety net
within which the six sub-units function. Only three distinct TTC
modes and two carefree handling modes are implemented and yet the
management block has become a large proportion of the whole
controller. Any increase in TTC modes or carefree handling modes will
greatly increase the size and complexity of this block. And yet there
is little, if any, formal guidance on the design of this critical
feature. There is little point proving the robustness of a
multivariable controller when flawed controller management can switch
the engine off in a landing mode! It is hoped that such large errors
will not be made, but the conclusion is that this area of controller
design

needs

considerable

further development.

The

emerging

disciplines of Artificia1 Intelligence and Intelligent Knowledge
Based Systems could be beneficial methods of approach.
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(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)

Flight data collection/calculation.
Signal off-set monitoring.
Pilot input signal conditioning.
Feedback signal conditioning.
Error signal calculations.
Integral of error calculations and wind-up protection.
Gain scheduling, both one and two dimensional.
Controller core, the basic control equations.
Output signal conditioning.
Actuator saturation control.
Controller management block.

Figure (7.1) Block Diagram of Controller Structure.
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Throttle

(%)

(PTHTPQ*l00%)
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
0

50

100

150

200

250

300

Airspeed (Kts)
- Speed scheduled lower throttle limit used
by the controller..
- Absolute lower limit or engine-idle throttle
setting (26%)

Figure (7.2) Diagram of Scheduled Throttle Lower Limit
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VTKT
80.0

____
___

J-1

FL ____
105.3

0.9354

0.9611
r_
80.0

_ Ki
_

[

L1i' _P1

____
120.0

I_1I_ _________

0.9938

= 105.3-80.0 = 0.6325
120.0 - 80.0
AY = 0.9611-0.9354
____________
= 0.4401
0.9938 - 0.9354
tempi = K 11 (i,j) + [K 12 (1,j) - K11(iii)J1x
temp2 = K 21 (i,j) + [K 22 i,j) - K21(i,j)}AX
Ks3(i,j) = templ + [temp2 - temp1]Y
for (j = 1,2,3) and for (j = 1,2, . .. ,6)

j]1L

Il lustration of 2-D Gain Scheduling.

The matrices K11,K12,K21 ana K 22 represent four on design
flight conditio n S in the gain matrix look-up table at
speeds of 80 kts and 120 kts and for FNP at 0.9354 and
0.9938. K GS3 represents the current flight condition.
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C HAPTER 8

I)EMoNs'rpTroN OF THE COMTROLLER DESI;N

-3 38DEMONSTRATION OF THE CONTROLLER DESIGN

8.1 Introduction

'fh is chapter demonstrates the control I er design which was described
in the previous chapter. The design covers a wide flight envelope
which can he represented by the valid speed range -20 ft/s to
507 ft/s (300 Kts) . In various parts of this flight envelope there
are large plant dynamic changes, non-linear effects, control-mode
changes and blends, carefree handling features and dynamic problems.
In order to demonstrate such a complex multi-mode system fully a
great number of simulations would normally be required which is more
easily and effectively accomplished with a piloted real-time flight
simulation. A piloted simulation is also the only way in which the
handling qualities can be properly assessed*.

Despite these

limitations the controller is demonstrated here using a few select
simulations to illustrate particular features, but principally four
realistic flying tasks are used to demonstrate the overall
functionality of the controller.

* These facts are mentioned here because this controller has taken
part in a piloted simulation trial at the RAE, Bedford, and this work
is the subject of a separate report [Hopper] funded by a separate
contract.

-339The demonstration is sp'it into eight sections as follows. Section
8.2

contains

a

demonstration

of

the

controller s

standard

con tm I modes at four (Ii fferen t flight cond I t ions . The fi rst of the
realistic flying tasks consists of a vertical take off followed by an
aecelera t i ng tralis it ion to wing-borne flight and is descri bed in
section 8.3. The second flying task is described in section 8.4 and
consists of a short take off, a horizontal

acceleration and

deceleration in the transition region followed by a Rolling Vertical
Landing (RVL) . The third flying task involves a decelerating
transition from wing-borne flight followed by a vertical landing and
is described in section 8.5. The final flying task is described in
section 8.6 and consists of a deceleration from the highspeed
transition region to backwards flight and then a forwards RVL. These
flying tasks are followed by three demonstration sections (sections
8.7, 8.8 and 8.9) which illustrate the integrator wind-up protection,
the turbulence and gust response and the possibilities of automatic
landing aids respectively. The last section, section 8.10, discusses
the handling qualities aspects of the controller.

It should be noted that one flying mode mentioned in Chapter 6 is not
demonstrated here, that is the VIFF mode. Without lateral control it
was found to be impossible to actually invoke this mode iii the way
that was intended. Furthermore, it is anticipated that a change in
the controller management would also be required to distinguish
between the high speed transition TTC mode and the VIFF TTC mode.
Inexart VIFFIng nianoeuvres can be performed by setting the nozzles
down during high speed flight, however, in the time available this
manoeuvre could not he incorporated into the control scheme. Before
describing the first manoeuvre demonstrations, the way in which the
11 yi up. tasks were perfomnied is described.

-34 0Usually the job of flying a V/STOL aircraft fal Is to just a few
highly trained and experienced adaptive multivariable controllers,
name I y RAF pilots . These pilots con t i minus I y update thei r control
inputs

to maintain the desired flight path whilst

obtaining

i nformat i on from the.i r i nstrumeuu ts , the outs ide view, the vesti bul ar
system (the inner ear) and the proprioceptive and somatic systems
(the "seat of the pants). However, each flying task shown here has
been "flown" by an untrained "pilot' (the author) who issues discrete
commands via a computer keyboard using the plots shown in the figures
as the only source of flight informaUon. Despite this limitation the
different tasks have been flown adequately if somewhat imprecisely.
This is a testament to the controller and not the 'pilot"!

The tasks could have been made easier for desktop flying by modifying
the inputs but this was avoided as the controller needed to be ready
for piloted real-time flight simulation trials. Furthermore, this
would not exercise the whole control scheme. The result was that the
controlled aircraft was almost unflyable in the high speed region.
This is because the flight path is usually controlled by the angle of
incidence which is normally controlled by the pilot using pitch rate
inputs. In an accelerating or decelerating transition this would
require constant retrimmi ng inputs to maintain constant height,
something which was beyond the "pilot/keyboard arrangement used
here. The solution was to incorporate a simple height hold autopilot
which commands pitch rate whilst monitoring the vertical speed (VKD).
The autopi lot was a PID control 1oop as given by

Qcom = K 1) e + K 1 z + R D e

,

..

(8.1)
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C

(8.2)

and

e - R - VKI)

(8.3)

for R = 0, where K.K j and RD are scalar gains, e is the error
signal, e is the error rate of change, z is the integral of the error
and where Qcom Is the pitch rate command which was given to the
high-gaiti control system to implement. This is effectively a very
simplistic pilot model which was approximately tuned on-line. It has
been used for simulation in two instances and these are pointed out
in the text.

An additional simple pilot model is also used because a pilot does
not usually perform abrupt discrete command inputs or step inputs,
instead the commands are smoother. This is represented here by
shaping the discrete keyboard inputs to the controller so that they
conform to cubic ramps, as shown by Figure (8.1). The time constant T
is varied but it will be given, where relevant, within the text. The
exception to this stick input shaping is the forward acceleration
commands which are usually passed through a simple lag with a time
constant of 0.2.

It should be noted that some explanations given here for the cause of
dynamic effects are described as 'probable' causes. This is because
the highly complex aircraft model does not always allow the exact
cause of a dynamic effect to be discovered. This is compounded by the
interelationships between the controller and the GVAM87.

-342Fjiial ly, Table (0.1) below gives a description of each variable which

appears

in SIIbSe(l(IPflt I)lOtS shown in this chapter. The list of

var i al)l us is in a I pliahe I ira I order and each actua tor variable is pns t
fixed with an '0' indicating it is an output variable and so it is
the an ual act uat or posit intl (after any dyrianicis, rate limits or

position limits which may affect it).

Tabi e (8 .i

Variable

AIRBRO
AL FAD
ETA 1)0
FLAPDO
FNP
GAMMAD
II
HNP
MYSTK1
MYS TN 2
MYS TN 3
PTIITPO
QD
QEF
T H D F PU
THETI)
Uco
VKD
VKN
VTKT
VWD
VWN

Description

-

Airbx'ake position
Angle of incidence
Tailplane angle
Flap angle
Low pressure fan speed
Flight path angle
He iglit
High pressure fan speed
Left hand inceptor
Ft/s2 &
Right hand inceptor
Ft/s &
Button on left hand inceptor
Throttle setting
Pitch rate
Fuel flow rate
Nozzle angle
Pitch attitude
Under carriage position
Vertical speed down
Horizontal speed north
Airspeed
Wind speed down
Wind speed north

Units

,' 100
Deg
Deg
Deg
-o
Deg
Ft
%/l00
Kts/s
D e g/ s
Deg
/1O0
Deg
Gall/Hour
Deg
Deg
% / 100
Ft/s
Ft/s
Kts
Ft/s
Ft/s
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For this demonstration the GVAM87 was trimmed at four different
11 ight coiid it ions where each of the staiidard control-modes was
operated. This is described for each flight condition in the
fol lowi iig subsections.

8.2.1 Low Speed Transition - The Hover

The aircraft was trimmed for flight at the hover at a height of
looft, pitched up at 8° relative to the earth. The control trim
settings for this were 91? throttle setting, 81° nozzle angle and +
1 .10 tai Iplane angle. The ful lowing manoeuvres are shown in Figure
(8.2).

The first manoeuvres demonstrated the forward speed

control mode. It consisted of an acceleration command (MYSTKI) at
l5ft/s 2 forwards up to 40 ft's, followed by a deceleration at -15
ft s 2 until the carefree handling feature prevented backwards flight
faster than 20 ft s. It should be noted that despite the fact that
the pilot input remained at -15 ft s 2 , the speed was held at -20
ft s. Finally, the aircraft was returned to the hover with a brief
forwards acceleration of 15 ft 2•

The next manoeuvre demonstrated the pitch pointing control-mode
(MYSTK3) and the aircraft was pitched up and down by ± 0 with a
cubic ramp time constant of 2 seconds. The third and final manoeuvre
demonstrated the height-rate control-mode (MYSTK2) and the pilot
demand was * 10 ft/s with a cubic ramp time constant of 4 seconds.

-344The descent phase was mai tita I tied slightly longer than the cJ 1mb phase
and so the aircraft finished lower than the orIginal 100 ft.

Ci early, each control -mode requi red only one input front the pilot
whilst the control icr managed all three actuators to achieve the
desi red response. Cross coupl ing was evident hut small , and the
nianoeuvres were all executed crisply. The forward acceleration
control-mode required sonic pilot anticipation to reach the desired
values of forward speed accurately. This was due to the phase lags
inherent in the command integration system.

The high command levels caused the nozzles to saturate once (at A)
and the throttle to saturate three times (at B.0 and D). This caused
no problems as it was handled by the i.e. controller's anti-wind-up
protection. The last feature to note is the small cycle that appeared
and was most evident on the nozzles (at E). This cycle coincided with
the steady climb and sink rates and it was probably caused by the
controller acting at an off-design condition. The air speed VTKT does
not have a direction and so it was always positive, as shown by
Figure (8.2). Consequently it reached + 6 Kts for both vertical
manoeuvres and the gains were scheduled with this VTKT value, despite
the fact that the aircraft was still at the hover. The same cycle was
evident on the VKN, QD and ETADO responses but ETADO and QD were the
controller reacting against the nozzle cycle and VKN was the final
result of this activity. Clearly, the response, as seen by the pilot,
was negligible but the presence of a cycle was unde sirable.
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The a i rcraft was trimmed for flight at a height of lOOft , pitched up
at 80 re] at i y e to the earth flying straight and level . The coiit rol
trim settings for this were 73% throttle setting. 68° nozzle angle
and +2.90 tailplane angle. The following manoeuvres are shown in
Figure (8.3).

The first manoeuvre demonstrated the forward speed control-mode. It
consisted of an acceleration at 15 ft/s 2 to 185 ft/s. a deceleration
at -l5ft/s 2 to 85 ft/s and then a final acceleration at 15 ft/s 2 hack
to 135 ft/s. all using just MYSTK1 as input.

The next maiieouvre demonstrated the pitch pointing control-mode
(MYSTK3) and the aircraft was pitched up and down by ± 5 with a
cubic ramp time constant of 2 seconds. The third and final manoeuvre
demonstrated the flight path angle control-mode (MYSTK2). The pilot
demand was +2 deg/s flight path rise to 3° followed by a -2 deg/s
flight path fall to _30, pausing at 0 0 (straight and level flight).
before returning once again to straight and level flight. This
resulted in the aircraft climbing to 150 ft. holding height and then
returning to loOft.

Once again, each control-mode required only one input from the pilot,
cross coupling was negligible and all nianoeuvres were executed
crisply. Both the forward acceleration and the flight path angle
control-modes

required

some

pilot

anticipation

for

accurate

speed/fl iglit path achievement, due again to the phase lags inherent
in the command integration system.
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Only the nozzles saturated here (at A) during a deceleration and this
caused no problems, as before. The throttle command was quite
osci II at ory here (at B) and i t produced an oscillatory engine
response which is undesirable. However, it should be remembered that

a] I oscillations appear to be at high frequencies due to the long
time scale used (80 seconds); this is true for all the manoeuvres
featured in this chapter. Another cycle appeared which was most
evident on the throttle (at C) and this produced the small cycle on
VK[) (at D); once again ETADO and QD were the controller reacting
against the cycle. The reason for this cycle was that the
acceleration to 185 ft/s brought the flight condition close to a very
difficult dynamic region which will be

described in the next

sub-section. The oscillatory nature of the engine occured most during
flight path changes and was probably due to the apparent aircraft
dynamics differing from the controller's design condition. This
indicated that the controller needs retuning and careful attention to

prevent oscillatory modes, or even another scheduling dimension to
handle flight path or angle of attack changes.

8.2.3. High Speed Transition - 120 Kts (200 ft/s)

The aircraft was trimmed for flight at a height of loOft, pitched up
at 8° relative to the earth and flying straight and level. The

control trim settings were 61% throttle setting, 570 nozzle angle and
^4•30 tailplane angle. The first manoeuvre is shown by Figure (8.4)

and it demonstrated the forward acceleration control-mode.

It

consisted of an acceleration of 10 ft/s 2 followed by a deceleration
at 10 ft 2 to 160 ft/s and finally an acceleration hack to 200 ft/s
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(Kts). The actual manoeuvre was performed well, hut inspection of
VKD, THETD and QD shows that the pilot would experience an
U1)COJIII 01'

tal)l e ride!

The large number of very lightly damped osci ilations at this flight
condition were directly or indirectly caused by the engine
non-li neari ties. Indeed, the gain matrix was scheduled with engine
state as well as airspeed as an attempt to alleviate worse problems
that had arisen due to the gross dynamic changes that occur within
the engine (see Figures (4.8) and (4.9)). Consequently, without this
feature the system would either be unstable, or would be using a very
low bandwidth controller. However, this feature also brought the
problem that fast engine state changes produced fast gain scheduling
changes which effectively increased the dynamic order of the system
and contravened earlier gain scheduling assumptions (section 7.4).

It was also possible that dynamic modes, other than the three
control-modes,

were lightly damped and

became

apparent

as

oscillations. This can happen when a particular control mode is
dominated by a pole on the real axis which allows the gain to be
increased further. This gain increase may improve the control-mode
dynamics but make another dynamic mode become lightly damped, such as
an actuator mode. These trade-offs should be monitored by the control
law designer.

Detuning the controller could have reduced these oscillatory effects
and a different gain scheduling scheme or more design points neat'
this difficult region could also have helped. However, the GVAM87
engine dynamics were designed for human open-loop operation and are
not ideal for closed-loop automatic control. This is an important

-348observatioii which should be acknowledged in fut nrc ASTOVL aircraft
designs whenever a CCV is the desired end product

No furl her inaiioeuvres are shown for the flight coiid it ion as they are
executed adc'qun tel y , but have severe oscillations super imposed upon
each response and nothing further call be learnt from exanii ni ug them -

8.2.4 HigSeedFHght_(Fully Wiqgorne) - 2Kts

The aircraft was trimmed for flight at 100 ft. pitched up at

00

flying straight and level (ALFAD = 0°). The control trim settings for
this were 53% throttle setting 0 0 nozzle angle (nozzles aft) and
0.40 tailplane angle. The following manoeuvres are shown in Figure
(8.5). The first manoeuvre demonstrated the pitch rate control-mode
using NYSTK2 which was scaled

iii radians/s iii the figure. The

manoeuvre consisted of pitching up at 5 deg/s to 15°, pitching down
at -5 deg/s to -15° and then levelling out once again at
approximately 00 pitch attitude to fly straight and level. This
implemented a climbing manoeuvre and the aircraft rose to over l000ft
before diving and levelling out at about 500ft. Although climbing
sharply and increasing its potential energy the aircraft did not lose
any kinetic energy and the speed remained almost constant. This was
achieved by the controller which increased the engine power to
maintain speed automatically. GAMMA[), the flight path angle, shows
that * 15° flight path angle was achieved and the angle of incidence
(ALFAP) lay wi thi ii * 8° throughout.

-34 9The

second

manoeuvre

demonstrated

the

forward

acceleration

control mode (MYSTK1). The aircraft was accelerated at 10 ft/s 2 to
280 Kts (an increase of over 50 ft/s) and was then decelerated at
lOft/s 2 to 230 Kts before returning to 250 Kts. This manoeuvre
highlighted the problem of "desktop flying" in the high speed
version. The speed increase caused the aircraft to climb and the
decrease caused it to descend because the pitch rate was held at zero
and so the pitch attitude/angle of incidence was not used to control
the height. Indeed, the height fell to just 200 ft and a "pitch up"
command was given (at A) to prevent a "crash landing".

This manoeuvre also showed some overshoot in the decelerating phase
(at B). This was caused by the engine winding down to a low speed for
deceleration and then taking a long while to wind back up to a high
level to stop the deceleration. This was a demonstration of the
effect that non-linearities can have and also a good example of the
reason why the controller has a minimum throttle limit that varies
with speed. Clearly, a command which sets the engine very low, close
to a landing task, could jeopardise the landing if the engine is
unable to regain speed and power fast enough. The minimum throttle
level prevents this happening at low speeds.

Apart from the above criticisms, each control-mode operated in a
crisp way, cross coupling was mirtimised and control inputs were
simple. Control in this region is satisfactory, but not ideal.
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emoiis t ra Ii ojiS II1V(' ',liowri how the control icr functioned in

diflereut areas of the flight envelope and how it generally gave good
nut i'ul

with simple

i ulput ,

u 'du log the

pilot work

load.

The

except iøn to this wa' of mu se the region around the 120 Kts fi ight
cwl(1i t on wlui ch was uuisa t i f .ic tory. The poor closed loop response, in
this region especially, needs further work. Any flying task that
passes by this region is degraded by the poor closed-loop response as
will be seen in some of the following figures.

8.3 AcceleratIng Transition to Wing-Borne Flight-Task 1

For this demonstration (shown as Figure (8.6)) the GVAM87 was
initialised at 6.9 ft. 0 Kts sitting on the runway. The height (6.9
ft) represents the height of the centre of gravity above the runway
and it was slightly higher than the "dead weight" height of 5.5 ft.
This was (tue to the thrust lift, which was caused by the throttle
being at the low speed flight minimum of 60%. The weight on wheels
switch was obviously active making this a landing mode and the
aircraft was at rest, though only just, as the engine and reaction
controls were active.

The first command was for a vertical take-off and a climb at 10 ft/s2
(MYSTK2). Whilst the aircraft was climbing a forwards acceleration of
5 ft/s 2 was initiated to begin the transition. As a height of lOOft
was approached the climb rate was set to zero (or height hold)
(MYSTR2) and the forwards acceleration was increased to 15 ft/s2.
Also at this time, the controller moved from the low speed transition
TIC mode to the high speed transition TIC mode (at A). It can be seen
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that the flaps were at 500 (fiil ly out) and the undercarriage was
extended also, causing the air brake to be at its middle position
0.4) . Throughout this early part of the transi tion the pi tch
attitude remained constant at a value set during the controller
liii hal isatioii

The pilot did riot need to adjust the pitch atti tiide

and so MYSTK3 was at zero throughout and is not shown.

As the aircraft accelerated VTKT exceeded 140 Kts (at B) the
transition lower speed limit, and soon after this the nozzles went to

zero and were fixed aft (at C). At this point the controller moved
into the high speed flight (wing-borne) TTC mode. At this moment the
height hold auto pilot also became active and began to eliminate the
vertical speed residuals shown by VKD (at D). Accelerating with no
autopilot would cause the aircraft to clintb, but the auto pilot
progressively lowered the aircraft's nose (see E), reducing the angle
of attack and maintained a constant height of 120 ft. The pitch rate
activity (from F onwards) was mainly the autopilot "control action"
which the controller implemented through the tailpiane.

The next feature to note is the undercarriage being selected up at
200 Kts automatically with no pilot action required (see (3); the
undercarriage also set the airbrake to be in (see H). The flaps also
began to retract to 20° at 200 Kts as they are scheduled linearly
with speed up to 300 Kts (see I). The last pilot action (excluding
the autopilot) was to remove the acceleration command as VTKT
approached 300 Kts. The speed overshot and then undershot as the
engine was slow to respond (see J) and the undershoot caused the
flaps to extend and retract slightly (see K).
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The take off TTC mode to low speed tratisi tion TTC mode blend was
ittidetectahle, as was the low speed transition to high speed
traits it ion hi end. The high speed traitsi t iwi to high speed fi iglit
blend was a little "bumpy' due

10 the iteed to sense the nozzles aft

roitdi Lion so close to the di ffi ctil t 120 Kt s regi on . However, the 120
Kts region did not have a large effect in this nianeouvre as it was
passed through quite quickly. The throttle showed a few oscillations
though (at 14 which produced the VKD oscillations (near 0).

This manoeuvre was executed easily and with the minimum of pilot
input. A human pilot alone could not have performed the same
manoeuvre as all three actuators were moved in harmony until
wing-borne flight was reached. The use of only two pilot inputs
rather than three has clearly led to a reduction in pilot workload.

8.4 Low Speed Manoeuvring - Task 2

For this demonstration (shown as Figure (8.7) the GVAM87 was again
initialised at 6.9 ft. 0 Kts sitting on the runway. The first command
was for a forwards acceleration, along the runway, at 10 ft/s2
(MYSTKI). Then at 50 Kts ( 8Oft/s) a flight path increase command of
2 deg s was given (MYSTK2) and a standard short take-off was
executed. During the acceleration along the runway the controller was
changed from the low speed transition TTC mode to the high speed
transition TTC mode automatically, the landing mode also being active
in both cases. As VTKT approached 60 Kts ( 100 ft/s) the forwards
acceleration was set to zero and a steady 60 Kts was maintained
whi 1st ci imbing.
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As a fl iglit path angle of 60 was reached (corresponding to -10 ft/s
at this speed) the flight path increase command was set to zero
(MYSTK2) and that flight pat Ii wis maintained. As the height of 100 ft
was approached the flight path was reduced to zero (using MYSTK2)
before being reduced further to 60 to make a landing approach. As
the height dropped below 50 ft the downwards fi iglit path was levelled
out so that at 12 ft the aircraft was once again flying straight and
level at 60 Kts.

Finally, the flight path was inclined down at _10 for the final
landing phase and a deceleration of 10 ft/s 2 was also commanded.
This resulted in a Rolling Vertical Landing (RVL) which is a common
feature of V/STOL operations. The actual point of landing is marked
on the VKD and H plots (by A) and the sharp VKD gradient change shows
it clearly. The aircraft actually lands at approximately 50 Kts
before slowing down to 12 Kts (20 ft s) which was maintained as if
taxiing on the runway.

The two blends to and from low speed transition flight occured on the
ground in this manoeuvre and are not detectable. The nozzle was
saturdted during the final deceleration (at B) but this did not
dffect performance. Clearly, this low speed flying task has been
executed easily and with the minimum of pilot input. The usually
complex manoeuvres of short take off, climb, height hold and RVL were
all performed using keyboard inputs only. Once again the pitch
attitude did not need to be controlled by the pilot at all and MYSTK3
was zero throughout the task. This task also shows that pilot
workload has been reduced.

-3548.5 Decelerating Transition from Wing-Borne Flight - Task 3

For this deinoristrat ion (shown as Figure (8.8)

the GVAM87 was

initialised at 300ft, 308 Kts (520 ft/s) and 1.1° pitch attitude
fly ing straight and level with the undercarriage up, the ai rbrake in
and the f]aps at 20 0 . The autopilot was engaged to maintain height
through the wing-borne phase of the deceleration. The first command
was for a deceleration of -10 ft/s forward speed (MYSTKI) and to help
the aircraft to slow down, the air brake was also deployed by the
"pilot". As the airspeed fell below 300 Kts the flaps began to move
out to 50°, scheduled by speed (see A). As 200 Kts was reached the
flaps had reached 500 and here the undercarriage was automatically
selected down (at B) which also selected the airbrake to be at the
middle position (at C). Whilst the aircraft was slowing down the
autopilot was bringing the nose of the aircraft up, increasing the
angle of incidence (and hence the lift) to maintain the height.

It should be noted that the throttle minimum level was increasing (at
D) as the speed decreased and this reduced the deceleration rate. In
fact the situation can arise whereby the aircraft will not cross into
the high speed transition TTC mode as the speed cannot fall below
140 Kts and the angle of incidence will not rise above 14°. This
showed one flaw in the boundary condition logic which has been fixed
for this particular case by resetting the transition speed limit from
140 Kts to 180 Kts. Hence at 180 Kts (see E) the controller changed
to the highspeed transition TTC mode and soon after this the nozzles
came forwards (see F).

-355After crossing the TIC mode boundary the large deceleration command
received no response Iron (lie aircraft initially and it grew,
the nuzz I es full y forwards and i iicreas I ng t lie

eventually fore

i tig

I hrust.

violent

This

control

action

set

up

several

severe

uscil latioiis nii VKI), THETI), QI), PTIITPO, THE)FPO and ETA1)0 (labelled by
F). If left alone these oscillations would have continued for some
time aided by the oscillatory dynamics In the 120 Kts region. Clearly
the high speed to high speed transition boundary logic and boundary
management was unsatisfactory. There is a need for an earlier nozzles
forward maximum deceleration mode and a clearer definition of this
boundary.

Despite these problems the flying task was continued arid the
oscillations were "flown through. To do this a descend command was
given using MYSTK2 as seen on the VKD plot (at G). The command was
for a -2 deg s flight path reduction reaching -7°. Soon after this
the speed deceleration was reduced from -10 ft/s 2 to -5 ft/s 2 (at I-I).
As the speed then fell below 60 ft/s (at I) the TIC mode changed to
become the low speed transition TIC niode and the carefree handling
feature reduced the downwards flight path (front J) to zero. Thus the
aircraft began flying straight and level at 5Oft (see K). Meanwhile
the deceleration command was set to zero as the speed reached 0 Kts,
the hover. Finally, MYSTK2 was used to demand a descent rate of -4
ft/s which landed the aircraft vertically.

This manoeuvre has shown the controller to be capable of a
decelerating transition and a vertical landing. Clearly, the high
speed to high speed transition TIC mode change needs further
developnieiit as described previously. However, despite this drawback
the controller has still only required two inputs to perform the

-356flying task and this indicates a reduction iii pilot workload.

8.6 DeceleratIng Transition from the Jet-Borne Flight - Task 4

This demonstration (shown as Figure 8.9) shows a deceleration from
120 Kts and an RVL. It represents some aspects of the previous flight
task hut shows them more clearly. The GVAM87 was initialised at 300
ft. 200 ft/s (z 120 Kts) and pitched up at 8

flying straight and

level. The first command was a decrease in flight path angle at -2
deg/s (MYSTK2) to -3° (corresponding to 11 ft/s VKD). Whilst the
flight path was being lowered the comniand to decelerate at -10 ft/s2
was giveii (MYSTKI). As the speed passed through 60 ft/s (see A) the
carefree handling feature reduced the rate of decent to zero (see B),
levelling off the aircraft at 90 ft (see C).

The deceleration command was maintained even as the speed passed zero
and the aircraft began to fly backwards. Another carefree handling
feature prevented the backwards speed exceeding --20 ft/s with no
further pilot input. Then a brief acceleration command was given
(MYSTK1) to put the aircraft back into the hover. Finally, a descent
rate of 10 ft/s was commanded (MYSTK2) until the height reached 45 ft
whereupon the descent rate was reduced to 5 ft/s until the height
reached 15 ft where the descent rate was again reduced to 2 ft/s. The
sharp gradient change on the VKD plot (at D) shows that the landing
occurred at 3 ft/s.

The aircraft experienced some oscillations (at E) close to the
oscillatory 120 Rts region which has been explained before. Another
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ore to note is that the throttle and nozzle saturated (at F

respectively) during
Once aga iii,

the

arid G

levelling off carefree handling manoeuvre.

th i s caused no proL) i ems

due

to

the anti -Wi nd-up

protection in the controller.

This manoeuvre has shown more clearly the low speed phase of a
decelerating transition and vertical landing. All the pilot commands
were simple and only two inputs were required; MYSTK3 controlling
pitch attitude was not, used at all. Once more, a reduction in pilot
workload has been demonstrated.

8.7 Demonstration of Integrator Wind-Up Protection

For this demonstration (shown as Figure (8.10)) the GVAM87 was
initialised at 100 ft. 200 ft/s (

120 Kts) pitched up at 8 flying

straight arid level. In order to saturate both the throttle and the
nozzle two large simultaneous commands were given for a flight path
increase at 5 deg/s and a deceleration at -20 ft/s 2 (see MYSTK2 and
MYSTKI respectively). Both commands were removed at the same time in
order to give a forward speed of approximately 100 ft s and a flight
path angle of approximately 15 0 . This manoeuvre was performed twice,
identically, with the integrator wind-up protection on and then off.
Curves labelled '1' have integrator wind-up protection whilst curves
labelled "0' do not have integrator wind-up protection.

It can be seen from the plots for throttle and nozzle that both
became unsaturated at A with wind-up protection whilst they do not
become unsaturated until B without wind up protection. The result of
these act on tors being saturated longer, and the I nt egrators being
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all OWed to wind-up can be seen in plots of VKN, VKU, ALFAL) and
GAMMAD.

In each case

th

system without wind-up protection

overshoots. 11w effect of throttle saturation can also he ObserVed in
the FNP, HNP and QEF Plots.

The final feature to note is that THETD tracking 8° was maintained as
the pitch integrator was not frozen because the tailplane was not
saturated. Maintaining pitch attitude tracking is vital as it can
completely destabilise a saturated system if it is allowed to wander.
This demonstration clearly shows the effectiveness of the integrator
wind up protection.

8.8 Demonstration of Disturbance Relecti

The characteristic of the controller which is demonstrated here is
the ability to reject unmeasured disturbances. These disturbances
will be provided using wind gusts and turbulence which have been
described in section 4.8. The tests are described in separate
subsections below.

8.8.1. Wind Gust Disturbance Rejection

For this demonstration the aircraft is initialised at 100 ft.
135 ft/s (z 80 Kts) at a pitch attitude of 8° flying straight and
level. The wind gust test used here consists of 60 ft/s I - cosine
type gusts in the longi tudinal plane, each lasting 4 seconds. The
first gust was a horizontal tailwind heading north like the aircraft,
the second gust was a horizontal headwind heading south against the
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aircraft , the third gust was a vertical updraft and the fourth gust
was a vertical downdraft.

These gusts are shown by VWN and VWD in Figure (8.11). In this figure
the scales have been greatly magnified to show the deviations from
trim of each parameter because the deviations were small, despite the
size of the gusts. It was not possible to compare these to the
response of the uncontrolled aircraft as the uncontrolled aircraft
goes completely unstable due to large pitch deviations. However, it
is possible to see each of the three actuators moving in harmony to
keep the aircraft steady in pitch and the maintain speed and flight
path. Only the vertical down draft gust actually saturated any
actuators (the engine) but this did not have any serious effect; it
simply produced a larger deviation in vertical speed (at A). The
amount of actuator movement shows the level of disturbance that is
being counteracted.

Despite the serious nature of these "once in a lifetime" type gusts,
the aircraft deviated very little from its chosen flight path as each
plot shows. Furthermore, this was achieved with no pilot input
whatsoever. Clearly, this is an example of reduced pilot workload.

8.8.2 Turbulent Air Disturbance Rejection

For this demonstration the aircraft was initialised at the same
flight condition as that used in the previous subsection. As
described in section 4.8, the levels of turbulence in each of three
perpendicular directions can be varied by changing the three RMS
levels. For this test the forward and vertical turbulence is used
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together (IJSJG and WSJG respect l y e] y) at three di ffererit RMS levels
as follows: 3.0 (niodeNite turbulence), 6.0 (moderate to high
tuirhu I ence ) and 9 .0 (Iii gli 1. uzhu I euice ) . The response to turbulence is
shown in Figure (8.12) and the turbulence is switched on in three
d i ffererut sections • ouic' for cacti RMS I eve]

Hence from A to B, USIG = WSIG - 3.0,
from B to C, USIG = WSJG - 6.0 and
from C to D, USIG = WSIG - 9.0

From the figure it is clear that the higher turbulence levels cause
greater fluctuations in the flight variables, hut these fluctuations
are very snail and the controller still maintains the original trim
settings. Once again, it is not possible to compare these to the
response of an uncontrolled aircraft as the uncontrolled aircraft
goes unstable. The cost involved here is clearly that increased
turbulence levels exert quite high frequency inputs on each actuator
which would reduce actuator life, especially for the engine.

The amount of turbulence that the pilot actually experiences would be
a direct measure of pilot ride comfort and this could be balanced
against the cost of preventing it (actuator life, control power etc)
and the likelihood of high turbulence levels being encountered. This
particular balance is obviously beyoiid the scope of this study but
the controller could clearly be used for turbulence rejection and
related studies.
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giut I hi gli frequency content caused concern then the

relevant signals could be filtered to remove this, allowing the
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iig the a] t it tide . speed and

flight path against larger, slower disturbances. Finally, it is
interesting to note that alter each phase of turbulence, causing high
frequency actuator movements, the turbulence was set to zero atid the
actuator movements returned to their trim settings. This shows that
the controller can recover' from turbulent disturbances and settle
back into controlled steady flight after high frequency excitation.

The turbulence was rejected by the control system automatically, even
when the turbulence was at a high level. This was performed with no
pilot inputs once again, showing a decrease in pilot workload.

In each of the preceding tests the gusts or turbulent disturbances
were not measured or known in advance by the controller. And yet in
each case the controller rejected these disturbances and maintained
steady controlled flight . This shows the benefits of using an error
actuated multivariabie P1 controller to reduce pilot workload.
Another example of this disturbance rejection has been given by
Figure (8.6) and Figure (8.8) where disturbances caused by the
deployment of flap and airbrake do not prevent the aircraft from
tracking the pilot commands. Once again, no compensatory pilot input
was needed.

-3628.9

Automatic Ship Landing System s - A Demonstration of the

p2sibill t I e s

Once an aircraft has been fitted with a control system other ways of
reducing the pilot workload become possible. Indeed, some piloting
tasks which were previously impossible may now become pheasihie - One
such task is landing V/STOL aircraft on ships in rough seas and in
poor visibility.

A very simple autopilot has already been demonstrated in previous
high speed flight phases. A similar autopilot could easily be made to
follow a flight path other than horizontal. This would make it
possible to fly a ship approach in bad weather by tracking along a
guidance beam automatically, for example. This could include curved
decelerating approaches (such as those used in a separate study
[Merrick & Gerdes]).

However, once the aircraft has located the ship other problems can
arise. To track a moving ship requires precise speed control and good
disturbance rejection. This is because gusts and turbulence are to be
expected, both because of the weather generally and also because of
wind being disturbed by the forward motion of the ship and its
irregular superstructure. This could be achieved by the controller
used in this study as its accurate tracking and disturbance rejection
has already been proven. The final problem with ship landing is the
deck movement which could lead to the undercarriage rates being
exceeded in high sea states.
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Such problems have been investigated elsewhere [Bodson and Athans,
McMiildroch et a!] and from one of these references an approximate
shi i mode I has been obtained [Rodson and Athans] . Deck movement
depends upon wave height, wave frequency, ship speed, ship heading,
ship size and deck position. For a particular ship model in sea state
5 (quite rough weather) the ship deck moves approximately *

ft

vertically at a frequency of 0.114 Hz. (The ship model was a
stochastic process whose power spectrum was a narrow band, usually
single peaked, spectrum concentrated around 0.2 - 2.0 rad/s; the
model frequency was 0.72 rad/s). The deck also moves in five other
degrees of freedom but only heave is used here.

For this final demonstration, the controller is made to track a
moving deck vertically whilst flying horizontally at 20 Kts (

34

ft/s) pitched up at 8° beginning at a height of 60 ft. The deck moves
sinusoidally at 0.114 Hz and the amplitude of this sinusoid is
increased until the aircraft can no longer track it accurately. This
was achieved by feeding a sinusoid into MYSTK2 as shown on Figure
(8.12). This figure shows the maximum amplitude that the controller
can accurately track at this frequency. A higher amplitude would
result in the throttle saturating which would clip each peak on the
throttle response. This in turn would result in the aircraft having a
nett downwards flight path with the sinusoid superimposed on top.

The maximum achievable vertical

speed command amplitude at

0.114 H 7 was ± 4 ft/s resulting in a height variation of * 5.9 ft
(the actual height response was 53.64 ± 5.885 ft). This was actually
a greater height variation than that needed by the above reference in
sea state 5 (* 4 ft) indicating that this aircraft plus controller is
capable of landing on the ship modelled in the above reference. It

-3 64should also he noticed that whi 1st performing this demanding
manoeuvre the forward speed rema i ned steady at 20 Kts and the pitch
at t i tude deviated very I it tie from

80

With titi s parti cular manoeuvre it was also possible to vary the deck
amp Ii titde and frequency to investigate the key relationships. The
throttle margin is crucial in determining the control power available
and it can be shown that lower frequency sinusoids may be tracked
with larger amplitudes, and vice versa. Clearly, such studies could
be used to indicate the suitability of particular ships to particular
V/STOL aircraft in certain sea states.

Whilst this demonstration has been quite simplistic, it has shown the
potential and possibilities that this controller has for further
reductions in pilot workload. Indeed, once a satisfactory wide
envelope controller has been developed for a CCV aircraft it can be
attached to the navigation and guidance systems giving a fully
integrated aircraft system which is capable of all the above tasks as
well as three-dimensional terrain following, obstacle avoidance and
automatic route plan following.

8.10 Handling Qualities of the Controller

It has already been suggested that the handling qualities can only
really be examined using a piloted real-time flight simulation
(Section 8.1) and that this is the subject of a separate report
[Hopper]. Despite this it is possible to discuss some aspects of the
handling qualities as they have been demonstrated in previous
sections.
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The hand] ing qua] i ties listed iii subsectjoii 6.3.2. were applied, to a
degree, at each flight condition. However, the large number of flight
Conditions and the complexi ty of' the (Iilf('rellt trade-offs involved
made it impossible to seek an 'optimal" solution manually. The main
cri teria applied were R5, R3, and bandwidth/overshoot criteria in
both the frequency and the time domains. The considerations Cl, C2
and C3 were applied throughout. The requirements Ri, R2, R4 and R6
have

proven useful and applicable to this problem and the

high-gain method but the large number of flight cases precluded their
use for the main wide-envelope controller.

However, the following observations can be made regarding handling
qualities from the simulations that have been performed. General
control is crisp and non-interactive making flying tasks easy to
perform. Standard realistic manoeuvres were flown including vertical
take-off and landing, short take-off, RVL's, accelerating and
deceierating transitions. There are some problems however, notably:
oscillations when climbing or descending at some speeds, some very
lightly damped marginally stable dynamic modes near 120 Kts and a bad
TTC boundary cross over from high speed to high speed transition
flight.

Further observations concern the control scheme. The way in which
forward acceleration or flight path changes were implemented required
the pilot to anticipate the aircraft response. This was due to the
large phase lags inherent in the integrators and filters that were
used. 0the- schemes should therefore he considered, such as direct
acceleration control. In addition to this, the provision of a maximum
deceleration manoeuvre in the high speed flight phase is desirable as

-366this would bring t.hie nozzles dowii to achieve a higher deceleration
rate. It would also soIvi some of the boundary crossing probenis
that occur in a decelerat ing ti'aiisi t ion.

The simulations performed do not make it possible to make specific
observations regarding the control input scaling, the speed of
response or the general handling. Only a trained test pilot could
currently assess these things (in real-time) until handling qualities
metrics are improved. This also applies to the suitability of the TIC
modes that were chosen; although the author found them easy to use, a
test pilot can have other ideas (see [Hopper]).

In conclusion, it should be noted that the author could not fly the
basic GVAM87 in a real-time flight simulation using joysticks as
control inputs; and yet the author cait fly the GVAM87-plus-controlier
using only keyboard inputs, which is far more difficult than
real-time joystick control. This indicates that handling qualities
have definitely been improved and that pilot workload has been reduced.
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9.1 Conclusions

There are two main objectives which permeate this report: the
development of a controller design method which fulfills the criteria
described in previous chapters, and the design of a controller that
reduces the pilot workload which is characteristic of V/STOL
aircraft. A secondary objective concerns the specification of task
tailored control modes and handling qualities criteria for V/STOL
aircraft. These three themes are discussed separately below.

9.1.1 Development of a Suitable Con roller Design Method

The inadequacy of current control ler design techniques was described
in general terms before the most relevant classical and modern
techniques were discussed in detail . This survey discovered many
beneficial characteristics among other methods, but also many
detrimental characteristics. This resulted in a specification for a
suitable controller design method.

The high-gain technique was subsequently chosen as having the basis
of a suitable controller design technique and its roots were then
traced from its earliest inception to its recent developments.
However, the high-gain technique still lacked three essential
charac ten s tics:

-382I)

It could riot he use(I to "work backwards" enabling it to be
uSed iii the fully jut egrated des ign of a CCV aircraft.

ii)

Slow, high (Ildel' dUd dynamically complex parasi tics COO Id
not he i rico rpora t i-'d in to the design.

(iii) It did not completely encapsulate the simplicity and
insight that, classical SISO techniques give to a
designer.

Despite these drawbacks the high-gain technique does simplify
multivariable dynamic systems by exposing the underlying dynamic
structure. This property has been combined here with results drawn
from

fundamental

research

concerning multivariable

root-loci.

Together these have resulted in new developments to the high-gain
technique which overcome the above drawbacks. The whole has been
presented as a step-by-step method termed the high-gain method. This
high-gain method has been used throughout this project and the
following observations may he made concerning its characteristics.

The high-gain method is a graphically based method which allows it to
be fully i terat ive with the designer.
frequency

It uses time response,

response and root-locus plots to

analyse

systems,

enabling users, to apply skills based upon SISO classical design
experience and to receive similar insights into system behaviour.
Even so, this method is not based upon any particular CAD package,
requiring extensive hands-on experience, and so it allows the
designer to apply tire met hod using fami liar software tools.

-383The design coinpi cxl ty is built up in stages as the designer gai us
knowledge of tile system. In this way engineering trade-offs and "weak
links in the design are flla(Je apparent a I lowing the designer to make
informed dcci s ions concerning the progress of the solution. Even
s I ow,

Iii gh oj'dc'r .

dynamically

compl cx

paras i t i cs

can

now

he

incorporated into the design. Furthermore, phase compensa tion may be
added, where necessary, using simple classical SISO techniques. These
same new developments also allow the designer to 'work backwards" and
to specify hardware requirements,

given

specific

performance

c r i t e r i a.

The end result is a robust multivariable PT controller which tracks
constant inputs and rejects unmeasured disturbances using only
measurable outputs for feedback. Moreover, the simple controller
structure is ideally suited to use at different flight conditions and
with gain scheduling. Freedom in the choice of the control variables
allows task tailored control modes to be implemented and there is
also considerable freedom in the selection and application of
handling qualities criteria. For exaniple, root-loci. frequency and
time

FSPOflSPS are all utilised in the design. These freedoms are

facilitated by the simple tuning parameters which have real meaning
and known effects on the design

Finally, it should be remembered that the "high-gain" controller has
a "fast-sampling" discrete-time equivalent which makes conversion to
digital control a simple process. Indeed, discrete-time controllers
compensating for one or more sample periods delay are possible and
they have been proven in reality elsewhere.

-384The

conclusion is

that

the

Iii gh

gain

met hod

satisfied

the

specification for a suitable control law design method. It was not
enough , however

that i t sat is Ii eu

liii S spec i i i cat i (in , it also had t ()

be shown to he appi icoble to real problems an(1 that it really can
produce practi cal and lutict john I ruuJ t variahle controllers.

This

aspect of the conclusions is concerned with the second main objective
which is discussed next.

9.1.2 Design of an Active Flight Controller for a V/STOL Aircraft

The need for active flight control to alleviate pilot workload in
V/STOL aircraft was described at the start of this report when it was
also suggested that a suitable design method did not currently exist.
A brief description of the Royal Aerospace Establishment's VAAC
Programme put this problem into its wider perspective. As a small
part of the VAAC Programme this project has sought to develop and
assess one particular method. The medium for this has been a lifelike
non-linear Generic V/STOL Aircraft Model (GVAM87). Consequently, the
design of a realistic controller for the GVAM87 is both a way of
assessing the high gain method, dud a worthwhile goal in itself.

Before the controller was presented the GVAM87 was described in
detail to emphasise the reality of the task and also to highlight
certain features that later caused dynamic problems. A controller
design specification was then defined and this ensured that the final
solution would undergo a realistic assessment. The actual controller
design was then presented and its function was described. This was
followed by a series of flight simulations which illustrated various
good and bad features of the fitiul controller design. From this,

-385severa I observations may be nIad(

Tb (, V.1 r i (IUS task ta ii ored con t ro I modes , wh i ch were defined i

ii

the

controller design specification, were easily implemented using the
hi gli gain method .Mor cover, the resu I t I ng coiitro 1 laws dccoupl ed t lie
highly coupled aircraft dynamics producing diagonally dominant
systems, whatever the control scheme. The simple structure of each
control law enabled the different task tailored control modes to be
integrated into one controller. This structural simplicity also made
gain scheduling a relatively easy process.

Unfortunately, the final controller did exhibit two particular
problems, namely, lightly damped modes in some regions of the flight
envelope, and no "nozzle forwards" logic during decelerat.ions in
wing-borne flight. This last problem also caused difficulties during
the boundary cross over from wing-borne into jet-borne flight.
However, aside from these two difficulties the controller performed
well, fulfilling its design specification and, more importantly,
reducing pilot workload. Whether the task was gust and turbulence
rejection, a simple manoeuvre at one flight condition, or a
complicated series of manoeuvres spanning several flight conditions,
the control ler gave ('I' isp iioii-i nt t'ractive control . The ability to fly
the GVAM87 from a keyboard was, in itself, a measure of the
"controllability" and the accompanying reduction in pilot workload
was always evident.

Although every control mode was essentially an enhanced manoeuvre,
the VIFF enhanced manoeuvre, though possible, could not be
i mpl eiiiented in the time available . However . other enhanced modes of
operation were iiiade

DOSS

i ble by the high-gain controller and these

-38 6e cc d i s

CUSS e(l

a itd (leinu rist rated These modes o f opera t i on concerned

automatic landing systems, autopilots, terrain following'avoidance
aiid

The

IIiV I fI 1 1 Wi SyS t ('HIS

CUJU' I

us i

WI

I s t ha 1 an active control icr was designed I or a

rerilistic V/STOL

aircraft

which did alleviate pilot workload during

the transition from jet-borne to fully wing-borne flight (and

vice

versa), and which could provide enhanced nianoeuvres in otherwise
conventional flight phases. This conclusion, being positive,
completes the previous conclusion concerning the applicability of the
high-gain niethiod.

9.1.3. The Specification of Task Tailored Control Modes and Handling
Qualities for V/STOL Aircraft

Chapter 6 contained a detailed literature survey (though not fully
comprehensive) concerning task tailored control and handling
qualities for

\7 /STOL

aircraft. This simply illustrated the lack of

useful information that exists, especially with respect to
inultivariable systems and transition flight phases. I)espite this, the
relevant information was discussed and brought together with general
principles which should be applied. Finally this mixture of specific
criteria and general principles were used to define the design
specification used in this project.

The task tailored control modes selected appear to be well suited to
V/STOL aircraft in traiis i tion flight. However, it has already been
noted that only a tra i ned test pilot can really pass judgement on
this issue and a stihscquent report should be consulted for a further

-387diuss i on (if tlii s [flopper] A si

in

II ar s i tua Ii oii arises wi tli respect

to the handling qualities criteria, but, the following two points can
fl

made

First I y nios t current. hand] i iig qua] i Ijes rn Len a were COflCerfled with
traditional aircraft dynamic modes which do not exist in highly
augmented aircraft. Mu] tivaniable systems with task tailored control
niodes were barely touched UPOfl by conventional criteria and
acceptable cross coupling limits were not. mentioned at all! Only the
emerging bandwidth criteria [Hoh} holds promise for these important
considerations. Secondly, no one type of criterion is likely to
satisfy every need. A mixture was suggested in the final requirements
and this appears to be the best policy. The high-gain method uses
information from root-locus plots, frequency responses and time
responses and it is usual to change the design a little at each
stage. A designer cannot afford to throw away candles when stumbling
around in the dark!

In conclusion, it is hoped that the task tailored control modes and
handling qualities criteria suggested here will help to clarify the
available options for aircraft mu] tivariable control system
designers.

N. B. The the most important areas of further research relating to
this subsection were given at the end of chapter 6. I-fence, this
subject matter is not contained in the following i'econimendati OHS.

-3882 Recommendations

Ui is work has covered H'iiiiy (iii ferent areas and there are sevrral
reconimendat ions to be niade. Consequently, these are divided into
subject headings and they appear in the siihsect I OilS hel ow.

9.2.1 The Controller Design Method

Non linear actuator dynamics have been used in this project but their
non-linear effects need further investigation. Their effects have
been considered previously in conjunction with high-gain systems
[Porter C } but this work does not deal with the practical issues. It
can be shown that severe non linearities can produce limit cycles In
MIMO systems just as they do in SISO systems. Furthermore, it is
believed that extensions to the high-gain method could make it
possible to predict such currences and could suggest solutions to
the problem.

Integrator wind-up and humpless transfer has been handled here in a
simple way that was sufficient for the problem. More complex MIMO
systems may not be dealt with so easily. Consequently, a method of
dealing with these problems in a truly multivariable way needs to be
developed. Indeed, such research is already underway at Lancaster
University attempting to apply the work of Hanus [L-{anus et all to
high-gain systems.

This is the first implementation of a gain scheduling multivariable
high-gain controller' and clearly further developments are required.

-389-The gal ii scheduling scheme chosen sometimes led to fast ga iii changes
which

clearly

contravenes

the

quasi

static

assumption.

An

invest igat ion into the ('ltectS of gain rate- of -change needs to be
performed as it is believed that these effects raise the effective
order of t he system and could produce signi fi caiit damp i ng and
frequency changes.

It has been shown that the tuning parameters POSSeSS real meaning and
have known effects upon the system enabling knowledgeable tuning to
take place. Furthermore, a large variety of design constraints and
design objectives may be applied with the "best' solution lying
somewhere between. The high-gain method allows the designer to obtain
insight into the relevant engineering trade-offs and to approach an
'optimal design' but a great deal of work may be involved in finding
the

ideal' solution. However, once the above learning stage has

taken place, the final tuning of the system could be automated, to a
degree, whilst still allowing the designer to guide the optimisation
process. Such a method exists in multi-objective optimisation [Grace
& Fle ming, Fle ning & Pashkevich] and it is suggested as the next
major stage in developing the high-gain method.

Conventional robustness measures have been used for this project and
this is believed to be satisfactory as the final system is diagonally
dominant. However,

truly multivariable robustness measures are

desirable and if a suitable technique is developed it would be a
useful addition to the high gain method. Such robustness measures are
being developed (for example [Doyle a , Safonov et al J) bu t

it is

believed that this work needs further development before it can be
usefully applied to real problems.

-390F i mi] 1 y , it shotil d be remembered that. a large part of the controller
was the controller management block which was critical to its
pe rio rina lice

atiti

yet

t here

was

no

gui dance

for

its

des I gri

Furthermore, any addi t ional task tailored control-modes or care free
hand! i tig features woul ci greatly increase the size of this block.
Clearly. whatever method is used to design the actual control laws,
this hiock would remain essentially the same. Therefore standard
flight safe controller management functions could be designed as a
framework into which control laws could slot. Furthermore, the use of
artificial intelligence and expert system technology could help to
alleviate the complex programming problems.

9.2.2. The Controller Desi

The control let' code needs to be refined and some further development
is needed, as has been described in Chapter 8. In addition to this,
the actual controller tuning parameters need to be re-examined at
Some flight cases to ensure that all lightly damped modes are
eliminated. This work is essential if the controller is to progress
beyond

the

recent

piloted

simulation

trial

[Hopper].

Other

recomitiendat ions concerning the detailed development of the controller
and the pilot's opinion of the handling qualities and the task
tai bred control-modes are also contained in the above reference.

-39 19.2.3 The Design Environment

In this project the model was si mu I a ted us i rig the package TS IM and
another package Pro-Ma tiab was uSed for ii near analysis. This
together with a programme developed for this project, constituted a
simple

desi gil,

analysis

aii(1

simulation

envi ronment.

This

was

extremely useful in developing the controller hut it could be
enhanced with the use of a data base to keep track of code changes,
model changes and data changes during the developnient work. Such
environments are being developed and one example is ECSTASY [Munro].
However, care should be taken that such environments do not restrict
the control engineer but merely provide a helpful management
facility.

One strength of the high-gain method is that it is not tied to a
particular CAD package. However Pro-Matlab is now widely used by
control engineers arid would provide an ideal medium for development
of a software toolbox for the high gain method. Many of the necessary
tools already exist, but it is hoped that a complete toolbox could be
produced in the future. This would greatly enhance the design
environment and help to disseminate the high-gain method.

-3929.2.4. Design Trade-Offs

l)ur I ng t lie course of I his project severa .1 (Irs I gii trade oHs becaiiie
apparent but two of them are fundamental to the full understanding of
the design prot)l em. The Ii rs t is the trade- off between decoup] i ng
Purity arid speed of response. This has also been observed during the
AFTI/F-16 work [Anderson et al] where pilots found that a decoupled
response was desirable, but not at the expense of control bandwidth.
A very similar trade-off was also exliibi ted here, speed of response
versus quality of response. The impact of these factors on handling
qualities criteria needs further study.

The second is the trade-off between performance and robustness. It
was shown that more highly tuned (high performance) controllers were
less robust to plant parameter changes. This also meant that highly
tuned controllers would require more design points through the flight
envelope in order to retain that high performance between on-design
flight conditions. The balance here is between level of performance
and cost of production. This balance could also benefit from further
study.
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APPENDIX A

H I urk I)i

a i. oiiaJ i sat ion of a_Singul an y Prtui'l,ed Sys tern

Th is ;Ip)eII(I

ix conta ins the rnatheniatjca 1 descr ipti on of the block

d I agona i i sat ion theory for singularly Perturbed systems [Kokotovic]
in part one. In part two this theory is applied to the state and
Output equations of the closed-loop singularly perturbed system given
by (3.16) and (3.17) to derive the closed-loop block diagonalised
asy,nptut ic form.

Al .1 Block Diagnalisatjonmy

A linear nhllltivarjable time-invariant system with ni "slow" modes and
n2 last modes may be described by the state and output equations

1.

Xni(t) ] =
Xfl(t)

I

A 1 A2
A 3 A4

1 1
J

x1(t) 1
Xn2(t) j

+ { B1 } u(t)
Bn2 .1

. . . (Al)

and
y(t)

[Cfl1 C n2]

[x ni(t)]
X n 2(t)

respectively. Where fl1

1fll .X2€Rn2 .A1€R 111xn1 .A 2 eRx112 .A3cR12xnl,

A4cRn2xn2, B
ni cRnlx2 , B n2ER n2X2 u(t)6R 2 y(t) R 2 C
C n2€R PXI'12

. . . (A2)

R2XnI and

There exists a linear transformation of state variables

x 12 (t)j
[xt(t)'

fZ01]
I1ni I'1
-L m n2M ] 1zn2J

(A3)

and its explicit inverse

IZ 1

(t)1 = [ Imii_ Mr

L

-M

IXnll
1n2 J I.Xn2j

(A4)
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where

Z

1

€R

1Z

2

c g2

M cR flXfl 2

and L cRh12l

such that the

si at (' ('qua t i mrs (Al) may be exprrssed in block diagonal form

I Z nl( t )1
L Z n2(t)i

F ni
10

=

0
1
F'112 J

jG] u(t )

1Z111(t)]
Lz 12

(A5)

t

and the O Utl ) Ut equation (A2) assumes the

y(t)

=

{ H ni H

2]

form

fZ1(t)1

(A6)

IZn2(t)j

where
F 1 .1 i

=

(A 1 - A2L)

=

(A 4 -'- LA2)

G

2

ML) B1-MB2

1nl -

=

1

- LB

•

(A7)

•

(A8)

•

(A9)

+
•

-

an

-

LC12

•

(MO)

(All)

cl

= MC1 '

'n2 -

LM) C2

(Al2)

provided that the matrix Riccati equations
A2

- ( A1

+

A 2 L) M - M

(A4 -LA 2 )

0

(A13

arid
LA

1

+

A3

- LA 2 L -

A4L

0

(\14)

c-tri be satisfied by L and M.

In general, the solutions to these
Riccatj

[Kokotovic] by

=

the

A4

equations can be obtained

iterative schemes

(IkA1

4

A3-LkA2Lk)

(A15)

and
M k^l

=

( A2

+

( A 1 - A 2 L) M k

MkLA2)A41

(A16)

with the star'lingvahies

L 0A,1A3

(A17)

-417and
..

M 0 = A 2 A4
11 the assumpt Loll of ul "siow

(A18)

:iiodes and ri2 'fast" modes is valid

then the eigenvalues of A 1 and A4 will be well separated. This
situation gives rise to the rapid convergence of (A15) and (A16)
which allows the approximate but suffi ci cut solution of

L

L 0 = A 4A 3(A19)

and

M

= A 2 A4

(A20)

to be used in many cases. Such a case occurs when high-gain
error actuated feedback control is applied to a plant aild g-*=.
Clearly, in these circumstances, block diagonalisation will be
achieved and the state and output equations (A5) and (A6) will result
in a transfer function matrix of the forni

C(s) - G 8 (s) + Gf(s)

(.A21)

where the "slow" transfer function matrix is given by

G5(s) = 11 tl1 ( si fl i - F 111 )

G1

(A22)

and the "fast" transfer function matrix is given by

Ge(s) = H n2 (sI 1 2-F 11 2Y 1 G 2.

.

(A23)
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Al .2 Application of Block DiagontLisatioii Theory

The state and output

equations of the closed 1001) singularly

perturbed system (3.16) and (3.17) are given by

Z(t)
x 1 (t)
x 2 (t)

0
-F1
Z(t)
v(t)
12
'm
0
A11
Al2
x1(t) + 0
gR2K1 A 21 -gB 2 KF 1A 22 -gB 2 KF' x 2 (t)
gB2K1)
(A24)

and
y(t.) - . 0 C 1 C 2 ]

Z(t)
x1(t)

x2(t)

(A25)

In this case x 1 (t) = [Z(t) x 1 (t)] T and x, 2 = [x2(t)]
and so clearly
A1

10 - F1
A11

LO

• . (A26)

A 2f-F2
I Al2

(A27)

A 3 = [ gB 2 K 1 A21-gB2KF1]

• . (A28)

A 4 - [ 22 gB2X1)F2]

• . (A29)

-

(1

10

(A30)

- [gB2K]

• . . (A31)

C 01 = [ 0 C1]

• • • (A32)

an ci
C n2 = [C2]

(A33)

Substituting from (A28) and (A29) into (A19) gives

L = [A 22

gB 2 KF 2 j

1 [gR 2 K 1 A21-gB2K1)F1]

(A34)

-419-wh i ch may be rearranged to give

I, - (-gB2KF2r' [2 - 1 g A 22 (R2KJ)F2) 1j 1 [gR 2 K 1 A21-gB2K1Fj]

(A35)

The middle bracketed expression of (A35) may be expanded using the
binomial

to

expansion

a

first.

order

aiiproximation,

all

as

higher-order ternis become insignificant as g9. (l/g is the singular
perturbation in this singular perturbation analysis).

This yields

L - -hg (B 2 KF 2 Y

1

[12 - hg A 22 ( B 2 K 13 F 2

1

][gB 2 K 1 A21-gE32K2F1]

(A36)

which may be multiplied out and then simplified by ignoring terms
with I g which become negi igible as g - °. This gives

L

[-F2

K [)

1

K 1 F 2F1]

(A37)

substituting front (A27) and (A29) into (A20) gives

M = 1_ F 2
[A 22 - gB2KF2]
1
A1
I
J

(A38)

which may be rearranged and then si mpl iii ed using the binomial
expansion to a f irst order approx imitation, as used above, to give

-42 0-

2 1 [12
A 1 2j

M
- [

hg A 22 (B 2 KF 2 ) 1 J( g)(B 2 KF 2 Y

. . ( A39)

which agai ii may b mu] tip] jed out and then simplified by ignoring
insignificant, terms as g4 -

K1)

M=I
g

to give

B2

(MO)

{_A l2 F 2_ 1 K_ 1 B 2 1 ]

The result (A37) may he substituted into (A7) with (A26) and (A27)
and multiplied out to yield.

F111 -

I
L

K
K 10
P
A 17 F 2 1 KK jA11-Al2F21F1

I

(A41)

The result (A37) m'iy also be substituted into (A8) with (A29) and
(A27) to yield

Fn2 =

i:

-g B 2 KF 2 ]

(A42)

The result (A37) and (A4O) may be substituted into (A9) with (A30)
and (A31) to yield

0n1 =
L Al2F21 ]

(A43)

The results (A37) may be substituted into (AlO) with (A30) and (A31)
to yield

= [gB 2 }< p J

(A44)

The result (A37) may be substituted into (All) with (A32) and (A33)
to yield

-4 2111 n1

N21'2

Kp1 Kr

C 1 C 2 E' 2

F1]

I ly, both the resiil ts (A37) and

(A45)

(MD) nuy

be substituted into

(Al2) with (A32) and (A33) to yield

11n2

[C2]

(A46)

The results (A41), (A42), (A43), (A44), (A45) and (A46) may he
substituted into (A5) and (A6) to give the final asymptotic block
(liagonalised form of the closed-loop plant which was described by
(3.16) and (3.17), in the form of the state equation

Z(t)

-K1Kj

x j (t)

Al2F21K'K1 A 11 -A l2 F 2 1 F 1

0

0

0
0

0

Z(t)

0

x1(t) +

-gB2KF2

x2(t)

v(t)

1 2F2 -1
g1 21<p

(A47)

and the output equation

y(t)

[C2F2 K l K
p

C1-C2F21F1

C2]

Z(t)

x2(t)
(A48)

where the new asymptotic state (after linear state transformation of
(A3) and (A4) is [Z(t)

x j (t)

x2(t)]T.

From the results (Ml), (A32) , (A43) , (A44) , (A45) and (A46) together
with the equat ions (A22 ) and (A23 ) the 'slow' and ' fast ' transfer
tunc (ion matrices may a I so be defined
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Example 3.2:

This appendix contains the worked example from subsection
3.4.2. The example was calculated using Pro-Matlab and the
"DIARY" function was used to save the results of each
step. However, to help the reader follow the example, the
raw output has been edited and some text has been added.
The fine detail of the calculation is contained here, but
the discussion of the results is contained in section
3.4.2 under the heading "Example 3.2".

The state and output equations of the example plant are
given by

Xp

Xp

Ap
,'

*2

-5.6107e-02 -5.5741e-02 2.5394e-02 -3.9686e-F011Ixl
-6.5479e-02 -2.0975e-0l -i.1412e+00 -2.8338e+0lx2
2.2894e-03 -7.3745e-04 -4.7622e-0l -9.9674e-0211x3
0
0 l.0000e+00
OJLx4

Up

Bp

+

6.6O9Se+OO -4.6762e-Oi -8.6850e-021 ul
-5.4489e+Oj. -8.1062e-02 -2.2621e-Oltu2
i.O215e+00 7.7141e-04 -l.1808e-011u3
0
0
OJ
(Bi)

and
Yp

Fy11
y2
3

•

Ii

10
[o

0
1
0

Cp

Xp
0
0
1

0
0
lj

Dp

Ix]T1

1x21
'x3'
Lx 4]

+

ro
10

0
0
0

Up
0 [Ui
01u2
0 Lu3
(B2)

-4 24where Cp(3,3) represents the extra measurement to augment
y3 and make Cp*Bp full rank.

The poles (Pac), zeros (Zac) and constants (Kac) of the
actuator dynamics are given by
Actuator 1: Pad = [ 1
Zacl = [ I
Kaci = [1]
Actuator 2:

Pac2 = [-5]
Zac2 = {Inf]
Kac2 = [5]

Actuator 3:

Pac3 = [-6,-8+6*j,-8-6*j]
Zac3 = [-4]
Kac3 = [150]

where the transfer function is given by
Gac(s) = Kac . Zac(s)
Pac(s)
and G(s) for s-, ç

(B3)

is 1.

The resultant state and output equations are given by
Actuator 1:
yal = 0 . xal + l . ual

... (B4)

Actuator 2:
xa2 = -5 . xa2 -- l . ua2

. . . (B5)

and
ya2 = 5-xa2 + 0-ua2

(B6)

Actuator 3:
Ixa3l
1xa32
[xa33

r-22
1
[ 0

= I

-196 -600] [xa3l]
0
01. 1xa321
1
0] Lx833J

+

1 •ua3
0
0

(B7)

and
ya3

[o

600].[xa3ll
+ [O].ua3
Jxa32
Lxa33 J. . . (B8)
150

-42 5When the actuators are added to the plant the composite
system may be given by
Xc = Ac•Xc + Bc-Uc

(B9)

Yc = CcXc + DcUc

(BlO)

and

where

IAc(8,8) , Bc(8,3)J is given by
[Cc(3,8) , Dc(3,3)J

Columns 1 through 4
-5.0000e+OO
0
0
o -2.2000e+O1 -l.9600e+02
o
l.0000e+Q0
0
o
0
l.0000e+O0
-2.3381e+OO
0 -1.3028e+01
-4.0531e-01
0 -3.3932e+0l
3.8570e-03
0 -1.7712e+O1
o
0
0
o
0
0
o
0
0
o
0
0

0
-6.0000e+02
0
0
-5. 2110e+01
-1. 3573e+02
-7.0847e+O1
0
0
0
0

Columns 5 through 8
o
0
0
0
o
0
0
0
o
0
0
0
o
0
0
0
-S.6107e-02 -S.5741e-02
2.5394e-02 -3.9686e+01
-G.5479e-02 -2.0975e-OJ. -l.1412e+O0 -2.8338e+01
2.2894e-03 -7.3745e-04 -4.7622e-01 -9.9674e-02
o
0
l.0000e+O0
0
l.0000e-'-OO
0
0
0
o l.00000e+0O
0
0
o
0
l.0000e+00
l.0000e+OQ
Columns 9 through 11
o l.00000e+0Q
o
0
o
0
o
0
6.6096e+00
0
5.4489e+Ol
0
l.O215e+00
0
o
0
o
0
o
0
o
0

0
1. 00000e+00
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

(Bil)

-426It may be shown that the error actuated high gain
controller is defined by

Kp
u(t) =
g

13.0672e03 -l.7398e-02 3.1074e-021
F2.0975e+00 -2.1769e-0l L 9 5 9 8e+00I . e(t) +
l.2831e-02 -l.5193e-0l -8.1873e+00j

L

Ki

g

r3.o672e-o3 -1.7398e--02 3.1074e-021
I-2.0975e+00 -2.1769e-0l 1.9598e+00I.e(t)
l.2831e-02 -l.5193e-0l -8.1873e+OOJ

L

(B12)

when the diagonal tuning matrices (see equations (3.29)
and (3,30)) are

=

diag(l,1,l).

Connecting this controller in series with the plant and
actuators when g=l gives the correct form of open-loop
high-gain system from which the root-locus asymptote
characteristics may be found. The resulting composite
system is given by

Xhg = Ahg . Xhg + Bhg.Uhg

(B13)

Yhg = Chg.Xhg + Dhg.Uhg

(B14)

and

where [Ahg(ll,l1) , Bhg(l1,3)1 is given by
[Chg(3,ll)
, Dhg(3,3)

J

-427Columns 1 through 4
0
0
0
-2. 0975e+Q0
1.2831e-02
0
0
2.0273e-02
-1 . 6713e-0l
3.1331e-03
0
U
0
0

0
0
0
-2. 1769e-01
-1 . 5193e-01
0
0
-1. 1499e-0l
9. 4799e-01
-1. 777 le-02
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
1.9598e+O0
-8. 1873e+00
0
0
2.0538e-01
-1. 6932e+00
3.1741e-02
0
0
0
0

-5.

-2.
-4.
3.

0
0
0
0000e+00
0
0
0
3381e+00
0531e-0l
8570e-03
0
0
0
0

Columns 5 through 8
0
0
0
0
-2. 2000e+01
1. 0000e+0O
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
U
0
-1. 9600e+02
0
1. 0000e+00
-1. 3028e+01
-3. 3932e-4-01
-1. 7712e+01
U
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
-6.0000e+02
0
0
-5. 2110e+01
-1. 3573e+02
-7.0847e+01
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
-5.6107e-02
-6.5479e-02
2. 2894e-03
0
1. 0000e4-O0
0
0

0
0
0
0
U
0
0
-3. 9686e+Ol
-2. 8338e+O1
-9. 9674e-02
0
0
0
0

1. 0000e+00
0
0
-2. 0975e+O0
1.2831e-02
0
0
2.0273e-02
-1. 6713e-01
3.1331e-03
0
0
0
0

Columns 9 through 12

-5.
-2.
-7.
1.

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
5741e-02
0975e-01
3745e-04
0
0
0000e+U0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2. 5394e-02
-1. 1412e+00
-4. 7622e-0l
1. 0000e+00
0
0
1. 00000e+00

-428Columns 13 through 14
0
1. 0000e+00
0
-2. 1769e-Ol
-1 . 5193e-0l
0
0
-1. 1499e-0l
9.4799e-Ol
-1. 7771e-02
0
0
0
0

0
0
1. 0000e+O0
1.9598e+00
-8. 1873e+0O
0
0
2. 0538e-Ol
-1. 6932e+00
3. 1741e-02
0
0
0
0

(B15)

The Markov parameters are contructed from the matrices
Ahg, Bhg and Chg (as given by (B13), (B14) and (B15))
according to equation (3.46) .The first 6 £4arkov
parameters and their rank are given overleaf in table Bl.

Table Bi
No

Markov parameters

Rank Rank defect

1

2.0273e-02 -l.1499e-0l 2.0538e-0l
-1.6713e-0]. 9.4799e-0l -l.6932e+00
3.133le-03 -l.7771e-02 3.1741e-02

1

2

2

4.9327e+00 3.4715e-01 -4.2932e+O0
7.l318e-0l 8.6519e-Ol -2.1821e+0O
-3.1465e-03 -2.8882e-02 5.7645e-02

2

1

3

-2.0225e+O1 5.8061e-Ol l.2409e-f02
-4.3902e+O0 5.1143e+00 2.8O80e+02
-l.8773e-01 2.6904e+O0 l.4498e+02

3

0

4

l.O255e+02 -2.3276e+Ol -1.9248e+03
2.7O34e+Ol -8.9752e+01 -4.9718e+03
3.5640e+OO -4.4349e+0l -2.3891e+03

3

0

5

-5.2081e+02 2.0723e+02 l.4438e+04
-l.7577e+02 9.2690e+02 5.0594e+04
-3.8356e+01 4.6493e+02 2.5049e+04

3

0

6

2.5540e+03 -4.4618e+02 -4.0329e+04
9.9174e+02 -5.9722e+03 -3.2500e+05
2.6153e+02 -3.1506e+03 -l.6976e+05

3

0
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direction of the root-locus asymptotes as shown by example
3.1. Clearly, there are 5 finite zeros and 6 infinite
zeros.

The 5 finite zeros are: 3 due to the integrators,
1 due to the third-order actuator,
1 due to the transmission zero of
the basic plant.

The 6 infinite zeros are :

1 first-order
2 second-order and
3 third-order.

The asymptote patterns of each set correspond to the
respective patterns given by figure 3.4, as the high-gain
theory always results in asymptotes corresponding to
pattern A.

The pivot-points of each asymptote set may be calculated
by following the 5 steps given in subsection 3.4.2.
Clearly, only the first 4 Markov parameters are needed as
the 3rd Markov parameter is full rank.

Step 1

Step 1 of the pivot-point calculation is to define Ml
which is given by the first 4 Markov parameters
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=

Columns 1 through 3
2.0273e-02 -1.1499e-0l
2.0538e-01
-l.6713e---0l
9.4799e-01 -l.6932e+O0
3.l331e-03 -1.777le-02
3.1741e-02

Columns 4 through 6
4.9327e+00
3.4715e-0l -4.2932e+OO
7.l318e-0l
8.6519e-0l -2.1821e+00
3. l465e-03 -2.8882e-02
5.7645e-02
Columns 7 through 9
-2.0225e-4-01
-4.3902e+00
-l.8773e-0l

5.8061e-0l
5.1143e+00
2.6904e+00

l.2409e+02
2.8080e+02
l.4498e+02

Columns 10 through 12
1. 0255e+02 -2. 3276e+0l -1. 9248e^03
2.7034e+O]. -8.9752e+Ol -4.97l8e-4-03
3.5640e+0O -4.4349e+Ol -2.3891e+03

Step 2

Step 2 of the pivot-point calculation is to perform the
unimodular transformation which gives Mibar
Mlbar

=

Columns 1 through 3
0
0
0

0
l.0000e+00
0

0
0
0

Columns 4 through 6
4.9828e+00 -2.6394e-02
0
8.5557e-Ol
2.2838e-02 -4.0536e-02

3.742le+0O
0
l.7151e-02

Columns 7 through 9
-l.9790e+0].
-4.3O27e-Ol
-7.8473e---0l

7.3148e-0]. -l.275le+02
2.5282e-01. -3.23l3e-Oj.
6.7746e-03
1.4941e+02

-4 31Columns 10 through 12
9.3189e+Ol
2.5214e+00
1.1852e+01

3.5522e-01
1.8926e+03
9.3344e-02 -l.1873e+02
2.5177e-02 -2.4695e+03

... (B17)

Clearly the (3x3) block ( Mlbar(l:3,l:3) )is now in the
correct form and the only non-zero eigenvalue is in the
middle.

Step 3

Step 3 of the pivot-point calculation requires row and
column operations to obtain the correct block structure.
In this case the correct block structure is given by
fa 0 b
10 C 0
Ld 0 e

. . . (BiB)

where a, b, c, d and e are not touched by the row column
operations, but the other terms are reduced to zero as
shown by (B18).

Assuming that Mlbar = [ml m2 m3 m4J, where each Dii
(i=l,2,3,4) is a (3x3) matrix, then the first 3 row
operations are

m2(rowl)=xn2(row].) - ml(row2)*(Mlbar(1,5)/Mlbar(2,2))
m3(rowl)=m3(rowl) - ln l( ro w2)*(Mlbar(i,8)/Mlbar(2, 2))
m4(row].)=jij4(row].) - m l(r o w2)*(Mlbar(l, 1l)/Mlbar(2,2))
(B 19)
which gives
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Columns 1 through 3
o
o
o

0
l.0000e+00
0

0
0
0

Columns 4 through &
4.9828e+00
0
0
8.5557e-0l
2.2838e-02 -4.0536e-02

3. 7421e+00
0
1. 7151e'-02

Columns 7 through 9
-l.9790e+0l
-4.3027e-0l
-7.8473e-0l

0 -1.2751e+02
2.5282e-0l -3.2313e-0l
6.7746e-03
l.4941e+02

Columns 10 through 12
9.3189e+0l
2.52l4e+00
1.1852e+01

0
9.3344e-02
2.5177e-02

l.8926e+03
-l.1873e+02
-2.4695e+03

(B20)

The next 3 row operations are

m2(row3)=m2(rowl) - m l(row2)*(Mlbar(3,5)/M].bar(2, 2))
m3(row3)=m3(rowl) - m l(row2)*(Mlbar(3,8)/Mlbar(2, 2))
m4(row3)=m4(rowl) - ml(row2)*(Mlbar(3, 11)/Mlbar(2, 2))
(B21)
which gives

Mibar =

Columns 1 through 3
0
0
0

0
1.0000e+00
0

0
0
0

Columns 4 through 6
4.9828e+00
0
2.2838e-02

0
8.5557e-01
0

3.7421e-f00
0
1.7151e-02

-433Columns 7 through 9
-1.9790e+Ol
-4.3027e-Ol
-7.8473e-0l

0 -l.2751e+02
2.5282e-0]. -3.2313e-Ol
l.4941e-1-02
0

Columns 10 through 12
9.3189e+01
2.5214e+00
l.1852e+0l

0
l.8926e+03
9.3344e-02 -l.1873e+02
0 -2.4695e-f03

(B22)

Four column operations finish off this step of the
calculation as follows:

m3(coll)=m3(col].) - ml(col2)*(Mlbar(2,7)/Mlbar(2,2))
m3(col3) z m3(col3) - ml(col2)*(Mlbar(2, 9)/Mlbar(2, 2))
in4(coll)=m4(coll) - Inl(col2)*(Mlbar(2, 10)/Mlbar(2,2))
m4(col3) z m4(col3) - ml(col2)*(Mlbar(2, 12)/Mlbar(2,2))
(B23)
giving

Mibar =
Columns 1 through 3
0
0
0

0
1.0000e+O0
0

0
0
0

Columns 4 through 6
4.9828e+00
0
2.2838e-02

0
8.5557e-Ol
0

3.7421e+00
0
l.715].e-02

Columns 7 through 9
-1.9790e+0].
0
-7.8473e-0].

0
2.5282e-Q1
0

-l.2751e-4-02
0
l.4941e+02

-4 34Columns 10 through 12
9.3189e-4-Ol
0
l.1852e+Ol

0
9.3344e-02
0

l.8926e+03
0
-2.4695e-4-03

(B24)

Clearly Mlbar is now in the correct block structured form.

Step 4

Step 4 calculates the pivot-point for this asymptote set.
In this case there is only one first-order asymptote set
and equation (3.54) defines its pivot-point as

p1(mlbar(2,5)/mlbar(2, 2) )/l

=

8.5557e-Ol

. . . (B25)

Step 5

Step 5 requires that as dl ^ 0 (ie there are still
pivot-points to be found) then M2 must be formed. This is
formed by extracting 3 (2x2) subniatrices from in2, m3 and
m4 such that the elements extracted correspond to the
elements a, b, d and e from equation (B18). This yeilds

M2

=

Columns 1 through 4
4.9828e+00
2.2838e-02

3.7421e+00 -l.9790e+Ol -1. 2751e+02
l.7151e-02 -7.8473e-0l
1 .4941e+02

Columns 5 and 6
l.8926e+03
9.3l89e+Ol
l.l852e+0l -2.4695e+03
The algorithm now returns to step 2.

(B26)
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Step 2 once again performs the unimodular transformation
to give M2bar

M2bar =

Columns 1 through 4
5. 0000e+00
0

o -2.0380e+0l
o -6.5l52-O3

0
1. 5000e+02

Columns 5 and 6
l.0191e+02 -3.8548e+Ol
6.6050e-02 -2.4783e+03

(B27)

Step 3

In this case the correct block structure is
Ii 01
[o gj

. . (B28)

where f and g are not touched by the row and column
operations, but the other elements are reduced to zero as
shown by (B28).

Assuming that M2bar = [ml m2 m3J where each mi (il,2,3)
is a (2x2) matrix, then the following 3 row and collumn
operations are required

m2(row2)=m2(row2) - ml(rowl)*(t42bar(2,3)/Mlbar(]., 1))
m3(row2)=m3(row2) - ml(rowl)*(M2bar(2,5)/Mlbar(l, 1))
m3(col2)=m3(col2) - ml(coll)*(M2bar(l,6)/Mlbar(l, 1))
(B29)
to yeild the desired form of M2bar
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Nf2bar =
Columns 1 through 4
5. 0000e+OO
0

o -2.0380e+01
o
0

0
l.5000e+02

Columns 5 and 6
0
1.0191e4-02
0 -2.4783e+03

(B30)

Step 4
Step 4 calculates the pivot-point for this asymptote set.
In this case there is only one second-order asymptote set
and equation (3.54) defines its pivot-point as

p2(M2bar(l,3)/Mlbar(l,l))/2

-2.0380e+0O

... (B31)

Step 5

Step 5 requires that as d2

0 (ie there are still

pivot-points to be found) then N13 must be formed. This is
formed by extracting 2 (lxi) submatrices from m3 and m4
such that the elements extracted correspond to the element
g from equation (B28). This yeilds
M3 =
l.5000e+02 -2.4783e+03

(B32)

Clearly, M3 is already in the required form and the
calculation may advance to step 4 where

M3bar = M3.
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Step 4 calculates the pivot-point for this asymptote set.
In this case there is only one third-order asymptote set
and equation (3.54) defines its pivot-point as

p3(M3bar(l,l)/M3bar(l,2))/3

=

-S.5072e+OO

... (B33)

Summary

The asymptote pivot-points have been calculated and are
tabulated below

Table B2
Asymptote order
1st
2nd
3rd

Pivot-point
S.SS57e-01
-2.0380e+OO
-S.5072e+OO

This particular example also shows how the calculation is
performed when the block structure is of a different form
to that shown in equation (3.52), such as the structure
given by (Bl8)
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APPENDIX C

I lEADER LISTINGS OF THE PRO-NATLAB FUNCTIONS
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APPENDIX C

This appendix contains a listing of the "HELP" banners for
some of the more important Pro-Matlab rn-files that were
used for this project. Many other M-files were used for
specific calculation and plotting functions but these are
not given here. The format of each "HELP" banner shown
here has been altered slightly to fit the general format
of this report. The M-files are listed in alphabetical
order below and the complete listing also follows this
order.
M-files listed:
AD APT LOC US
ASYMPTOTES
BLOCKSLCT
BLOCKSWOP
C LO S E LOOP
DAMPER
GMAG
HGCLBLD
HGCONT
HG LOCUS
MA RKO V
NULLER
ROOT IMDAT
ROOT_INDEX
ROOT_PP
ROOT_SORT
SPD
TUNER

ADAPTLOCUS
[GAINS ,ROOTS,RG,MX] = ADAPTLOCUS(A,B,C,D,KO,
GMIN, GMAX, SIG, RHO, TOL)
This calculates the root-locus of a system using a
variable gain step. The algorithm sorts the roots so that
the distance between any pair of roots on 1 root locus
branch is minimised and orders them so that plotting a ROW
of the ROOTS matrix gives ONE branch of the locus. The
distance between roots is calculated and if the largest
distance is more than the tolerance allowed, the gain is
decreased; otherwise the gain step is increased slightly
to "take up the slack".

<Continued overleaf>
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INPUTS:

A,B,C,D
K0,SIG,RHO -

GMIN,GMAX TOL

-

OUTPUTS: GAINS

-

ROOTS

-

RG
MX

-

The open-loop plant matrices.
The controller ,uatrix,sigrna and
rho tuning parameters from the
high gain theory.
The starting and finishing gains
of the root-locus.
The maximum distance between roots
on a branch.
The actual gains used to produce
the locus.
The matrix of roots, each collumn
is a different rootlocus branch.
All the gains that were tried.
The largest root distances for
each gain.

This function also calls HGCONT, CLOSELOOP, ROOT_SORT and
ROOT_PP.

AS YM PT 0 T ES
(ASYMPT] = ASYMPTOTES(A,B,C,D,K0,SIG,RHO,dispflg)
This calculates the order and position of multivariable
root-locus asymptotes for a high-gain system. It uses g=l
to get the high-gain system into the right form (see PhD
thesis, D Hopper, chapter 3).
The method of calculation follows that of Owens, mt. J.
Control 1980, Vol.
INPUTS:
A,B,C,D - The open-loop state space matrices.
- The high-gain controller matrix.
KO
SIG,RHO - The diagonal tuning parameters.
DISPFLG - If 1, the answer is displayed in a
table, if 0 or omitted the answer is
not displayed.
OUTPUTS:
ASYMPT

- A vector containing the order and
position of the asymptotes.

This also calls MARKOV, SPD, HGCONT and CLOSELOOP.
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B LOCKS LCT
[ABSL,BBSL,CBSL, DBSL] = BLOCKSLCT(A,B,C,D, Si
,-Fl , S2, F2)
This takes a subset of state space matrices out of a large
state space system.
INPUTS:
A,B,C,D
Sl,Fl
S2,F2

- are the original state space system.
- are the start and finish of the
first sub-state.
- are the start and finish of the
second sub-state.

OrJTPtJTS:
*BSL

- are the output state space matrices
of the subsystem.

The arguements supplied (ie ABSL. . etc.) will then contain
the state space system of the sub-states.

BLOCKSWOP
{ABSW,BBSW,CBSW,DBSW] = BLOCKSWOP(A,B,C,D,1)
This changes the order of two subsets of states from the
state space system A,B,C,D.The input 1 is the number of
state variables on the top of the state vector which are
being put to the bottom.
The output arguements supplied (ie ABSW.. etc.) will then
contain the state space system with the state variables in
a different order.
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CLOSELOOP - CLOSE LOOP

Purpose

Closes the ioop around a system with state space
realization (a,b,c,d). The option is available to include
a constant feedback matrix.
Synops is

[ac,bc,cc,dc]=closeloop(a,b,c,d)
{ ac, bc, cc, dcJ closeloop(a, b, c, d, f)
Description

A system having a state space realization (ac,bc,cc,dc) is
formed by placing a unity negative feedback loop around
the system (a,b,c,d). A constant feedback matrix f is
incorporated if it is specified in the argument list.
The diagram below shows this;

v(t)

+

e(t)
>0--------(a, b , c, d)

y(t)

w(t)
f: ----------

The closed loop system thus has state and output equations;

x(t)

ac*x(t) + bc*v(t)

y(t) = cc*x(t) + dc*v(t)
Diagnostics

If the system given by (a,b,c,d) does not have the same
number of inputs and outputs and no f matrix is specified:
Number of inputs does not equal number of outputs
If f is specified and its dimensions are not compatible
with the remainder of the system then:
F matrix is not of compatible size
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[DAMP] = DAMPER(RTS)
This calculates the damping of a vector of roots. The
answer is a NAN if the root is at the 0 rigin, 0 if the
root is on the imaginary axis, positive if the root is
stable and negative if the root is unstable.

GMAG
[Z]

GMAG(POLES,ZEROS,SPOTS)

This returns the gain magnitude Ka for a system described
as follows:
m
rn-i
2
G(s) = Ka*[ s + b(m-l) s + . . . b(2) s + b(l) s + b(0) s I
n

n-1

2

I s + a(n-i) s + . . . a(2) s + a(l) s + a(0) s ]

Where Ka represents the overall gain and the poles and
zeros are described by the equations a(s) and b(s) which
are both monic.
NB

[t4onic means that the highest power of s has the
coefficient 1]

The spot point is a point, or a vector of points, on the
locus at a particular gain. This function calculates the
distances from the spot point(s) to each pole and to each
zero and the gain magnitude is the product of the pole
distances divided by the product of the zero distances.
It can be used to analyse a set of roots which are
associated with a MIMO root locus 'layer' created using
the high-gain method. This function also forms the basis
of the actuator coxnpatability test.

HGCLBLD
HGCLBLD is a script file that takes the open loop plant
state space matrices (including actuator and/or sensor
dynamics) and the controller matrices and builds the open
loop high gain state space matrices.
It assumes the following naming convention:
*ol - The open-loop state space matrices.
*hg - The open-loop high-gain system state space
matrices.
*cl - The closed-loop state space matrices.
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HG CON T
[ac,bc,cc,dcj=hgcont(a,b,c,d,kO,g,rho,sjgma)
This connects a high gain controller in series with a
system having state space realization (a,b,c,d), as
follows:
INPUTS:

A,B,C,D
G,KO

-

SIGMA,RHO OUTPUTS: *C

-

The open-loop plant matrices.
The scalar gain and the controller
matrix.
The sigma and rho tuning parameters.
The closed-loop state-space matrices.

The controller equation is:
z(t) = e(t)
u(t) = g*kOsigma*( e(t) + rho*z(t)}

HG LOC US
HGLOCUS is a script file that generates a root locus from
an open-loop system in series with a high-gain controller.
The following naming convention is used:
*ol - open-loop state space matrices.
*hg - open-loop high-gain state space matrices.
*cl - closed-loop state space matrices

MA RKO V
[RANKS,CHAINJ = MARKOV(A,B,C,1)
This generates the Markov chain for proper systems using
the A, B and C matrices. It either generates the chain up
to the first full rank Markov parameter plus one (for 1=1)
or it generates the chain for 'n' terms where 'n' is the
number of states (if 1=1 or 1 is absent).

NULLER
[X] =NULLER(X, TOL)
This takes a matrix and sets each element which is smaller
than 'tol' to zero. It operates on the absolute values. If
a value for tol is not given then l.Oe-12 is used.
It is used in ASYMPTOTES by SPD to remove rounding errors.
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R 00 T - I MD AT
[BREAK_POINTS] = ROOT_IMDAT(RTS)
This returns a matrix containing the location of break and
joining points. If there are x break and joining points
then the matrix will be a two-by-x matrix. The top row
contains the array locations of the break or joining
points. The element below each array location of a break
of joining point is plus or minus one to say which is
which.
-1 means one less imaginary part - a joining point.
+1 means one more imaginary part
a break point.
This is called from ROOT_PP.
See also ADAPTLOCUS,ROOT_SORT and ROOT_INDEX.

ROOT_ INDEX
[RTINDX1,RTINDX2J = ROOT INDEX(Vl,V2,K)
This takes two column vectors containing the roots either
side of a break or joining point (Vi & V2), and an integer
K. The integer K is -1 if there is a joining point or +1
if there is a break point. It returns the locations of the
roots which are going complex or joining the axis.
This is called from ROOT_PP
See also ADAPTLOCUS,ROOT SORT and ROOT_IMDAT.

ROOT PP
IRTS] = ROOT_PP(RTS)
This is a Post Processor for the routine ADAPTLOCUS.M
which generates a root locus with a variable size gain
step. This routine alters the order of the roots in the
root_locus to conform to a particular convention. This
ensures that any root locus which joins-to and breaks-from
the real axis more than once is stil reproduced correctir
"Fast" roots
when drawn one branch at a time. Convention:
go "up" (+ve imaginary part) and "up" roots go "fast"
INPUTS:
RTS

-

Contains the input root_locus matrix with
each collumn containing roots for a
different gain, and each row containing
an assumed single branch of the locus.

<Continued overleaf>

-44 6OUTPUTS:
RTS

-

Contains the output root_locus matrix with
each collumn containing roots for a
different gain, and each row containing
the corrected single branch of the locus.

This calls ROOT IMDAT and ROOT_INDEX.
See also ADAPTLOC[JS and ROOT_SORT.

ROOT_SORT
ROOTSORT(RTSOLD, RTSNEW)
This returns a set of roots (RTSNEW) that have been sorted
to minimise the vector magnitude between RTSOLD(i) and
RTSNEW(i).
The return arguements are:
RTSNEW - containing the sorted rtsnew set of roots
DIST
- containing the vector magnitudes (or distances
between the roots.
The original can be created by ADAPTLOCUS.
This function is called from ADAPTLOCUS.
See also ROOT_IMDAT,ROOT_INDEX,ROOTPP.

SPD
[NIOUT]=SPD(MIN,NZMP)
This performs a spectral decomposition on a Markov chain.
The first square matrix is decomposed and the others are
transformed by the same transformation matrix.

TUNER
C OS T = TUNER ( VECT)
This is a function that tunes a high gain controller to
give a minimum damping for each response. VECT contains
the guess vector and cost returns the cost associated with
that guess. The M file NELDER is used in conjunction with
this function. The A,B,C and D matrices ONLY should be
saved to 'temp' before the NELDER function is called.
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APPENDIX D

Clossary of Terms for Handling Qualities Criteria

Dl AIRCRAFT CLASSIFICATION

Class I
Small light aircraft such as:
Light utility
Primary trainer
Light observation

Class II
Mtdium Weight, low-to-medium manoeuvrability aircraft such as:
Utility
Srarch arid rescue
Medium transport/cargo/tanker
}:.r-iy warning/electronic countermeasures/airborne
command, control, or communications relay.
Antisubmarine
Assault transport
}Uconnaissance
Tactical bomber
Ihavy attack
Trainer for Class I [

Class III
Large, heavy, low-to-medium manoeuvrability aircraft such as:
Heavy transport/cargo/tanker
ikavy bomber
Patrol / early warning / electronic countermeasures /
airborne command, control, or communications relay.
Heavy search and rescue
Trainer for class III
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Class IV

High-marioeuvrability aircraft such as:
Fighter/interceptor
Attack
Tactical reconnaissance
Observation
Combat search and rescue
Trainer for class IV

1)2

FLIGHT PHASES

1)2.1 Noritermirial Flight Phases:

Category A - Those nonterininal flight phases that require rapid
manoeuvring, precision tracking, or precise flightpath
control. Included in this category are:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
j)

- Air-to-ground combat (CU)
- Ground attack (GA)
- Weapon delivery/launch (WD)
- Aerial recovery (AR)
- Reconnaissance (RC)
- In flight refueling (receiver) (RN)
- Terrain following (TF)
- Antisubmarine search (AS)
- Close formation flying (FF)
- Precision hover (PH)

Ctegory B - Those nonterminal flight phases that are normally
accomplished using gradual manoeuvres and without
precision tracking, although accurate flight-path
control may be required. Included in this category are:
I) - Climb (CL)
b) - Cruise (CR)
c) - Loiter (LU)
d) - In flight refueling (tanker) (PT)
c) - Descent (D)
f) - Emergency descent (ED)
g) - Emergency deceleration (DE)
h) - Aerial delivery (AD)
i) - Hover (H)
j) - Nonterminal transition (NT)
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1)2 2 Terminal Flight Phases:

('egory C - Terminal flight phases that are normally
accomplished using gradual manoeuvres and usually
require accurate flight-path control. Included in
this category are:
a)
b)
c)
d)
c)
f)
g)

-

Vertical take-off (VT)
Short take-off (ST)
Approach (PA)
Wave-off/go-around (WO)
Vertical landing (VL)
Short landing (SL)
Terminal transition (TT)

When necessary, recategorization or addition of flight phases or
delineation of requirements for special situations will be accomplished
by the procurung activity.

In HANDLING QUALITIES RATINGS

Level 1:

Flying qualities are clearly adequate for the mission flight
phase.

Level 2: Flying qualities are adequate to accomplish the mission flight
phase, but some increase in pilot workload or degradation in
mission effectivveness, or both, exists.

Level 3: Flying qualities are such that the aircraft can be controlled
safely, but pilot workload is excessive or mission
effectiveness is inadequate, or both. Category B and C flight
phases can be completed.

NB:
A complementary ratings scheme exists which allows a more detailed
assessment to be made. This is known as the Cooper-Harper rating
s(ileme and the figure overleaf gives an illustration of how the
scheme is applied. The first nine Cooper-Harper ratings, in groups
o( three, correspond directly to the the three rating levels given
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HANDLING QUALITIES RATING SCALE

CHARACTCm5nCI

Highly desirable
Good
tiegllgibie deticlerrcloe

Pilot cornpensaiion note actor br
dpined pentormence
Pilot compeneatioii not elector too
desired performance

Fair — Some mildly
unpleasant deliciencle.

Minimal pilot compensation required
desired pertormance

Encellont

ft:'7°TT

:''

•
No i
eatiatectory without
•
warrant
h1tPrOnemenh?r..[.j__l

t.arlequata
pertormwnc.
N0
itnebie with a tolerabi
pilot workload?
•-

Major deficiencies

Adequate pertorinence requires aetensine
pilot compensation
i .rj.'
•.
•-.
Adequate pertormarrcc not attainable with
irraniinum toierat,to pilot compensation.
Controtiebillly not bin question
Considerabia pilot co:npsnsailon Is requited
lot council

Major deficiencie.

intense pilot compensation is requIted to
retain Control

Major detictencles
Delicloncies
requite

br

Adequate performance require.
considerable pilot compensetton

•

improvement

2

Desired partormance requires moderate
pilot compensation

Very objectionable but
totenebie deilciencies
F4

1

,. •

Minor but annoying
doilcienclas
Moderately objacliornebte
deilciencias

•'.'\';.t.
'Y'14-'.
i:".

PILOT

DIU.11OS ON TH PILOT
I SV1JCTD TASIC OM fIEQUIRED OPfRATION

AIMCFAPT

ADQiJACY ?O sftlOTtu TAsK O
KOUfiWD O?fAA44e

5
6
±•
7

.,
'N )

improvement
mandatory

Is
it coniroilabte?
\

.-

Major deliciencies

/

Pilot declitons

Coop.r .H.np.n

R.t NASA

Pit) 5153

i

1Sh1 t

Coniroi wlit 1,5 lost during some portton 01
required Operation
'--•..--.---. .:--•-•
•'- 4 . rJ, •_...'.i-.
.;ir...i,.rj'
:-.
•
Ocirninlon at required opelaiioo inoOi.I dn,gn.i.un cii 11041.1 pu .,.
.ut.pin...leIih.CcOrunp.nre.Q Coodillons

DEFINITIONS FROM TN 0-5153
COMPENSATION
lire nraasuae ot eddiruonat pilot effort
end attention required to maintain a
given level of pertoinuance iu tire lace 01
duiiicnent vehicle characterIsticS
lINOLtNG OUALITIES
Those qualities or chaiactenistuce of an
aircuatt that govern the ease and precision with which a pilot is able to perlonrn
the tasks required in supporl ol en aircralt rote
MISStON
The composite of p.iot-vehicta tunctions
that must be peitormed to lutlill operationat requirements May be specitied (or
a iota. complete blight, flight phase, or
flight subphase.

I

PEItFORMANCE
The precrsion of control with rrnspect to
alicralt nrOvOnioiil hut a pilot is clii. to
achieve in puuiornurig a task. (Pilotvehicle peitormanCe is a nrroasirre ol
handling pentoruiraurCo Pilot perlourn.
Inca is a measure of tIre nianiror Ot
elhiciericy with which a 1,101 nroves tie
piincrtiai ContrOls it petfourrring a task
ROLE
The function or purpose itiat detines the
primary use of aim aircraft.
TASK
Ttie actual work assigned a pilot to be
pertoumirad in completion ol or as representative of a designated flight segment.

WORKLOAD
The integrated physical and mental elton required
10 perform • st)eCihied piloting task.

Cooper-Harper Handling Qualities Rating
Scale for Pilot Assessment
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